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1The state-of-the art in strap-down inertial systemi technology has advanced to a state where
it scems timely to present it to the NATO Community in the form of a Lecture Seris.
Until now, this technology has been wovemcd only in many .eparate papers, and no coherent
document covering the whole spectrum of this technology is available.
Thie Lecture Series will provide an overview of fhe current technologies being implemented

in stiap-down navigation, control, and guidance systems. Technology high-lighting the
up-to-date techniques employed in the development of inertial sensoms, analysis, dataproeu.ssing and subsystem integration will lie discussed, along with predictions of the
directions these techniques are likely to take. This will provide the overall background
necessary for understanding the principles and inechanLims of real, current-day, strap-down
"systemsuar.d likely future systems using the newest technology.
:. material in this putbication was assembled to support a Lecture Series under the
The
sponsorship of the Guidance and Cont.-l Panel and the Consultant and Etchange
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PREFACE
This Lecture Series No.95, on Strapdow,%Inertial Systems is sponsored by the
Guidance and Control Panel of AGARt. tnd organized by the Consultant and Exchange
Program me.
The first four lectures are intended to provide a detailed tutorial to strapdown inertial
sensors, algorithms, and systems. Tne second four lectures emphasize actual system applications using all of the different types of inertial sensors presently available. In that regard,
the reader is fortunate in hoving, in one document, the description of the application of
these different sensors to various state-of-the-art applicatior,.,
Most of the papers were technically reviewed and have been edited for consistency in
format and in nomenclature so that the reader will find a common approach in eacth
presentation. The opinions expressed are, of course, those of tht: individual lecturers.

George TSCHMI|)T
Lecturv Series Director
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STRAPDOWN INERTIAL SYSTEMS-THEORY AND APPLICATIONS
INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

1

by

George T. Schmidt
Advanced Systems Department
The Charles Stark Draper Laboratory,
Cambridge, NA, U.S.A. U2119

Inc.

SUMMARY
Comparisons between conventional gimbal inertial systems and strapdown inertial systems are presented
in terms of implementation requirements and performance differences.
A generalized approach to inertialsystem analysis that can determine the performance of different inertial mechanizations is described.
1. INTRODUCTION
This AGARD Lecture Series is intended to provide both the basic theory of strapdown inertial systems
and an overview of the current technologies being implemented.
Technology highlighting the up-to-date
techniques employed in the development of strapdown inertial sensors, analyses, algorithms. aad subsystems
integration are presented, along with predictions of the directions these techniques are likely to take.
The intent of this particular lecture is to provide some overall background and introductory material
to the detailed lectures, as well as a generalized analysis technique. Then, the followinq three lectures
emphasize in a tutorial manner inertial components, algorithms, and strapdown system design; tne remaining
four describe applications of these techniques to system implementations.
Previous AGARD publications and other reference
standing the techniques of inertial navigation.(I-5)
tial navigation systems, by far, the most common type
use. All of these references describe the algorithms

material provide the necessary frainework for underThese publications have concentrated on gimbal inerof inertial system in military, spce. and commercial
for navigation in Qreat detail.

In Inertial-platform giebal mechanizations, the gyroscopes mounted on a stable element measure angular rates, and gimb•l-drive systems can use the angular-rate information to null the angular motion sensed
by the gyroscopes.
In this manner, the gyroscopes and accelerot.eters on the stable element are inertilly
stabilized from the vehicle motion, and the stable mKeber physically represents an Inertial referice
frame.
By double integration of the specific-force Indications from the accelerwneters. with a Correction
for gravity. position determination Is possible. Figure I illustrates this approach.
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Gimbal tystm'i provide a good dynamic environment for inertial instru. t$. particularly in severe
angular oscillatory case%. ýuch as a spinnina reentry vehicle. since the gimbals isolate the gyros from the
envIroewent.
In fact, the state-of-the-art is such that navination performance of Qimbal %ystfwf can approach almost error-free instrument operation to the point where uncertainties in the knowledge of the
gravity field beice the dominant sources of navigational error.
In strapd•wh inertial systtes, the sensors are mounted directly (or perhaps with vibration isolators)
On the vehicle.
Inertial-Sensor outputs now represent £pecific force and angular rate with respect to inertial space coOrdinititzed in vehicle body axe%.
Therefore. to maintain an inertial refereAn-C fralie, a

f/

c'*mputer-9enerated transformaation-matrix algorithm between body and inertial frames must he used to process the gyro outputs as the vehicle moves and its orientation changes. Then, the accelerometer information must be transformed from the body frame to the inertial reference frame. Figure 2 illustrates this
mechanization.
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common for gimbal Systems; for strapdown systems, since the gyros measure body angular rate with respect
to
inertial space, the inertial frame set'i more apprpr-iate.
However, since navigation information in
geographic coordinates i$ almost always a desirid output. Figure 4 is a typical mchanization.
The local-vertical frame i; -. sually a so-called 'wander azim.uth* reference frame in which no attempt
is made in 4 gimbal systeir to point one of the stable-member axes north as illustrated in Figure S.
This
flchanization eliminates r&aviation error% due to errors in t0ruing the azimuth gyro. Two of the axes are
.aintained level but free to rotate in azimuth about the third ails. which is maintained along the
1I"l
vertical.
yh" s10W referer=e frame can Do implc)snted aS the cwsputationAl frcio for a strapdown syStOm,
as illustrated in Figure 6, whre again the additional ccOputations In the str#p# win systeM arc r'latel
to
transfo)m4tion of specific force via a transformation matrix betwen body xnd l(Kal-level Coordinates.
A
reason for using this rcf•'r,•e traw would b4 if the itraodion hardw•re were to replat& a gimal system
in an operational systtim -eploying 4 vande#r-azimuth U4Kchanilation with *inISuL
softwarl Chanates.(6)
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lhere are si&nt Jeant differ-eocS in the navigation itrfoVt8f#e between the two system types because
of calibrati"
lIvmitatios%, tensor inaccur&CieS. CoMputattfnal errcrs, and sensor-error-propagatiOn effects.
Ai Overview of these Cifferiences will be distusse in thit section; later lectures will disuss$thm
in

detail,
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earth rate. and the sensor errors calibrated in a series if test positions that expose the error sources.
Since only a few of the strapdown sensor errors (Conpareld to a gimltbal system) can be calibrated, the system
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Calibration and alignment maneuver (viewed from above).

Figure 8 gives the initial estimation uncertainties and those determined for two later times in the
strapdown-system transfotmation matrix between body and local-vertical coordinates, and the estimation
uncertaintjiesjn the strapdown gyro and accelerometer biases. An optimal filter was used for the estimation
approach.18-10) Note that the maneuvers allow alignment and calibration; after 270 seconds, when the
aircraft is flying straight and level, the azimuth uncertainty begins to increase.
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8.

Calibration and alignment results.

Prhaps
;.
the best means of studying navi ga.Ion-error-propagation effects between different inertialsysitem irrplementations is to use a generalized .ovarince-analysis computer-simulation program. The
analysis or, which such a program was developed is given in the Appendix. Tile technique was based on a
but in which
"qernralized error-analysis approach to Inertial systems as derived in References 1 and 1I,
an err•v was madc in the diffc:r'ence between strapdown ,nd gimbal systems. The approach can analyze inertial
and local-vertical gimbal mechanizations, as well as strapdown systems, and has been found to be extremely useful in cimnducting preliminary system-design performance tradeoffs.

.

Detailed computer-based eviluatlon of performance, including algorithm errors, in a strapdown system
design requires the use of a wl4ole-number type o, simulator rather than a statistical or covariance approach.
2
Effects, such as nonlinear sensor errors and quantization errors may be quantitatively evaluated.(1 )
Such computer programs are used widely in the Inertial-system manufacturing industry,
-.

4.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Navigation-system impleier,tatlons using strapdown s.stems for aircraft and ship applications will be
described ?h the following lectures. Although not described in ttis Lecture Series, strapdown sensors have
also had a long history of application in space vehicles and satellites. For example, the backup guidance
system for the Lunar Excursion Module, in which the astronauts landed on the moon, was a strapdown system.
Also, it is highly probable that stitpdown systems employing extra strapoown inertial sensors for fault
redundancy will be applied to aircrafr tni the very near future, and on# of the lectures covers that
topic.(1 3 - 1 5)

.-6
This Lecture Series should provide the basic theory of strapdu.in spnsors and systems design, and the
directions current technologies are likely to take in future strapdown implementations. The computational
aspects will be treated in detail, because fortunately for strapdown implementation,*, the increases in processor speed together with decreasing computational costs are making the additional required computations
quite easy to implement.
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APPENDIX
GENERALIZED COVARIANCE ERROR ANALYSIS
This appendix describes the equations necessary to conduct a covariance error analysis of various
inertial-system conflgurations-space stable, local level, strapdown, and others--using one generalpurpose computer program. Such a program has been implemented by the author and Mr. R. Setterlund at
the Charles Stark Draper Laboratory and used in preliminary design tradeoffs of aided and unaided
inertial systems.
The development of the required linearized navigation error equations for any inertial system
is given in References I and 11, which art correct except for a term involving gyro misalignments.
(In Eq. (8-112) of Reference 1, the minus sign and the transpose should be used for all systems.) The
equations are formulated such that the error state vector for all inei-tial-system nechanizations is composed of the system's attitude, velocity, and position errors, where the attitude error is defined as the
orthogonal transformation error between computed navigation axes (north, east, and down) and true navigation axes, The resulting state-space equation, valid for any in.irtial-system mechanization is of the
form required for covariance analysis
xI

Fx+G

(A-l)

where x is the nine-dimensional error state vector

X

d6oN

attitude error around the north axis

oQE

attitude error around the east axis

60D

attitude error around the vertical axis

6E

latitude rate error

6i

longitude rate error

6h

altitude rate error

6L

latitude error

6L

longitude error

6h

altitude error

and G4 is a nlne-dimensional vector of forcing errors to be described later.
For systems that employ barometric dam ing in a seond-order loop (as shown in Figure A-I) the F
wtrix is given by Eq. (A-2).
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and where
fN'

fE' fD

=

north, east, down, components of specific force

L, x, h

=

latitude, longitude, altitude

S=
Wie

=

R =
K1 , K2
ws

=

=

celestial longitude rate (= i + w.id
earth rate (7.2921

x 10-5 rad/s)

radius from earth center to platform (function of L and h)
altimeter loop gains

_g/R=

Schuler frequency

g

gravity (function of L and h)

=

All of the quantities in F, such as L, L, etc., are functions of the vehicle's trajectory,
be provided by the simulation program.
The matrix G is a 9xlO matrix
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o oSI 10lOI 0
S1
IK
where
direction-cosine transformation from nominal gyro axes to geographic navigation axes.
This is a function of platform mechanization.

Cn
g

direction-cosine transformation froir.
nominal accelerometer axes to geographic navigation
axes.
This is a function of platform mechanization.

Ca
D

=transformation

matrix relating linear velocity errors to latitude and longitude rate

errors.

0
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Cos (L)

0

0

0

(A-4)
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The 10 1 vector q is
-1 p

6f?

(A-5)

AGn
6h
where
p
P
=
fP
1i

angular velocity error of the platform with respect to inertial space in platform coordinates, due to gyro-related errors (bias, scale factor, nonorthogonality, etc.)
specific-force measurement error due"to accelerometer-related errors (bias, scale factor,
nonorthogonality, etc.)

AGn

=

deviation of gravitational field from that associated with the reference ellipsoid,
expressed in the geographic navigation frame

6h

-

altimeter bias

1-10
The differences between various inertial mechanizations are reflected in the matrices Cn and Can
a. For example, the transformation matrices for several systems will be wrtten for

and in the vector
the case

Cn

nCan

(A-6)

and assuming the inertial system mechanized is initially aligned to the geographic axes.
(1) Space-Stable Inertial Mechanization
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0

0

0
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Strapdown
n.

function
of strapdown
system
orientation
with respect
to the vehicle,
and vehicle attitude (pitch, roll, heading)

Reference (1)also lists several other inertial-system machanizations.
The specific terms used in the forcing vector _qdepend upon the error sources of the inertial instruments. In the improbable event that I can be modeled as white noise, then the covariance-anulysis approach
can be applied directly to Eq. (A-I).
Usually q will be made up of bias errors, orthogonality errors. acceleration-sensitive trms, and so
on, which will then require further matrix partitioning and augmentation of the error state vector before
a covariince analysis can be applied. This effort is quite laborious, but when completely programed will
provide an extremely flexible analysis tool.

STRAPDOWN SENSORS

By
Paul G. Savage
Staff Engineer, Navigation Systems
Honeywell Inc., Avionics Division
2600 Ridgway Parkway NE
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55413

SUMMARY
Gyros and accelerometers currently available for strapdown-digital-system application are described and compared. Instruments discussed are the single-degree-of-freedom floated rate-integrating
gyro, the tuned-rotor gyro, the electrostatic gyro, the laser gyro, and the pendulous accelerometer.
For each sensor, the theory of operation and mechanization approach is described, an analytical error
model is developed, performance characteristics are analyzed (relative to the other sensors), advantages and limitations are discussed, and application areas identified. A section is included describing
torque-loop electronic design approaches that have been utilized with the torque-rebalance strapdown
sensors (the floated gyro, tuned-rotor gyro, and the pendulous accelerometer).
I.

INTRODUCTION

The state of the art in strapdown inertial navigation technology has achieved a level of maturity in
recent years that makes it a serious contender for general avionics usage in the near future. Computer
limitations, which handicapped strapdown compared to gimbaled technology in the past, are now virtually nonexistent due to the advent of the tow-cost, high-speed minicomputer. Recent advances in gyro
technology, particularly the laser gyro, (, 2) have virtually eliminated the dynamic-range problems that
previously limited the accuracy potential of strapdown systems. The capabilities of today s strapdown
technology have been demonstrated to be in the classical 1-nmi/h gimbaled performance category.
(3.4. 5, 6) with production system costs projected to be one half that of gimbaled systems with comparable
accuracy (7, 8, 9). "le traditional strapdown versus gimbaled tradeoffs used by strapdown proponents
for the past decade to tout the advantages of strapdown technology must now be given more eerious evaluation, Due to the assortment of strapdown sensor types available today, the tradeoff analyses must extend to the sensor level such that overall system capabilities can be assessed for the particular strapdown mechanizationa available.
This paper describes the operating characteristics, performance capabilities, and limitations of the
inertial sensors (gyros and accelerometers) that are available for strapdown application. The primary
focus Is on the available gyro technology, since this has traditionally been the determining factor for
a trapdown (and gimbaled)•system performance. Accelerometers are also addressed because, more-so
than in gimbaled applications, strapdown accelerometers can have a significant Impact on overall system
performance, particularly tit effect of accelerometer bias and alignmuent error on system velocity accuracy (10,1). Strapdown gyro technology has now advanced to thi point where the accelerometer has
become a major portion of the system error budget. As the gyro technology further evolves, the sccolerometer may well become the limiting error source for strapdown systems unless new accelerometer
designs are developed specifically for strapdown application. Work In this regard has been initiated,
although not yet at the level of fudUing dedication being afforded to the strapdown gyro.
Gyros analyted in this paper are the floated rate-integrating gyr), tuned-rotor gyro, electrostatic
gyro, and the laser gyro. The discussion on accelerometers is limited to the pendulous torque-tobance type because thia Instrument, originally designed for gimbaled applications, continues to be the
mainstream acceleration-sensing device being utilised for strapdown applications. A separate section
is included on torque-loop electronics mechanitation approaches for torque-to-b lanee instruments,
Three of the sensors discussed require such electronics as an integral part of their operatiou (and performance) in strapdown applications,
For each of the sensors, a functional description Is provided defining the basic hardware con! iguration of the device and its principle of operation. An analytical description is presented which defrines the
Input/output characteristics of each unit, identifying its error sources and dynamic characteristics.
Finally, a performance assessmint is provided that categorizes the sensor accuracy capabilities, limitations. and associated applicatimi area.
2.

SEN.

PERFORMANCE RE)QUI.REMENTS

Tlsb, 4 1 defines the accuracy capabilities typically required from strapdown sensors in two application areas- the l-nrni/h accuracy long-term (I to 10 hours) terrestrial strapdown inertial navigation system (INS). and tLe strapdown Attitude and hleading Reference System (AIRS). The performance figures
in Table I for the two systems represent the upper and lower ends of the performance requirements
spectrum for sti-apdown sensors in general. The INS application is the most demanding and has only recently been achievable; the AIIRS area Is representative of a broader class of strapdown applications.
some of which have been in production for the past few years (e. g.# tactical missile mideourse guidance).
With regard to rate-gyro bandwidth requirements in Table 1. the indicated levels are needed in the
high-performance area in severe vibration dynamic environments to assure that adequate data is provided

to the system computer defining the angular vibrations of the sensor assembly.
,ilure
to
account for
correlated out-of-phase anguiar vibrations in two axes (I. e.. coning) produces an error in the system
computer due to the inability to account for actual attitude movement developed about the third axis from

•,

kinudmatic rectification (or noncommutativity). (13, 60) For the AHRS-type applications, bandwidth is
generally determined by strapdown rate signal output requirements for other vehicle functions (e. g.,
stabilization),

Table 1. Typical Strapdown Sensor Performance Requirements
Performance Parameter
Gyro Rate Range (deg/sec)

j

[

Performance Requirements
AHRS
Inertial Navigator
100-400

100-400

Gyro Bias Uncertainty (deghr)

0.01

1.0-10.0

Gyro Random Noise (deg/\'-rF*

0. 003

0. 2

Rate-Gyro Scale-Factor Uncertainty (ppm)
Rate-Gyro Scale-Factor Low Rate Assymetry
(ppm)
Rate-Gyro Bandwidth (Hz)

5-50

100-1000

Rate-Gyro Output-Pulse Quantization (eec)
Attitude Gyro Readout Uncertainty (s)
Accelerometer Bias Uncertainty (ýLg)

1

100

30-300

30-80

2-10
10

10-100
200

50

1000

Accelerometer Scale-Factor Uncertainty (ppm)

200

1000

Sensor Alignment Uncertainty (c)
Sensor Warm-Up Time (mi)
Sensor Minimum Calibration Interval (yr)

5
1-5
0.5

200
0. 5-1.0
2

Note: This error source is a characteristic principally of laser gyros
(see Section 7. 2). It should be noted that the other gyros also have
random noise output errors, but generally with a narrower-bandwidth
and lower-amplitude power-spectral-density compared to the laser
gyro.
The calibration interval requirement in Table I is an important performance consideration for strapdown systems in high-accuracy applicationa due to the need to remove the sensor assembly from the user
vehicle when calibration is necessary (for turntable testing to excite the measurable sensor errors and
to separate g-sensitive errors and earth-rate input effects)*. In essence, a strapdown sensor assembly
calibration requirement imposes the same burden on the user as any other maintenance action; hence, it
is generally considered a part of the equipment Mean-Time-Between-Removals (MTBR) reliability figure.
For girnbaled systems, the gimbal assembly can be utilized to perform the test turntable function, and
the system can be calibrated aboard the user vehicle throegh a special built-in-test mode.
3.

StNGIE-DEGREE-OF-FREEfDOM FLOATED RATEINTEGRATING GYRO

The floated rate-integrating gyro (16, 17. 10. 10, 20, 12) pictured schematically in Figure 1 is the gyro
with the longest production history and is the original high-accuracy gimbaled-platform gyro. The device consists of a cylindrieal hermetically sealed monmentum-wheel/spinmotor assembly (float) contained in a cylindrical hermetically sealed case. The float is interfaced to the case by a precision suspension assembly tat is laterally rigid (normal to the cylinder axis) but allows "frictionlesa" angular
movement of the float relative to the case about the cylinder axis. The cavity between the case and float
is filled with a fluid that serves the dusl purpose of suspending the float at neutral buoyancy, and p
-ovi
Ing viscous damping to resist relative float-case angular motion about the suspension axis.
A ball-bearing or gas-bearing synchronous-hysteresis spinmotor is utilized in the float to maintain
constant rotor spinspeed, hence constant float angular momentum. A signal-generatorlpickoff provides
an electrical output signal from the gyro proportional to the angular displacement of the float relative to
the cat . An electrical torque generator provides the capability for applying known torques to the float
sabout the suspension axis proportional to an applied electrical input current. Delicate flex leads are
Used to transmit electrical signals and power between the case and float,
Under applied angular rates about the input axis. the gyro float develops a precessional rate about
the output axis (rotation rate of the angle sensed by the signal-generatorlpickoff, see Figure 1). The
pickoff-angle rate generates a viscous torque on the float about the output axis (due to the damping fluid)
which sums with the electrically applied torque-generator torque to preoess the float about the input axis

"Itshould

be noted that a composite-bias calibration procedure has been demonstrated on single-degreeof-freedom floated rate-integrating gyros (14. 15) that can be accomplished statically and therefore, in
the user vehicle. Conceptually, the method is to measure the gyro output with the spinmotor operating
at two different speeds (e. g., forward and reverse). A comparison between the two readings allows
the gyro-blas to be separated fron, earth-rate input. This calibration technique is limited by its inability to separate g-insensitive from g-sensitive error terms, the inability to measure gyro scale
factor errors, and the problem of predicting user vehicle movement during the period when the gyro
spinmotor speed is being changed such that performance can be compared in equivalent reference
frames.

at the gyro input rate. The pickoff-angle rate thereby becomes proportional to the difference between
the input rate and the torque-generstor precessional rate; hence the pickoff angle becomes proportional
to the integral of the difference between the input and torque-generator rates.
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Figure 1. Honeywell GG87 single-degree-of-freedotu
floated-rate-lntegrating gyro.
To operate the gyro in a strapdown mode, the pickoff angis is electrically aervoed to null by the
torque generator which is driven by the esinal-generator/plckoff output (through suitable compensation
and amplifier electronics). The time integral of the difference between the Input and torque-generator
precessional rates is thereby macatained at zero, and the integral of the torque-generator rate becomes
proportional to the integral ot the input rate. Thus, the integral of the torque-generator electrical current provides a measure of the integral of input rate for a rate-gyro strapdown inertial navigation
system.
3, I General Dsisign Considerations
The suspension assembly for the floated gyro is typically of the pivot-and-jewel type. Some units
a dditionally employ a magnetic suspension around the pivots to eliminate friction under benign flight
conditions, and to compensate for off-nominal flotation.
"Mhe signal-gonerator/pickoff is either of the moving-coil or variable-reluctance type. ror the
moving-coil pickoff, a small receiver coil in mounted to the float and an a-c excitation coil is attached
to the case. Movement of the float relative to the ease modifies the flux linkage sensed by the receiver
coil; hence, a d-c voltage-output is generated from the receiver coil proportional to float-case angular
d isplacement. For the variable-reluctance pickoff. the excitation and receiver coils are mounted to the
case, and a soft-iron assembly iS attached to the float in the flux return path between the excitation and
receiver coils. M~ovement of the float relative to the case varies the orientation of the soft iron in the
excitation iield, thereby niodifying the return flux to the receiver coil. The receiver-coil voltage thereby becomen proportional to float-case angular displacement. The tradeoff between the two pickoff approaches is the addition of two flex leads (and associated error-torque uncertainties on the float) for the
moving-coil pickoff versus Increased error-torque magnetic sensitivity (to internally generated fields)
for the variable-reluctance pickoff.
The floated gyro torque-generator is either of the permanent-magnet or electromagnetic (microsyn)
type. For the permanent-magnet torquer, a coil cup is attached to the float (or case) and & permanent
magnet is mounted to the case (or float). Applied electrical current to the torquer colt generates magnetic flux which Interacts with the permanent-magtet field, thereby ,roducing a torque on the float.
The tradeoff between a case-varsus float-mountedmagnet is the addition of two flex leads (for the casemounted magnet) versus increased float site and increasý,,d error-torque magnetic sensitivity to internally generated fields (for the float-mounted magnet). For the esentro-magnetic torquer, a soft iron
assembly is mounted to the float, and an electromagnet~e colt is Attached to the ease. Applied current
to the coil generates a magnetic field that interacts wit!, the ire. to produce the desired torque on the
float. The advantage od the electromagnetic torquer ir the elimination of the permanent magnet and
associated scale-factor variations due to aging (field ,trength decay), and the ability to Implement the
torque generator without flex leads. Disadvantages are increased torquer scale-factor nonlinearities
and thermal sensitivities, and increased float magnetic-erroz-torque susceptability to internally gener"atedfields.

A

i3.2

Analytical Description and Error Model

Consider the float assembly for the single-degree-of-freedom floated rate-integrating gyro, and
S
define a coordinate frame for it with z along the rotor spin axis, y along the float suspension axis, and
x to completo the orthogonal triad (as shown in Figure 2). The torque-momentum transfer equation for
the float assembly about the float (y) axis is
y =Jyy
+ (JQ J) wzx r
(1)

y

yy

X

z

r

zi

where
Iry

= net torque on the float assembly about the y axis
x inertial angular rates of rotation of the float assembly about the x, y. and z axes

Wr
Jx

,

angular rate of the rotor relative to the float (about z)

J

= moments of inertia of the float assembly (including the rotor) about the x, y, andzaxes

r=

moment of inertia of the rotor about the spinmotor axis
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""The corresponding momentum-transfer equation for the rotor about tWe spin axis is
r
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)

(2)

with

Wr " i-u
r r

o0

where
nominal spitnotor rotor speed

'it

*

COw

• variation in the rotor speed from nominal

Ir

S•

rotor spinmotor torque designed to maintali nominal rotor speed (L e.. hold
Cu at null)
fr)
functional operator Indicating that the apinmotor torque Is a function of the

deviation of the rotor speed from nominal

(3)

The torque on the float assembly (i'y in Eq. (1)) is composed of three terms: viscous flotationfluid torques due to rotation rates of the float about the float axis relative to the gyro case; torques
intentionally applied to the float assembly through the electromagnetic torque-generator; and unwanted
torques due to imperfections in the gyro from its idealized theoretical configuration

l

-+T
Cy

+ Ir

(4)

where
C

- viscous torque coefficient

0

- angle of the gyro relative to the gyro case (that would be sensed by the gyro
signal-generator /pickoff)

I'

I•'

applied torque-generator torque

Ir

unwanted error-torque

The torque-generator torque in Eq. (4) is defined in terms of the input axis (x) precessional rate it
is intended to generate (a torquer-input command-rate) with an associated torquer scale-factor error
(the error in realizing the torquer command-rate)
Ho a JrWro
Ho
0

where
HO

nominal gyro angular momentum
intended torque-generator-induced precessional rate

U

c

v torque-generator (and aseoclao.ed electronics) scale-factor error

The unwanted error-torque In Eq. (4) is equated to a bias rate which is defined as the torque-generatorinput command-rate needed to nullify the effect of the error torque on the float
HO
r

(6)

0

where
*Bgyro bias rate
The float argular rates in Eq. (1) can be related to angular rates along nominal gyro axes,. The float is
misaligned from the gyro case by the pickoff angle (0) and the gyro case w•ay be misaligned from the
nominal gyro axes (due to imperfections in the Lyro mounting surfaces and the gyro-system mounting).
hence

*X

4 +YSWO
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+
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a

(7)
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where
1A, OA, SRA

""1kA'4OA

SRA

- nominal gyro axes (IA
input axis. OA - output axis, SRA
"reference axis. Figure 1)

*

spin-

angular rates of the gyro about the nominal gyro axes

VAYutk•A, VSKA - mnisastinnuents ot the gyro case axes relative to nominal gyro
axes

.Nominal gyro axes are defined as the gyro axis orientation assumed in the utrapdown system
computer.

_',

Eq. (3) through (7) are now substituted into Eq. (1) to obtain the input/output equation for the singledegree-of-freedom floated rate-integrating gyro. After neglecting higher-order effects and rearranging,
the result is

I wLA+

SRA4)OA
+Jr

(V0A +0) uSRA +SRAuLA

H wLA
0

+

B" 1

B~

+wr

0

(8)
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rJ(

+L0)+ COl

The associated equation for the 6 wr spinmotor rate variation is similarly obtained from Eq. (2) and (3)
r

ss"

(9)

f(W(r)

r

Equation (8) shows that the command rate (wT) input to the gyro torque generator is proportional to the
gyro input rate (WLA), plus dynamic and cross-coupling effects, the principal one being the C6 term.
The integral of Eq. (8) can be rearranged to show that the pickoff angle (0) is principally proportional to
the integral of the difference between the torque-generator command rate and the gyro input rate.
The floated rate-integrating gyro can be utilized in two basic modes of operation: open loop and
closed loop. For open-loop operation, the gyro pickoff angle (0) is used to measure single-axis attitude
variations from nominal of a platform to which the device is mounted. The nominal attitude is the integral of the command-rate (w-T). For such applications, the platform attitude about the /yro input-axis
is controlled (e. g., by servomotors in the case of a gimbaled inertial navigation platform) to maintain
the gyro pickoff angle at null. The platform can then be made to rotate' at a specified rate about the
input-axis by torquing the gyro with w equal to the desired rotation rate. The platform controller will
drive the platform to maintain 0 at nul, thereby driving wiA, the platform rate, to equal wT in the integral sette.
The closed-loop mode of operation is utilized in atrapdown applications where the gyro is used to
sense input rate. In the closed-loop mode, the yrro is electrically caged by generating a command rate
into the torque-generator to maintain the pickoff angle 0 at null. Fivure 3 is a block diagram of Eq. (8)
and (9) illustrating this concept. From the block diagram it should be apparent that for proper dynamic
characteristics designed into the gyro torque-generator electronics, the pickoff angle can be maintalned near null with the resulting torque-generator command-rate (wT) becoming proportional to the
input rate (wIA) in the integral sense (plus additional error terms). The bandwidth (or dynamic response
time) of the Instrument (output WT compared to input w,) is determined by the gain and form ot the
command-electronics mechanization. Sieveral approadhos are possible as described in Section 4.
The input-error terms in Flgure 3 that corrupt tht accuracy of the gyro in measuring wt are the
mochanical misalignment errorn (y0,A and yeMj-), the float-to-case misaligum rit angle error (0), outputaXts atgular acceleration (t0N), anksoinertii afeets (Yz - Jx), spiniotor loop dynamics (f(8wr)), torquegenerator/electronlcs scale-factor error (0), mae gyro bias errors (wu). The float-to-case tnsatlgnment error Is caused by signal-genaratoh-pickoff angle bias (pickoff null different from 0 null), and
dytamic effect* in the torque loop. (12) The anisotnertia, spinmotor dynamic, and angular acceleration
effects, as well as the bandwidth limitationt of the devi~e (which impacts the plckoff misalignment error),
are design limitations intrinsic to the basic gyro concept. 'Me remaining errors (mechanical niisalignmapt, pickoff-angle detector bias, scale-factor error, and bi"s error) are caused by imperfections in
the gyro that deviate from the theoretically perfect design.
A typical model of the stae-factor error for the floated gyro in the strapdown closed-loop mode of
operation is given by
9 o +÷ CII

(10)

e2 'JA ÷t3

where
to

basic "fixed" scale-ft,,tar error

S,

scale fat. tor asymmetry error (positive scale factor ddferent froni twgativ@
scale factor)

C2. C€3" linearity-error effects that modify the cate-taactor error under high rates
The scale-factor-linearity errors are furctions of the torque-loop niechaniuatlon approach utilized, and.
for a permanent-magnet torque-generator, the tightnests of the ttwquing loop (ability to minimise pickoff
angle movement which could produce variations In the electromagneic intierfce between the MTo-

tor~quer-.eoll and torquer-magnets).

T1he presence of the cl coofficient d-!sends on the torque- onp elne-

troniec Implermentatimn utilized (see Isection 4. ). If the term exists, it can be particularly troublesome
due to lt ability to rectify low rate oscillatory Irputs (such as vehicle limit-cycling). Tme to coeffiiei•
Is delcrdent on the torque-generator temperatutre (due principally to torquer nagnetio-titd-suetagah
thermal sensitivityV, and to scale-factor error
an
te tOrque-loop electrooic.
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The wB bias error includes several effects associated with manufacturing toterances and electromechanical instabilities. A typical error model for the bias is illustrated by Eq. (11)

&B

WE

=

B0 +E

aA + B 2 aSRA +B

3

aLAaS

+n

(11)

where
alA. asRA - accelerations of the gyro along the input (LA) and spin-reference (SRA) axes
B0 - g-insensitive bias error
BI

g-sensitive bias coefficient created trom gyro float mass unbalance (relative
to the gimbal pivots) along the spinmotor ax.s. (A principal error source
in this regard is movement of the rotor along the spin axis due to spinmotor
bearing compliance.)

B2
B3

n

g-sensitive bias coefficient created from float mass-unbalance along the
input axis
u

anisoelastic bias error coefficient created by unequal compliance ot the gyro
float assembly along the input and spin axes
zero-mean random Lhas term representable As a stochastic noise process

For the floated rate-integrating gyro. the Be term is typically caused by residual flet-lead torques.
residual thermal gradients across the gyro that produce flotation-fluid flow around the float assembly.
magnetic torques on the float assembly caused by eddy current fields from the gyro case (generated from
stray spinmotor fields entering the case), pivot torques due to off-nominal flotation in gyros without
magnetic suspensions (caused by fluid temperature variations and float manufacturing tolerances), pivot
stiction due to pivot reaction torque under gyro rotations about the outpt "ixs (the torque needed to precess the float about the Input axti), and torque-loeplpuloc-cectrooics bias errors (for binary torqueloops, or analog torque-loops with follow-up analog-to-digital conversioa: see Section 4).
Random noise is created by tero mean instabilities in the gyro that have short correlatton liles
(i. e., minutes or les). Examples are variations in the g-tnaensitive bias due to variations in pivot
friction, and variations in the g-sensitive bias due to randomt move-ments o the rotor along the spin axis.
It general, the B and c coefficients ti Eq. (10) and (l I) have predictable and unpredictable components. TIe predictable components can be mveasured a priori and ted in Utoe inverse sense to correct
(compensate) the gyro-output data (typically in the system compute. where the gyo data istiput). lte
11. c coefficients can be modeled in the computer as stimplp conssat'•, or in the more so(phiicated

applicatioos, can include predictable temperature varitions Ats fumetios of setnor tenmiratAre meftfurcments. The degree to whiclt then
measurod comeicients characterize the actual gyro orrorv is. in gonerot.
a function of ti.-o, tlmperatteroelibratoioi exposure, input profile, and nu:mbr 3f device tu -n- . The
timo period for which the meatiured coeffici•nts accurately tiaracltrite the gy'o constituties tho ltotermo stability q the g-yro aid is associated caiibratt.in intitrwt (to retneasut'r a&4d naroot the error

cooffwiten"ts).
The dynamic or-ror i Figure 3 can also be cotupestattd in the same tAnner as the bias and isttefactor erroris within the bandwidth limitstioo* of the uncomnrnsated apenor-outplut lgwi
nlo t
sinale
utiled in thet
Ottsystom
woput~n
ode
With rn•-drd to ba.ndwdth limi•ations

*

o dynastic coinpenaation. the *nisttuertia, 4pinmttotor dynamir. And pbckWf engle dynamic cron-couplicig
effcts Canl be patcualytoblQVsoi
because of their absility to rectify high-frequency inputs about the

spin and input axes (12) ( ta simil[Ar problem exist* for :A* tiltoeolatie bita orz-or). The pickoff-angtl
eross-cotuplit4g roctifietion error is cauttod by th• torqute-loop bandwidth limitation through the dynamic
serve error (0) genented under high-,frequeiv input-axis afgi "ar-rat. end the resulting ctos-toupling

ot spion-axis rate into th# gyro output (Ore Figure UE

Compensatioo for Apintolor effects cans hve addi-

tioal
nactfli~sbecause of lhe difficulty in accurtatey modeling the niotor-speod coutrol-loop dyntmics,
3.3

PerfoIm.tlce ,andApplication Areas

$timplhfied low-cost versions Of thm float" gyro have bees sutcessfully utilived in tactical misaile and
spacecraft booster gui.: .ce applications where the A1004 sentor ,f*ures frot- Table I are represeftlaive
of gyro performalce requiretmenits. txamptes ari the midcourse syotems emplayed on the Harpoon and
Standard 7&iosile-2 tactical missiles,. te boooter inlertial guidane systre.n on the Ag-na alid 0eltA lainch
vehicles., the backup guidance system u0tilied in the Apollo tLunar Module, and the guidance and navigatitn system utitlized in the Ptr"e Reentry Vehicle (the first nodvlope
tral
stnpdownt guidafce a,.ttei
"appllcationl. I* the author's .noowledge, floated-gyro perforniance coanistsflt with Thble I I-nmilhr
itrapdown navigator re4uirertnents has yet to be demonstrated in a statistieltly t'lid syst•m flight test.
Results of tlig•h test# conducted in 1955 at lIollomtn Air Forte Base
a Honewel systm u.g
win highQuality floated gyros yielded 2- to 4-nmilhr CEIP unided perfo.1mance. (21) These rsults art not ntcessarilty representative ot what is attainable with today*' tachnologty however. sceptic* believe tAt 1-Ia•-til
hr accuracies fer floated rate-intetrating gyro strailown sy•terils are noot quite achievabte with. reasonably priced inats-tmtue. * )articulars regarding th( capability of the fit•ted tfr-' in metirg the Table I
sensor requirement# are discussed in the following paragraphs.

Some floated gyro enthusiaste believe tht the more sophisticate st'tpdown loated gyro cou•iparataona
canl m.@eet l-tnlhir
nagaiiosyt•
em reqluirem~enlts. 1Pleated gyro matltfielur~ra. however, are not
promotiag the use of thsoe instrunmenls today for l-nnllhir strapdown applications beetse of their
lmiher cost .ai/or pOrformance detciencie*i
(fn the case of Uth lower ctt
units) compared to the other
Available sttraJdown gyro typhs.

S.••

The bias error for the floated rate-integrating gyro (both g-sensitive and g-insensitive effects) has
long-term trending characteristics that require :-ilibration to achieve high-accuracy performance compatible with Table,1 INS requirements. Thermal effects on the bias e-rror are significant, and difficult
to accurately model for compensation (e.g., -icko!T null movement and associated flex-lead errortorque variations; spinmotor axial shifts due to motor-bearing preloa, variati-,ns: ,nd off-nominal fluid
temperature, hence off-nominal flotation, a problem for nc i-magpnetic float suspensions). As a result,
thermal controls are generally required to achieve nigh ..4uracy- , and a warmup time penalty is Incurred. Care must be taken in using the device to assurc ti-.at input vibration levels and vector direction
(linear and angular) do not rectify the dynamically sensitive bias terms (anisoelasticity, anlsolnertia,
spinmotor dynamics, pickoff angle dynamic response error) beyond application performance limits. An
unfortunate aspect of the latter consideration is that vibration profiles at the sensor or even system
level are difficult to obtain during the development cycle (particularly regarding angular vibrations and
linear-vibration vector direction). Computer compensation can be employed to reduce dynamic errors
for low-frequency inputs (within the bandwidth of the sensor torque loop).
Increasing angular momentum [to reduce bias error, see Eq. (6)] also creates additional error
torques on the float due to stiffer pivots to handle the increased- momentum reaction-torque loading
under output axis rotations; a larger float assembly (for the larger spinmotor and larger torque generator to precess the increased angular momentum) with an associated Increase In mass unbalance, floatcase electromagnetic- interraction error torques, and float- suspensioi error torques; heavier flex leads
for the larger spinmotor; and (for a permanent- magnet torque- generator with float-mounted coil) heavier
flex leads for the larger torquer-coil assembly. The net result is that increased momentum has only a
limited capability in reducing floated-gyro bias error, and surae form of regular calibration is probably
needed to achieve the long-term stability needed to, meet Table 1 INS requirements. A concept such as
the dual-speed spinmotor technique (see Section 2) appears necessary for conveniently calibrating these
gyros frequently if the requirements In Table 1 are to be met. The Inability for this calibration technique
to separate g-sensitive from g-ihsensitive errors, however, probably restricts the floated gyro to strapdown applications in fairly benign flight environments if unaided 1-nmi/hr performance is to be achieved.
For lower-performance applications (such i the AHRS in Table 1), performance requirements are
readily achievable.
Due to torque-generator thermal sensitivities and, in the case of the permanent-magnet torquer,
aging effects in the torquer magnet, scale factor accuracies in torque-rebalance instruments (such
the floated gyro) are generally Ralited to 50 ppm. Compared tc Table 1 requirements, the 50-ppm
limitation places a serious hand ..sap on torque-rebalance gyros for high pet. ormance applications.
Rl.Aative to the 1-ppm low-rate dsymmetry requirement for rate gyros, Honeywell's experience with a
GG1009H floated gyro has shown that this performance level is achievable with careful design practice.
Duc to its torque-rebalanee nature, the floated gyro has a limited-bandwidth input-rate-sensing capability. As a result, sensor-asse ibly coning-rate vibration frequencies near or above the bandwidt of
chis seusor will result in attitude drift errors unless the vibration levels are naturally small or intention.
ally -Attenuated (through shock mounts), Honeywell's experience with a strapdown GG1009H navigationgrade flut.ted rate- ntegratlng gyro has shown that 80--Hz bandwidths are easily achieved, Including a
factcr of 7 rise in torque-loop stiffness at low (0-5 Hz) frequencit s (I. e. tag-lead compensation). For
most applications, this bandwidth level is sufficient to meet system needs, Care must be taken In
severe vibration applications, however, tn assure that unanticipated coning effects will not constitute a
major error source.
Alignment stablitLes of 5 seconds of arc (the Table 1 requir "•-.ent) may be achievabla with the floated
gyro, but not without careful design work. Mechanical Instabilities of the gyro-systom mount, gimbal
pivot, and spinmotor axis, torqae-loop servo errors: and pickoff detector null shifts, all contribute to
the alignment error. The overall alignment error must remain within allowable limits for several
months, over thermal, vibration, angular rate, and linear acceleration environments so that frequent
calibration is not required. Thermal modeling may be needed to compensate for pickoff nallimovement.
The random noise from the floated gyro is general'y well within the Table I requirements: hence, it
does not constitute a major error source. The required rate capability is designed into the unit (throu.,h
specification of the angular momentum and torque-generutor design) and, as such, can be selected to
meet the Table 1 requirements. Higher rate requirements impact gyro accuracy through a larger torquegenerator requirement and associated bias error effe,... (e. g., mass unbalance).
Du- to the need for thermal controls in hLgh-accurnny applications, a warmup time delay of 5 to 10
needed to allow the floated gyro to come up to temperature and stabilize. To this must be
added an additional 5 r.ý.iuutes for calibration (e. g., using spinmotor reversal), An overall warmup time
of 15 minutes results which generally li not compatible with high-pcrfotrmance system requirements.

"minutes is

For the lower- performarce applications, gyro accurqcy in acceptubie without heaters (or the output accuracy is acceptable during gyro warmup): heoce, the "warmup" time limit is the time for spimnotor runup, which is typlcallý achievable in 30 seconds.

Another reason for temperature controls in hi h-porformance fioaed gyros is to maintain nominal
damping characteristics in the damping fluid , e., the C-coefficitnt (i, Eq. (8)] to retain nominal dynamic response performance in the torqt~e-rebalance loop, Typical flotation fluids var) their damping

characteristics significantly with temperature and lose their fluid characteristics at low temperatures.

Mechanical 'wices (e. g., orifice dampers' can be utilized in the gyro float-case cavity that provide
passive control of damping, and achieve high damping levels with thinner fluids. Unfortunately, these
devices also add residual error torques and, therefore, are typically utilized In only the tower-.
performance application areas.

(f

Quantization levels achievable with the floated gyro depend on the torque- loop/pulse-electronics
implementation utilized (see Section 4) which can be selected to meet Table 1 requirements.
4.

TORQUE LOOP MECHANIZATION APPROACHES FOR TORQUE-.
REBALANCE INSTRUMENTS

The Irplementation of the torque loop fo'r torque-to-balance instruments (such as the floated
integrating gyro) can be performed using either of two basic approaches: digital torque rebalance,rateor
analog torque rebalance with follow-up analog-to-digital conversion. Both concepts are illustrated in
Figure 4,
4. 1 Digital-Torque Rebalance
For the dig~tal-rebalance concept, precision time-amplitude current pulses are generated and gated
into t? e sensor torquer to maintain the pickoff angle at null. Dynamic analog compensation
Ls utilized
in the torque loop. (if necessary) to prov'de suffiu.ient wide-bandwidth stable performance (pickoff angle
-aintalned at null under expected dynamic input-rate conditions).
Each current pulse input to the torque generator has the same time-araplitude content; hence, the
integral per pulse of the current into the torquer Is fixed. This corresponds to an equivalent
integral
quintum of input data to the sensor (input rate in the case of a gyro) that caused the pulse to be generated
(through the forward ptckoff/current-command loop). Hence, the occurrence of a rebalance pulse provides a digital indicacL•o (to the system computer) that (for a gyro) the device has been rotated through
a known fixed quantum of angle about its Input axis. For an accelerometer, the pulse occurrence represents a fixed Lncreinedtal velocity change. Implementation approaches for the pulse command logic vary,
depending on sensor-application requirements. In general, two methods are possible: pulse-on-demand
and binary torquing.
For the pulse-on-demand concept, a pulse is only input to the torquer when it is needed to drive
analog input to the pulse-command logic toward null. Otherwise, the torquer current is maintained atthe
DIGITAL REBALANCE APPROACH
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zero. Figure 5 illustrates two commonly used methods for Implementing the pulse-on-demand logic.
For the approach at the top of Figure 5, a pulse is issued when the analog-input-signal magnitude
exceeds a specified threshold. After the threshold is exceeded, pulses are generated at a constant rate
into the sensor torquer with a phase sense (plus or minus) to drive the input signal (through the sensor
responrie) below the threshold limit. The pulse size is set so that for the pulse-frequency capability of
the current-pulse generator, sufficient current is generated through the torquer to maintain sensor pickoff null capture under maximum sensor-input conditions. For each pulse transmitted to the torquer, a
pulse is output to the system computer to indicate that an incremental change in the sensor input has
occur'red and has been rebalanced electrically.
For the approach in the lower half of Figure 5, pulses are generated into the torquer at a rate (frequency) proportional to the analog-signal input level. The pulse size for th-is approach is also set to
hold the pickoff at null under maximum input conditions for which the voltage-to-pulse-frequency converter generates its maximum output pulse frequency.
In general, the tradeoff between the two pulse-on-demand logic approaches in Figure 5 hinges on the
effective bandwidth in the overall sensor torque loop versus the torque- loop accuracy under zero and
dynamic input conditions (off-null pickoff angle, which leads to cross-coupling errors (see Figure 3), and
pulse limit-cycling, which indicates erroneous attitude oscillations to the system computer).
For the binary pulse-command logic approach, constant-amplitude pulses are applied to the sensor
torque-generator at a constant rate. The percentage of positive (compared to negative) pulses is controlled to balance the sensor input. Figure 6 Illustrates two common binary-torquing configurations:
fixed-pulse-width torquing, and pulse-width-modulated torquing.
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For the binary fixed-pulse-width concept, constant-amplitude constant-width pulses are continuously
gated Into the torque generator in the positive or negative sense, depending on the phasing of the Input
signal to the command logic (see Figures 4 and 6). With no input to the sensor, the pulse logic establishes a torque-loop limit-cycle condition in which half the pulses delivered to the torque generator are
positive and half are negative (I. e., no net torque is delivered on the average). When an input is applied
to the sensor, a larger percentage of pulses is generated with phasing that balances the sensor input.
The average difference between the positive and the negative pulses delivered per unit time becomes
proportional to the sensor input, and the average pulse-count (positive minus negative) becomes proportional to. the integral of the sensor input. The pulse size is established so that for the torque- loop pulsefrequency utilized, sufficient current is generated under maximum sensor input conditions to balance the
sensor input.
For the binarypulse-width-modulated torque loop approach (59) (Figure 6), a constant-frequency, constant-amplitude variable-width square-wave is generated by the torque-command electronics, with the
difference between the plus and minus wave widths proportional to the input to the command logic (see
Figure 4). The variable-width square wave is edge-synchronized with a high-frequency clock, and then
used to gate a precision constant current into the sensor torque-generator: positive for the positive
cycle of the square-wave, negative for the negative cycle. Thus, the average current into the torquer
becomes proportional to the difference between the square-wave positive and negative wave-widths, and
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thereby proportional to the command-logic input signal. During the time that positive current is being
commanded, the high-frequency pulse clock is gated as the gyro pulse output along the positive output
I
line, and conversely for negative current. Since the torquing current square wave is edge synchronized .2
with the high-frequency clock, the total time period for a current pulse (positive or negative) into the
torquer is proportional to an integral number of high-frequency pulse counts. As a result, each highfrequency pulse represents a quantum of known integrated torquer current-time (the high-frequency
clock period times the torquer current). By counting the positive minus the negative high-frequency
pulses in the system computer over each square wave cycle (a count synchronizer is needed; see Figure 6), a fine resolution measure of integrated sensor input is obtained.
An advantage of the binary pulse-width-modulated concept compared to the pulse-on-demand or
binary fixed-pulse-width approaches is that finer pulse size (resolution) is achievable with the former.
The pulse size for each concept is determined by the maximum torquing rate divided by the maximum
pulse frequency (at maximum rate). For the binary pulse-width-modulated concept, the maximum output-pulse frequency is established by the pulse clock, and is independent of the torquing pulse frequency
(established by the square-wave period; see Figure 6). For example, for a 400-degree-per-second
maximum rate requirement and a 1-MHz pulse clock (not untypical), the pulse size is 400 x 10-6 degrees
or 1.5 sec of arc. For the pulse-on demand or binary fixed-pulse-width concepts, the output and torquer
pulse-frequencies are equivalent since both are generated from the same source (the pulse clock in
Figures 5 and 6). As a result, the output-pulse frequency must be limited to the maximum frequency
for which torquer-current pulses can be accurately generated (a function of electronic delays, inductive
torquer-coil transients, and the current levels needed for the particular torque-generator design), For
strapdown gyros, 5 KHz is a typical maximum torque-rebalance pulse-frequency. For strapdown accelerometers, higher pulse-torquing frequencies are attainable due to the lower current levels involved
(e. g., 20 KHz). Hence, the pulse resolution for the pulse-on-demand or binary fixed-pulse-width
schemes is generally one to two orders of magnitude coarser than for the binary pulse-width-modulated
approach for the same maximum torquing-rate capability. Finer resolution can be achieved with the
pulse-on-demand or binary fixed-pulse-width approaches by switching to a lower current level under low
sensor Input conditions, a design complication that still does not provide fine resolution at high sensor
inputs if required. Alternatively, the residual analog signal on the sensor output can be sampled and
brought Into the system computer through an analog-to-digital converter as a correction to the sensor
pulse count accumulated in the computer. The accuracy of this technique is limited by the error (principally scale factor) of the sensor signal-generator/pickoff, generally a poor-quality signal for highaccuracy attitude measurement.
Another advantage for the binary torquing schemes is that total current load into the sensor torque
generator is maintained at a constant value (sum of absolute positive and negative current), hence, the
thermal effect on the sensor torquer Is constant. Since torquer deale-factor accuracy is a function of
torquer temperature, operation at a constant thermal load condition tends to minimize torquer scalefactor variations due to thermal gradient loading. For the pulse-on-demand implementation, since average current delivered to the torquer is proportional to input rate, torquer heating becomes proportional
to input rate, and thermal transient scale factor variations can be introduced as a function of sensor
input. Torquer scale-factor temperature-error effects can be compensated to some extent by installing
a thermal detector in the sensor torque generator and using the output signal to correct for device scalefactor variations (either electronically in the actual sensor, or through software in the system computer).
The technique can be utilized in unlhoated sensor applications to improve performance (for both pulse-ondemand and binary torque loops). It also partially compensates for the added thermal transient error
that occurs for the pulse-on-donmand scheme under dynamic input conditions.
The principal disadvantage of the binary rebalance scheme is the need to operate continuously at
maximum positive and negative current loads into the torquer, even at zero sensor-input conditions. As
a result, the torque- loop scale-factor symmetry (plus compared to minus current/torque transfer) must
be extremely accurate to avoid generating a net large bias error. 1or example, for a gyro torque loop
designed to handle a 400-deg/sec input rate, a 1-ppm asymmetry results In an equivalent bias error of
400 x I0- x 3600 or 1. 4-deg/hr under zero input-rato conditions.
The advantage of digital rebalance schemes in general (either pulse-on-demand or binary) compared
to the analog rebalance approach discussed in Section 4.2 is that the torquer current-pulse waveforms
have two fixed shapes (positive or negative pulse or square-wave), Independent of the average torquing
rate. As a result, torquer-linearity error effects 1the c2, C3 terms in Sq. (10)3 are largely absent.
Care must still be taken, however, for the p uise,.o-demiiand Lmlemontation to assure that the el asymmetry error is small (a function of the positive and negative torquer-current electronics design match)
so that normal low-level oscillatory sensor inputs will not rectify into a bias error. For the binary
torque-1ool) schemes, the eI symmetry is not an error source (torque-loop asyntmetry generates the
bias-error effect described in the previous paragraph).
4.2 Analog Torque-itebalance with Follow-Up Analog-to-Digital Conversion
The1o alternate to digital rebalance is capture of the sensor element with an analog torque loop (Figure 4). The analog current into Wte torque generator becomes a continuous measure (in the Integral
sense) of sensor Input. To develop the Incremental pulse signals required by the computer, a digitizer
circuit is utilized. The digitizer circuit Integrates the analog input signal from the torquer. and incrementally rebalances the integrator with fixed current-time (or voltage-time depending on Implementation)
increments to maintain the integrator output at null. For each rebalance pulse issued to the integrator,
an output pulse Is issued to the system computer Indicating that a known Increment of integrated torquer
current has been accrued, hence, the integral of the sensor input has also increnmented by a known value.
The digitizer circuit is typically implemented in much the same manner as the putse-on-.demand digital
torque. loop scheme at the top of Figure 5, with the digitizer electronic integrator operating as the sensor
does In Figure 5.

/

An advantage of the analog-torquing loop approach Is that wider bandwidth performance is easily
achieved and tighter sensor nulls can generally be held compared with the digital-rebalance schemes
where continuous off-null oscillatory operation is produced through the pulse-torquing (I. e., the sensor
pickoff-angle is nulled within a pulse). In addition, the design of the digital-rebalance portion of the
digitizer can be simplified by operating at lower maximum current levels (through scaling of the integrator input), a technique that is prohibitive with digital rebalance where the torquer current to sustain
sensor-element capture must be maintainei by the digital pulses. Another advantage for analog torquing
is that the design of the sensor torque-loop electronics is simplified and essentially uncoupled from the
more sophisticated digital-pulse circuitry. As a result, the design of the digitizer can be accomplished
independently from the sensor and a common digitizer design configuration may be compatible with sever-
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al different sensors (e.g., the gyros and accelerometers in a system, or different manufacturer designs
for one class of sensor in multiple-source procurements).
Disadvantages of the analog-rebalance concept are the added error (particularly bias) associated
with the digitizer, and the sensor scale-factor errors associated with high-rate linearity and torquer
heating as a function of input magnitude. Regarding the bias-error effect, the state of the art in analog
circuitry has progressed to the point where low bias accuracies (relative to sensor bias) can be achieved
with careful design practice. Regarding the scale-factor-error effects, dynamic compensation can be
utilized to virtually eliminate the scale-factor-linearity error. Thermal transient error can be eliminated to a degree by thermal measurement and modeling, the adequacy depending on the dynamic-rate
environment and accuracy requirements for the particular application. Since mechanization approaches
for the digitizer parallel those for the pulse-on-demand digital-rebalance concept, tradeoffs associated
with resolution capabilities also apply. It should be noted that the rescaling techuique utilized with pulseon-demand torquing (similarly applicable to the digitizor to increase resolution under low input conditions) also reduces the effective digitizer bias error under low rate conditions (due to resealing of the
digitizer input-signal relative to the sensor rebalance current and digitizer-integrator input-offset current or voltage). In the case of a digitizer based on current input (utilized to reduce integrator bias), a
current-input rescaling may be required under high input conditions due to limitations in low-drift electronic integrator amplifiers to absorb the total torquer current from the sensor.
5.

TUNED-ROTOR GYRO

The tuned-rotor gyro (22, 23, 24, 25, 26) is the most advanced gyro in large-scale production today
for aircraft 1-nmi/hr gimbaled platforms. Due to its simplicity (compared to the floated rate-integrating
gyro), the tuned-rote gyro is theoretically lower in cost and more reliable. A drawing of a representative tuned-rotor gyro is presented in Figure 7. Figure 8 is a schematic illustration of the gyro rotor
assembly.
The gyro consists of a momentum wheel (rotor) connected by a flexible gimbal to a case-fixed
synchronous-hysteresis ball-bearing spinmotor drive shaft. The gimbal is attached to the motor and
rotor through members that are torsionally flexible but laterally rigid. A two-axis variable-reluctance
signal-generator/pickoff is Included that measures the angular deviation of the rotor (in two axes) relative to the case (to which the motor is attached). Also included is a two-axis permanent-magnet torque
generator that allows the rotor to be torqued relative to the case on current command. The torquer
magnets are attached to the rotor, and the torquer coils are attached to the gyro case.

A

As for all angular-momentum-based rate-sensing devices, the key design feature of the gyro is the
means by which it can contain the reference momentum (the spinning rotor), without Introducing torques
(drift rates) in the process, For the tuned-rotor gyro, the method is linked to the dynamic effect of the
flexible gimbal attachment between the rotor and the motor. Geometrical reasoning reveals that when
the rotor is spinning at an angle that deviates from the motor-shaft direction, the gimbal is driven into
a cyclic oscillation in and out of the rotor plane at twice the rotor frequency. Dynamic analysis shows
that the reaction torque on the rotor to sustain this motion has a systematic component along the angular.
deviation vector that is proportional to the angular displacement, but that acts as a spring with a negative
spring constant. The flexible pivots between the rotor and gimbal, on the other hand, provide a similar
spring torque to the rotor, but of opposite sign. Hence, to free the rotor from systematic torques aesoeiated with the angular displacement, it is only necessary to set the gimbal pivot springs such that their
effect cancels the inverse spring effect of the gimbal. Vie result (tuning) is a rotor suspension that is
insensitive to angular movement of the case.
Use of
integrating
is no fluid,
two caging

the tuned-rotor gyro in a strapdown mode parallels the technique used for the floated rategyro. Exceptionm are that damping must be provided electrically in the caging loop, as there
and that the gyro must be caged in two axes simultaneously. The latter effect couples the
loops together due to the gyroscopic cross-axis reaction of the rotor to applied torques.

S. I Analytical Description and E-rror Model
Consider the rotor assembly for the tuned-rotor gyro and define four coordinate frames for it as
shown in Figure 9: one attached to the rotor (RM. one attached to the gimbal (G), one attached to the gyro
case (C), and pickoff axes (P) defined with X and Y axes in the plane of the rotor, but displaced from the
cose axes by small-angle Euter rotations 0. and 0.
These are the pickoff angles for the gyro. The
Y-axis of the ginbal frame is along the inner torafonal flexure that connects the gimbal to the spinmotor
shaft. The gimbal-frame X-axis is displaced angularly about the Z-axis from the gyro-case axes by the
motor-shaft angle 0. The gimbal X-Y plane is displaced from the case X-Y plane by the flexure angle 3.
The X-axis of the rotor is aligned with the outer flexure axis that connects the rotor to the gimbal. The
rotor axes are displaced from the gimbal frame by the flexure angle a.
From the geometry in Figure 9, the kinematic constraint relations for the pickoff and flexure angles
can be written as
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The torque equation for the gimbal and rotor about the gimbal Y-axis Is
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where

G

= total torque on the gimbal about the gimbal (superscript) Y-axis

Gy

J/

K

torsional spring constant for the 0 flexure

C

torsional damping torque associated with 0 flexure movement (e. g., caused by
interaction of the gimbal with the surrounding gas)
G
Gay

Y-axis reaction torque on the gimbal at the a flexure junction

rG
Gey

spurious (unwanted) error producing torques on the gimbal about the gimbal
Y-axis

Torques on the rotor can be similarly written along gimbal X, Y, and Z axes
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where
G
RU
K

total torque on the rotor about the gimbal i-axis (i = X, Y, or Z)
= torsional spring constant for the a flexure

a

Ca

damping torque associated with a flexure movement

"R
G
Re,
GT
liT

*

reaction torque on the rotor at the a flexure junction about the gimbal
iL-axis (i - Y or Z)
error torque on the rotor about the gimbal i-axis (4 X, Y, or Z)
electrically applied torque-generator torque on the rotor about the gimbal
i- axis (i - X, Y, or Z) intentionally applied through the gyro torquer

0
to the
The Y-axis component of Eq.(14) relates the Y-axis torqt on the rotor at the a floxure 0,Gy)
given by Eq. (13).
negative of the equivalent reaction torque on the gimbal (VrI)

y
Equations (14) with (13) can now be transformed to their equivalent form in pickoff coordiuates
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where
direction cosine matrix relating gimbal atd pickoff coordinate axes
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Using smAil-angle theory (for er, 10). the Cmatrix can be shown to be
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Note that the Z component of TRT is absent in Eq. (16).

This is because the gyro torquer is designed to

apply torque to only the rotor in the rotor plane.
The Z expression in Eq. (16) can be used to solve for r.G for substitution in the X, Y equations. After
Raz
dropping a-squared terms as second order, the result is
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In Eq. (17), the 'ex and r
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terms are the composite of all the error effects in the X. Y torque equations,

The momentum transfer equations rotating the torques in Eq. (17) to rotational movement of the rotor
amssmbly are now developed to obtain the input/output equations for the tuned-rotor gyro.
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rate of the gimbal in gimbal axes is given by
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where
* gimbal inertial angular rate vector In gimbal axes
9,

C

- gyro case angular rate vector in case axes
spin-motor rate vector in came axes

rC

rate of change of the 0 angle-vector (P1 in gimbal axes
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The CZ matrix is given from Figure 9 by
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Tre momentwn-transter equation for the gimbal in gimbal axes is given by
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where

inertia tensor for the gimbal in gimbal axes
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With Figure 9, the components of the elements in Eq. (18) and (20) can be defined as
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= spinmotor rate

Wr

1G0 JG - gimbal moments of inertia about the X, Y axes, and about the Z polar axis
Substituting Eq. (18), (19),

and (21) into Eq. (20), noting that 0 a wr* and neglecting $-squared effects as

second-order yields the expression for the gimbal Y-axis torque for Eq. (17)
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Tho ,1,1 expressions for Eq. (17) and (23) are obtained by differentiating Eq.(11)
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To develop an expression for the rotor torque-momenturn-transfer equation (for Y x and

in

Ry
rq. (17)), dhe net rotor angultr rate In the P frame it first defined as the sum of Its consecutive
(uler) angular-rate-votor components
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where
. total rotor Inertial angular rate in P coordinates
ate of change of the a torsion flexure angl*.-vector In gtmbal-frame coordinates

.r
C& CG

a

direction.-osine matrices relating P, C. and G

.The plekoff angle 0 is the angle between case wad pikoff axes, hence, the first term in I•q. (24) assumIng
small angles Is
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If the
effects nCG
n,0 are neglected as second order, C in Eq. (24) can be approximated by the cosine
matrix for Z-axis 0 angle rotation generated by w (see Figure 9). Recognizing that 0 is the vector sum
of a and S, the second term in Eq. (24) can be written as
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where
= rate of change of the pickoff angle 0 as measured in case (or pickoff) coordinates

Substituting Eq. (25) and (26) into Eq. (24) defines the rotor rate in terms of known matrix quantities
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An expression for the P frame rotation rate as measured in the P frame is obtained similarly
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Tho momentum transfer equation for the rotor can be written in P coordinates as
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net torque on the rotor assembly in P coordinates
inertia tensor for the rotor In P coordinaltes;

Particular vector and matrix elemeuts in Eq. (27) through (2)) are defined as
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With Eq. (21) for the remaining vector definitio•s, •q. (29) can be patided to obtain "te des•red
scalar expresaoeow for the torque-.momentum-transfer equations along P frame axes
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Equctlons (17), (22), and (30). with Eq. (120) and (23) in combination define the dynantie reaponse
rolateonA for !he tun*d-rotor gyro. liefore combining, additional nomenolature Is introduced to simplify
the form of the final rtult and to account for gyro-case misalignronlts.
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The following definitions are introduced for the inertia terms
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The spinmotor rate is defined as a nominal value (Wro) plus a variation (&Jr) due to motor dynamics;
and a nominal gyro angular momentum I(o) is defined
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The torque-generator torque is defined in terms of a gyroscopic precessional command rate with a
scale-factor and cross-coupling error; and the error torque is equated to a bias rate defined as che torque.
generator command-rate needed to nullify the effect of the error torque on the rotor
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Finally. the following trigomimetric ldeatitivt are noted
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The 6 Ur term in Eq. (37a)and (37b) is a function of the spinmotor dynamics, and can be described
analytically by considering the rotor-gimbai assembly as the inertial load to the spinmotor.
Neglecting gimbalangle and misalignment effects as second order, and assuming that the rotor inertia is much larger
than
the gimbal inertia, provides the result given by Eq. (38)
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where
a spinmutor torque designed to maintain the rotor at

nominal speed wo

f(&.Or) a functional operator indicating that the spinmotor torque is a fnaction of the deviation
r'
of the rotor speed from noominal
Fqluations (37a) and (37b) show that the X and Y torquer conmantnd rates to the gyro (vTx. UT .
are proportionat to the X- and VY-xis gyro input rater (v%. wy) plus dynan"., and cr•qt-coupllng
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Setting the gimbal spring rate# asi sptcified by -4. (390. the condition known as teinig, cancels
the

spring
dyamiffoct. and makese the rotor appear to Uce frde of the gimbal case under Wf-swil phckoffangle codidtlions.
leece, the r'oor is effcdtivtly uncoopled front thp., gyro case without the u#e of stcfial
pi'vols or flotation flud a with ths,
te tingl_-dc.ro-of'freedoe floated rate-Inthlotring gyro. Noto that
the rotor-case reetdoi effect can be "een dir'ctlty fromn Nq. (310) and (Sib) if the erroir terms
#wi rates are equatld to sore. Under those conition the equatnilo collapse to dth simietflodand comiform
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fIlee•e the pickoff angle becomes equal to The ntaiatvv of thc integral of the kg•ro-case motion,
or
etttIvalently, the gy)r rotor 1%fixed inertially with tht pickoff angle providing a direct mensure
of
the
iyro-caso angular motion (i. e., the Iyro eels as an idal two-deore of-freedom attitude ten.or
tn Strapdown applications the piekoff angle is 4mlaimataied near otill thr.ugh closed-itop torquing,
torquer command signals thereby becoming%meagures of ihnmu rate (in ihe integral 4tese), Such witheO
a
scheme is Illkutrated by thg analy-tical bilock digriam in Figure 10 wiich is a schemtatic
re..esetatio,
ot Eq. (351). (37b). and (38) with rq. (30).
If Zq. (MTO). (38). and Figure 10 for the tuned-rotor gyro are* ompared with E4. (6), (9), and
Figure 3 for the silnledega'eo.(offreedoMfloated rate-t
slntrating .y•o. V will be apl rent that the two
gyros contain Similar dynamic error terms (tv. vt. Oy misalignmetl eciupling.
i.v and Oy angular acceler0lion effects. • aol anisoliertia, and w- &,,r niiolor dynamics). it addition, the Itined*rbtor gyro
contains
0
the ee
crs-~cupllng rate term (6 , tor4uer cross-eoaplilng effects (Ax 1 ginilsal damping eaffoet (Cs +
CO ).
and the redimal spring torque terml due to off-nominal tuning(the (34 *+ LK) effect with nominal
spin speed and the effect of k-. spi9n-peed error with nominal tprang oinantt)). It should also g -ro
apliaient that the tor4ue loopls for the tuned rotor are dynamically more emrplx (due to two-axisbe
erosscoupling) atd un•darped (the C4 term for the floated gyro is not present in the tutied rotor). Ileno.
add"tionial compensation elecitrocsie are required in the FPIure 10 command electrnleis to achlieve vidtbandwidth stable performance. In other respects. mechantitatlon aploaches for t
o frque
loopa
are u
de.cribed prleiously for totque-lo-balance linstrments in greLneral.
The scale-factor-error nmodel for the tuned-rotor gyro operating in the slrajxtor'a mode is gven by
F4". (41) and is entirety equivalent to that for the fload rate-inielgrating gyro t-q. (10)]•.
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The bias errors for the tuned-rotor gyro (wB

2Y

and uBy) can modeled (25, 26) as

Bx
B

(By
where
a a

a

=
=

+Bax+B 2 a

+B

3

(41)

y

axaZ+nx

(42)

B00y +B a- _ B2 a +B 3 a a +n
y z
y
accelerations of the gyro along the x, V, and z nominal gyro axes.

Note that the acceleration-sensitive bias coefficients in Eq. (42) are identical between axes (because
they are caused by rotor-assembly effects which are common to X, Y channel outputs). A comparison
between Eq. (42) and Eq. (11) (for the floated gyro) shows that the bias-error equations are of the same
form. Sources of B0 bias error for the tuned-rotor gyro are stray internally generated magnetic fields
that interact with the rotor-mounted torquer magnet, and torque-loop/pulse-electronics bias errors
(for binary torque loops or analog torque loops with follow-up analog-to-digital conversion, see Section 4).
The effects of off-nominal tuning and gimbal damping in Eq. (37a) and (37b) are usually included as part
of the B0 bias error (in conjunction with pickoff-angle offsets caused, for example, by spinmotor- shaft
misalignments or signal-generator/pickoff bias). Additional, but unlikely B0 bias errors for the tunedrotor gyro are caused by acceleration inputs at spin frequency along the spin axis rectifying radial massunbalance effects In the rotor assembly (relative to the center of torsional support for the rotor assembly),
acceleration inputs at twice spin frequency normal to the spin axis rectifying gimbal mass-unbalance along
the spin axis, and rectification of twice spin-speed angular-rate inputs to the gyro due to alternating
Inertial/spring reaction loads of the rotor-gimbal assembly relative to the motor shaft. (25, 26) The
latter effect is predictable by the expressions used to develop Eq. (37 a) and (37b) (neglected in the final
Eq. (37a) and (37b) forms presented).
The B 1 g-sensitive coefficient is caused by mass-unbalance of the rotor assembly along the spin axis, and
the B2 coefficient, by geometrical imperfections in the torsional elements. (25, 27) TheB3 coefficient Is
the anisoelastic effect for the gyro caused by unequal compliance of the rotor assembly along theX, Y, Z
directions. The n noise terms are stochastic errors that have relatively short correlation times (caused,
for example. by spinmotor-shaft orientation changes due to ball boaring preload variations and resulting
error torques created by off-nominal tuning).
As with the floated gyro, several errors in the tuned-rotor gyro are inherent in the basic instrument
design (bandwidth limitation, anisoinertla, and angular acceleration sensitivity). 11te remaining errors
are caUsed by l.nperfectlons in the gyro manufacture, many of which are predictable over long time
Intervals. Gy.tem- level software compensation can be utilized to remove the predictable error effecte
within the bandwidth limitations of the uncomponsated oensor-output signals (the signals utilized to compensate the dynamic-eorror effects).
5.2 Perfornartce and-ApptioAtiot%Areas
The strapdown version of the tuned-rotor gyro has been developed for applications requiring performanc. In. or close to. the 1-nml/hr category (refer to Table 1). Applications receiving the greatest
attention have baen for transport aircraft as a navigation system that also (and In some cases, primarily)
provides high-quality outputs for flight-control-system use (Schuloertuned attitude, Inortially derived
heading, body rate• and aoegeitatiots, horizontal and vertical velocity) (1),28). Izthu~iast for the
ptrapdown, tuned- rotor technology envision its ultimate utilliation in higher-performance military aircraft (19). The lower-performance ipplication areas (such as for tactical mistile midcourse guidanceo
have not been lmrsued by tuned-rotor technologists, probably because of difficulties In cormpeting with
the lowei-coat floated-gyro technologies that currently dominate this area. Some consideration is being
given to the
of twnd-rotor
-titrotatlc•
Inertial strapdown systems for spaceoraft boostoe guidanee, a
small apecIalIted aren from a production standpoint, and one that Iws traditiomily utilized high.quaiity
floated rate-integrating &kro#
for Implementation.
Specific performance capabilWies of the tuned*rotor
nyroIparallel those for the floated gyro, with
satne notable excapttohn,
The tufted-rotor gyro was developed tI* eliminate some oe the problems (in cost
and performanco) Pssociatud with older floated rate.it tegrating gyro technology. iroponents of the tuned&
rotor techtology point to Its advantages compared to the floated gyrot fewer parts, two axes per gyro.
ehlimiathin of the noeed for the Mluid suspenston and aSsociated error mechanisms, elimination of flexload-error torques, elimination of spinmotor axial mass unbalance as an error source and associated
simplifications in spInmotop bearing design, end more predictable Instrument waronup characteristics.
Th11ose advantagoo are partially offset by the addition of errors caused by Imperfect rotor tuning, windage
torques and drift itrrors aosociated with dynamic viscous coupling of the off-null gimbal motion with the
"surrounding gas: and rotor hea.ting and motor bearing lubricant containment problems if a ne-ar vacuum
is hold around the rotor to emuiniato the iattee' gas-dynaml effects.
For the tuned-rotor gyro, bias instabilities can be overcome latgcly through increased angular
remomentum ("ee Fq. (34) , with additional comnlcxity In the torque loops due to the higher current levels
needed for angular mocnertumn caging. Hased on the 1-nmi/hr system-level performance obtained in
triasport aircraft using strapdown tuned-rotor gyros with large angular momentura wheels, (4, 5) it can

be assumed that the bias performance levels of Table 1 are achievable in benign flight environments
using temperature modeling for compensation (without thermal controls). In dynamic flight environments,
g-sensitive bias effects will degrade performance to some extent. Potential rectification errors that
contribute to bias in the floated gyro are also present in the tuned rotor. As such, the potential for
large bias error also exists for the tuned rotor in high linear- and angular-vibration environments (due
to anisoinertia, spinmotor dynamics, anisoelasticity, pickoff-angle dynamic error, and bandwidth limitations for compensation).
Rate capability, bandwidth, and scale-factor accuracy for the strapdown tuned-rotor gyro (a torqueto-balance instrument) directly parallel that for the strapdown floated gyro with similar limitations (high
vibration and angular rates). Bandwidths of 75 Hz and scale-factor accuracies of 50 ppm (with thermal
modeling for compensation) have been achieved for tuned-rotor gyros at Boeing (30), and Litton (31)
claims that bandwidths in excess of 85 percent of spin speed are achievable using new caging techniques.
For typical tuned-rotor spin rates, this translates into a bandwidth in the 50- to 150-Hz area.
Alignment errors for tuned-rotor gyros are caused by pickoff null shift, torquer input-axis misalignment, dynamic torque-rebalance servo error, and gyro-system-mount misalignment. Due to the absence
of the gimbal pivot and spinmotor-axis misalignment errors associated with the floated gyro, 5-secondsof-are alignment accuracy should be more easily achievable with the tuned-rotor gyro. As with the
floated gyro, random noise is not a major error source fbr the tuned-rotor gyro.
For systems using tuned-rotor gyros with large angular momentum wheels, calibration intervals of
greater than 6-months have been experienced for 1-nmi/hr benign environment system applications. (4, 5)
Note, that If needed, the dual-speed spinmotor calibration technique developed for the floated gyro (see
Section 2) can also be used with the tuned rotor, If necessary, to reduce the frequency of removals for
system recalibratlon. Warmup times in the 2- to 5-minute category (for spinmotor runup and thermal
stabilization) have been demonstrated by high-accuracy tuned-rotor gyros with thermal modeling for
error compensation. (4, 5)
6.

ELECTROSTATIC GYRO

Of the tinue angular-momentum devices considered in this paper, the electrostatic gyro comes
closest to achieving the theoretically ideal suspension system. In the electrostatic gyro, a spherical
rotor is suspended in a vacuum by an electrostatic field generated by coge-fixed electrodes; hence, there
is no physical contact with the rotor assembly. Plckoffs on the case sense the orientation of the case
relative to the rotor, Figure 11 illustrates the Implementation concept.
Some mechanizations of the electrostatic-gyro pickoff (17) have used optical detectors that sense
scribe marks etched on the rotor. For such an approach, the rotor is a hollow shell, 1 to 2 Inches in
diameter (see FLgure 11). Alternatively, a small solid rotor (typically 1 centimeter In diameter) can be
used with a radially offset mass. (32) The resulting modulation In the suspension field (due to the mass
unbalance) is used to determine the relative case/rotor orientation. Each of these approaches Is being
considered for gimbaled application. (32, 33, 34)
However, only the small solid rotor approach is being
considered today tor strapdown application. (9, 34)
The electrostatic gyro can be used only as an attitude gyro (there is no torque-to-balance concept for
the Instrument); hence, In strapdown applications where large angular motion is common, the accuracy of
the pickoff (which must sense the total attitude) Is a key performance parameter. In this respect, the
gyro differs from the floated and tuned-rotor Instruments that are operated in strapdown applications with
the pickoff-angle hold near null.
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One of the principal advantages of the electrostatic gyro compared to the other spinning-mass
instruments is the elimination of mechanical friction producing mechanisms (i. e., spinmotor bearings)
and associated reliability problems. A disadvantage for the electrostatic gyro from a reliability standpoint is the potential damage to the rotor and case that can result during a momentary loss in gyro-rotor
suspension voltage while the rotor is spinning.
6. 1 Analytical -Description and Error Model
In one respect, the analytical model for the electrostatic gyro is much simplified compared to the
torque-to-balance strapdown gyros (tuned-rotor and floated rate-integrating gyros) due to the lack of
dynamic-error terms implicit in the design of the latter instruments, If the electrostatic gyro could be
manufactured perfectly with ideal materials, it would have no error effects, and its output would be a
true indication of the orientation of the gyro case relative to an inertially fixed rotor spin-axis (i. e. , an
ideal two-degree-of-freedom attitude gyro). However, due to imperfections that must exist in any real
device, errors are present in the instrument that can be divided into two categories: bias errors, and
(for strapdown applications) attitude readout errors. In very general terms, these errors can be represented as
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components of gyro bias rate (in case axes), the bias vector represents the precessional rate of the rotor, and is normal to the rotor spin-axis

z

a.

ftx(,

a ,,a a

three-axis acceleration components of the gyro case (in case axes)

ux, u,, uz

cosines of the angles between the rotor spin-axis and gyro-case axes (I. e. , the
attitude information sensed by the read-out detectors)

fy

functional operators indicating a functional dependence of the bias numerical
values on the bracketed quantities

f

)

aux# ouy, 6uz
g2x ), g(
Yx#

*

net attitude readout errors

), g1 (

functional operators associated with the gyro readout mechanism indicating a
functional dependence of the numerical values on the bracketed quantities

vyO

imtsalignmonts of gyro-case axi-s from nominal gyro axes

yz

Due principally to the full spherical attitude operating mode of the strapdown electrostatic gyro, the
bias and attitude readout error effects are complex functions of case-rotor orientation and accelerations
in three dimensions. The bias attitude sensitivity Is caused by the different orientation of the gyro suspension coils relative to the rotor and associated variations in the electrostatic suspension field (frots
nominal) in the rotor cavity that produces a net moment on the spinning rotor. Acceleration-induced
bias-sensitivity effects are caused by the center of electrostatic suspension force on the rotor not coinMiding with the rotor center of masn, also a function of the orientation of the case relative to the rotor.
Attitude readout errors are caused by electronic instabilities and attitude nonllnearities in the pickoff
over the full spherical readout range.
SThe f ( ) and g( ) elements in Eq. (43) are typically expressed as a set of compensation models that
analytically characterize the error phenomena as a function of sensed accele-ation (a..
ay), rotoraxis cosines (u.. uy, U2 ), and gyro parameters (e. g.,

"characeristics). (9)

rotor case-envelope, and suspension-servo

'the gyro parameters in the models are the measurable quantities that characterize
each gyro for calibration purposes (i, e.. calibration coefficients). The stability of the coe.ricients f%,m
turn-on to turn-on, over temperature, vibration, and acceleration, as well as the complexity (number
of terms) In the error model utilized, ultimately determines the performante
Lpbilities of the gyro
(and the complexity and frequency of calibration).
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6. 2 Performance and Application Areas
The principal focus for strapdown electrostatic gyro application has been in the 1-nmi/hr navigation system area where its proponents point to the cost and reliability advantages it affords compared
to equivalent gimbaled INS technologies. However, because the electrostatic gyro is inherently an
attitude-sensing instrument, its utility in other strapdown application areas (28, 29, 35) is limited (compared to the other strapdown gyros) due to its inability to also provide a rate-signal output. Deriving
rate analytically in the electrostatic-gyro system computer (a nontrivial function of the calculated rate
of change of the computed attitude data) provides a noisy signal (due to differentiated attitude pickoff
noise) that must be filtered for reasonable low-noise rate-output performance. The resulting dynamic
lag can introduce stability problems (in flight-control systems, for example) where the rate signal is
utilized.
For a specified case orientation relative to the rotor (as in gimbaled applications), and with accurate thermal controls, electrostatic-gyro errors can be remarkably predictable and compensatible.
However, for strapdown applications where the case can be at arbitrary orientations relative to the
rotor, compensation is difficult. Due to the nonprecise mechanical nature and large size (relative to
the rotor) of the suspension coils, it is difficult to manufacture a gyro that has a fixed center of suspension in the rotor cavity for all orientations of the rotor, case, and specific-force vector (hence, the
problem of comple* three-dimensional modeling for bias calibration coefficients. (6, 9). The calibration problem is further complicated by thermal expansion movement of the mechanical assemblies, and
associated variations in the error coefficients. To compensate for this effect, thermal modeling has
been used, but with limited success. Thermal control for the electrostatic gyro appears to be the only
accurate method for direct bias-error control in strapdown applications.
To overcome some of these difficulties, Autonetics, the principal proponent of the electrostatic
gyro for strapdown inertial navigation, has developed a turntable assembly for their MICRON strapdown
electrostatic-gyro system, on which the inertial sensors are mounted. The turntable is rotated at a
about the user vehicle yaw axis. The result is an
known rate relative to the system chassis, typically
averaging of the case-correlated bias-error effects such that the overall navigation error is improved. The effect of case rotation is expected to eliminate the need for the frequent calibrations that
have accompanied the performance instabilities experienced in the past with the strapdown electrostatic
gyro.
Reaction times for the electrostatic gyro have been a significant problem area in the past due to the
sensitivity of gyro performance to temperature effects, and the difficulty in spinning up the gyros and
thermally stabilizing the system (with temperature controls) in a reasonable time period. (6) Recent
improvements in gyro design (for reduced thermal gradients) and the introduction of the turntable for
error averaging are expected to allow reasonable reaction times (less than 10 minutes at the system
level) for new strapdown etectrostatic-gyro systems.
An important advantage for the electrostatic gyro in maneuvering applications is that direct attitude
readout is provided and is, therefore, not subject to the unbounded computational attltude-error-buildup
effects associated with rate-sensing strapdown gyros where attitude is calculated In the system computer (through a rate-integration process that also integrates the effects of rate-gyro scale factor error,
misalignment cross-coupling, pulse-output quantization uncertainty, and finite bandwidth*). As a result,
the alignment (and pickoff) accuracy requirements for the electrostatic gyro are somewhat relaxed
compared to the other strapdown gyros because the associated attitude error over short maneuver times
(relative to the Schuler period) is bounded (i. e., equals the bias on the gyro attitude-output signal),
For the strapdown solid-rotor electrostatic gyro, wide-angle readout accuracies of 18 seconds of
arc have been achieved in the past (0, 34). T1his performance is somewhat marginal in high velocityaccuracy applications. However, it Is reasonable to assume that improvements will be made such that the
10-second-of-arc goal in Table I is achieved in future production units. The alignment accuracy for
the instrument is determined by the stability of the gyro-system mount, which should be well within
Table I requirements.
lte bandwidth and rate-gyro scale-factor accuracy requirements in Table I are not applicable to
the electrostatic gyro. Random noise for the Uistrument is not a significant error source.
7.

RING LASER GYRO

Unlike the gyros that utilize rotating mass for angular-measurement reference, the laser-gyro
operating principal is based on the relativistic properties of light. The device has no moving parts;
hence, it has the potential for extremely high reliability, References 36 and 37 describe this unique
instrument, its mochanication approach, and performance characterIstics.
Figure 12 depicts the basic operating elements in a laser gyro- a closed optical cavity containing
two beams of correlated Witng&e-frequency) light. "he beams travel continuously between the reflecting
surface of the cavity In a closed optical-paths one beam travels in the clockwise direction, the other in
The light beams
the counterclockwise direction, each occupying the same physical space in the cavity.
are generated from the lasing action of a helium-neon gas discharge within the optical cavity, rThe refleeting surfaces are dielectric mirrors designed to selectively reflect the frequency associated with the
particalar helium-neon transition being used.

'The extent to which these error-effects accumulate in the rate-gyro strapdown-systezn comnute,? is
determined by the user vehicle angular-rate (and vibration) profile.
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Laser-gyro operating elements.

To understand the operation of the lasor gyro, consider the effect of cavity rotation on an observer
rotating with the cavity. Relative to the observer, it takes longer for a wave of light to traverse the

distance around the optical path in the direction of i tation than in the direction opposite to the rotation,
Due to the constancy of the speed of light, this effect I8 interpreted by the observer as a lengthening of
3

the net optical path length in the direction of rotation, and a shortening of the path length in the opposite
direction. 13c.ause a fixed integral number of light waves must exist around the path at any Instant of
time (the beams are continuous, closing on themselves). the pa tb-length shift must also be accompanied
by a frequency shift in thl.- opposite sense. The frequency difference between the two beams thereby
becomes a measure of rotation rate,
Ithe frequency difference is measured in the laser gyro by allowing a small percentage of the laser
radiation to escape through one of the mirrors (F~igure 12). A prism Is typically used to reflect one of
the beams such that it crosses the other In almost the saine direction at a small angle (wedge angle).
Due to the finite width of the beams, the effect of the wedge angle is to generate an optical fringe pattern
in the readout zone. When the frequencies between the two laser beams area equal (under zero rate conditions). the fringes are stationary relative to the observer. When the frequencies of the two beams are
different (under rotational rates), the fringe pattern moves relative to the observer at a rate and direction proportional to the frequency difference (i. e.,. proportional to the angular rate). More importantly,
the passage of each fringe indicates that the integrrated frequency difference (integrated Input rate) has
changed by a specified increment. fhence, each fringe passage is a direct Iindi'na ion of an incremental
integrated rate movement, the exact form of the output needed for a rate-gyro strapdown navigation
system.
Digital integrated-rate- increment pulses are generated from the Laser gyro from the outputs of two
photodiodes mounted in the fringe area and spaced 00 degrees apart (in fringe space). As the fringes
pass by the diodes, sinusoidal output 3ignals are generated, with each cycle of a sine wave correspondoe frngeove th dides Dyobserving which diode output is leading the other
ing o te f mvemnt
(by 90 degrees), the direction of rotation is determinod. Simple digital-pulse triggering and direction
logic operating on the photodiode outputs convert the sinusoidal signals to digital pulses for computer
input.
The pulse size (quantization) for the Laser gyro depends on the wavelength of the laser beam and the
path length between the mirrors. For a typical triangular -optical-path laser gyro with 0. 63 micron
wavelength and pathlength between mirrors (each leg of the trianglo) of 4. 2 inches, the pulse size is82
second$ of arc.'
Thia pulse siting assumes pulse triggering at the positive-going zero-crossing of one of the photodiode
outputs. A factor of four finer pulse size is attainable if required by triggering output pulses at the
positive- and negative-going zero cross~ngs from both photodiode output signals. The penalty is a proportional decrease in maximumi rate capability (or increased readout electrionics complexity for increased bandwidth to maintain the same aate capability).
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7. 1 General Design Considerations
7. 1. 1 Construttion -- The accuracy of the laser gyro depends on the manner in which the lase-" beams
are affected by the influences of the lasing cavity. A key requirement in this regard Ls that the average
of the path lengths around the lasing triangle for the clockwise and counterclockwise beams be constant
and equal to the value for peak average lasing power. The peak-laser-power condition corresponds to
the laser frequency being centered at the peak of the helium-neon gas-discharge Doppler gain curve. (38)
Many of the error parameters in the laser gyro are stationary for small variations in gyro operation
about the center of the Doppler gain curve. (37)
To achieve a high degree of path-length stability, the laser-gyro optical cavity is typically constructed of ceramic-vitreous (Cervit) material, which has an extremely low coefficient of thermal expansion. Figure 13 illustrates a typical laser-gyro mechanization concept. A Cervit sti ;cture is used
to contain the helium-neon gas, with the lasing mirrors and electrodes forming the seals. High voltage
(typically 1500 volts) applied across the electrodes (one cathode and two anodes) ionizes the helilm-neon
gas mixture, thereby providing the required laser pumping action, High-quality opt.cal seals must be
used in the Figure 13 configuration to avoid introducing contaminants into the helium-neon mixt.ýre,
thereby degrading performance and ultimately limiting lifetime. Alternatively, a gain tube that contains
the helium-gas can be inserted in the cavity, with optical windows (Brewster windows) provid-d for laser
beam entry and exit (39). The advantage of the gain-tube approach is that the beam- -avity sedl requirement (particularly for the mirrors) can be relaxed, since the helium-neon is no longer in contact with
the mirror seals. The disadvantage is the addition of seals for the gain tube (Brewster window seals),
and the introduction of acceleration and thermally sensitive gyro bias uncertaintie,; due to differential
phase shifts and energy losses (between the two laser beams) generated from bireiringent ?40) and
anisotropic optical effects in the Brewster window optics.
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Laser-gyro block aIs.mby.

Figure 14 illustrates the Interfact beetwen a typi'al laser gyro block assembly and the gyro electronic,.
A piezoelectric transducer mowited on oaic of the referror 4tbStrates is typically used to control
the path length of the cavity (Wigurep 13 and 14). *te control signal for the transducer is proportional
to the dtviation from the peak of the average power in the laser beams; hence, the control loop is do.
slgnod to maintain a path length that produces px.ak average lasing power. The average beam power in
measured by a photodlode mounted on one of thc niorrors that senses a small percentage of t•e radiation
from both the clockwise and counterclockwise bee.ma,
Flow phenomena in the laser gyro (e.g., lInxngtnuir flow) can cause bias shifts due to differential
changes in the index of refraction of light along the forward and reverse beam-paths. (37,41) T. reduce
the p, ssibllity of net circular-flow phenomena in the gyro. circuitry is typically provided to maintain a
"cous'ant balance between the not current flows in each of the two ionitation paths (See Figure 14).
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Laser-gyro electronic elements.

7. 1. 2 Packagin -- Figure 15 illustrates a typical laser gyro packaging concept. The electronics to
control the aser and to provide readout pulses are mounted with the laser block in a single box. The
high-voltage supply is included for gyro operations (regulated low-level voltages are gyro inputs). The
box is hermetically sealed to avoid problems associated with high-voltage arcing at high altitudes.

...........

lFiguro 15.

Honeywell GGI300 laser gyro.

Alternative packaging approache•s incorporate three laser cavities in a single block of Cervit (a. g.,
Fig'ure 16 or RIeferences 42 and 43). tlie advantage of the latter integrated concept is precise alignmentstability between gyro axes, and small size due to the ability to interweave the laser triangles.
i)lsadvantages are the inability to replace a single gyro for mainteniaInce actions. and dilticultl.o8 in limplementing mechanical dither for lock-in compensation.

Figure 16.

Honeywell GG1330 laser triad rate gyro.

7. 1. 3 Lock-in -- The phenomenon of lock-in has historically been a most prominent error source in
the laser gyro and the most difficult to handle. The means for compensating lock-in has been the principal factor determining the configuration and performance of laser gyros from different manufacturers.
The phenomenon of laser-gyro lock-in arises because of imperfections in the lasing cavity, principal1,- the mirrors, that produce backscattering from one laser beam into the other. (44) "1hie rcsulttn¶
coupling action tends to pull the frequencies or th- two beams together at low rates producing a sea efactor error. Vor rates below a threshold known as the lock-in rate, the two beams lock together at the
same frequency producing no output (i.e. , a dead-zone). Figure 17 illustrates the effect of lock-in on
the output of the laser gyro as a function of steady input ratee.

"The magnitude of the lock-in effect depends primarily on the quality of the mirrors. In genieral.
lock-in rates on the order of 0, 01 to 0. 1 degree-per-second aire the lowest levels achievable with today's
laser gyro technology (with 0. 83-micron laser wavelength). Compared with 0. 01-dogree-per-hour
navigation requirements, this is a serious error source that must be overcome.
A Strail'ht-forward and effective approach for overcoming lock-in is mechanically clithering the
laser block at high frequency through a stiff dither flexure suspznston built Into the gyro a
Assnbly.
"lie
spoked wheel-like structure in Figure 15 is a rotary spring, One spring on each side of the laser block
suspends it from the center post. Piezoelectric transducers on one of the springs provide the dithermotor drive mechanism (Figure 14) to vibrate the lasing block at its resonant frequency about the t;.put
axis through a small angle but at high rates. The dither rate amplitude and acceleration are designed
so that the dwell time in the lock-in zone is short such that lock-in will never develop. "11e result is a
gyro that has continuous resolution over the complete rate range. The residual effect of lock-in is a
negligible scale factor nonlinearity due to the averaging of the gyro input rate across the lock-in region
(37). and a small raildorn error in the gyro output (random rate noise) that is introduced each time the
block passes through lock-in (at twice the dither frequency).

Figure 17 illustrates the effect of lock-in under steady-state condition, (k. o.. under relatively constant
input rates), Lock-in is actually a nonlinear dynamic characteristic whose response is dependent on
both the amplitude and frequency content of tle gyrc input rate. (37)
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Figure 17.

By mounting the readout reflector prism on tile gyro case and the readout photodiodes on the block
(Figure 13). a simple mechanism can be provided to remove the dither signal from the gyro output. If
the gyro center of rotation is selected properly, the translation of the dither beam across the prism
causes a fringe motion at the detector that identinally cancels the dither rate sensed by the block. The
result is an output signal that accurately measures the rotation of the gyro case, free from the dither
oscillation. Alternatively, the readout-prism can be mounted with the readout-diodes directly on the
gyro block, with a digital filter used to eliminate the unwantod dither motion from the gyro output. Tbe
penalty is the bandwidth limitation associated with the digital filter dynamic response.
n -- The original alternative to mechanical dither was
7. 1. 4 QtQr_.L~i9.•L..sfor J kLnCo p2.e)
the use of a Faraday cell within the laser cavity (37). A Faraday cell contains a magnetically active
optical material whose index-of-refraction to cireularly-polarized light can be altered by an applied
magnetic field. Since laser gyros operate with plane-polarized lasor beams, quarter wave plates must
be included in the Faraday-coll to circtilarly polarize the light entering, and plane-polarize tle light
leaving the cell. By applying a magnetic field across the Faraday cell, a differential index-ofrefraction shift is created between the clockwise and counterclkckwise laser beams, producing a differential change In the optical path length between the two beams. A frequency difference or bias is thereby generated between the two beams with amplitude and phase determined by the amplitude and phaso of
the applied magnetic field. Typ1ical Fartaday-cell mechanizations have incorporated ac-coupled squarewave magnetic control-fields to washout bias errors associated with control-electronics offsets. "he
resulting bias, having known magnitude and phase is then easily removed from the gyro pulse-output
"circuitryby digital subtraction.
An alternate to the Faraday-cell approach is the magnetic-mirror concept (based on the transverse
Kerr effect) in which a magnetically sensitive inner coatig (e. g.. iron) is applied to one of the laser
mirrors. (30,45) By applying a magnetic field to the mirror transverse to the laser beam, a differential
phase shift is introduced between the refleo.ted clockwise and counterclockwise beams which appears as a
differential path-length change around the ctvity. The result is a bias imposed on the gyro output that is
controllable by the applied magnetic field. Bias uncertainties can be compensated through use of an alternating biasing technique (such as the square-wave approach utilized with the Faraday cell). Additionally,
the magnetic mirror can be operated in a saturated bias state to eliminate bias error susceptibility to
stray magnetic fields, a problem with the Faraday cell which has generally required nagtetic shielding
around the gyro to minimite magnetically induced error effects.
An advantage for the Faraday-cell or magnetic-mirror concepts is the ability to develop lock-in
bias compensation electrically without a mechanical dither flexure requirement for each gyro. As a
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ical characteristics of the gyro block/dither assembly, high traversal rates through lock-tit to reduce
random error each dither cycle tend to he accompanied by high dither frequencies, hence many random
errors per unit time -- see subsection 7. 1. 3).
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The principal difficnlty with the Faraday-cell has been the introduction of thermally and acceleration-sensitive bias errors in',o the gyzo through unpredicianle birefringent and anisotropic effects in
the- Faraday cell. llTe latter error can be decreased by reducing the length of the Faraday cell (and
its associated biasing capability). Reduction of bias capability, however, generates scale-factor nonlinearities due to the inability to keep the average rate into the gyro well outside of the lock-in region.
Little has been published on the error mechanisms associated with magnetic mirrors. Reference
45 indicates that magnetic mirrors designed for a large lock-in biasing capability also introduce large
losses into the lasing cavity due to their accompanying low reflectivity. 17he loss effect is diluted as
bias amplitude capability is reduced. Since higher gain and an accompanying degradation in gyro performance stability (see subsection 7. 1. 5) are required to overcome added cavity losses, this suggests
that a tradeoff exists in the design of magnetic mirrors between increased gyro scale-factor nonlinearities (for low-bias-amplitude mirrors, hence less effective lock-in compensation) versus decreased gyro stability (for high-bias-amplitude mirrors). It also suggests that magnetic-mirror technology may be difficult to apply in 0. 63-micron lasers (a higher accuracy gyro configuration compared
te the 1. 15-micron wavelength units but with lower available gain to overcome cavity losses; see subsection 7. 1. 5). Except for experimental models, laser gyros incorporating magnetic mirrors to date
have only utilized the 1. 15-micron transition, and have been implemented with lower amplitude lock-in
biasing capabilities compared wiLh inechanically dithered instruments. (39,46)
Another approach for overcomiig lock-in has been the multioscillator or differential laser gyro
(DILAG) concept. (45,47,48, 49) This method also incorporates a Faraday bias cell, but in a manner
that tends to cancel the effects of bias shift generated by the intrusion of the celt into the laser cavity.
A polarizing crystal is used withir the cavity to create two pairs of counter-roiating beams, ,iach pair
oppositely polarized from the other. Hence, two laser gyros are created in the same cavity, each being
separable through use of a poiaroid filter on the outrut. The effect of the opuosite polarization between
the two laser sets is to make each respond in the opposite senae to the applie i Faraday bias. Hence,
one gyro output becomes biased in the opposite direction from the other. Summing the two signals
doubles the sensed rate signal and theoretically cancels the Faraday bias from the output, including the
deleterious effects of bias uncertainties. As a result, high amplitudes of Faraday bias can be used,
providing adequate capability for compensating lock-in. In addition, the need to use alternating bias is
eliminated due to the cancellation of bias offset tuor~L•euties at tV'e gyro output.
The accuracy of the DILAG uxpproach hinges on the degree to which error effects in the gyro pairs
are equal and opposite. Little has been published in this regard in the open literature. One possible
source of noncancelling bias error in the DILAG Is anisotropic and birefringent effects in the polarizing
crystal. Reference 50 suggests that the effect of off-nominal cavity tuning (i. e., operation off the
center
the Doppler
gain
curve) can
have aand
significant
to noncancetllng
bias
errors
the
DILAG.of Because
of the
polarizing
crystal
Faraday contribution
cell in the laser
cavity, higher
losses
areinpresent in the DILAG which must be compensated by higher gain.
(see subsection 7. 1. 5).

Decreased acculracy can thereby result

7. 1, 5 Laser Gyro Operating Wavelengt -- Laser gyros have been
micron (visible red) or 1. 15-micron (infrared) laser wavelengths,
two wavelength configurations has been higher accuracy but a more
turing technology for the visible lasers, versus lower performance
ing methods for the infrared units.

designed fw operation with 0. 63In general, the tradeoff between the
sophisticated design and manufacbut simpler design and manuthctur-

From a performance standpoint, laser gyro lock-in, bias and scale-factor errors are generally
lower for the 0. 63-micron instruments. Lock-in is proportional to the operating wavelength squared
(44), hence, other factors being equal, is a factor-of-four smaller for the 0. 63-micron gyro. Laser
gyro readout detectors (typically silicon) have a higher amplitude rap onu• to the 0. 63-micron compared to the 1. 15-micron wavelength, hence higher gains are generally required in 1. 15-micron lasers
for adequate output signal strength. Since laser gyro scale-factor error increases with laser gain
(37.44, 51) decreased scale-factor accuracy results. Langmuir flow also increases with increasing
gyro gain (41). thus lower gyro bias stability is generally characteristic ofl. 15-micron laser-gyro
configurations.

!:iiillmaterials

laser gain increases 'vith increasing wavelength (35). hence higher gains are typically achievable
with 1. 15-micron units ano cavity losses are more easily overcome (or conversely, cavity lose design
and manufacturing requirements can be relaxed). For the 0. 63-micron laser gyro. cavity design and
manufacturing processes must be carefully controlled to assure that bosses are stable and less than the
available gain. From a mirror technology standpoint, the 1. 18-micron laser dielectric mirror is
typically simpler to design and manufacture, due to the lower sensitivity of its transmissibility characteristic with material parameter variatons. The 0. 63-micron mirror technology on the other hand can
for
must be
more stable tovariations
maintain consanmt
gai~n/Lss
chalracteriaticS
in th 0. laser
cavity mirror
63-micron
changes.
Consequontl
with parameter
transmissibility
have sigmificant
repeatable gyro performance.
7. 1. 6 Siite Versus Performance -- Gnetral scaling laws for laser gyros vary, depending upon gyro
configuration and analytical error theory assumptions. IHoneywell's experience with mechanically
"dithered units has been that lock-in and bias uncertainty vary inversely between the square and cube of
the gyro path length, and scale-factor uncertainty varies Inversely as the path length. (37. 51) Thus,
laser gyro performance its heavily influenced by gyro saie with the larger units being the meot accurate.

7.2 Anaslyticl I )ea

itpto and Err~o Modpi

Because the laser gyro is based on optical rather than inertial mass principles, the device has no
acceleration-sensitive bias errors that corrupt its accuracy. 'heoretically (without instrument imperfections), the laser gyro is an ideal single-degree-of-freedom Incremevital rate-integrating sensor.
'

.-

The analytical mode) for the laser gyro parallels that for the single-degree-of-freedom floated gyro
(see Eq. (8), (10), and (1l))wit% errors associated with mass properties removed
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gyro-output signal

=

gyro-input rate
gyro scale-factor error

WB = gyro bias error
y,,.z - misalignments of the gyro lasing plane relative to the nominal gyro
input axis
uy'z
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= angular rotation rates of the gyro case normal to the input axis
. "fixed" scale-factor error
symmetrical (relative to positive and neg-.tive input rates) linearity
error
generalized linearity error (containing symmetrical and asymmetrical
components)
fixed" bias error
- random bias error with unbounded integral value

n2 = random bias error with bounded integral value
It should be noted that the analytical model defined by Eq. (44) represents the not effective input/output
relation for the laser gyro with control loops and lock-in compensation implemented. Analytical models
for the "open-loop" gyo are av•ilable In the literature that define the dynamic characteristics of the
lock-in effect (37. 4). In general, however, these models are valuable principally for gyro design;
they are not useful for aystem-error-analysis purposes.
The "fixed" scale-factor-error coefficient (co) intEq. (44) is cau.;cd principally by guin/t loss variations in the laser cavity, laser path-length deviations from nominal due to manufacturing tolerances
and, depending on design adequacy, residual thermal effects (anomalies in the path-lengtri control loops
in compensating residual thermal oxpa"sion of the Cervit laser cavity).
Mhe symmetrical scale-factorerror term (f(l xh)) is the residual effect of lock-in for lass" gyros employing mechanical dither freo
compensation, ('i7) The g(&x) term is the residual effect of lock-in for gyros incortorating nonmechanical lock-in compensiation, In general, the magnitude of the scale-factor linearity error for a
given input rate is proportional to tho degree to which the biased gLyro inputit
removed from the locki region (oil the average) divided by input rate bliing sensed (i. o, the line.rity error is measured as P,
fraction of Input rate). The width of the lock-In region is proportuonal to lock-in rate, thus, low scalefactor linearity error is achieved with a high ratio of applied bias to lock-in rate.
IThe %o fixed-bias term iithe laser gyro Is caused by circulating flow phenomena in the lasing
cavity that cause differential optical path-length variatiots between the clockwise and cOunterclo~kwiset
laser beams (37, 41), forward-scattoring effects caused by laser cavity interference with the laser (e. a.
beam interractions with imperfect mirror surfaces) that produce differential phase shifts between the
laser beasto, and residual errors introduced by the lock-in compeonatitn device. Tihe Latter effect 1.
peculiar to laser gyros uping nonmechanical lock-in compensaltion teciniques.

"Mhe n1 error is a white- or colored white-noise effect generated within the lasing cavity. A etzoolcat cause, in the case of mechanically-dithered laser gyros. is a random-angle error introduced each
time the gyro input rate is cycled through the lock-in zone (twice each dither cycle). For laser gyros
utilizing nonmechancal lock-In compensation, the riI random noise term is present, but its source is
not as well understood. In general. n, is caused by random instabilities in the bias-producing mechanisnis in the Lasing cavity. The n, error is typically measured in terms of the root-niean-square value
of its integral over a specified time period (that is Itan compared to the n1 noise-process correlationltime). As with classical tero-mean random-noise processes, the average magnitude of the square of
the integral of i 1 builds linearly with time; hence, the root-mean-square value builds as the squareroot of time. T'e performance figure for I, is typically expressed in degrees-per-square-root-ofhour (degF•./li. see Table 1).
"te nt bounded-noise term (on an Integral Lasis) is caused by scale-factor errors in the mechantsmt
used to etininate lock-in compensation bias from the output of laser gyros employing alternating bias.
For mechanically dithered gyros with an off-block readout-prism mount for passive-mechanical bias
removal (see subsection 7. I. 3). n2 is caused Lby ai off-noiutal center-of-dither lotationi. For

-

mechanically dithered gyros with block-mounted readout prism, n2 is caused by anomalies or design
limitations in the dynamic filter used for dither rate attenuation For either mechanical dither cornm.
pensation figuration, the n2 effect is measured in terms of the root-mean-square value of its integral (I. e. , seconds-of-arc), and is usually considered as a part of the gyro-6utput-pulse quantization
uncertainty for error analysis purposes. For laser gyros employing alternating electro-optical bias
for lock-in compensation, n2 is caused by scale factor uncertainties in the applied electro-optical bias.
hence, errors introduced in digitally subtracting an equivalent bias rate from the gyro pulse-output.
For error analysis purposes, the effect can be modeled as a saw-tooth waveform with amplitude expressed in seconds of arc and period equal to the alternating bias period.
In general, the Bo, co, yy,Yz terms in Eq. (44) are measurable and predictable to a large extent
for purposes of compensation. The stability of the measured error effects (over time and temperature)
is heavily influenced by the gyro-mechanization approach utilized, particularly with regard to lock-in
compensation. The remaining errors in Eq. (44) are generally unpredictable (in a practical sense) and
controllable only through gyro design azid manufacturing practices established to satisfy application
requirements.
7.3 Performance and Application Areas
Because of its high rate capability that is independent of bias accuracy, performance insensitivity
to acceleration, rugged construction, and inherently high reliability (due to the absence of moving parts),
proposed utilization areas for the laser gyro have spanned the spectrum from benign to rugged environ.
mental applications with low- to high-accuracy performance requirements. The versatility of the instrument is one of its principal attributes due to the potential for large-volume production with associated
reductions in cost and increases in reliability that accompany large-scale production programs.
Performan-e figures compatible with 1-nmi/hr inertial navigator requirements (see Table 1) have
been demonstrated with mechanically dithered triangular laser gyros with 0. 63-micron wavelength and
5. 7-Inch size (each triangle leg) by gyro laboratory testinf: and system flight testing. (3, 7, 10. 52. 53)
These performance capab'lities have been achieved without thermal controls, through thermal and vibration exp.Nsures, frnm turn-on to turn-oti, and over several years withont calibration. The warm-up time
for these instruments (as for all laser gyros) is negligible. full gyro operaticn is attained at the instant
of turn-on including full performance capabilities compatible with 'Pable 1 high accuracy requirements for
the newer technology configurations. (10) Limited data uider high-g sled toets have confirmed the predicted g-insensitivity of the device (54).
Performance capabilities of laser gyros utilizing nonmechanical bias for lock-in compensation have
been more compatibte with the lower accuracy (e g., AIMS) applications (see Table 1). loser gyros
designe! with magnetic-mirror technology using Uhe 1. 15-micron transition for AHRS-accuracy applications have readily achieved performance levels In th. 'Table I AHIRS category. '39, 42. 43, 46, 35)
Laser gyros designed around dhe MI-LA3 concept have utilized the 0. 63-micron transition &,&d have had
performance goals compatible with the l-nmtl/hr INS requirements in Table 1. The limited test data
available on the DI)AG, howevr, ougiest that fNrther developmedt Is needed before the concept can be
seriOusly considered for I -nmihr applications (56). Uhe additional complexity iI lmptemonting the
concept 6I. e., four mirrors, polarizing crystal, dual-gyro electronics and i oadout) (4T,) would appear to
make the DIAG unattractive for the lower accuracy AtIRS-el•s appltications where its dvaimtetrated
performaonce level is acceptable,
Random noise for the lailor gyro is one of tt important error sources in I -tuniilhr inertial navigafinn applications that must be overcotne to achieve fast reaction times. tlHigh randoen noise eAtends tile
time for system-heading deternm4nation to filtir the earth-rate sign3l froft the gyro noise in establishing
initial hetding. (10) The 0. 003-degtivll- figure int Table I is consiatwnt with fast reaction timea deaired
li advanced aircraft. Rtandom notie for mochantcally ditheired laserp gyrov i4 principally a funetion of
mirror quality and manufacturer experience. The tehnology level ;A! ttmfnywell wth a 0, 63-micron
wavelength transition it routinely achievitg random-itoisoe ceffuo,ýrn ina the 0. 002- to 0. 008-degA•hr
range. With the benefits of learning as laser gyro technology phase=+into production. 0.0 03-deg ii
should b•mco standard portomatuc,.
Itale captbilitteo for laser gyros aro inherently high~limltod only by th nomise/bandwidth characteristics of the readout eolectronics. Roquirements in Table I are eastly achieved with today$e techlology.
Th'"!e scale-factor accuracy of the 0. 63-micron gyro is exceptionally fiigh (10), meeting the Table-I
higher accuracy 5-ppm performance figure. The high rate and scsle-factor accuracy eapabilitida of the
lanor gyro arti principal reaoits that the devitv is well ,Ruitdcl for high-accuracy uz. ntihigh-dynamie
rate eonvlronot.ehs. .%%
applicaihvu wrea where torque-to-bilance gyros have limitei utility (due to scalefactor-accuracy liniiltiotts).
gensor alignment accuracy tor die laser gyro is determined by thie structural stability of the
mech.Inical interface between die lasling plane and the *.nsor mount. Noltably absent is the miisalignment
caused by torque-loop servodynamic error (present with the torque-to-balance instrumenta) anld the
eff•ct of plekoff null movvment (preisent with all rotatiog mass gyros). Alignment accuracy eapabiltliel
of 6 seconds-of-are (commensurate with TUble I INS requirements) are roadily achievablt with mechinWalty dithered later gyros. In the case of the nonnmechlsiically-dlthered gyro. utllizatlin of the integrated multiple-gyro packaging design (e. g., Figure 16) provides exceptional alignment stability between gyro input axes for applicaUons
alhlignment accuracy in oevere dytamic environmenlt. (57. $8)
The deficiency of today's inectaninallky dithered lage
yro is itr sWse. The G(S300 (Figure IS).
the largest laser gyro produced by Iloneyw ell. and which has demonstrated the highest performanc*
levels thus far achieved with taser.gyro technology, has a 5. 7-inch path length (each aid*• f the lIaing
triaiagle) and Ift 11S cuici inches in volume. Thle newer-technolog G01342 Laser gyro currently in
development at lHomowell for 1-Iiur/lhr INS applicattions, ha a 4. 2-inch path length, and outside
.
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dimensions of 6. 8 by 5. 8 by 2. 1 inches {or 84 zubic inches in volume). Comparable figures for the
alternate high-accuracy strapdown momentum-wheel gyros are generally half the volume of the GG1342
(including electronics). For lower accuracy applications where nonmechanically dithered performance
is adequate, the laser-gyro size di.3advantage can be eliminated through integrated multiple-gyro
packaging.

PENDULOUS ACCELEROMETER

8.

Accelerometers utilized to date in strapdown attitude reference and navigation applications have
almost exclusively been of the pendulous torque-to-balance design. (18) A typical pendulous accelerometer is shown in Figure 18. The unit consists of a hinged pendulum ass( ,nbly, a moving-coil signalgenerator/pickoff that senses angular movement of the pendulum from a nominally null position, and a
permanent-magnet torque-generator that enables the pendulum to be torqued by electrical input. The
torquer magnet is fixed to the accelerometer case, and the coil assembly is mounted to the pendulum.
Delicate flex leads provide electrical access to the coil across the pendulum/case hinge junction.
Electronics are included for ptckoff Teadout and for generating current to the torquer.
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The hinge element for the pendulous accelerometer is a flexible member that is stiff normal
to
hinge line to maintain mechanical stability of the hinge axis relative to the case under dynamic loading, but flexible about the hinge line to minimize unpredictable spring restraint torques
that carviot be
dis'inguished from acceleration inputs. Materials selected for the hinge are chosen for low
mechanical
hysteresis to minimize unpredictable spring-torque errors. To minimize hysteresis effects,
the hinge
dimensions are selected to assure that hinge stresses under dynamic inputs and pendulum
movement
are well below the yield-stress for the hinge material.

2the

j

Beryllium-copper has been a commonly used pendulum-hinge material due to its high ratio
of yieldstress to Young's modulus (i. e., the ability to provide large flexures without excee-ling material
yieldstress). A popular low-cost design approach for dry accelerometers has utilized fused quartz
for both
the hinge and pendulum by etching the complete assembly from a single-piece quartz substrate
(see
Figure 19). Performance capabilities of the quartz-flexure hinge d2sign have been limited,
however,
due to the relatively large flexure thickness (hence, spring effect) needed to avoid hinge-fracture
under
shock and dynamic loads, and the associated bias error that develops due to pickoff null movement
(principally a function of temperature).
ETCHED AREA

(MATERIAL REMOVED)

PENDULUM
AREA ATTACHED TO
ACCELEROMETER CASE
FUSED
QUARTZ

SUBSTRATE

HINGE SECTION (USUALLY INCLUDING
A PARTIAL ETCH TO REDUCE THICKNESS)
Figure 19.

Quartz-flexure pendulum/hinge concept.

8. 2 Analytical Description and Error Model
Consider the pendulum assembly for the pendulous accelerometer and define a coordinate frame
for
it with X normal to the plane of the pendulum, Y along the hinge axis, and Z along the pendulum
axis
(see Figure 20). A point B is defined on the hinge axis In the plane of symmetry of the pendulum,
and
length •CG is defined from B to the pendulum center of mass. Caee-fixed coordinate axes
defiied to be nominally parallel to the pendulum axes except for small angular displacement.Are 'Also
0 of the
pendulum relative to the '.ie about the hinge axis (i. e., the angle senoed by the accelerometer
pickoff).
A reference point A Is de~i ed as fixed to case axes and lying on a line from point 8 through
lum center of mass when 0 • 0. An equation can now be derived for the ,iccelorozueter outputthe penduin tOrms
of the acceleration of the reference point A,
First grolip the forces on the pendulum into four categories
.••I•:-
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(46)

where
Fi

net force on the pendulum

S.FH

reaction force at the hinge
damping force (proportional to 0) provided by a damping mecanlism dosigned
into the instrument (e, g., electromagnetic)

,FT 0 force provided by the torque-generator
Fe = residual error forces created by instrument imperfections
The associated net moment applied to the pendulum about an axis parallel to the hinge axis
(y) asd Uhougb
the pendulum center-of-mass Is
!•u •.

Myp

C"
(

XcGXFH)+Ms

+_MD+ MIT +M

y

(46)
...
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,•where
wher

Myp

Net y-axis moment on the pendulum about the center.'of-mass

Spring torque about the hinge axis associated with the pendulum
suspension mechanism

M A

moments about the center of mass associated with FD, FT, and Fe

ADl MT, Me

distance vector with magnitude 1LCG from point B to the pendulum
center-of-mass

tCG
U

-unit

vector parallel to the hinge axis (y)

The form of the moment term associated with FH in Eq. (46) is the simple cross-product relation indicated abc-ut the hinge axis because tCG intersects the hinge line. Consequently, only the components
of FH along the hinge line and normal to the pendulum can have a moment about the center-of-mass and
along u... Since the moment arm for each of these FH components is the same (LCG), the composite
force vctor FH can be used in total without regard to the individual moment arms for the separate FH
hinge force components.

CASE FIXED

CENTER OF MASS

A

PENDULUM
A
CASE
FIXED

z

NOTE: X, Y, Z ARE FIXED TO PENDULUM

Friure 20.

Peadulous-aooeleromewtor coorliM
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With E.. (45) for
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where
MD hl, M0
hNI

ea~tnposit* error momient termse in brackets (i

n 8q. (47')
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The vector components in Eq. (47) are defined in pendulum axes as
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-
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-KO
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M

where
K

pendulura opriog-torque spring-ccmtant

C

p upnduluhiaagular .motion 46) damplng eoettclent

T
me

pendulum torquQ provided by the .torque-gehorator
not error torque so the pendulun about the hinge axle

ubettitution it Rq, .(47) provides the equi-valeAt seatar torw for the net y-i
about the center-o-t•ss.

MyP ,, "

cc 6 -R•O

nio)m nt on the _pendutum

+MT+M

()

The nt-fore. and y-moment mohnet -lrwsfter relation for the. pendoluta are now introduced for
the NI
and F
terms in Eq. (48)

'yp

J (11y +0)4+,

-J J)

&

whore
mt
J

y" JJ
a

pendulumioiss
" pendulum moments of ittertia about the pondulum center-of-mass *lWig
axes parallel to the pendulum x, y, and %axes
acceleration of the pendulum center-of-maes parallel to the pendulum

XCO
ox, y, w

X-axls
- inertial angular rate components of aceelerometer case
pendulum x. y. and s axes

Parllel to

-'

The a
term in Eq. (49) can be related to the x-axis acceleration of reference point A (.3ee
Figure 20) First define w as the angular velocity of the pendulum relative to inertial
(nonrotating) space,
WC as the inertial rotation
of the accelerometer case, and wp as the rotation rate of the pendulum
relative to the case (due torate
rotation about the hinge axis). The
acceleration of the pendulum center of
mass can be equated to the acceleration of point B on the hinge axis (see Figure
20) plus centripetal and
angular acceleration effects
aCG

X

(50)

with
W

W• +Wp

(51)

and where
aCG = acceleration of the pendulum center of mass
aB

= acceleration of point B on the accelerometer hinge axis

A similar expression can be written for the acceleration of point A on the accelerometer
case
aA
w

aB+3

-6CXA
+-wCx(wC xtA)

(52)

where
=acceleration of the case-fixed accelerometer reference point A

#A
•A

distance vector with magnitude tA from point B to point A

An equation for aCG in terms of _a is obtained by combining Eq. (50) to (52)
aCG

aA

VC X -'A VC X (WC x A+
-

wC

P)) x C(w+

up)+

(.C +P)
t

x-CG

%p +(31

The x-axis component of Eq. (53) in pendulum axes is the desired relationship between
axCG in Eq. (49)
and aXA (the x-axis acceleration of the reference point A on the accelerometer case).
The vector
quanttlies in E-q. (53) arce defined in terms of their X, Y. and Z components in pendulum
axes an

WC
-.
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"Equations (48), (49). and (54) in combitr tion define the dOynntic response relation for the
accelerometer. Before combining, revised nomeacAatwe and the effect bf accelerometer penduls•u
mtLisl~ments
are introduced.

The pendulosity Q) of the accelerometer is defined as the product of the pendulum mass with the
distance from the hinge axis to the pendulum center-of-mass

/

Q =m

(55)

The torque-generator torque is defined in terms of an equivalent command-acceleration with a
scale-factor error; and the error torque is equated to an acceleration bias defined as the torquegenerator command-acceleration needed to nullify the effect of the error torque on the pendulum

MT

=

+

aT
(56)

e

(1-+ e)

B

where
aT = torque-generator command-acceleration
a B = accelerometer bias
The case angular rate components in pendulum axes (L) w w.) can be related to acceleration components along nominal accelerometer axes. The penduYum~is misaligned from the accelerometer case
by the pickoff angle (0) and the accelerometer case may be misaligned from the nominal accelerometer
axes, hence

aXA = ai + yP aH. (yH + O) wp
'jx 2 WI + YP 4H-]

(VH + ') 'JP
(57)

' 'H+^/'P+y
VP I

t
WZ

WP +

('NH+O) ul- YIa)

where
I, H, P - nominiil accelerometer axes (I

Iinput. H

hinge; P

*

pendulum; see Figure 18)

With Eq. (55) to (57), Eq. (48). (49). and (54) can be combined to yield the input/output equatiou for the
pendulous accelerometer. Upon combination, rearrangement, and neglecting higher order terms,
the result is

aT

1+€)Ca I + •,p sH - (Y1! + 0) &P- ('LA "CO

"

H•t
(58)

"CG)'

+A4
k.

l UP+D +aB(JH

+ C 0 + K 0)

w•ere

U

moment of inertia of the pendulum about the hinge axis (I. e.,

J11

J + m ,t

Since 4A (the distance to the acceleration measurement referenee point) wfs arbitrarily defined, it can
be selete-td to simplify the error model A convenient selection nulls the Wj effect in Eq. (50)
".A •C

(59)

+C÷

It should be recognized that this selection corresponds to the center of percussion for the pendulum
assembly. With LEýq.
(59), Eq. (58) becomes the final dynamic model fore given belowt
ST%

( + e [al) + P&H - (YU + O)aP
(60)

(J +j

-J

-A

)

Equation (60) with (59) defines the input/output characteristic for the pendulous accelerometer. In
operational usage, the accelerometer is operated in closed-loop fashion such that th, commandacceleration (aT) torquer input is used to maintain the pickoff angle at null. Eq. (59) and (60) are illustrated with this concept in block diagram form In Figure 21. Figure 21 shows that the accelerometer
output &T is proportional to the input a, (plus error terms) with a bandwidth characteristic determined
by the form of the torque-loop mechanisatio&. Implementations commonly utilized for the accelerometer torque-toop electronics are the digital-rebalance pulse-o.-demand concept, and te atalogrebalance followup-digitiser approach (see Section 4.).

/
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zw-

Error-input terms in Figure 21 for the pendulous accelerometer include the accelerometer
mechanical misalignment errors (yH and yp), spring-restraint (K) bias and misalignment error due to
off-null pickoff angle 0 (caused by pickoff-detector null bias and torque-loop dynamic effects), anisoinertia angular-input error (J. + Jy - Jx), torquer scale-factor error (), and bias error a .Of
these,
the anisoinertia, spring restraint, and pickoff misalignment effects (due to torque-loop bangwidth
limitations) are intrinsic to the basic instrument design; the remaining errors are caused by imperfections in the instrument manufacture compared to the ideal design configuration.
A key error source in the pendulous accelerometer is the K 0 spring effect in Figure 21. If a significant spring constant K is generated as a result of the pcndulum suspension design, care must he
taken to assure that the null (under zero input) is stable. Otherwise, large error-torque variations will
be generated that cannot be compensated. Variations in 0 are caused by pickoff-detector null movement (mechanical movement and electrical bias shifts) and the resulting closed-loop torquing of the
pendulum to an offset 0 angle position.
The accelerometer-bias term is composed of several contributing factors; a typical error model
is given by
aB = C 0 +CI +C

2

aP +n

(61)

where
CO

= g-insensitive bias error

C

= bias error generated by vibration inputs (linear and angular) that is
unmodelable for purposes of compensation

C2

anisoelastic error coefficient caused by unequal compliance (relative to
the pivots) in the accelerometer pendulum assembly under g-loading along
the pendulum and input axes

n = stochastic random-bias error caused by randomly varying instabilities in
the accelerometer assembly
A typical cause for the CO g-insensitive bias error is pickoff offset (e. g., caused by pickoff electrical
null shift) in conjunction with residual spring torques in the pivots about the hinge line (caused by flexleads for example). The equivalent error associated with the pivot spring and hysteresis effects in
Figure 21 is usually included as part of the Co coefficient. The C1 term has been included to account
for the fluid dynamic or gas dynamic effects that are present in accelerometers utilizing fluid or gas
(between the pendulum and case) for damping. The inertial and viscous properties of the fluid (or gas)
as it interacts with the pendulum have been neglected in the development of Eq. (60) (and Figure 21).
The scale-factor error for the pendulous accelerometer includes linearity error effects and is
typically modeled as
i

€

10 al +7 e2+a, +
0 +cTa

2
3a1

(62)

The terms in Eq. (62) directly parallel those for the floated-gyro scale-factor-error model (Eq. (10))
discussed previously.
Compensation for thp pendulous accelerometer is designed to remove the predictable error terms
from the output by mee.suring their values and using them in the system computer for sensor-output
correction. The stability of the measured coefficients over time, temperature, vibration, input profile,
and from turn-on to turn-on ultimately determines the device accuracy (and required calibration
interval).
8. 3 Performance and Application Areas
Both fluid-filled and dry versions of the pendulous accelerometer have been utilized in strapdown
applications where performance in the Table 1 1-nmi/hr INS category has been required. One of the
original strapdown applications for the device was in the velocity cut-off switch for several spacecraft
launch vehicles (e. g., a dry unit was utilized on the original Agena upper-stage booster, and a fluidfilled unit was incorporated in the original Delta upper-stage vehicle). Fluid-filled versions are now
in use on the advanced Agena and Delta inertial guidance systems. Fluid-filled units have recently
demonstrated adequate performance in 1-nmi/hr long-term terrestrial cruise strapdown INS developmental flight tests (3,4, 5) in moderate vibration environments without heaters utilizing temperature to
compensate for thermally sensitive errors (principally scale-factor error and pickoff null instability).
An advanced development model strapdown laser-gyro INS has recently been designed for general
1-nmi/hr application utilizing a fluid-filled accelerometer and has initiated developmental testing. (7)
Lower performance strapdown systems (e. g., tactical missile systems) in recent years have almost exclusively util'.zed the dry quartz-flexure design due to its low-cost benefits. Performance
capabilities of the device in these applications have generally been compatible with Table 1 (AHRS)
requirements without using heaters for temperature control. Use of the dry design in the higher performance areas has been limited, and has generally required heaters to stabilize performance; e. g.,
ATIGS. (7,54)
Temperature measurements can be used to compensate for predictable performance
variations. However, for the. dry quartz-flexure unit the bias temperature-variations (e. g.. pickoff

/
Y3

'

A4

temperature measurements alone, hence temperature control has been required to achieve high accuracy (with an accompanying reaction time penalty for warmup, and a cost penalty for temperature
controls).
In severe vibrations (possibly amplified by sensor-assembly mounting-structure resonances)
rectification of the anisoinertia, and particularly the pickoff-angle cross-coupling error, can produce
bias deviations in the pendulous accelerometer (see Figure 21). The latter effect (also known as vibropendulous error), is produced by torque-loop dynamic error under high-frequency acceleration inputs
(1), and the resulting cross-coupling of P-axis acceleration into the sensor output (i. e., a g-squared
error effect). For I- and P-axis acceleration components at the same frequency, a rectification is
possible, depending on the relative phasing of the acceleration components. Worst-case vibropendulous
error occurs for acceleration vibration-vector inputs normal to the hinge line, and 45 degrees from the
input axis. The magnitude of the vibropendulous effect depends on the bandwidth of the accelerometer
loop relative to the vibration frequencies encountered. Bandwidths in the 100- to 300-Hz region are
representative of fluid-filled accelerometers, which is generally wide enough to maintain the vibropendulous effect at a tolerable level for most applications (10 jig/g2 for typical military vibration profiles including the input-vibration frequency-attenuation effect typically afforded by the strapdown sensor assembly mount). For the dry accelerometer configuration,vibropendulous effects have generally
not been as much of a concern because loop bandwidths have been typically wider (e. g. - 800 Hz).
With regard to bandwidth effects, it should be noted that a disadvantage for the pendulous accelerometer in some applications is the need for wide bandwidth to reduce vibropendulous error. This limits
the ability of the accelerometer pendulum to filter out high-amplitude vibration inputs that may be present on the input signal. As a result, current levels for the torque loop and associated digitizing electronics (see Section 4.) may be higher and more difficult to handle accurately.

.

9.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Several sensors are available today that generally meet strapdown system performance requirements, each with advantages and limitations, depending on the area of application. The ultimate selection of a sensor to meet particular requirements can be made only through a careful tradeoff evaluation
that assesses reliability, maintainability, cost, size, weight, and power factors, as well as performance.
One of the principal tradeoffs in the selection of a strapdown gyro are the potential advantages projected
for the newer-technology instruments not yet in production (I. e., the electrostatic and laser gyros)
versus the known capabilities and limitations of established production-gyro technology (I. e., the
floated rate-integrating and tuned-rotor gyros). For the strapdown accelerometer, tradeoff selection
alternatives will remain limited until new innovations are developed specifically for strapdown application that overcome the limitations in existing pendulous accelerometers originally designed for gimbaled
application.
10.
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STRAPDOWN SYSTEM ALGORITHMS
Alan VanBronkhorst
Lear Siegler, Inc., Instrument Division
4141 Eastern Avenue, S. E.
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49508

SUMMARY
Strapdown system algorithms are the mathematical definition of processes which convert
the measured outputs of inertial
sensors that are fixed to a vehicle body axis into
quantities which can be used to control the vehicle.
The outputs of body-fixed inertial
sensors are angular rates and linear velocities along orthogonal axes.
The measured
angular rates are converted into changes in attitude of the vehicle with respect to its
initial
orientation.
The resulting attitude transformation matrix is used to convert
the measured velocities from body axes to reference coordinates.
The algorithms which define the direct initial
operations on the measured outputs of the
sensors are critical
and specific for strapdown systems.
Operational algorithms for
initializing
the system and for converting the velocities in reference coordinates into
navigation, guidance and control parameters are essentially equivalent to similar
algorithms for gimballed inertial
systems.
Strapdown system algorithms are always a compromise between accuracy and cost of implementation in airborne digital computers.
High iteration rates, sophisticated integration techniques and long word lengths in general improve performance but increase costs.
The algorithms are optimized by simulation and/or emulation using a general purpose
laboratory digital
computer.
This paper describes the essential algorithms in terms of the analytic equations and the
procedures for optimizing the critical
algorithms.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Algorithms for strapdown inertial systems are the specific operations or mathematical
processes by which a digital computer transforms measured outputs of the body-fixed aensore into useful parameters for control of the carrying vehicle.
The required control
parameters (such as vehicle attitude, velocity, and position) in a reference coordinate

system, as well as their characteristics (such as resolution, accuracy,

and dynamic

range) are established by the intended application of the system.
Detailed algorithms
at the machine level are a function of the instruction set of the computer and the pro-

grammer or microprocessor designer.
rithms: the analytic equations.

This paper describes only the highest order algo-

The algorithms for a strapdown system are sot by the system functional requirements.
The only absolutely requisite function for all strapdown systems is the generation of a
direction-cosine transformation matrix that relates the attitude of the carrying-vohlcle
frame axon to an arbitrarily
specified reference coordinate system with a known relation
to inertial spact.
The critical
processing requirement for any strapdown system is the
algorithm that generates this transformation motrix by operation on angle increments
measured by the gyroscopes.
2.

STRAPDOWN-SYSTEM PROCESSING REQUZ•REMENTS

The total processing requirements for a strapdown system vary widely, depending on the
intended application of the system.
Applications range from a simple unslaved uncompensated attitude reference device to a precision autonomous inertial navigation system.
rigure I is a logic flow chart showing the computer functions for a typical autonomous
Although this
strapdewii inertial navigation system for a cruise-vehAcle application.
flow choat shows a main-line high-repetition-rate solution for gonerating the attitude
transformation matrix, and a lower repetition-rato subroutine Cor generating navigation
guidance and control functions, this partitioning scheme is not mandatory.
For some
applications, a single fixed-iteration program is more effective.
Some of the
Deviations from the sequence may also be expected in operational systems.
control functions (e.g., attitude) might be calculated before the navigation equations,
and the computer self-test
processes might be accomplished on a regular basis in flight.

3.

SPECIFIC ALGORtTUMS

The major algorithms for detailed discussion are start-up,
of the transformatiot algorithm, navigation, and control.
3.1

:0

initialization,

generation

Start-upand self-test

is
state-of-the-art strapdown syste"
The operational readiness of almost all
determined immediately after prime power is applied at turn-on by built-in
stimuli-

response go/no-go tests. The complexity of these built-in tests (BIT) and associated
built-in test equipment 'BITE) is usually determined by the system mechanical configuration and maintainabilit•
ýuirements for fault isolation.
As a general rule, the built-in tests must isolate a very high percentage of system faults
to a single functional module such as the gyroscopes, accelerometers, control electronics,
and processors.
The procedures are straightforward for most systems.
Because sensors are almost always closed-loop servo systems, a conventional test technique is to insert sequential step-function biases in two polarities, asing BITE and
testing the output-response amplitudp as a function of time.
For spinning-wheel gyroscopes, it is also necessary to test bacd emf of the gyro wheels to know that they are
synchronized.
Sensor tests often include t~"perature monitoring.
Electronics are
checked by application of a known input and verification of the expected output.
The processor is checked by a sample problem using inputs stored in memory to represent
sensor measurements.
The outputs are compared to the known solutions, which are also
stored in memory.
These outputs are selected to maximize the hardware and softiare used
to arrive at the solutions.
These go/no-go sample-problem computer checks are often
periodically solved in flight.
Figure 2 is a block diagram of the go/no-go test sequence for an operational straplown
inertial system for missile guidance application.
3.2

Initialization

Any strapdown inertia'. system, as a dead-reckoning device, must know the initial conditions of the velocity and position vector it must measure.
The initial velocity vector
direction is established by the process of alignment.
Vector magnitude is defined with
respect to initial-pcsition and velocity coordinates inserted in the computer from an
external source.
The initialization process often includes self-calibration of the
sensors.
These processes are shown in the functional flow diagram of Figure 3.

3.2.1

Alignment

Alignment is the process of initially locating tCe sensitive axes of the accelerometers
with respect to the reference or navigation coordinate system axes.
Alignment may be either autonomous (without recourse to other equipment), or slaved (by
matching the strapdown-system outputs to some external system), or any combination of
the two techniques.
Because practical navigation is most often referenced to an earthoriented coordinate system, autonomous alignment is feasible by measuring the direction
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Autonomous alignof earth-rate and gravity vectors with the strapdown-system sensors.
ment consists of the two-step process of self-leveling and gyrocompassing.
Accelerometers measure both earth-gravity and case accelerations without distinction.
In a vehicle that is not accelerating with respect to the earth, self-leveling is accomplished by initial computation of the direction cosine transformation matrix to force
the transformed velocity vactor (from earth gravity acting on the accelerometers) to
have zero components in the horizontal reference coordinate directions.
The analytic relation between the strapdown-system measurements and earth-fixed forcing
vectors (gravity and rotation rate) are given by
ax
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SAlthough

self-leveling, alignment and calibration are defined as sequential processes
they are most often implemented simultaneously by Kalman filtering.[3
p
The most common form of alignment is by slaving the strapdown system to an external
reference:
an optical sighting system or a reference navigation system including master
inertial or electronic systems such as Omega, loran, Global Positioning System (GPS), or
local-precision Distance Measuring Equipment (DME) position network.

The peculiar strapdown characteristics of having the sensitive axes of the accelerometers in a known and fixed relation to the vehicle body, though somewhat detrimental
to gyrocompassing, is helpful for case-alignment methods.
For applications such as surface-to-surface missile, for example, an external optical system or other instrumentation
of the launcher may be used for azimuth alignment of the missile frame and therefore the
inertial system.
An equivalent technique for alignment of a gimballed inertial system
introduces errors inherent in electrical or mechanical caging of the gimbals, or in providing look-through windows in the missile skin for theodolite observation of a prism
on the inner gimbal.
Mechanical-alignment techniques, however, have very limited application as compared to
the process of aligning the strapdown inertial system to an external, reference navigation system.
Because alignment is determining the orientation of the sensitive axes
of the strapdown accele-ometers with the coordinate axes established by the reference
navigation system, the general alignment technique is velocity matching.
When the
velocity outputs of the strapdown inertial system and reference system are "identical",
for a common forcing function generated by the vehicle maneuvers, the relationship
between the two systems is given by

VE
VV

=

[C]
Vz

vy

(2)
SD
S

REF
where
VNV ,VV

=

output velocities in North,
reference system

Vx Vy ,vz

=

measured output velocities of the strapdown inertial system

[CIN
t B

East, and vertical of tne

transformation direction-cosine matrix relating the
strapdown-measurement and earth-referenced (navigation)
coordinate axes

Since the measured velocity outputs of the strapdor
,
ezti
system are time integrals
of the accelerometer outputs, the forcing-function vehicle maneuvcr must supply accelerations along the axes that must be aligned.
If the strapdown inertial system and refererce system had no errors in measuring the
magnitude of the velocity vector, then a single deterministic solution cf Eq. (2) would
solve their differences in measuring the direction of the velocity vector and determine
alignment.
For real-world solutions, however, only best estimates of misalignmerA: can
be achieved using digital filtering techniques and accounting for measurement errors by
a combination of deterministic and statistical
mathematical modeling.
This type of alignment, performed periodically in flight, is the basis for state-of-theart integrated strapdown inertial radio navigation systems. [4-7]
These systems combine
the high-frequency response characteristics of the strapdown inertial system with the
long-term stability and accuracy of the radio system for better performance than can be
achieved by either system alone.
Figure 4 is a block diagram of a simple digital alignment filter
that is currently operational as part of the U.S. Navy Air Combat Maneuvering Range for integration of a lowperformance strapdown inertial system with precision DME measurements of vehicle position and velocity.
3.2.2

Sensor calibration

During the alignment process, maximum performance of any strapdown inertial system
requires some calibration of the sensors.
This calibration counters the unpredictable
turn-on-to-turn-on or day-to-day shifts in sensor performance that result from time,
temperature changes, or electromagnetic environment changes of the sensor.
As previously described, the self-leveling and gyrocompassing modes of alignment offer
possibilities for a limited calibration of the total bias drift
of the vertical and
northerly gyros.
The limitation in calibration capabilities results because the forcing
functions of earth-rate and gravity vectors are fixed in magnitude and direction with
respect to sensor sensitive axes; this limits the observabilitylofa.senlorýceor9F
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In principle, velocity-matching techniques allow complete separation and calibration of
sensor error that can be measured in the laboratory and then related to a imathematiIn practice, this type of dynamsic.-error compensation is limited
cal model of the sensor.
Limitations come from practical considerato only a f'ew major errors of each sensor.
tions of the speed and accuracy of avionics systems digital processors used to perform
the calculations of an n-state-vector as well as the ability to precisely model the
system.
Other limitations are in the inherent characteristics tnd performance accuracy of the
reference system, operational restrictions on tine allowed for sensor calibration, and
flexibility of the input acceleration forcing functions.
3.2.3

Initialization

is Imati
a dead-reckoning device, it must know the origin
Because the strapdown inertial
system
trns
orato
of the position vector it is measuring, the intended terminal of that vector for the
The initial conditions of system
guidance function, and the initial velocity vector.
position and velocity, and target coordinates must be entered into the strapdown system
by communication with some external input device: a digital keyset, or fire-control
computer.
Calculatin_•ithe
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The total functional flow diagram of the process of generating the transformation matrix
tisshown in Figure 5.
of the rate-gyro outputs.

The outputs of the rate gyros (p, q, r)
continuously quantized in

increments (pat. qAt, rtt)
of nngle, and
stored in accumulator'.
The contents of the
accumulators are entered into the computer at

LOC T37

the start of each computational cycle.
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Before operating on the inputs, the computer
may provide compensations for sensor errors.
For example, these compensations might include:
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computer must convert the sum of the angular
increments into a binary word equivalent for
further processing.

BIAS_
BLOCK 2

are

time-integral

BLOCK
4

Functional flow diagram
matrix updating algorithm,

'0(p,q,r)

(4)

Compensation for cross coupling errors
such as angular acceleration sensi-

in adjustment of the gyro sensitiveaxis orthogonality.

An angular acceleration about the output axis of a gyroscope causes an
error rate about the input axis which
is proportional to the ratio of inertiato-angular momentum of the gyro wheel.
Because the gyroscopes are orthogonal,
input axes along i,j,k
are parallel to
o0tput axes along j,k,i. Therefore

TO

•

Compensation for mechanical skewness

of conventional rate gyroscopes.

Stivity

ITERATIONS

(3)

k(J/H)Q{q,rp)

in addition, for usable system navigation outputs, earth rate and transport rate (the
equivalent angular rate which results from motion over the spherical earth surface) are
converted to body-axis rates and added to the gyro outputs so that the final transformation MatriA converts from body axis to a navigation coordinate system referenced to
the earh, rather than an inertial coordinate system referenced to the *fixod start,

(see Section 3.4).
3.3•.1

D

pment of analytical equations

A gimbal sat that isolates an inner frame stabtllzed in an earth-referencod navigation
coordihate system against the case motions of the carrying vehicle ia a whyaical reprosentation of the strapdown-aystem transformation matrix. If resolvers are mounted on
each axis of A three-gimbal platform, a vector generated electrically by the outiuto of
an orthogonal triad of accelerometers •n the inntr
trame
can be converted into an
Oquiva.4,nt acceleration in body coordinates by successive 'esolution of thh4
vue5urd
output-t through three sequential revolvers
Ix ,B
where
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(

0) to){(xIN

is a rotation about the vertical,
t

(4)

or azimuth axia, of the inner frame

.:
is the vohicle pitch attitude or elevation angle of the second gimbal with respect to
the .local level of the inner frso
O

-and

*

gimbkil

the vehicLe roll attitude as measured by the relative displacement of the outer

it
.tih

respect to the mij.ale gir-Al1

-84,
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In these equations, c represents the cosine and s the sine of the designated angles.
Then
=
IX]

[

+ sosso

soce

-soc* + coseso

coco

scs

[cc+

coco

sýs• + socco

X]N

(5)

[X]N

=

This transformation matrix is both orthogonal and normal since it
three orthogonal normal matrices. Then
I
-[C
(C B
B
[IT
[C
[CNB
N [1]
[c]N [c]N
where (1] is

J

is the product of

(6)

a 3 times 3 identity matrix.
N

The inverse or transpose.d matrix, [C] , which converts vectors in body axes to equivalent vectors in navigat3.Qpn coordinatel, is the matrix which must be generated in the
strapdown system as a function of the corrected and compensated outputs of the rate
gyroscopes. The normality characteristic of this matrix assures that the absolute
magnitude of any vector remains unchanged by operation of the transformation matrix.
Finally, [C] is unique. For any given spatial relation between the two sets of coordinate axes, there is only one transformation matrix, which will be shown to have many
parametrical representations.
Several techniques have been investigated and implemented for updating the transformation matrix. Limitations on computational speed of airborne digital computers led early
investigators (8,9] to concentrate on direct integration of the direction-cosine-matrix
differential equations.
The classical Coriolis equation for differentiation of a vector, 5, rotating at rate,
W, is
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where the last term is a vector cross product.
1N
(CIO (9)lB
By substitution and assuming that {X]N is
1
(1)
(CI

(7)
But

constant over the time interval,
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then
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a unit vector

a skew-eymmetric matrix for the rate of rotation of the
vohicle body axes with respect to navigation coordinatos
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Expanded, Eq.

(9)

becomes a series of nine linear differential equatin-s of the form

f

1=

q'C 1 3

1-

33

q 'C31

afP'C32

where
+ Pcthe

P•
=

q

q

=

r

r'

4-

T•oll angular rate of the vehicle with respect to
inertial space output from the roll
body axis gyroscope
plus the computed correction roll rate of the navigation local-level coordinates with respect to
inertial coordinates (Section 3.4)

q

measured plus computed pitch angular rates

rc

measured plus computed yaw angular rates

These equations are ideally suited for solution by the high-speed Digital Differential
Analyzer (DDA) type of digital computers, and therefore could be solved at adequate
updating rates by the existing state-of-the-art hardware.
However, because the matrix
was generated by nine independent computations of matrix elements that are functions
of only three mathematically independent parameters, the total matrix solution accumulates errors that made it drift from the desired characteristics of orthogonality and

normality.

"Sophisticated algorithms

which cyclically changed the order of solution of these equations to orthonornalize the matrix are of limited benefit. The degree of departure of
the computed matrix from the ideal orthonormality is straightforward to determine
Eq. (6).
The principa', difficulty in applying a correction is that the many degrees of
freedom do not allow the orthonormality constraints to uniquely define a solution.
An updating technique that circumvents this problem solves directly for o, 0, 0 in terms
of the quantities p', q*, r', and uses the updated angle quantities to generate the
updated transformation matrix.

0(I+o)°o
q-]

Again, a gimbal set provideV a physical means for representing the relations. Since
4, 0, o are gimbal angles, t, 0, • (gimbal rates) can be related to p', q*, r' (equivalent body rates.
Then

t

0

For convenience,

Eq. (11)

t

0

011

[|

can be writton in matrix notation as

0

ct/O

sstcO

r"

where t represents the tangent of the designated angles.
Although this ,pdating technique always generates an orthonormal transformation matrix,
it has the disadvantage of incorporating a mathematical singularity that is identical to
the problem of gimbal lock in three gimbal platform#.
Also, the solution involves
transcendental functions, which, for most digital computers, require polynomial expansion
approximations vith attendant complex processing.
Rowever, in the early 1960s, when
processing speeds of airborne digital computers were marginal for strapdown systems,
this algorithm was studied 19,101 and proposed for atrapdown missile guidance systems
that incorporated either ODA mechanized computers, or preferably, whole-number computers
specifically developed
solution of loran and Omega navigation problems.

for

Current four-parameter techniques for updating the transformation matrix combine the best
features of both the three- and nine-parameter methods.
These techniques are computational algorithms that are not attitude limited, and always provide an orthonormal matrix.
Consider a vector rotation through three Buler angles
(XIs

-ilz.

Itd,
18

!

txIY

.

, y
(13)

where
rotation about the local vertical, or Z axis

y

3 =rotation about the Y axis
a=

rotation about the Z axis displaced through a

y are single-axis rotation matrices, the expanded transformation matrix is
y,

Since a,

coccsy + saco

socccy - cosy

-scacsy + ccacB

sosB

sBsy

coJ

=

(CI

-cas$

cocacy - sasy

sacy

(14)

Since the transformation matrices are unique, this matrix is term-by-term identical to
the matrix developed using gimbal angle parameters (Eq. (5)].
Define four Euler parameters in terms of the Euler angles
A2
sin 8/2 sin (S•_2)
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_Y)

B

sin 8/2 cos
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cos a/2 sin (I + Y

D

co 00 /2 Cos Q

Q
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where
1

+ D2

A2 + B2 +

By algebraic manipulation, the transcendental functions of a, 8, and y (and hence the
transformation matrix) may bo o"presand in terms of Eq. (15).
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A quaternion (Q) is defined as a oomination of a scalor (q0) and a vector with orthogonal components of qi
Q W qo +
* q0 * q1 1 + q2 3 + q3i

(17)

the quaternio* conjugate

and

To show that the Euler par.aetero as defined satisfy the characteristics of ,iuaternions,
consider, the direction co-.ine of the transforuation matrix
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solving
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=
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These parameters then are of tho form
QQ*

2

q

=

where
qi=

direction cosines of the transformation matrix

The Euler parameter or quaternion matrix [Eq. (16)] is updated by an algorithm that
generates the new parameters in terms of body-axis rates and then calculates the new
transformation matrix.

P,
Li [1

In terms of the original rotation Euler angles
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The solution, using identities of the four-parameter transformation matrix, is
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+ C + D

where
2
((A 2 + 02) (C + D2)14

E-

The angle rates

(•, h.

) are expressed in terms of the quaternion by differentiating

the arc tangents of the angles, as developed from Eq.
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Substituting these angle rates into Eq.
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These equations are solved for updating A, B, C, D, and the new parameters are used for
updating the matrix of Eq. (16).
This matrix is always orthogonal and maintained normal
by the factor
Ck
3.3.2

=

j

k 1 (A2 + B2 + C2 + D - 1)

Problems in numerical solution

The major error sources that are inherent in the digital processing for numerical solution
of the algorithms for updating the transformation matrix are
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

commutation
integration
round-off
quantization

Commutation errors result primarily from fixed-sequence numerical processing techniques
incorporated in most strapdown-system mechanizations.
Numerical processing commutation errors result because, for each solution update of the
transformation matrix, the processor operates sequentially on the input increments of
the rate sensors in a fixed order that may not correspond to the actual time-ordered
sequence in which the angles were accumulated by the vehicle. Since vehicle attitude
is dependent on the time order of angular changes about its axes, this commutation
error, particularly for cyclical or repetitive inputs, can cause rectification drift
errors of the transformation matrix. The commutation error can be minimized by
decreasing the angle increment size involved in each computation update. However, this
requires increased computer speed.
Consider a rate sensor whose sensitive axis is mounted along the major body axis (roll
axis) of a missile (see Figure 6). Under classical coning motion of the vehicle in
flight, the sensor input axis will have an average input rate.

q

-

MISSILE

BODY AXIS
-

~DIRECTION
OF FLIGHT

Figure 6.

Classical coning-motion input rates.

Assume that the vehicle-body coning-motion rates, measured by the rato sensors, are
p

Then, by Eq.
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so that cyclical input motions can cause rectification drifts through commutation errors.
This error is equivalent to gyro drifts in its effect on system performance.
Integration errors result from numerical approximation integration of differential equations that have no true analytical solutions.
The general forms of the differential equations for updating the direction cosines [refer
to Eq. (9)] or the quaternions [refer to Eq. (24)] are
.1(26a)
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=

and

w/2

=

P

(26b)

These equations are of the form
dx/x

=

and the analytic solution is given by

t
log x

f

pt dt

to

Hence
X

(27)

e

Becausoei is a measured rate vector, thp analytic integration is correct only for those
time intervals, t- - t, when its vector direction in spaca is constant. This restriction is so severe that this true (or analytic) solution is very seldom correct for an
operational str•pdow.n system.
Further,

in an operational. system, the solution must be evaluated by a truneatod series
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The facts that a truncated series must be evaluated for the integration, and that the
conditions of constant input rate necessary for the analytic solution to be correct are
hardly ever valid for an operational system, demonstrate that integration algorithms are
always approximations.
The performance of the numerical integration algorithms is

obviously improved by either

increasing the order (i.e., increasing the number of terms of the series that are evaluated), or decreasing the integration time increment. These solutions require increasing
computer workloads, but decrease errors by effectively providing improved estimates of
the true input rates during the updating cycle. Increasing the sophistication of the
integration algorithm, however, quickly reaches a point of diminishing returns. The
higher order terms are too little and get lost in the computer round-off processes.
For many applications, a predictor-corrector trapezoidal integration technique is an
acceptablu trade between processing complexity and performance. This technique is
equivalent to the analytic solution (Eq. (29)) through second-order terms of the series
expansion. For er:ample, the general form of Eq. (24) can be written
= X

U

where X corresponds to the quaternions and U to the incremental angles accumulated over
each update period
tn~l

U -

f

u(t)dt

tn
A predicted X is

x~p

t n+1

.

Pn

Xtn

"

t

The corrected value is
XC
tn,1

X

tnl

I

tn

+ U •XP
tn÷I

and the average

tL.

is a simple second-order integration technique which may be co4,ared to the secod-order
Runge-Xutta rate extraction algorithm (Section 3.5).
•
Round-off
errors result betause the finite
word length of the computer limits or truncates
the resolution of all
internal data,
The process of rounding off all
internal computations to the value of the least-significant bit
causes error buildup in a *random walk"
process.
Most state-of-tho-art airborne processors use 16-bit wokd lengths#
Except for
special applications, this resolution is not adequate for computation of the "atrix
parameters, so that Odouble-precision' operations are required.
This may require either
increased computer hardware or increased computer workload If the double-precision capability
is software.
Quantitation comes from the process of converting the analog outputs of the sensors into
discrete increments of angle and velocity, which can be input as a series of pulses into
the digital computer.
his quantization process causes the input to the computer to
always lag the outputs of the sensors.
The average value of this quantization (or sensor
storage error) Is one-half the quantization angle (es)
or quantization velocity (Av).
Since this Information is not lost but retrieved on the next update cycle, quantization
appears as a speeific type of noise on the data that mult be modeled for best perforrance
of the strapdown system when applied to an integrated system using a digital-filter
state-vector estimator.[12]
Decreasing the quantization l~vel requires increased datastorage registers at the computer input.
In summary, major strapdown-system errors in implaenting the algorithms occur in the
critical
computation process of updating the transformation matrix.
These errors are
shown in table 1.

Table 1.

Strapdown-system errors in implementation of algorithms.

Error Type

Source and Effect

System Trades

Commutation

Possible rectification drift,
under cyclical inputs, due to
inaccurate generation of the
profile

Increased update rates

Integration

Discrete approximate solution
of a continuous process, and
equations which have no analytic solution

Sophisticated algorithm;
increased update rate

Round-off

Finite resolution of data
causes "random-walk" error
buildup in multiple computations

Double-precision for
critical operation

Quantization

Analog-to-digital conversion
of sensor-measured outputs

Increased storage hardware; mathematical
modeling

The general effect of the solution update rate of the transformation matrix on errors
The actual amplitude of the errors is
from the various sources is shown in Figure 7.
The total error in computation is some combination
very dependent on the input rates.
If the matrix is orthogonal and maintained normal, the
of the individual errors.
errora all contribute to matrix drift rate which is equivalent to gyro drift rate.
Although the quantization error is shown independent of update rate, an increase in
update rate may allow decreasing the quantization level without increasing input
storage hardware.

,
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Figure 7.

we

Relative error affects.

simulation techniques for qvtimizing the .goeltion

3.1.3

Obviously a cost-effective system is bated on providing only the performance required
for a particular applieation. This system cost/perfortance optimization is moast readily
determined by computer simul.ation.
'iilitie'

Figure S shows a jeneral block diagram for simulation of a strapdown system for costoptimization studies. A good qeneral-purpose simulator will have the foll•wing capa(1)

Variable inputs, including both functions for which there is an analytic
solution for determining ultimate performace of the system under stress
inputs such an eoM.ng motion, and general flight-profie trajectoriea
typical of the milsion. (133

(2)

Analytic- and re.erence-solution generator. Since the simulation does not
have to be real-time or programable In an airborne digital computer, the
reference solation must be the best possible, providing matrix update in
shortast time periods, and using double-precision arithmetic, and fourthorder Runge-Kutta integration.

(3) Variable Mathmatical

(4)

Variable integration techniques, update rates, quantization levels, and bitby-bit simulation of the system computer.
VIBRATION,
NOISE DYNAMICS

SYSYSTEM

MAUFACTURERS

SIMULATORJ

DATA

Figure 8.
3.4

Simulation facility

functional block diagram.

Navigation algorithms

Although the transformation-matrix updating algorithm is critical for any strapdown
system, the final purpose of any system is for guidance and/or control of the carrying
vehicle.
The general navigation equation,

as

derived

by differentiation

of its

describes the motion of a point mass over the surface of the earth.
d v

-

a,v

-

-2(

axvp+
X

position vector,

x

(30)

where

a

acceleration

and velocity of the vehicle relative to the

earth in the defined navigation coordinate system
m

earth rotation vector

-

angular rate of the navigation coordinate relative to the

earth which results from vehicle motion
-

the position vector of the vehicle with respect to earth
center

Then
20 + 0)Ev

x

x '

-

the Coriolis correction which converts
navigation coordinates

-

centrifuqel-force acceleration

kocause the accelerometers

i

from inertial

to

cannot ditimnguish between thrust acceleration and mass

attraction gravity, the accelerometer outputs are
% -a
(r)
-

where
q(r)
Then,

Eq.

*

combination of aarth gratity and centrifugal f
vehicle location

rcs at the

(30) becomes

Specific details of thin navigation algonithm depend on the specific navigation coordinate frame of the vehicle.
In general, long-range cruise vehiclOs (such as manned
aircraft)
use local-level north-referenced coordinates, and short-range vehicles (such
as tactical missiles) use tangent-plane north-referenced navigation coordinates.
A tangent-plane coordinate system is
usually the vehicle launch point.

level,

or tangent to the earth,

at som

fixed point.

"In either coordinate system, as shown in Figure 9. the navigation algorithms are initiated by read-in and proper scaling conversion of the accelerometer outputs, accumulatad
during. t~h past computation cycle, into suitable digital words for entty into the computer.
The incremental velocitieu at entered are transformed by the transformation matrix from
the body-axis (or masur•aentl coordinate system to the navigation coordinate

(AVI

(C]N (AV]B

(32)

~~where
[C]B

the transformation matrix from body axis to the navigation
coordinate axes
ti+l

f

Av]B=

[am + g(r)]

dt

(33)

ti
accumulated velocity-pulses output by the accelerometers
over the previous update period
The current position and velocity vector of the system are obtained by straightforward
summation of the transformed velocity increments corrected for Coriolis [Eq. (31)].
To
compute position in latitude and longitude coordinates
t

"

"

;

to

[_Ivt/(r+h)J

t
[v,4t/((r+h) cos A)]

-

-0

where
X

O

initial latitude and longitude of the carrying vehicle

VNat, VSAt

Nworth and East accumulated position vector

h

-

vehicle altitude

r

-

earth radius which may be a fixed value or the calculated
radius of the theoretical approximation of the earth

ellipsoid (World Geodetic System, 72)
For a local-level coordinate system, as shown in Figure 10, the vertical, or down direction, is always along the direction of local gravity so that the gravity c3rrection to
the accelerweter outputs is computed as a function of vehicle altitude (h) only.
Then
9(r) of Eq, (33) is

q(r)

g

r

2

(34)
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"Figure9.
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Punctional flow diagram,
navigation algorithms

)iqure 10.

Local-lev*ol coordinate
syste. geometry

The navigation coordinate system rotates, as a function of earth rate, in inertial
space. The components of earth rate along the North, East, down directions of the
navigation coordinate system are

A

[Cos
O

=

./7

IN

',..

(35)

sin I\
where

/
=

latitude of t1,biehicle position

=

earth's sidereal rate

The motion, or change of position of the navigation uoordinate system, also involves an
equivalent rotation rate of the coordinate system with respect to inertial space

VE
N

j

_
i[vVan
-1E tanI

jr

(36)

Since these coordinate-system rates are in navigation coordinates,

they must be converted

through the inverse transformation matrix and applied as corrections to the rate-gyro
outputs.
This will force the updating of the transformation matrix to convert from

body-axis to navigation coordinate system rather than body-axis tc% inertial coordinate
system. Then
[NIf

(I]N
{

(C)

(17)

(D)

Theve correction raLes of naviqation ec
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to0

t(rtttl npe
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may be implemented using the paraw.erz directly, r~ther thAn the inveraz of the transformation matrix.
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matrix,

(C) N, 16 then

rfh* for4i is identical to Eq. (16).

A tangent-pla,* navigation eoordinate system it cowwoily used for navigation of shortrange vehicles such as tactical MiSS110e.
The tao4e.nt-plane navigation system i*
initially alig"d tc t'orth au d local-vertical, and thwintained in that initial attitude
during flight. The volocity equation for naviqation is. then
t)

d
At

t
%

4

-

.

3Q

(39)

Xt~

Vhere gt(r) must be computed in body coordnateas by transforvation through the tangent
plan, to body-axis matrix to correct the 9tavity reading of each accalerometer.

flight, the direction of gravity chaAge.

in t coordinates.

(cit.

(40)
Cr * hi)

and •

In

Then

is the earth rate at launch point.

Then, as before
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[•~
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jnl

sin ,01
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latitude are constants.

since earth rate and initial

Then the parameters to update the body-axis to tangent-plane transformation matrix are
computed by

d-

B

I

= 2
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i-B
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B
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k

D

kI

(42)
(

i

[AC

and [C]t is computed from the updated parameters as shown in Eq.
transfoimed as in Eq. (32).

(16),

and velocities

The preceding discussions have assumed that the navigation coordinate systems, either
In most operating systems, however,
local-level or tangent-plane, are North oriented.
the actual navigation may be oriented with respect to coordinates other than North-East.
to track and
For example, tangent-plane navigation is most often oriented with respect North,
of the
cross track, where the track direction is the direction, with respect to
In local-level navigation, the coordinate system
vehicle-velocity vector at launch.
attitude, which
initial
may not be "torqued" to North, but held in inertial space at its
This is a "wander-azimuth" system,
may be North-pointing at the launch location.
could not be
initially required by gimballed systems when the gyro/gimbal combination regions.
polar
torlued at rates nscessary for adequate navigation accuracy in the
of much higher
Although strapdown systems mitigate this problem, since they are capablemay still
be
mechanization
azimuth-wander
the
systems,
gimbal
than
rates
"torquing"
applications.
some
for
required
In any case, the algorithm modifications are straightforward.
rotation rate is modified by the wander-azimuth angle
[WNI]A

The local-level coordinate

N

=

43)

where

=0 =

a function of pxe-:!nt position of the vehicle

Equation (40) is modified
The conversion for tangent-plane navigation is also similar.
and North.
by [*0]T/CT where 0 is the fixed heading at launch between track direction
the current trend in
Although the algorithms presented are for autonomous navigation,
with other navigaoperating systems is the application of strapdown systems integrated
These systems combine the good high-frequency short-term characteristics
tion systems.
navigation systems
of inertial systems with the good long-term characteristics of radio
DME
and
GPS,
loran,
Omega,
as
such
which generates a best
Normally, the integration is accomplished by a digital filter,
often estimates
quite
and
attitude,
and
velocity,
position,
vehicle
the
of
estimate
3
]
coordinates.[1
body-axis
in
outputs
sensor
the
to
corrections
3.5

Guidance and control

Navigation
vehicle.
The ultimate purpose of navigation is for guidance of a controlled
Guidance generates
determines the present position and velocity vector of the vehicle. to conform to
commands to the vehicle to modify the velocity and position vectors
The vehicle, as a plant, is stabilized by the control functions
desired trajectory.
(see Figure 11).
of the flight
The strapdown system, then, closes the stabilization command inner loop or through
control system of the vehicle (Figure 12) and may, either automatically loop.
outer
driving displays for pilot follow-up, close the guidance command
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Systems operations block diagram

Figure 11.
Functional flow diagram,
guidance and control algorithms
Most strapdown inertial systems will supply outputs of vehicle attitude to the control
system.
They also are inherently capable of supplying body-axis rates necessary for
vehicle stabilizaticn.
This capability makes strapdown systems extremely attractive
for application to lcw-cost vehicles, such as missiles, where size and weight are
especially critical.
New manned vehicles, however, are also n.ood candidates for
central inertial systems that provide both navigation and control functions.
Because the tramhsformation matrices that relate body coordinates to a given navigation
coordinate system are unique, the [C]NB of Eq. (5, and (16) are termn-f or-term identical.
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In some strapdown ieertial systems using conventional spinning-wheel angular rate mensgrs, the sensor closure-loop electronics may be analog so that body-axis rates may be
obtained directly by analog-to-digital
honventionml
conversion, using
successive
approximation converters.
For most new strapdown systems, however, the output of the rate sensors is a series of
pulsem.
Each pulse representl
a fixed angular incgement of atxitude nhange of the
vehicle about its body axis.
For some of these systems special algorithms are required
to extract body-axis rates from the pulse series output.
As has been previously discussed, the
alsorithms mayrbe incor
elate
as p
oorthd
hinher oader integration
algorithms for generating the transformat•.or matrix.
The gyro samples into the computer at each update interval are
S-

l(t9
q

d

=

(45)

where
p(t),q(t),r(t)
IAP,

AQ,
•'

k,

=

actual angular rates of the vehicle

AR

==

the
increment
pulses stor~ed
in
over angular
the computer
cycle2tie,
At

tk

=

a the
variable
time increment convarter
in which each
pulse torquer
!s gencrated by
analog-to-frequency
or pulse

the input registers
|

For some applications,
•
p

=

control rates may be obtained by simply computing
A8
APi~- 6Pi
(46)

+l
At

=

At

This simple solution, however,

generally provides poor resolution.

The general technique for rate extraction is to curve-fit a second or higher order function to successive values of the gyro samples, and then take the derivative of the function at the required times. This technique, illustrated in Figure 13, for a secondHowever, the bandwidth,
is implemented for Runge-Kutta integration.
order curve fit,
resolution, and accuracy requirements for control system rates are normally much less
than for the transformation matrix updating process.
The curve is fit at each sampling point where
the processor inputs the data accumulated
from the gyros during the previous update
cycle time.
The time at which the curve is
differentiated, however, depends for best
results on particular application of the
signal. Differentiating at the sampling
point (a forced-fit point of the curve) is
most noisy (will have most errors), but will
also have least time lag, and hence will
allow maximum control-loop gains.

PM-C.C.t C:
j- dt

If quantization angles are small, the generated second-order curve will have fine
resolution, but will also allow more noise
into the rate signal.
Decreasing the update time decreases the time-lag problem
and improves stability, but increases the
differentiation noise in the rate signal.

t
Figure 13.

Second-order fit
extraction.

rate

The equations for extracting rate with
minimum time lz:9 at the sample point, ti+l' where k is the update time increment, are
developed below.
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Guidance algorithms generate destination steering commands to the stabilized vehicle.
The inputs to thOsA algorithms, in addition to the destination, are navigation-system
outputs of present position and velocity.
The desired destination may be a simple final
point or a sequential series of points that define a space-time trajectory.
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The commands for a manned vehicle are normally attitude changes displayed on cross
pointers of an Attitude Director Indicator, or acceleration commands to the autopilot
generated as simple functions of the

N

=

c

(
f(£CT,'T)

track and cross-track position errors.
The commands for a missile are generally acceleration commands to implement a specific
form of proportional navigation
ac = K
where

S=

rate of angular change in inertial space of the line-of-sight
vector from missile to destination

A specific form of this general algorithm, which is easier to implement with the form
of strapdown inertial systems outputs, is the cross-product guidance law

I ']

=

V]x [R,Tr]

where
range-to-go to the target

9TG
=

missile velocity vector

When operating in the tangent-plane coordinate system, the range may be a single target
location or a sequence of precomputed spatial coordinates designed to shape the
trajectory.
Since a target fixed on earth coordinates is rotating with respect to the
missile tangent-plane navigation coordinates, the final target location is offset as
a function of time in such a way as to minimize error sensitivity to time-of-flight
variations of the vehicle.
The target coordinates are corrected at a fixed rate,
which in the fire-control solution, will be correct at the end of nominal time of
flight of the missile.
The target-coordinate initial offset, then, is the difference
between the target offset resulting from the fixed rate over the total time of flight,
and the precomputed target offset at nominal time of flight from the fire-control
solution.
At the end of nominal time of flight, then, the target offset is correct,
and target offset rate is correct, which results in minimum errors
4.

CONCLUSION

The critical algorithm for any strapdown system is the transfurmation-matrix-updating
technique.
The options available to the software designer are not only the basic
algorithms of this paper, but also variations or each technique.
For example, a
Cayley-Klein four-parameter representation of the transformation algorithm may be
implemented.1 14]
In addition, the critical process of every matrix-updating algorithm
is the integration technique.
Again, the designer has realistic options that range
from simple rectangular, a second-order predictor-corrector, first- or second-order
Taylor series, to second- or even fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithms.
The software
designer also has limited options'in selection of updata rate and quantization levels
of the measuremunt inputs.
To achieve required performance with modest processing requirements, Lear Siegler is
currently investigating a small angle approximation, three-axis transformation using
DDA equivalent processing methods as a vernier update technique.
This vernier solves
the matrix update problem with high.-speed rectadgular integration.
This high-speed
tracking provides excellent integration of the variable rates. The resulting angular
increments are then used to update the normal four-parameter mechanization of the
transformation matrix on the standard computer update times.
Since the user will almost certainly require some degree of cost optimization of a
system for his application, the dsigner needs a flexible computer simulator as a
design tool for system-algorithm definition.
The total algorithm definition for any strapdown system, however, may be constrained
by hardwaro limitations (computer speed, memory, input/output, power), and functional
and operational requirements of the total system in its application.
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SUMMARY
Strapdown system synthesis is the process of developing a cost/performance optimized
assembly for application in a particular weapon system. The procedure is a two-way
process of definition and demonstration.
Definition begins with the weapon system requirements and qenerates the specifications,
Demonstration begins
in a top-down process, of the system, subassemblies, and elements.
with the physical elements and their defined specifications and, in a step-by-step
bottom-up integration process, completes the synthesis of the system.
Effective strapdown system synthesis for a particular application requires an extensive
engineering data base on state-of-the-art components such as gyroscopes, accelerometers,
and microprocessors, and facilities and capabilities for computer simulation of sophisticated digital and electromechanical equipment.
The exact procedure for strapdown system synthesis is arbitrary, governed both by the
critical requirements of each application and skill and experience of the development
engineer.
This paper, then, is only a litany of the major factors and tasks which
characterize the process of strapdown system synthesis.
INTRODUCTION

1.

Strapdown system synthesis is the application of engineering tools and techniques to
integrate a combination of elements that, in the intended application, will operate
The most likely criteria for exceltogether to provide the required system functions.
The
lence in system synthesis is to achieve the requisite functions at minimum costs.
costs that must be considered are not only the primary life-cycle costs associated with
the total system logistics, but may include, as well, secondary cost factors that affect
For example, these secondary
the application of the strapdown system in the vehicle.
costs may include weight, packaging flexibility, energy, and interface to auxiliary
equipment.
The major tasks of strapdown system synthesis and their discussion sequence in this
document are shown in Figure 1.
Although this paper is
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2.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS DEFINITION

Synthesis nf a cost/performance optimized strapdown system musý begin with defining the
detailed specification of the system to achieve the total requirements of the integrated
avionics suite of the vehicle.
These specific strapdown system requirements are generated by synthesis of a total vehicle specified as a major element of a weapon system.

SWeapon system synthesis begins with missions and operations requirements analysis, which
ultimately defines the functions and operations of the vehicle and its total avionics
complement. These avionics functions are then partitioned to various discrete subsystems
for mechanization. System synthesis, then, results in top-down generation of a specification tree (Figure 2).
The guidance/control system specification that ultimately resulti
is the input to the task of strapdown system synthesis.
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This specification will define both function and operations, performance, operating
environment, physical characteristics, reliability and maintainability, and interfaces
to the vehicle and avionics suite.
Table 1 is a summary chart of the requirements for typical strapdown inertial systems
for aircraft and missile applications.
Table 1. Summary of requirements for typical strapdown inertial systems.
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The functions specified for the strapdown system may include flight reference (attitude)
and control (body-axis angular rates and linear accelerations), vehicle navigation and
guidance, and synergistic integration with other avionics subsystems.
The strapdown system generates most of these specified functions by digital processing
of the basic measurement output of body-fixed sensors. This processing may be mechanized in a central avionics system computer, or in a computer that is specific for the
strapdown system, or partially in both computers.

z

The critical strapdown system computational process is updating of the transformation
matrix. This process requires a fixed-program moderate-computational-speed computer
with a small memory. Some of the functions, however, such as navigation and guidance,
which require small amounts of processing time and read/write memories, might be located in the central computer to take advantage of available spare locations in its programmable memory (Figure 3).
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This trade is real and quantifiable in terms of both primary and secondary costs because
nonvolatile programmable memory is expensive, and is available only in large increments
relative to the strapdown system requirements.
The disadvantage of this software partitioning scheme is that the reliability of the navigation function of the strapdown
systent is reduced since it now requires two processors operating in series. In the event
the central computer fails, however, the attitude output of the strapdown system can be
preserved for vehicle flight reference by reverting to a first-order erected Attitude
Heading Reference System operational mode.
The processing capability of the system, independently of the software partitioning
mechanization, must be adequate in speed and memory size to provide integration capability with other avionics equipment. For example, a digital communications link or
a targeting subsystem might be used for aiding initialization or tipdating the system.
Outputs of a body-fixed homing or targeting system might be converted to navigation
coordinates as part of the total avionics function.
3.

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

The initial system configuration is obtained by selection of alternate operations and
hardware/software mechanizations that, by preliminary analysis, will achieve the
specification.
3.1

System Operations

Operational variations include initialization techniques and coordinate systems.
Coordinate systems are most often explicitly defined in the specification. However,
some cost/performance trades may be available with respect to the sophistication of the
navigation processing in the specified coordinates.
For example, the system may operate in North/East or Track/Cross-Track coordinates, wander or true azimuth angle, fixed
or variable earth radius.
Strapdown system initialization consists of alignment, calibration of sensors, and
definition of the system-position and velocity-vector starting conditions.
Two general methods are uvailable for establishing the alignment or orientation of the
sensitive axes of the accelerometer with the desired navigation coordinate system.il)
These methods are
(1) Autonomous direct alignment using self-leveling and gyrocompassing.
(2)

Transfer alignment, which determines the system orientation relative to
some intermediate system whose orientation with respect to the navigation
coordinates is independently established.

These methods are often combined using transfer alignment in heading and self-leveling
to the vertical.
Although transfer alignment has an intermedlate system interposed between the strapdown
measurement axes and the navigation coordinates, this technique is usually more operationally attractive than gyrocompassing. This results because the alignment is achieved
using acceleration magnitude measurements and therefore is faster, more reliable over
all operating conditions, and may provide sensor calibration as well as alignment.
The choice of alignment technique, then, is most often dictated by the availability of
suitable transfer-alignment systems. These systems mey be either another inertial navigation system or a radio navigation system (c.ega, loran, distance measuring equipment
(DME)) onboard the vehicle.
The strapdown system engineer must determine only the characteristics of the accelerometers that are necessary to obtain the required accuracy of correlation of their outputs with the outputs of the transfer system when they are driven by a common, operationally feasible, input. The acoelerometer characteristics that affect that alignment

are sensitivity and frequency response.
The operational limits to the driving-function
input may result from reaction-time requirements or actual dynamic limits of the vehicle
or transfer system.
The final process of initialization is to define the starting point of the position and
velocity vectors vhat the system will measure.
For vehicles that are stationary with
respect to the earth during the initialization process, the system designer must specify
only the accuracy of measuring the initial position of the vehicle.
For moving vehicles,
the transfer-alignment process that is normally implemented-measures the best possible
estimate of vehicle position and velocity for initializing the strapdown system.
3.2

System Mechanization

Candidate systems are mechanized by suitable combination of state-of-the-art sensors
(gyroscopes and accelerometers) and digital computers.
The input to this task is a
detailed catalog of available units listing their relevant parameters.
In addition,
the system designer should have a knowledge of the developmental state-of-the-art of
the relevant parameters of units that could be available within the reasonable development schedule and cost.
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Task flow chart configuration
mechanization,

A block diagram of a typical strapdown
system (Figvre 5) defines the elements that
must be mechanized.
These elements consist of angular-rate and linear-acceleration
sensors along orthogonal axes; a means of convcrting the continuous dynamc measurements
into discrete quantities for subsequeiit processing in the digital computeri and a power
conditioner.
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Strapdown system block diagram

Possible mechanization variations are shown in Table 2.

Sensor types and performance ranges have been previously discussed.

Selection of sensors

in a preliminary mechanization to achieve cost and performance goals of the system
requires both cost and error sensitivity analyses.

Mechanization elements.

Table 2.

drift uncertainty
1.0 to 0.01 O/h

Gyroscopes
Ring-laser
Flexure, two-axis
Floated, single degree
of freedom

1.0 to 0.01 O/h
10 to 0.01 0/h

Accelerometers
Pendulous, single-axis

bias uncertainty
10- to 10- g

Converters
Computers
Power Conditioner
Preliminary approximate performance estimates can be obtained by simple paper and pencil
analysis. Tables 3 and 4 show typical error equations and sensitivities for cruise
vehicles and rocket-powered missiles. The inputs to the tables are piecewise linearized
trajectories of the vehicle.
Analysis of quoted manufacturer's cost data for strapdown sensors, (2,3,4] in the recent
U.S. Air Force-sponsored Low Cost Inertial Guidance System Study, indicates that the
cost/performance ratio of these units will plot within a rather narrow band defined by
Also, this study established
parallel lines on a log-log coordinate graph (Figure 6).
1.8 as an approximate multiplying factor to apply to total sensor costs to obtain system
costs.
Obviously, in establishing a preliminary mechanization, the choice of elements may be
restricted by other factors of the specification such as operating environment, size
and weight restrictions, reaction time, and input power limitations.
Table 2 are directly mechanized with digital phased-lock loops
Many of the sensors of
capture-loop electronics so that the output is directly quantized
or delta modulation
in form suitable for accumulation in storage registers at the computer input.
Some sensors, however, are operated in an analog mode with followup quantizers. Two
basic types of quantizer are available: an analog-voltage-to-pulse-frequency converter,
and conventional analog-voltage-to-digital-word converter.

:

The voltage-to-frequency converter operates as a reset or rebalance analog integrator
principle. When the integrator output achieves a reference voltage level, it id reset,
and a pulse or quanta of sensor output measurement
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is applied as a bit of input into accumulators at the computer.
The pulse-rate output,
or pulse-repetition frequency, is proportional to the voltage-amplitude output of the
sensor.
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For some special applications, a conventional successive approximation
analog-to-digital
converter may be applied.
This type of converter requires less hardware
since a single converter may be time-multiplexed to process all the sensorto implement
inputs.
The
basic limitation, however, is that it is less accurate than the voltage-to-frequency
converter, since it implements a first-order rectangular integration
rather than linear
integration of thel~ensor outputs; it is also limited in practical applications
to a
dynamic range of 2
This range may be extended by increasing the resolution using the technique
of injecting
a known ditheiing voltage at the input, and performing a statistical
averaging
output.
This will provide adequate dyr.amic range for pzocessing accelerometer of the
outputs
for some systems, but is still
far short of the dynamic range of outputs of the gyroscopes, which may be as high as 224.
In the selection of computer hardware (Figure 7) the system designer
has greater freedom
of choice than in any other element.
Th'i problem for the designer is
ment of new integrated circuits and associated microprocessors is so that the developfast that any
design is literally obsolete between system concept and first
production.
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Strapdown processor block diagram.

Figure 8 illustrates the recent changes in computer logic circuitry size with advancing
technology.[5]
In general, the decreasing size of the newer technology is accompanied
by decreasing cost and complexity of the manufacturing process.
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Also, as circuit density increases, the associated single-chip functional capability and
operational speed increases. 16,7]
Complete 16-bit single-chip microprocessors are
already available, and by the early 1980s single-chip 16-bit microcomputers, including
both computational unit and memory adequate for strapdown systems, should be available.
The anticipated progress of integrated circuit technology is illustrated in Figure 9.
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Other advances projected for avionics comrutors through Large Scale Integration are

increased functional modularity and increased reliability by fault-tolerant architecture. (81

In addition to determining the type of sensors and cemputer to be used, the system design
must also dotoenine the degree of re4undancy in these units in order to achieve the
required level of system reliability for certain applic*tionts.
This degree of redundancy
.my vary from a minimum *f•il-safoo 'onfiguration. which incorporates only a single redundant-sensor channel in a four-channel ukewed orientation, to a full *foil-oparational,
fail-operational, fail-safe' quadruply redundant systm often specified for flight safety

equitment.
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If the sensors are mounted so that no three sensitive (input) axes are coplanar, the
strapdown solution is valid in either configuration with only the outputs of any three
of the sensor channels.
Redundant systems, however, are normally operated in an active
redundancy mode: all equipment is operating during the entire flight. This mode of
operation improves system performance since the strapdown solution may be obtained by
averaging certain sensor errors by combining their outputs into a single solution.
In
addition, active redundancy operation prevents any system "down time" in the event of a
single sensor failure, while a standby sensor is brought into operational status.
The minimum four-channel system provides fail-safe sensor operation in that it can detect
that a failure of one of the sensor channels has occurred without external aids. A
minimum of five channels, however, is required to isolate a single failure.
The minimum
fail-safe configuration, then, is useful primarily in an augmented or integrated navigation system where the external navigation sensor can be used to isolate any failed
strapdown system channel failure.
The inability of a four-channel system to fault isolate results, because a failed channel
signal will appear in three of the four solutions. The contribution of this failed
channel sensor to any of these three solutions is variable. Then a failed channel will
only result in four different solutions to the input vector and voting, to determine the
one invalid solution, is impossible.
With 5 channels, however, 10 system solutions using the output of any 4 of the channels
is feasible. But a failed channel can contribute to only six of these solutions. All
of these solutions will again be different for a fixed input. The remaining four solutions, which are identical within the normal error limitg of the sensors, will all be
solutions using sensor outputs that do Aot include the failed channel.
This permits
isolation of the failed channel.

The six-channel redundant system can isolate two channel failures and detect a third,
thereby providing fail-op/fail-op/fail-safa redundancy

level.

Many algorithms have been investigated and reportnd in the literature 19.10,11) on fault
isolation of a redundant-channel strapdown system.
The error sources of the sensors are statlstical in naturae
representative of a Population of senuors whose ercors are randomly di.tributed and uncorral4ted between sansera.
If. thon, khe transformation matrix it obtainod by processing of redundant-sensor Informotion. the accuracy of the final solutiPn is upgra.ded by statistical averaging. The
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4.

COST/PERFORMANCE OPTIMIZATION

The cost/performance ratio of the preliminary system mechanization is optimized using
the principal tool of system simulation.
The subtasks of optimization are shown in
Figure 12.
The inputs to the optimization task are the preliminary system configuration
and specific cost and performance data on the selected elements of the configuration.

Sensor calibration and compensation, as a
viable option for systems optimization, is
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Sensor
such as errors
scale factor, may be correctud by
ooither temperature control of the system or

co~st/prformance
optimization
taks,

by thermal modeling and co
ensation by
software as a function of measured tem•pe•rature.
Temperature control is most accurate
but requires more energy and limits system reaction time to achier
thermal stability.

Errors (such as bias, randomness,
start or as a result of therma.

cult to measure.

and threshold) that change day-to-day or start-to-

cycles or variabl.e vibration fnvironomont are most difLi-

A transter-aliqgnmnt technique using Klman filtering to torrelate

the .ensor out•puts My on im)lemaented with enough sophistication to geparato all measurable error torms.
the cost is p-rcssor
time 4nd tmory,. and adelquate drivirg-function
input.
becauso these costs are significant, the system synthou•ior must earefully Model
the ••stem and detrminet orror-sensitivity co-offt lents
for the opcrdtional flight program to limit measurveent and c0o04ensation to only the sit1ijifant sensorTrrotr.
Por
sxaaplo, an air-to-air
surf•ce missile system, %thich is normally launi.hed alon", the
tatget lino-of-sight, may compenvate for pitch gyro bias but not atisuth or roil
gyro
blaqos although all arc easily measurable.
Sensor orientation of setnitive axes with rospact to the principal Pseasuremnt vectors
may be optis•ted for best perforuance for initial alignment and/or flight operations.IlA)
In self-leveling and gyrocompansing optrations, the sensors are operating as null %eakers,
and in transfer alignment, the senaors -tust accurately measure an absolute vector magnitudo.
FOr major Instruftmnt errors of misalignment, bias and seale-factor. 11l5
Table S
shows th0 rOlationship Of measure.ent errors as a function of the orientation Of the
instruments with respect to the measured vector dlrection.
table 5.

Itrrors

as function of sensitive-atis orientation.

Vector Direction

X'raro

Along any instrument
"sensitive axis

Xax

Xin

Center of triad

Kin

nax

Potr exaple. in

self-levaling
-

and

Erortao
Error

2[02

#

(ob/9)]

for two acceleromters

og.,
(/o . 2W /.),_ c

where
o - error in
-SA

indicating the vertical

'9

misalignment angle

/

ob = bias error
and
a

= scale-factor error

Sensor input axes also have optimum orientations with respect to the vehicle dynamics
for in-flight operation.
For example, with simultaneous application of accelerations
perpendicular to both input and pivot axes of a pendulous accelerometer, the displacement of the pendulum from null results in a cross-axis error.
This error is minimized
if the pivot axes of the accelerometers are mounted along the major thrust axis of the
vehicle as shown in Table 6.
In this table X is the direction of the longitudinal, or
thrust axis of the vehicle, Y aad Z are normal to X with Z the nominally vertical axis.
Table 6.

Optimum accelerometer orientation example.

Input Axis

Pivot Axis

X
y
Z

Z
X
X

As a second example, vehicle roll rates are generally much higher than pitch and yaw
rates.
Orienting a gyro cluster so that vehicle roll/pitch rates are measured by two
gyros whose outputs are resolved by the computer to generate body-axis roll/pitch rates
will reduce the dynamic range requirements of the two gyros with consequent reduction
in measurement linearity errors.
If the vehicle modes and directions of vibrations in flight are known, the orientation
of sensor axes may be optimized to reduce nonlinear rectification errors.
For example,
with single degree-of-freedom gyroscopes, anisoelastic drift results from accelerations
applied simultaneously along the input axis (IA) and spin axis (SA).
For this reason
it may be desirable to orient the gyroscopes so that either its input axis or spin axis
lies along the vehicle body axis which has minimal accelerations in flight.
For a
missile launched along the line-of-sight to the target this body axis may be Y. This
assumes the following coordinates:
X is along the longitudinal or thrust axis.
Y and Z are normal to X with Z nominally vertical.
Then, an optimum gyro orientation to reduce anisoelastic drift from vibration or steadystate accelerations is shown in Table 7.
Table 7.

Optimum gyroscope orientation example.

Input Axis
(IA)

Spin Axis
(SA)

Output Axis
(OA)

X
y

y

Z

Z

X

Z

y

X

Complete system simulation is the tool for optimization of the computer algorithms and
final verification of the optimized system configuration.
The simulation capability is
shown in Figure 13 in block diagram form.
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A general criteria for an optimum strapdown algorithm is to establish update rates,
sensor quantization levels, integration techniques just sufficient to achieve a computational error rate that is small (<10%) with respect to the total system error budget.
The simulator input for this optimization task is often simple coning motion.
Coning
motion has an analytic solution so that reference solution errors do not affect the
observed algorithm performance; coning motions are a severe exercise of the principal
strapdown algorithm. (16,17,18]
The final definition task is verification by simulation of the optimized system.
This
simulation can be either a digital computer solution of the error equations or a complete
representation of the system including the computer algorithms, and mathematical models
of the sensors in their optimum mounting configuration.
The input to this simulation should be a dynamic nonlinear trajectory segment or flight
The profile
profile that is representative of the vehicle in its assigned mission.
generator is a six-degree-of-freedom simulation of the vehicle under thrust acceleration
and prog.ammed maneuvers.
The advantage of simulating only the error equations is in reduced computer time and
costs. An advantage of the complete system simulation, as will be shown, is that the
simulator may later be used in the final demonstration process of system synthesis to
verify the physical system.
The selected sensors should be modeled with error coefficients specified by the manufacturer to provide some assurance that the simulated system is in fact physically
realizable.
However, some caution is advised:
(1) MHAy more error sources of sensors can be analytically modeled (181
and even demonstrated by careful test procedures oh the inutrunents
than should, for economic reasons, be included in the simulation.
At most, two or three error sources of each sensor dominate the
system performance.
(2)

Values of coefficients that are quoted as one sigma or rms imply that
tho coefficient values of the population of sens'crs has A standard
distribition.
In fact, the pressure to achieve production schedules
almost always results in a coefficient magnitude distribution that is
skewed toward the maximum allowable acceptance, testing limits.

(3)

Thn degree of risk involved in assuming that some error coefficients
may be calibrated or measured and compensated is almost directly

proportional to the magnitude cf che affectad coefficent.

Before

simulating compensated errors it is necescary to k1ow the day-to-day
turn-on-ko-turn-on tomperatvre ana accoleriktion shock stability of
the error coefficient. Those values ata not always specified, or
even known, by the manufacturer.
(4)

For application of a strapdown system that requires input to a Kalman
filtae (fue example, for trat, for alignment or for operation in a
hybrid radlo/inertial system), an important performance characteristic
is the correletion time of the randomness. Again, the risk in accepting
manufacturer's data for correlation time or powor-sp"otral-density
values of the randonness is related to tho magnitude of the randomness
coeffielont. The difficulty of tenting combined with the variation in
the population of sensors makes meaningful data on this parameter a
"functiol of instrument quality.

Obvicusly, in synthesis of a strapdown system, some of the tasks discussed above may be
omitted or modified.
Other tasks may hava to be iterated for a final configuration,
depending on the degree of optimiaatioi desired.
5.

SYSTE4 DEMONSTRATION
5,ccitmcafl0go

Strapdown system synthesis Involvea both
generating of specifications from top level
down, and assembly and testing from the

bottom level up.
In Wast

n•
K

rV

The top-down specification tasks described

above begin with weapon system requirements.

and culminate in detailed specifications and
test plans and procedures for the optimized
system and its major elemets.
System demonstration is the step-by-step inverse process
(Pigure 14) of converting these specifications
into operational hardware and software.
The specified major elements nay be procured
through engineering development or by direct
purchase of existing units.

.•,.
.igure

14.

System defmontration tasks.

The final phase of system synthesis, then, is testing of the elements, assembly of the
demonstrated elements into a strapdown system, testing of the system, and finally,
integration and demonstration of the system with the total avionics suite of the vehicle.
Integration of the physical system into the total avionics is aided by the complete system simulation.
The veracity of the simulation is first tested by comparing it to the
operating hardware performance for a particular dynamic input that can be generated
and measured in the laboratory.
Specific examples are constant angular rates using a
centrifuge, or complex coning motion using scorsby or servo-driven tables.
The verified
strapdown system simulation, interchangeably with the physical system, may then be incorporated in a total avionics suite simulation to check for adverse effects of interactions
under dynamic operating conditions. This is a cost-effective technique for systems integration prior to actually installing the physical system in the carrying vehicle.
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APPLICATION OF STRAPDOWgN INERTIAL SYSTEMS
WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO UNDERWATER VEHICLES
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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Background To The Lecture

This lecture concerns a fairly simple application of strapdown inertial techniques. The mathematical
background that is presented is straightforward (which may well be a welcome relief after the remarkably
The objective of this lecture however is to examine
clear but nonetheless esoteric algebra of yesterday).
a simple, yet interesting application of strapdown that is about to go into production after the manufacture
of thirty or so prototype and engineering development models.
A simple approach to strapdown attitude sensing is possible in underwater weapons because the dynamics
of thz vehicle allow simplifying approximations to be made to the coordinate transformations.
The theory of the strapdown attitude sensing mechanisation is
from early trials is illustrated.

explained,

The current, digital mechanisation of the attitude sensing function is
the continuing trials programme are reviewed.

and the experience gained
described and the results of

A brief examination is made of the way in which the techniques developed for the underwater weapon
mechanisations.
environment can be extended for other relatively low accuracy strapdown inertial
1.2

The Benefits of Strapdown for Underwater Weapon Applications
The first figure summarises the benefits of the strapdown approach.

Suffice it to say
further in a later section.
The background to these will be investigated a little
(Navy),
that in 1964 the Admiralty Underwater Weapons Establishment (A.U.W.E.)of the Ministry of Defence
were conscious that vehicle
MOD(N), were about to initiate work on a new generation of weapons and they
They held
required.
attitude measurement and control system was an area in which a major improvement was
initial discussions with industry to explore the possibility of a strapdown approach which, at that time,
be
The discussions with my Company established an agreement that the strapdown approach should
was novel.
the correct one.
of a Torpedo
Hence in the summer of 1964 A.U.W.E. let a contract for the Initial Systems Studies
These studies compared a gimballed platform, two degree of freedom gyro, and strapdown
Control System.
showed the most promise.
approaches and within a few months had established that the strapdown technique
2.

THE CONTROL PROBLEM FOR AN AIR LAUNCHED TORPEDO

Figure 2 illustrates a possible
The air launched torpedo represents a very severe control problem.
Each of these phases places constraints on the
air drop, pullout, search and terminal honing trajectory.
vehicle motion sensing and control system which will be reviewed.
guided weapon
Whilst the weapon aboard the carrier, which can be helicopter, conventional aircraft,
include direction
would
data
This
store.
non-volatile
into
loaded
is
target
the
on
or surface craft, data
It is,
depth etc.
of target, if known, and would specify tactical parameters such as search depth, water
an interface
in general, to include data about the mother vehicle attitude and motion as this necessitates
vehicles are involved,
between the mother vehicle flight systems and the weapon, and as a variety of mother
Because of this it is desirable
this results in a proliferation of differing standards of interface unit.
A possible alternative is to energise the
to release the weapon with sensors and contiol systems inert.
supply to cover the airdrop
align weapon sensors while on the mother vehicle but this necessitates a power
manoeuvres encountered during
phase as well as a sensing and computation capable of dealing with the severe
parachute deployment and water impact.
drop phase because the weapon
In particular an all angle attitude system is required to cover the air
may undergo multiple rolls in addition to large pitch excursions.
A few seconds after water entry
Water entry involves severe shocks and high transient angular rates.
functions and the propulsion
control
for
available
is
current
rise,
to
begins
output
the hattery
this phase,
The vehicles control functions must start up in a very short time, in
system starts accelerating.
to align the control
impossible
bE
would
it
which
during
manoeuvres
violent
commence
or the vehicle will
system.
to a preset search depth may be
The control system aligned and the vehicle under control, descent
If no
a selected volume of sea.
survey
to
sonar
the
allows
which
manoeuvre
initiated, followed by a search
at the same,
search
a
by
fol:owed
initiated,
be
may
heading
tarn,: is detected, a run out on a predetermined

or a differenit, depth.

When a target is detected, a terminal homing based on a lead angle computing .

region of the target,
procedure and terminal manoeuvre to ensure a hit against a vulnerable

The manoeuvres illustrated are typical, weaving manoeuvres and spiral

are initiated.

dives may also be specified.

12

A prime constraint is
that the homing array which provides a basically horizontal fan of sonar
energy, must be kept horizontal if reflections from the surface, the bottom, or isothermal layers are not
to confuse the system.
Weapon roll excursions must therefore be restricted to about
a roll attitude sensing accuracy of the order of +10.

+ 20

during search phases which implies

Against this background we can examine the attributes of strapdown recorded in the slide.
The benefit of ruggedness is self evident, the problems of alignment on the carrier and carrying
that alignment through the air drop phase have already been mentioned.
Continuous updating wherein the accelerometers used to align the system are heavily filtered and used
in a long time constant gravity update mode is a significant advantage as this approach facilitates the use
of relatively small (and therefore rugged) moderate performance rate gyros.
Rapid run up has already been identified as a necessary attribute.
The fact that the strapdown approach enables a topple free mechanisation, or at least provides a
capability to recover from and align after a topple, is of course a significant advantage when the strapdown
approach is compared with a two degree of freedom gyro or platform solution.
3.

THiE REQUIRMENTS FOR ATTITUDE SENSING FOR AN UNDERWATER WEAPON

As originally set out the design requirements for the system were,

(a)*ollAngl
o bemeauredove therane .00 oa cuaybte hn1dge
(a) Pitch Angle 0 to be measured over the range .850 to an accuracy better than 1 whenre
00

-45 0

0 4 45

(c) Azimuth Angle ijcontinuous rotation to an accuracy of better than SO
(d) Roll rate

*to

be measured over the range

*100 0/second

with an accuracy of 5%

(e) Azimuth rate O~to be measured to an accuracy of S%
(f) Body Angular rates q and r to be measured (qpitch r yaw)
Tgt
T~t
to be measured where T and t are variable

(h) Depth Z to be measured over an accuracy of * 0.5% of full range

() The system to provide power outputs to drive electro-hydrAulic control surface actuators
accordiug to the following approximate control laws

(Roll Control Surface Demand
Search(
Phase

a

u

bIi R(

Pitch Control Surface Demand

(Yaw Control Surface Demand

c~Ie

koll Control Surface Domand
(Pitch C.ontrol

Surface Demand

~Yaw Control Surface Domand' c
(k)

*a2

a~1 4

V~

*C 2

*

bsfqdt

j

-Z

o

*b 4

q

c4 r

Size weight and cost to be Moiaial. consistent with the above

The most Important parameters are noted in Fig.$ which also tummarists the env~roraental requirements.
It hOwuld he noted that many of these parawaters have %obsuquently changed, 11owcevor the roiquirtetent% today
are very similar overall and woparameter has changed so significantly to alter the blis.s for the system.
Reviewing these parameters It isclear that roll and pitch range and accuracy are critical particularly
whem coupled with the alignment problems briefly reviewed in 1.2,
Before describing the mechanisation of the chosen system inmore detail it is aecessary to very briefly
discuss some of the alternates that were discussed at the time.
noe competing sensor and computational approacida arc summaarised In Vig.4.

As this lecture is only incidentally historic, only a brief review of the pros and cons of each

is necessary.
Both theTwo Degree of Freedom gyros and platform solutions necessitate the generation of the
required body rate data by differentiation of gimbal angle outputs with consequent noise problems. The
available Two Degree of Freedom gyros had adequate drift performance or activation time but not both.
These considerations apply
Available platforms had slow erection time and inadequate shock performance.
today in that the rate gyro/accelerometer solution is the cost effective one.
Whereas the 1967 decision was marginally in favour of analogue,
The computing story has of course changed.
electronic computing with a digital mechanisation a close second and mechanical analogue a poor third, the
digital approach is now obviously superior in many cases and In fact the project implementation of the ASU
was redesigned to incorporate a digital computing mechanisation in 1971.
4.

SYSTEDIS MECHANISATION OF THE ATTITUDE SENSING UNIT (ASU)
A block diagram of the ASU is shown in Fig.S.

In essence the three rate gyro outputs p, q & r are resolved into Euler axes and integrated to
These Euler Angles are updated by filtered, resolved, accelerometer
provide Euler angles 4g and 8g.
outputs monitoring the gravity vector.
A fluxgate system consisting of three orthogonal fluxgates and magnetic compensation circuitry
provides the azimuth reference.
The nature of torpedo dynamics allow a number of valid approximations to the acceleration equations
that enable a good estimate of gravity vector direction with a filter time constant of ten seconds or so.
The Euler Rate Unit is a mechanisation of the following Euler Transformation,

1Ig

0

0

ýg

0

tta i 0m

tan 0m sin €

Cos
seco

$ mGS
m

P a

sin 0
sinm

sec0

cos

-a
r

The suffix g indicates gyro derived inforoation and the suffix a, maousurod dta.
The uplating unit ttochaniscs a tet of equations such as,

*
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* (k1 s *lh)
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k kf
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Thi* particular fore of updating or aixing is termed s•econd ovite and It is Pportnix to have a
a brief look at a block diagr'a implesetattdo
This say be obtained froe
physical understanding of it.

of tho equations shom in Pig.6.

Collecting terms multiply throuh by s

mks

•:'In

effect the Integrator (k)

t

,l

so It r k

i2

stores the oull offset error in #'

4.1

Gravity Angle Unit

If ox a)yand az are the outputs of accelerometers mounted along the x,y and z axis respectively
then the accelerometer outputs are,
ax . u + qw-

vr + a

22

(-q2 -r)

a = v - pw + ur + ax (r
y2

a

(-r + pq) + a

qp) + a y (_p2

-r2) + a
z

az = w + pv -qu + ax (-q ÷rp) +ay

(q + pr) + g sin 0

-4

(-p + qr) -g sin4 cosO

-5

(p + rq) + az (p2p-q2) -g cos 0 cos 4 -6

the gravity terms g sin 8 and -g sin 0 cos 0 are the terms required, all the others, in this instance, are
contamination.
Thes equation is not utilised in many applications.
if

The fourth, fifth and six terms, all depending on sensor displacement from the CG. and all determinate
p, q and r and their first differentials are available.

This could be obtained inertially or
The first three terms require knowledge of vehicle velocity.
In either case the cost of an ASU would rise considerably.
hydrodynamically.
v and w remain at or near zero except during major manoeuvres, hence much of the effect of these terms
In addition u may be satisfactorily approximated by a law using
may be removed by low pass filtering.
propulsor rpm as the only variable.
To summarise 'Short term' could
(a)
Resolved and integrated gyro outputs provide the 'short term' inertial reference.
be less than ten seconds (for straightforward spring restrained rate gyros) to a 100 seconds or so for rugged
In fact the azimuth output may be left unmixed to represent
high torquer capability rate integrating gyros.
the free drift output of the yaw gyro plus contamination due to errors in the measurement of the vertical,
though this is only realistic for a vehicle that runs "straight and level" for a considerable portion of the
mission.
The filtering may be
(b)
The filtered output froa acceleroweters provide the long term vehicle reference.
The need for and success of these coupem.
augmented by compensation for various non-gravity acceleration.
tions will depend on the qualityof the gyrotcopes fitted and the characteristics of the dynamics of the
vehicle.
4.2

Ftluxgste Elements and Aimuth.Antle

-Unit

So far we Wve *#de nu detailed reference to the azimuth oystm-. 7hv fluXuate Aystem coaprises three
orthogonal gates mounted along ades parallel to the principal as#e of the vehicle.
The fluxgutes are a standard type consisting of primary and secondary coills wqnd on a pair of soft
The primary 1% escited by an audio oinusoidal frequency current of sufficient amplitude to drive
iron cores.
diffoeretially about the two cores
The secondary.
tun4t
the cores into saturation at the current peaks.
Thit output is
pict* up the second harmonic content cauoed by the change in inductance at uaturation.
approximately proportional to field strength for applied static fields less. than the saturation fi(l0 for the
The secondary
cores.
To improve the linearity of output the fluxgates are utilised in a feedback mode.
output it demoduloted AMd fed back to the primary so that the net field in the cores is tere and the d.c.
current in the prinary a measure of the impressed field.
nent of earth magnetic field

Of course such devices measure any low frequency field, not Just the co€
along the axis of a particular gate.
The fi•uAgate outputs are therefore compenated for the 'hard'
torpedo.
If the free •emagnetic
field at their location (xgYig)

field along the torpedo axes (f f f )
a
then.

%'here (S)

(g
S()

(,,)

(g1)

(f5 )

-

• Its]

is a matrix of coeffcimets varying vith field distortion (the soft irop effectiv) h is a
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A, then,

Let the matrix of equation 8 be
(S) (A) (Hcos

C

~i)+
)

(h]

(-H sin •)

C
CZ
) =
)

(A) (H cos

C

)
)

1[Cg)-(h)]
(S1"

-9

(-H sin •

(

Z

)

so that if the soft iron ch.'racteristics (S) and the hard iron characteristics (h) are stored in the ASU
before the mission, the LHS of equation can be determined.
The RHS of equation appears fairly complex.
In fact, if it can be assumed that roll angle is
controlled to zero, which is normally the case for torpedoes as was explained in the introduction, a
straight forward computation for azimuth demand is available.
1

If the desired magnetic heading is
(fx )

(A)

()

C)
(f )
11i sin 0

so that sin
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(cos 0

0

(-Ht sin l)

(0

1

)

H sin ý cos

-

(
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d
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0
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REVIEW Of ATPITUOR SENSING UNIT IIARMWARE

S.

The ASU hardware has been through three *A)or phaes.
A prototype anlopueosytom that ems subjected to extensive g•tuwd trials and oftentary.

(4)

undramtor trials.

"ny

(b)

A prjeet on ivntatd onalogue syttan that Was tontvertod aid-prograeo into,I

(c)

A largely dijitally *vhc!nisd

syote. that has utdvrgonv wse

toas of underwater trial#,.

It 1* not appropi.ato to bolAbomr the orignl at aaloue wevhanisation of the ASO, nonotheless It
be rqrtlinet to r"tW the audienc that elegant analogue coeutiag solution. to saie problog are

wt'iiAM

and call Still CftPete With digital APPMoChes9.
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is used to modulate feedback around the integrators to maintain the scaling factor z equal to the desired
value a.
The circuitry associated with these two block diagrams was developed to the requisite accuracy
using late 1960s generation linear integrated circuits.
With currently available component technology, thcse circuits can be more accurate, cheaper and
In small vehicles attitude controls systems using these techniques may well
significantly smaller.
remain competitive with digital mechanisations for some time in the future.
5.1

Digital Implementation of Attitude Functions

The attitude sensing unit was redesigned in a digital implementation, not because of inherent weakress
The provision of
in the analogue approach or because of any major cost or size benefit from digitisation.
pre-programming and logic units associated with mission profiles etc., within the project vehicle has
Investigations
resulted in the incorporation of a special purpose, general purpose organised minicomputer.
showed that this machine could be modified to include the attitude sensing functions for a fairly small
penalty.
Initial examinations of the digitisation of the attitude control functions were carried out in the
context of a 12 bit data. 12 bit address serial machine with an add tlmo of 7uS and resulted in the following
estimates.
Time for I iteration
Inner loop functions 1IN samples/sec

S.9ms

Mode Control etc. 10 samples/sec

1.7ms
Core Storage 650 words Prograomm
250 words Data

$ubscquent
The attitude functions hence absorbod approximately 61% of the available cyclo time.
refinement of programme structure and consolidation of the attitude function% with other computer functions
reduced the overhead due to the attitude fun.ýtions very considerably, so that the store locations required
were reduced to 410 whilst the occupancy was down to IS% or so in a faster S as add time machine.
The simulation of the digitally mechaniled attitude functions revealed few problems even tho•uh the
original Euler transformation approach vas used which is not very efficient in a dijital implo"Vioatt Ion.
Subraquenti"Y C.iange-s in vehicle dyamics •di hiJhilght some prblviats in the roll loop, and further shapi#g

of control laws was required.

As an insur#ance against quantization and aliasaia problems, a four parameter uler Implementation
It was not proceeded .ith further as no
was also simulated and show to save storage and reduce ocupancy.
practical problems were foutd with the cavent.ional Euler Approach.

mS

Sonsors

"ehere are two basic deteeminates for the accuracy of the attitude sensing function whether the
1hey are the accuracy of the sensorl. and the adequacy of accelerometer
computing is digital or analogue.
compensatiao and the impact of these is Inter-related.
In this section we will restrict ouroelves, to sensor accuracy.
As hat been explained the original lmpleentation o( the strapdo" attitude sensing unit was for a#
Sir launched weapon, and a flualate 'compass, was eployed in the aliauth asit.
while the accuracy requirements for the rate tyros were not tevere. the envitomaetal requiremots
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'The accelerometer performance is. 1w some ways, more criticl
directly related to accelerometer errors.

as tog tern attitude accuracy is

If we consider theoy accelerometer, which was scaled to a 3g because of the considerable tentripetal
O.lS
and this error should mat b
accelerations experiencedthe" W1 error is equivalent to anerro÷of
esceeded at the normal search tirn rates of the vehicle approaching 1.09.

Of course the gyro and accelerometer parameters quoted are exceeded bymany orders in strapdown
navigation systems.
Nonetheless the achievement of say the 10/hr gyro drift rate and 5Opg accelerometer
performance which could be required for the most accurate implementations of the ASU remains difficult when
the reaction time and environment are considered.
5.3

Initial Trials of the A.S.U.

The initial trials of the ASO were performed in a van.
A 'brass board' ASU was tested against an
Elliott E3 inertial platform in a van.
These trials proved that:
(a)

The ASU functioned correctly and was accurate to within ._.o of the accuracy estimated from a
mathematical model.

(b)

Some fairly hair-raising manoeuvres can be carried out in a van.

Subsequently an ASU was run in an underwater test vehicle in the English Channel mainly to evaluate
the performance of the fluxgates in an electrically propelled vehicle.
Again the trials were successful
although the bang-bang limit cycle operation of the roll control system in this test vehicle produced some
unexpected effects.
These effects were subsequently established as being due to the approximations in the
ASU computing.
The digital implementation of the ASU has now completed thirty or so trial runs which have explored
most of its "flight envelope".
No problems directly associated with the ASU function have been discovered.
although electrical noise levels in the test vehicles have been higher than expected and work is proceeding
to reduce these.
6.

FURT•ER DEVELOPM4ET OF TM ST1APDOWN ATTITUDe SENSOR
A development of the AU is currently undergoing developmet mo.del trials.

The major n•w systems requirement for this development was an a*imoth performane in the 2*/h class
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Because four parameters are being used to describe orientation when only three are necessary, a
constraint equation exists of the form:
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It is worth noting that equation 24 will yield equation 21 if only the first term of equation 23 is
used.
Equation 24 will be implemented within the ASU to maintain the required heading accuracy.
More
powerful solutions/approximations such as a fourth order Rung have been considered but the accuracy gained
in the Algorithm translation by the slower iteration response T is not considered worth while in this
particular application.
6.4

Long Term Monitoring

Mixing a filtered accelerometer information to offset drifts and non-linearities in rate gyroscopes
was again chosen as the long term monitoring mechanisation using the approach outlined below and illustrated
in Fig.10.
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The mixing time constant T should be greater than any acceleration transients, control loop or external
disturbances but obviously not so long as to make drift errors significant.
The dominant factor is wave
motion near the surface and a time constant of about 30 seconds will be appropriate.

The operator
If both xs and x
Xet
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Constraint Equation

When equation 18 is used to integrate equation 22 computational errors will tend to accumulate, due
to such limitations as word length, so that
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Where K is selected on the basis of trials and is approximately
The overaul
independent measv:.
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echanisatlon of the softwa'e system is shown in Fig.9.
It should be noted that ar
of -hicle forward velocity U is again raquired in the a.celerometer correction equations.

The object of this section was to provide an overview of the mechanisation of a modern application of
strapdown to the attitude control of a vehicle and to show that the mechanisation can be relatively simple
in certain restricted cases.
The 'bottom up' gravity monitored approach to strapdown vehicle attitude control is a valuable approach
to system mechanisation and in a limited aumber of cases a simpler alternative to a full Schuler Tuned
Inertial System.
7.
AIICRAPT STRAPI.OWN SYSTMS
Over the last four or five years a considerable amount of effort has bee" expended in the UK on the
development of strapdown tchniquws for aircraft attitude sensing and navigation.
One programme hai continued during this period at Rarconi-Flliott, its beginnings based on the
torpedo attitude sensor tork described earlier and the Company's 20 years of experienuce with platform IN

systets.
This programme has now divided into two development activities, one directed at the development of a
gyro suitable for Strapdown Navigation sAd the other the flight trials of a strapdown attitude reference
using conventional pulsed torqued floated gyros.
Those flight trials ire aimed at verification of the algorithms ,hat have been developed by HarconiElliott a•nd to this end the 4lgorithms are being modified during the trials so that coeirative performance
may be evaluated.
It is only possible to provide a very brief description of the systoms approach taken in this trials
equipment, so that the experimental result4 shown later can be placed in context.
The gyros selected are In the 0.2*/hr random drift class and the dtsign aim performance of the attitude
and headi"g reference system it.
I o level accuracy
I a free heading drift
7.1

10 Sir,.
21hr.

.Schuler Iutiiin

The velocity *Axitig filter 4,1
An air data velocity xotirce is used to ottin.ise gyro 'arift effecti.
third order, thougIh it approsecates to A )ecoad order system with a time content roughly an order skAier
tlhta the Schuler period.

5-12
7.2

Attitude Update Algorithm
The Four Parameter Euler approach is used with an update algorithm of the fourth order Rung type.
viz.1
+2m
2mi M41
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nSis the lel vector at time n
is the 'e' vector at time n

1
I

0, 112are the rate matrix A1at successive iteration intervals.

7.3

'Conclusion

An objective of this paper was to show that there is a range of practical applications of strapdown
in which cost and performance vary over two orders of magnitude or more.
The emphasis in the paper has
been on the lower end of this range where it has been shown that for certain classes of vehicle strapdown
attitude sensing was the cost, effective approach a decade ago.
This cost advantage has increased over the years.
Though many strapdown systems are mechaniacd using digital computing experience from a decade ago,
coupled with recent advances in linear integrated circuits, it shows that for the simpler vehicles, attitude
sensing using analogue computing may well be economic and bear serious consideration.
The majority of
angular rate and acceleration sensors that are available and suitable for small vehicle applications have
an analogue output, most actuation systems demand an analogue inpot.
Though this situation is changing
and is continuing to change, analogue sensors may hold sway for many applications for some time to come.
Finally I would like to thank colleagues within Marconi-Elliott Avionici and at the Admiralty Underwater Weapon Establishment, Portland Dorset, also Marconi Space and Defence Systems, Stanvore Middlesex for
their valued contributions to this paper.
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LASER-GYRO
STRAPD3WN INERTIAL SYSTEM
APPLICATIONS
DR. EMANUEL LEVINSON
SPERRY GYROSCOPE DIV., SPERRY RAND CORP.
GREAT NECK, L.L, N.Y. 11020
SUMMARY
Laser-gyro strapdown inertial systems are now available that can satisfy a broad range of
aerospace and marine applications. This paper describes three widely different applications:

2.

Tactical Air-To-Surface Missile Midcourse Guidance
Shipboard Fire Control Attitude Reference

3.

Aircraft Inertial Navigator

1.

Mission requirements, system configuration, alignment techniques, and existing hardware and software
are delineated for each application. Error analysis, simulation, and test data are presented which
clearly demonstrate the capability of the laser-gyro strapdown system to meet the specific application
requirements.
1. INTRODUCTION
Laser gyro strapdown inertial systems are beginning to be used in a broad range of aerospace
and marine applications. This paper focuses on three of these applications:
(1) Tactical Air-To-Surface Missile Midcourse Guidance
(2) Shipboard Fire Control Attitude Reference
(3) Aircraft Liertial Navigator
These partiular applications were selected because of their advanced state of development,
their wide disparity in component performance requirements, and their encompassing general interest,
The tactical Air-To-Surface Missile midcourse guidance system has !een successfully flight-tested at
Holloman Air Force Base. Engineering development models have been designed and fabricated for the
Shipboard Fire Control System (U. S. Navy MK 16 Stable Element) attitude reference, which t? likely to
be the first operational use of a laser gyro system. A prototype aircraft inertial navigator has also
been successfully flight tested at Holloman. This self-align I nm/h navigator requires an order-ofmagnitude better laser gyro performance compared to the other applications.
The following topics are covered for each application:
(1) Typical Mission Profile
(2) Mission Requirements
(3) System Functional Block Diagram
(4) System Operating Modes - Aligment Technique
(5) Specific System Synthesis - Hardware Description and Strapdown Software Description
(6) System Performance Analysis and Error Propagation Relationships - Inertial Component
Error Models
(7) Test and/or Simulation Results
There are certain common elements sssoviated vwith each application. These are treated primarily in the first application in which they avise. Subsequent applications refer back to the earlier
discussions.
Noteworthy concepts and coatrlbto•
pointed out.
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2. TACTICAL AIR-TO-SURFACE MISSILE MIDCOURSE GUIDANCE APPLICATION
0

Ring-laser-gyro strapdown systems are now available in small-size low-cost configurations
with performance capabilities suitable for many air-to-surface missile midcourse guidance applications.
This fact has been conclusively demonstrated at Holloman Air Force Base by successful flight tests of a
tactical missile guidance system developedby U. S. Air Force/Lockheed Missiles and Space Co. using a
Sperry SLIC-15 Inertial Measurement Unit•
This section describes a typical tactical Air-to-Surface Missile mission application and the key
features of the laser-gyro strapdown system that can satisfy mission requirements. Selected Holloman
flight test results are presented.
2.1 Typical Mission Profile and Requirements
A typical air-launched tactical missile mission is sketched in Figure 1. The strapdown inertial
system must provide suitable "basket" navigation accuracy during missile flight so that the terminal or
midcourse fix sensor can capture the target or the scene within the reference-map dimensions. Initial
velocity and initial position data are provided by the mother-aircraft master navigation system prior to
launch. The availability of this aircraft reference data and the time duration of captive flight enables the
missile inertial system to be leveled, aligned, and calibrated en route to the target area utilizing the aircraft reference data. This greatly minimizes the inertial component performance requirements of the
missile inertial system.
The missile inertial system also provides pointing and stabilizing data to the fix sensor and body
rates, body accelerations, and attitude data for flight control purposes. The missile inertial system
could also provide missile altitude information. In applications where this is not accurate enough, a
separate altimeter sensor is utilized in conjunction with the inertial system.
For accuracy analysis purposes, a typical guided glide bomb trajectory after launch is depicted
in Figure 2. In this case, terminal fixing begins 10 minutes after launch, followed by a terminal maneuver to the target.
Lockheed specifications for the U. S. Air Force Radiometric Area O~rrelation Guidance flight
test program were 3000 feet rms per axis after 10 minutes of inertial flight, following a 15 minute align/
calibrate period prior to launch. This was taken to require much tighter position errors at shorter
times of flight following launch, for use of a midcourse position fix, and for position build-up between
fixes.
Accuracy analyses of typical tactical Air-to-Surface Missile missions have been performed
which result in the approximate set of inertial system requirements shown in Table 1. Many missions
can be satisfied with lesser requirements. One point worth noting from Table I is that azimuth bias
drift is nowhere near as important an error contributor as horizontal axis bias drifts. Additional information on tactical missile inertial system requirements can be obtained from References 2 and 3.
TABLE I
INERTIAL SYSTEM ACCURACY REQUIREMENTS
TO SATISFY MOST TACTICAL AIR-TO-SURFACE MISSILE MISSIONS (lo)
Laser-Gyros
Residual bias drift (after in-air alin/calibrate)
Horizontal Axes

Vertical Axis
Random White Noise Drift
Random Markovil Drift (i UR correlation Time)
Scale-Factor Stability
Scale-Factor Asymmetry
Accelerometers

0.1

A/h

1.0 o/h
0.03 0
o/jh
0.1 /hA
200 PPM
1o PPU

DimBStability

150

4

Scale-Factor Stability

500

PPM

Initial Tilt per Axis

0.4

Initial Azimuth

Initial Velocity per Axis

1.5

ft/8

Initial Position per Axis

200

ft

2.2 System Functional Block Diagram
Figure 3 is a functional block diagram of a strapdown missile guidance system. The strapdown laser gyros and accelerometers with associated electronics provide body angular and velocity increments to a digital microcomputer. The computer performs the functions indicated to yield velocity
and position information for navigation and guidance.
2.3 System Operating Modes - Alignment Techniques
As shown in Figure 1, a typical air-launched tactical missile inertial system will have three
basic operating modes:
(1) Ground coarse align and checkout
(2) Married flight fine align
(3) Missile flight navigation
The IMU itself has only one operating mode.
take place in the computer via the software program.

The differences in the inertial system modes all

2.3. 1 Ground Coarse Align and Checkout Mode
Depending on the time available on the ground before takeoff, a coarse leveling, alignment, and
gyro bias calibration is performed and a rough checkout of the IMU is accomplished. One approach,
used in the Sperry Gyroscope Division laboratory, is as follows. A simple Kalman filter approach,
used in the Holloman flight-test program, is described later under in-air align.
The Euler Parameters are first initialized approxim-tely from operator-inserted values of
aircraft heading, pitch, and roll angles. They are then updated from integration of gyro-measuired
body angular increments and corrected (leveled and aligned) by means of the velocity difference and
azimuth difference feedback loops shown in Figure 4.
Any tendency of the velocity and azimuth differences to keep building up is assumed to be
caused by gyro drifts. The angular correction information is summed over a 3-minute time period,
and a least squares filtering (smoothing) is performed to yield a best estimate of the gyro bias drifts
over that period. These bias corrections are then inserted as a calibration of the gyro drifts. If
more time is available on the ground the bias calibrations will be repeated -very 3 minutes until takeoff.
The best available true heading from the aircraft is utilized as the heading refey'ence during
this mode. This could be a magnetic flux valve or the aircraft IMU (which is presumably performing
its own self-alignment at this time). Including flexure and boresighting errors, the magnetic heading
reference should be accurate to better than 2 degrees and the aircraft IMU reierence accuracy might
approach 30 minutes of arc. Sperry has performed a computer analysis of a ground-align mode similar
to this, assuming a 2-degree heading reference with 15-minute of arc white-noise disturbances and
SLIC 15 RLG/Q-Flex accelerometer performance. (A Kalman filter was employed in place of the
least-squares filter.) The results are depicted in Figure 5. it is observed that after about 3 minutes
of time, the inertial system:
(1) Is leveled to about 0.5 minute of arc per axis (strongly balanced against horizontal
accelerometer biases)
(2) Is aligned in azimuth to the accuracy of the azimuth reference
(3) Has its equivalent North-axis drift calibrated to about 0. 15 degree per hour (determined
by white noise random drift smoothing capability in 3 minutes)
(4)

Has its equivalent East-axis drift calibrated in balance against the heading offset, according to
C

fE cos X

8H

The improperly resolved coordinate frame rate (earth rate) is balanced agaiist a bias
drift to keep the leveling loops happy. This is about 0.3 degree per hour at 45 degrees
Latitude for 6 H = 2 degrees
(5)

Has its equivalent azimuth drift slowly being calibrated (determined by the white-noise
heading-variation smoothing capabil'ty in the time available).

The equivalent vertical acceleration bias can also be calibrated on the ground, utilizing the
knowledge that vertical velocity equals zero.

SThe
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IMU will also be checked out automatically during this ground period.

Malfunction indi-

cations can be provided if any of the following exceed a predetermined test tolerance:
(1)

Deviation of pitch and roll angle from nominal values

(2) Measured value of one g acceleration
(3) Amplitude of error signals in leveling Iomps
(4)

Amplitude of gyro bias corrections

(5) Various built-in-test equipment (BITE) measurements
(6) Component temperatures
2.3.2 Married Flight Fine Align Mode
When the aircraft is ready for takeoff, the inertial system shifts to an in-air alignment mode.
For a least-squares filter approach, this is similar in many respects to the ground-alignment mode
(see Figure 4). A sub-optimal Kalman filter approach is described at the end of this subsection.
During married flight, the master navigator in the aircraft is used to provide velocity, position, and heading references in place of the known zero velocities and other information used on the
ground. The velocity differences and azimuth difference are utilized in much the same way as in
ground align to maintain the inertial system leveled, aligned, and calibrated. Lever-arm corrections
are applied to the reference velocities to account for translation velocity differences due to distances
between the master navigator and the missile inertial system.
This simple alignment arrangement will work out fairly well for obtaining accurate leveling
and accurate calibration of the equivalent North and East gyro bias drifts (East drift again being
balanced against heading offset), assuming that there are long enough stretches (several 0. 5-minute
periods) of approximately straight and level flight. Highly maneuvering situations will be sensed and
the alignment loops will be opened up during those times.
Because of flexures and boresight variations between the master navigator in the aircraft and
the missile IMU, the azimuth alignment obtained by azimuth matching will probably be no better than
30 minutes of arc, and the calibration of the azimuth gyro drift will probably be no better than 0.5
degree per hour.
Another possible heading alignment technique is an inflight gyrocompassing of the missile IMU.
However, the gyro drift performance of a low-cost IMU, even if 0. 05 degree per hour, would contribute 17 minutes of arc heading error in such a gyrocompassing operation. Furthermore, any boresight
errors between the velocity reference and the IMU come into play if one tries to avoid problems in
westerly flight where longitude rate approaches earth rate. These boresight errors are precisely what
we are trying to avoid by resorting to an alternative alignment technique.
There Is only one known method for achieving an accurate heading alignment without adding
additional equipment in the missile. This is to perform a velocity change match, requiring a small
aircraft maneuver. An accuracy analysis of this technique shows that heading alignment approaching
the accuracy of the reference heading of the aircraft system can be achieved.
The aircraft flies a slightly offset course so that it can make a turn of 20 to 30 degrees shortly
before launch (or fly an "S" manuever). During the turn, the feedback from the aircraft IMU is cut off.
Following the turn, the feedback is resumed and the new velocity differences are used to compute an
azimuth correction. A heading error ( 6 H) causes a velocity error perpendicular to the A V change
occurring during the maneuver. This measured velocity difference is utilized to correct the 8 H. As
previously stated, the 6 H offset was correlated with East gyro drift, so that East gyro drift is also
corrected as a result of the manuevers. Then, the missile vertical errors are again quickly damped
out using the velocity and position feedback prior to launch.
A second aircraft manuever could be performed if it were desired to get a better calibration
of azimuth gyro drift in the air. However, error analysis of typical tactical missile missions indicate
that much larger azimuth gyro drift error can be tolerated (I degree per hour or more) than North or
East-axis drifts.
Various automatic checkout and BITE indications can be performed during the married portion
of the flight to enable a GO or NO-GO decision to be made at laumch.
At the conclusion of the in-air alignment and maneuver mode prior to launch, the missile IMU
should be leveled to better than 0.5 minute of arc per axis, and North and East gyro bias drifts should
be calibrated to about 0.1 degree per hour. Depending on the accuracy of the master navigator,
azimuth align to about 6 minutes of are, azimuth drift to about 0. 5 degree per hour, Initial position to
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If a rapid takeoff is necessary, the Inertial system can start in the air in the fine-alignment
mode. The ability to align, starting in the air, provides a quick-reaction capability. Of course, to use
it, the master aircraft IMU must have a very quick reaction capability itself.
An alternate in-air (and ground) alignment/calibration approach makes use of a sub-optimal
Kalman filter in place of the least-squares-filter approach just described. Lockheed personnel devised
a simple six-state (three misalignment angles about North, East, and vertical and three gyro drifts
about the X, Y, and Z body axes) Kalman filter that was utilized and proven out in the Holloman flight
tests. Figure 6 is a block diagram of the Kalman Filter utilization. The flow within the Kalman filter
is conventional. Estimates of the six states are calculated once every 5 seconds, using the horizontal
velocity differences between the master and slave navigation systems as measurements. During alliment, the system is closed-loop; that is, the misalignment angles and the gyro drifts entimated by the
filter, as well as the current master navigator position and velocity, are entered as corrections into
the missile-system software.
As shown in the derivation and equations of this Kalman filter In Appendix A, the use of only
six states and various other simplifying assumptions leads to a set of very simple relationships and a
minimal computer burden. The fact that several important states (e.g., accelerometer biases) are
not modeled could lead to disturbances during the aircraft maneuvers needed for azimuth alignment.
However, this worry did not prove to be serious under the flight-test conditions used.
2.3.3 Navigation Mode
The missile IMU may enter the navigation mode immediately at launch or a little earlier. In
the navigation mode, the inertial system operates exactly as in the alignment mode except that there is
no feedback for external position and velocity references. The only exception Is when fix data is available. At this time, there Is a correction to inertial position and to velocity, based on memory of the
time of the last correction. This allows greater accuracy after a midcourse fix and makes it easier to
fly a narrowing basket near the vtry end of flight.
2.4 System Synthesis - Hardware Description
The strapdowu inertial system for the U.S. Air Force flight test program consisted of the
Sperry SLIC-15 laser gyro liU and the Delco Magic 362 computer, Integrated together by the Lockheed
Missiles and Space Company. These elements are briefly described in the following sectio4.

2.4.1 SUC-15 UDescr!plon
Figure I is a photograph of the S31C-15 DUO, as configured for the Air Force RACO flight
test program. The IMU consists of two assemblies; a sensor assembly containing the utrapdown laser
gyros and accelerometers, and an electronics assembly oontaining latser gyms cootrol and signal-proceasing circuits, accelerometer signal processing circuits, computer interface, and po*er-supply
regulators. The electronics assembly pickgig for the flight test proram is a brausboard configuration. A major size and weight reduction can be accomplished by a combinatio of hybridiziationd the
shifnig of some hardware function Into software.
jnsor.AssembWv. The sensor assembly contains three laser gyro and three accelerometers
in
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(4) Accelerometer sensitive-axis alignment and stability - Sharing the same block as the
gyros assures sensitive ams alinmen and stability.
The accelerometers selected for use in the IMU are the force rebalanced Q-Flex Sundstrand
accelerometers. These units were selected because of their proven performance and low cost.
Figure 8 is a photograph of the sensor assembly with cover removed. The unit is 7-1/2 inches
in diameter by 8-1/2 inches long, and weighs appro.imately 20 pounds. Factory calibration determines
a sensitive-axis-aligment matrix, relative to the reference surfaces, for computer software inputs.
There are no inertial component heaters utilized in the SLIC-15 IMU.
Passive thermal compensation circuitry is included to compensate for certain go and accelerometer effects.
Tables 2 and 3 list the current performance characteristics of the SLIC-15 laser gyro and the
Q-Flex accelerometer, based on extensive testing of many units.
Electronics Assembly. The IMU electronics assembly Is functinaly divided into three major
areas:
(1) Signal Conditioner

(2) Laser Gyro Control
(3) Power Supply
A simplified block diagram is shown in Figure 9.
The signal conditioner operates on laser gyro and accelerometer outipt ',ignals to condition
these signals for multiplexing Into the digital computer. The laser gyro signal conditioning consists of
pulse-forming, bias and scale factor compensations to translate gyro tutput signals into scaled body
angle lncrements, The accelerometer conditioning consists of a pulse coverter to digitize the accelerometer analog oUtus. The accelerometer outputs are dital representations of body ais Ineremental veloecltes.
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The signal conditioner also contains a customized interface to accommodate gyro and accelerometer data transfer into the system's general-purpose computer. Upon address by the computer, the
gyro and accelerometer angle and velocity increments are multiplexed in 12-bit parallel form into the
computer.
The laser-gyro control contains the circuitry necessary for satisfactory operation of the three
laser gyros. Each laser gyro requires the following three closed-loop control servos:
(1)

Optical bias current regulation

(2) Cavity path length control
(3)

Gas discharge tube current regulation

The power stipply contains regulated dc-to-dc converters for all of the primary IMU power requirements. It operates from an unregulated 28-Vdc supply. Included in the power-supply module is an
elapsed-time meter to record total IMU operating hours.
Built into the electronics assembly is circuitry to continuously monitor specific key operating
parameters. Reasonability checks are continuously made; in the event of an indicated failure, an output
discrete is generated to alert the digital computer of the existence of a possible failure. This BITE also
generates a fault isolation indication that enables the failed module to be immediately identified by lighting a light-emitting diode. Plug-in replaceabillty assures rapid maintenance to restore the DIU to
operational status.
The present electronics assembly consists of five plug-in circuit modules and a removable
power supply. The physical characteristics of this brassboard configuration are as follows:
Size:

8x9x7in

Weight:

18 lb

Power:

85 W

Design studies using the latest hybridized printed-circuit-board te'hntques indicate that the
electronics and power supply could be packaged in a unit of about 150 cubic inches in size and weighing
less than 9 pounds. In addition many of the gyro conditioning functions can be performed in software
instead of hardware, leading to further size and weight reductions.
Reliabili and Life. The SLIC-15 IMU is predicted to have an exceptionally high reliability
because of its mechanical simplicity and complete absence of moving parts. Gimbal drives and conventional wheel gyros with their inherent mechanical complexity are not employed. The accelerometer
used is an extremely simple quartz flex type.
Based on U. S. Government standard MIL-HDBK-217B, the IMU is predicted to have a mean
time before-failure of about 7000 hours in a grodnd environment. Applying stress levels for aircraft
and missile environments, the probability of mission success for a typical air launched missile profile (20 minutes on the ground, 2 hours in captive flight, 10 minutes in free flight) is a very high 0. 9978.
Operational experience with SLIC-15 units, to date, has thus far supported the excellent
reliability expected.
The confidence in these reliability predictions is further enharced via the experience with the
exceptionally long-life laser tube employed in this design. This gas discharge tube has a seven year
history of operation without a failure. About 50 laser gyros have been built and tested in this period
with one still operating after 60, 000 hours.
2.4.2 Digital Navigation Computer
The digital computer used in the flight test program was a standard production midel Magic
362 built by Delco Electronics and used in the Carousel series of tnertial navigation systems. It was
selected for this test program because of its proven capability and adequate performance capacity.
There have been significant advances in the computing state-of-the-art over the last few years, and any
production tactical missile strapdown guidance system would utilize the most modern microcomputer
available.
2.5 System Synthesis - Strapdown Software Description
An optimal set of strapdcwn algorithms has been synthesized for use with the SLIC-1S IMU.
The algorithms employed convert body-axes angular and velocity increments into earth-reference-frame
velocity Increments and Euler an
i algorithms
int the addd compuat
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The basic objectives in "designing" a set of strapdown algorithms are to ensure that any computational errors introduced are within allowable bounds and to minimize the time and memory burden
on the computer employed. The Sperry strapdown configuration and algorithms satisfy these basic
objectives.
The strapdown computational flow is shown in Figure 10. For the U.S. Air Force flight-test
program and the Delco Magic 362 computer, a basic computational rate of 25 per second, with front-end
operations at 100 per second and 59 per second. was utilized. For more modern higher-speed comr-tters such as the Fperry SP-2000, the algorithms are performed at twice these rates.
At the 25 per second rate, the cvmputational errors are an equivalent drift rate of under 0. 0i,
degree per hour and an equivalent acceleration of less than 50 •g for severe angular rate and coning
inputs. The algorithms require only about 1500 words and 20 percent of the time capacity of the Delco
Marc 362.
The following are some of the ky features incorporated into the strapdown computation:
(1) Four-parameter (quaternion) attitude representation
(2)

Simplified third-order Taylor series attitude integration including noncommutativity terms

(3) First-order extrapolation of coordinate frame rate transformation
(4) Orthonormalization of attitude matrix
(5)

Coriolis rotational corrections to body velocity increments

(6) High 3peed incremental direction cosine integration to yield higher rate attitude data
(7)

Double-precision or unblased round-off where appropriate

(8) High-speed body rate and acceleration outputs for flight control
An independent assessment of these algorithms was made by the Charles Stark Draper
Laboratory where it was shown that coning motion errors were equivaient to standard third-order
quaternions being performed at twice the computing speed.
There are several 'unconventional" techniques employed in this set of algorithms that are
worth noting. Credit for development of most of theae techniques is due to Dr. Bernard Schwartz of
Sperry Gyroscope Division.
It may be observed from the computational flow diagramt that there is no "rate extraction"
module. This is accomplished by using a 2:1 speed ratio between the ogyro Inputs and the quaternion
Sitegration, and by expressing the quaternion integration in terms of Wue "half" angular increments
dhectly (instead of using angular rates).
The technI,-e of performing Corlolls body rotational corrections on the body velocity Increments Is also unique. these corrections are required to compensate for the fact that the body may be
rotating during the integration Interval when the velocity Increments were being accumulated. The need
for these corrections and a derivation of the rotation correction terms to the third order are presented
in Appendix B.
For those applications requiring accurate attitude information at a faster output rate than 25
times per second (e.g. for Cx sensor pointing without smearing), a special fine/coarse Incremental
direction cosine ritegration technique is performed as observed in Figure 10. Thus, to yield 100 per
second attitude data, gyro irputs are taken It, at this rate, rotated (without certain corrections), Pzd
integrated in a simple single-precislon first-order direction cosine update routine at a 100-per-second
rate. Every fourth period (25 per second), the Incremental integration routine is reinitialised from
the very accurate hightr-order attitude integration normally taking place. Accurate direction-cosine
data is then available at a 100-per-second rate. This Incremental parallel path approach adds only
about 115 words and 5 percent of time to the basic strapdown computing burden. This was found to be
much more efficient and flexible than high-order extrapolation schemes or a direct increase in the

basic attitude update speed.

This set of etrapdown algorithms has not only been successfully programmed by Lockheed on
the Delco Magic 362 computer, but also by Sperry on as Interdat 70 computer and on an SP-1000
computer (at twice the speed).
The digital computer software also contains conventional navigation routines, which will not
be detailed here, and the alp/ncallhratlon Kalman filter wh'ch was described in Section 2.3.

2.6 System Performance Analysis
An error analysis of the SLIC-15 laser gyro strapdown inertial system was performed for a
typical guided glide-bomb mission. The error propagation relationships and the resultant positional
errors are presented in Table 4. The mission trajectory depicted in Figure 2 was employed for the
error analysis.
TABLE 4
ERROR ANALYSIS FOR ASSUMED GLiDE BOMB MISSION
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For simplicity of analysis, the glide bomb flight was assumed to be due East at a latitude of
45 degrees. The velocity was approximated to be linearly decreasing with time according to
(VGE = 820 - 0. 5t)
An average VGE of 670 feet per second was employed for certain error coefficients.
Initial position was assumed to be obtained from the mother-ship navigation system.
Initial velocity and initial vertical alignment and "horizontal" gyro bias calibration were
assumed to be performed by means of a velocity matching to the mother-ship navigation system during
a leveling mode. Initial azimuth was assumed to be obtained by a velocity-change matching to the
mother-ship navigation system during a special turn-alignment mode.
A simplified error flow diagram for this mission is depicted in Figure 11. For the 10-minute
flight time, errors propagate approximately in an "open-loop" fashion, even though the inertial system
is Schuler-tuned. This is because the 84-minute period Schuler loop and the several hour-period
earth loop have not had time to cause feedback effects on error propagation to come into play. Substitution of t L 10 minutes in the more exact Schuler-loop propagation relationships will confirm this
fact.
The major error sources are:
(1) Various gyro errors that either measure body motions incorrectly or cause drift rate
(giving a body motion indication when none exists). These error sources will produce
attitude errors that build up with time. These errors in turn cause the accelerations
being measured to be transformed improperly from body axes to earth coordinates. This
means that vertical acceleration (Ig) components will appear in the horizontal acceleration outputs, and an East acceleration output will appear on the North acceleration output
(cross-coupling effects) and vice versa. This is directly analogous to a gimballed system
where the accelerometer platform is tilted off of a true vertical and misaligned in azimuth
from a desired direction. In this case, a "Phantom" platform exists in the strapdown
computer. The incorrect earth-referenced velocity increments are then integrated into
incorrect velocities and position.
(2) Various accelerometer measurement errors that are integrated into velocity and position
errors.
(3) Initial condition errors:
(a) Initial position primarily yields a direct position error.
(b) Initial velocity primarily integrates into position errors.
(c) Initial attitude matrix errors (analogous to initial vertical tilts and initial a- tuth
misalignment) in addition to direct attitude errors cause an improper trans. .rmation
of accelerations into earth coordinates (cross-coupling of lg into East and North,
cross-coupling of East acceleration into North and vice versa). These Incorrect
earth referenced velocity increments then integrate into velocity and position errors.
A secondary effect of an incorrect attitude matrix is to incorrectly transform the
coordinate-frame rates into body axes. This is analogous to improper "torquing"
in a gimbal system.
(4) Oomputing errors. Each of the computing blocks shown in Figure 11 can contribute to
attitude or position errors, or both, because of Inexact computations. The computations
are inexact because of truncation errors (use of inexact or limited-order algorithms),
round-otf errors (ftnite word-length), senescenee errors (computing time lag), sampling
time effects (computing cycle time is not wero), and qusntizatlon errors (increments are
not infinitesimal).
(6) Mounting and boresight errors. Auy structural misalilgnments between the inertial-sensor
assembly and the vehicle reference axes will contribute to output attitude errors. They
will not cause any navigational errors.
In a 10-minute free-flight navigation, a position CEP of less than 1600 feet results.
Figure 12 depicts the positional error build-up with time for the SLIC-15 system, without

and with a positoual update.

If a fix is made near the middle of the missile flight, it can be shown that:
(1) Corrections can be made to the position errors existing at the time of the fix to the
accuracy limits of the position fix.
(2)

Corrections can be made to the "average" velocity error that existed from the time of
launch to the time of the fix, to the limits of the position fix error divided by the time to
the fix.

(3)

Corrections to gyro bias drift or other individual error sources are not fruitful for the
error magnitudes utilized.

•
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As can be observed from Table 4, the requirements on azimuth gyro drift are much less
stringent than on residual horizontal axes drift. This is fortunate, since azimuth gyro drift is much
more difficult to calibrate during in-air alignment. The very small error contribution due to initial
azimuth listed in Table 4 is somewhat misleading. It results from a subtraction of dependent errors
for a due East flight at 45 degrees latitude. For example, the net error due to 10 minutes-of-arc initial
azimuth for a similar due West flight at 45 degrees latitude is 330 feet crossrange. Initial azimuth
error propagation is also more significant for those powered tactical missiles that have a large acceleration after launch.
It is also noted that gyro scale-factor errors and misalignment errors are not listed in Table 4.
This is because of their negligible effect for the nonmaneuvering missile profile employed in the error
analysis. Fairly tight specifications for these error sources should be maintained to achieve good inair aligmnent-maneuver results, to minimize the effects of coning motions and vehicle perturbation,
and to minimize the effects of any maneuver angular changes that might occur on other missile missions.
Thus, for a circular coning motion of half-cone angle a and radian frequency w, the rectified
coning drift due to a scale factor error 6 SF can be shown to be

a2

EWD"

6

SF

For a 2-degree 1-HZ coning motion, a
degree per hour.

6

SF of 0. 01 percent yields a drift rate of 0. 08

2

Scale-factor symmetry is especially important if vehicle perturbations are taking place. One of
the major advantages of laser gyro sensors is that they have inherent scale-factor symmetry. If there
is an oscillation of angle a with radian frequency w, the rectified drift rate due to scale-factor difference, ksf + - kaf. can be shown to be

EWD - (ksF+ - kSF.)

..

w

For a 2-degree 1-HZ perturbation, an 0. 001 percent scale difference results in a drift rate of
0. 144 degree per hour.
2. 7 Teat Data
Table 6 is a summary of typical test data on the SLIC-15 IMU units at Sperry prior to or during
acceptance testing and at Holloman Air Force Base. These data indicate performance well within
acceptance test specification and close to that predicted.
One of the most severe tests of a strapdown system is navigation under a coning motion (aim-

"ultaneous sinusoidal motion In two axes, 90 degrees out of phase with each other). This type of input
exercises gyro scale-factor and linearity (including pola'ity symmetry) errors, accelerometer size-

effect error, and computational noncommutativity errors, as well an most of the other error sources.
The test results shown in Table 5 confirm good strapdown performance of both the Inertial sensors and
the software algorithms.
The purpose of the Holloman flight tests was to prove out the simplified Kalman filter in-air
align technique, as well as to verify missile system navigatiAo performance. Various in-air maneuver
patterns (four S-turns, three S-turns, two 8-turns with different periods of straight and level flight
after the last maneuver) and alignment times were tried out. Post launch heading cuages and titude
descents were also tried out. The rms performance was well within specification In all cases. A
10-minute in-air alignment time with two S-turns was found to be more than adequate.

£

The 10 August 1976 flight test runs utilized a 3-minute straight and level period following the
lWst S-turn maneuver prior to launch. This enables maneuver induced effects due to any unmodeled
filter states to settle out before launch and yields optimum system performance. Best estimates of
resident leveling, alignment, and calibration errors achieved by the SLIC-I5 system using the in-air
alignment Kalman-filter technique for the six runs of 10 August 1W76 were:

eA0E

0.74

rms

edx

0.30 oA

eAON= 0.61 min rms
e&K= 5.88rain

s

0.14/h

e"mi

0.67°/h

TABLE 5
SLIC 15 IMU TEST RESULTS
NAV. ERRORS AT END OF 10 MINUTES
(FOLLOWING 15 MIN. WARMUP & 15 MIN. ALIGN/CAL.)
EXCLUDING INITIAL POSITION AND INITIAL VELOCITY ERRORS
North Distance

East Distance

(Ft)

(Ft)

3000

3000

Acceptance Test Spec (RMS)

For guided glide bomb
application

Accuracy Analysis

1100

Prediction (RMS)

1100

Based on predicted
gyro performance

Static RMS of 4 Runs

1374

1394

S/N 004 - 12/17/75
30 minutes off between
runs

Scorsby Coning Motion
RMS of 5 Runs

1699

2372

S/N 003 - 10/1/75
1 Hz

__*2.10,

Random Vibration
RMS of 5 Runs

1388

1095

S/N 003 - 10/1/75
2g RMS
20-2000 Hz

Elev. Temp. RMS
of 7 Runs

2344

2175

S/N 003 - 10/23-24/75
During +50°F Temp.
Rise

FLT Test RMS of
6 Runs

1469

958

S/N 004 8/10/76
In C141 at Holloman
AFB

OFLT Test RMS of
47 Runs

2547

1818

S/N 004 June 1977
in C141 at Holloman
AFB

*Includes some runs with 10-minute Align/Calibrate, and some runs with 30 degree heading change
after "launch".
Certain straightforward improvements could yield improved performance to that demonstrated
in Table 5, without requiring any chaqges to the basic inertial components. For the flight-test program,
a velocity-increment resolution of 2-4 ft/s pulse was employed in the accelerometer digitizing electronics.
Designs are now available that c-an give 2N ft/s/pulse and better over the same acceleration range. For
a 5-second sample time, the 2-4 ft/s/pulse resolution yields rms equivalent tilts of 0. 78 minutes-of-arc.
Sperry had intended to use an effective sampling time of about 20 seconds for the leveling mode (this
was employed in the Sperry factory) to reduce this error. Improving the velocity-increment resolution
by four times to 2-6 ft/s/pulse, which is readily achievable, should make for a significant improvement
in leveling alignment and overall system performance.
The SLC-15 flight-test units contained certain limited inertial-component temperature compensations in hardware. Later-designed Sperry systems have more sophisticated compensations perforni.d in the computer software that will maintain better tnertial-component performance with either
internia1y generated or externally generated temperature variations.
The advances in computing speeds and reductions in comptling memory costs now enable a
more exact alignment Kalman filter to be synthesized. The addition of certain states, such as
acceleronuter blues, should yield improvements In maneuver sl"gnment, with posible reduced alignment time.
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2.8 SLIC-7 Laser Gyro Inertial Guidance System
Many tactical missile missions have shorter flight times or more fre'tient position updates
than those discussed here. It is also highly desirable to have a smaller size system for many of these
missiles. Sperry is presently developing a miniature SLIC-7 Laser Gyro Strapdown Inertial Guidance
System that is suitable for those applications (4).
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3. SHIPBOARD FIRE-CONTROL ATTITUTDE-REFERENCE APPLICATION

U1

A large number of U. S. Navy shipboard gun fire-control systems presently contain an attitude
reference unit known as the MK 16 Stable Element to provide stabilization data (either ship pitch and
roll or level and cross-level) to the gun-laying computer. The present Stable Element utilizes conventional gyros, gimbals, and various electromechanical components. Sperry has developed under U.S.
Navy sponsorship an all solid-state strapdown laser-gyro MK 16 replacement that is much more reliable,
much more maintainable, more accurate, and much more flexible than current Stable Element units. If
sea trials of the engineering development models are successful, the laser-gyro unit will be retrofitted
into the fleet. This could represent the first large production application of laser gyro systems.
This section describes the laser-gyro MK 16 MOD 11 Stable Element( ), delineates its key
features (such as a 14-state Kalman filter), and presents performance analysis and test results vis a
vis mission requirements.
3. 1 MK 16 Stable Element Mission and Requirements
The MK 16 Stable Element receives ship longitudinal velocity from the ship log, ship heading
from the ship compass, and train from the gun director. Utilizing its own inertial references, the
Stable Element must then provide continuous ship pitel, and roll (or level and cross-level) stabilization
data. Accuracy requirements are 1. 5 minutes-of-arc per axis rms at sea, in the face of ship turning
maneuvers, and within 15 minutes of turn-on. It is also desired that the Stable Element compute its own
earth rates (self-determination of latitude), with at most a rough initial latitude input. Information is
to be provided in synchro format and on a digital display. Self-test and fault localization to a replaceable
assembly are required maintenance features.
The Stable Element is continually operating in a closed-loop leveling, alignment, calibration
mode similar to that described in Section 2. 3. Accuracy analyses of these loops employing sub-optimal
Kalman-filter mixing of the reference and inertial information indicate that the performance capabilities
of the Sperry 15-inch-perimeter laser gyro (Table 2) and the Sundstrand Q-Flex accelerometer (Table 3)
are satisfactory (and are the necessary order of magnitude) to meet the mission requirements.
3.2 MK 16 MOD 11 Stable Element Functional Block Diagram
Figure 13 depicts the equipment elements and the functional block diagram of the laser-gyro
MK 16 MOD 11 Stable Element. Ship speed, ship heading, and director train are received by the digital
microprocessor (DMP) through solid-state synchro-to-dlgital converters, The DMP also receives body
angular increments from the strapdown laser gyros and body velocity increments from the strapdown
accelerometers (via pulse-rate converters). Tempsratu-e-outwur and va ious coefficient data on the
inertial components ara also digitized and sent to the DMP for compensation purposes.
The microprocespor performs the basic functions shown In Figure 14, The body angular
increments are appropriately integrated to obtain the attitude of the ship at all times (direction cosine
matrix) with respect to an earth reference frame. The Euler angles (pitch, roll, and heading) are
extracted from the direction cosines. With proper use of the train angle, level AMd cross-level are
obtained in place of pitch and roll, if desired.
The direction cosines are also employed to transform the body axis velocity increments Into
earth reference frame velocity increments. These are integrated to provide velocity (for comparison
to reference velocity and for coordinate-frin.e- rate "torquingI and latitude (for the earth-rate portion
of the coordinate frame rate).
The attitude information Is leveled, aligned, and maintained accurate by performing optimal
Kalman-filter gain multiplications on the differences between reference velocity and inertial velocity,
and between reference heading and inertial heading, Kalman-filter corrections are obtained and applied
to correct inertial attitude, gyro biases, accelerometer biases, velocity, and latitude data ka a feedback
clostd-loop manner that will yield minimal variance errors in the various states.
The DMP supplies output level and cross-level (or pitch and roll) data to solid-state digital-tosynchro converters. The DMP also provides and receives data to and from a control and display panel.
It also performs various self-test wanperformance monitoring/localizatIon functions. Digital output
data to another computer can also be provided, if desired.
3.3 Specific System Synthesis - Hardware Description
The strapdown laser gyro Stable Element is depicted in Figures 15 and 16. As shov, in Figure
15, the system consists of six major functional units contained in a single enclosure. These units are
a follows:

"(1) Sensor Assembly. Contains three laser gyros and three accelerometers (on a common
imouWfin GbIock which measure all of the ship angular and linear motions.

(2) Sensor Electronics.

Conitains electronic circuits to control the laser gyros, process the

gyro and accelerometer signals, and transmit the data to the DMP.
(3) Digital Microprocessor (DMP). Performs all data processing and handles the data inputs
from the input converters and the control panel, and the output data to the output converters
:and control paneL
(4) Input and Output Converters. Convert input synchro signals to digital data and output
digital data to synchro and dc analog outputs.
(5) Control Panel. Provides the means for the operator to control the equipment and to
observe equipment status and data.
(6) Power Supply.

Supplies all dc power required for proper operation of the equipment.

Thermal esvironmental control is completely passive (except for some electronics precisionreference ovens). There are no fans or blowers, and there are no inertial-component heaters.
To meet the U.S. Navy desire for low-cost sparing and ease of maintenance, and because of the
relaxed size and weight constraints of marine equipment, the laser gyros employed in the Stable Element
are housed in separate individual packages, rather than interleaved on a common structure as was the
case for the SLIC-15. Figure 17 is a photograph of one of the Stable Element laser gyros. The basic.
design features of this gyro are similar to those employed in the SLIC-15 unit.
Each laser-gyro unit has been designed to be interchangeable and readily replaceable without
any realignments or adjustments as is also the ease with each Q-Flex accelerometer unit. Each ,*Ansor
contains an integral calibration programimble-read-only-memory (PROM) that provides data a.
coefficients for processor software compenspltion. PROM calibration data for eaoh sensor includes
bias, scale-factor, misalignment and temperature coefficient information.
Each laser gyro interfaces with a gyro electronics card (one per axis) that performs the functions
shown in Figuwe 18, and uses hybrid circuits that have been proven out on many previous Sperry lasergyro applications. Each accelerometer interfaces with an acceleration digitizer card (one. per aes) that
converts the accelerometer output dc voltage into a 12-bit parallol binary data word, representing the
velocity change sensed during the preceding 0. 01-second interrupt period. The digitizer employs proven
precision voltage-to-frequency converter circuits, whose output pulse train is accumulated In an up/down
counter. A compensation electronics card contains a muttiplexed stalog/digitatl converter that converts
inertial sensor analog temperature data into 12-bit parallel binary data words. EaCh at these sensor
electronics cards contains BITE circuitry Phat detects various malfnmctin -*ituatnlo.
Activation of
the failure deiztor energize an LED on the card, and produces a logical "1oW" at the Sr
outp.t

terminal

A tinter card, a computer interface card, and m Installation P.ROM (to ins.rt certain data
peculiar to a given ship; e.g. lover-arm distances) complete the conement -of tenS.. x 6. 5 inch
sensor electronics cards.
The DM P is the Sperry SP- 1000 computer, a printed circuit card vtrslon of the hybridized
SP-2000, which Is described in Reference 4. The SP. 1000 mieioprogrmamable arthitecture is designed
to emulate a major subset ot the instruction repertoire of the U. S, .atv standard Aa%UYK-20 computer.
As such, the dev :.4pment, testing. and operational programmint him beem greatly simplified
through the use of the substantial and proven sottware support areas ourreatly available for this military
standard machine.
The S P- 1000 architecture teatures microprogram control, 16 general-Vurpose regitters,
parallel 16-bit word organization, an extensive Instruction repertoire, and a versatile addressing
structure. The computer process unit design uses larle-scale-integCated microprocessor devices
which provide the ALU, 16 accumulators, shifters, and tnput/outprt bus. As Indicated in Figure 19.
microinstructions stored In main memory are executed by microproCrammed routines stored in the
microcontrol memory (CROM). Execution of a macro-instruction requires one to sevv.ral microinstructions. An instruction is read from main memory, and its S-bit operation 4ode and format
field serve as an address to an emulation ROM and CROM sequetcer. wMch provides the appropriate
entry into the CROM. The remaining 8 bits of the instruction designate registers used in the operation, agd these are gated to t..e microprocessor. Each mtcro-instructio, is 40 bits wide. The
primary mtcrofleld, in turn, generates a nanoinstruction to the microprocessor elements. The remaining microinstruction bits provide controls to the logic. Each microinstruction contains fields
desipating data sources and destination registers. and also controls address generetion. The
sequence logic provides sequential addresses until the last microinstruction is executed, and then
accepts the next entry from the emulation ROM. An asynchronous memory interface, Incorporated
within the SP-1000, provides compatibIlty wilh memories of diverse type aMd speed.

For the Stable Element application, a 12K x 16 bipolar ROM (on two cards) and a 4K x 16 N-MOB
RAM scratchpad memory (on two cards) are utilized.
The SP-1000 processor is basically a 16-bit computer structured to enable it to handle either
16- or 32-bit data words. Two sequential woris in memory or two continuous registers are used, as
required, to contain 32-bit operands. Using this cxpability provIde; for an extensive instruction set
with implicit program design flexibility. 32-bit precision, at hardware speed, is an important advantage.
The internal cycle time of a CPU microi"struction is 360 ianoseconds.
Typical tcycle times for Register-to-Register instructions resident in bipolar memory include:
ADD
ADD DOUBLE
MPY
MPY DOUBLE
DIVIDE
SHIFT

0.36 isee
0. 72 &sec
4.52
3tsec
12.60 4sec
11. 52 Iesoc
t. 44 +0. 36N

sec

The SP-1000 CPU (including Input/output) is comprised of twelve 5. 7 x 6. 5 inch printed wiring
board modules. These 12 cards plus the 4 memory cards constitute the DMP.
The contiol and display pjei shown in Figure 16 consists of a 6-digit plus sig• LED display, a
keyboard, n4lvtsious controls for mode and display selection.
The predicted MThP for this "no moving parts" strapdown syst•e,

including all input and out-

"pu cowerters is 5on0 hours. The predictd menn-t1lme-to-repair (MTTR) abord ship is about 30
ntea

aintnailnability features of the UK 16 MOD 11 StbWe Element design iclude:
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(2) Operates on these "measurements" to generate corrections to the modeled system
states. Corrections are made to velocities, tilts, heading, latitude, gyro biases,
and accelerometer hiases.4
The basic iteration interval is 2. 56 seconds. Most of the "ite•rnal" operations of the Kalman
filter (optimal gains computation and covariance matrix extrapolation "nd upd•zte) are performed in
double-word floating point to obviate scaling difficulties. Certain reasonable test: on various parameters
ara also included in the Kalrman-filter program.
Additional details of this Kalman-filter, the development of which is primarily due to Carlo P.
San Giovanni, Jr., of Sperry Gyroscope, are presented in Appendix C. Many of the computations
involved are greatly simplified by appropriate matrix partitioning and the preponderance of zeros in the
transition matrix and the measurement matrix.
3. 5 System Performance Analysis
Simulations cf at-sea maneuver situations were performed, using the Sperry CAESAR generalized-error-analysis program. Carlo P. San Giovanni, Jr. , set up the simulation and generated the
analysis runs. Gyro and accelerometer error models based on Tables 2 and 3 were utilized and reference error models (1. 5 knots rms, 10-minute correlation time plus 0. 3 knots bias and 0. 4-knot white
noise for reference velocities; 13. 7-minutes-of-arc rms, 30 mintire correlation time plus 6-minute-ofarc bias and 6-minute-of-arc white noise for reference heading) based on U.S. Navy specification and
prior experience were incorporated. The simulation program employs a strapdown mechanization and
a Kalman filter (22 states rather than 14) analogous to the Stable Element design. The performance
analysis results, shown in'Figures 21 through 26, are well within U.S. Navy requirements.
Figure 21 depicts a typical pitch/roll error response, in the face of high turning-rate maneuvers,
for a case where latitude was initially inserted to within 5 minutes of arc. Pitch/roll performance to
better than 0. 9 minutes-of-arc rms is observed.
The covariance analysis results indicate that the occurrence of 1800 turns does not significantly
L.fect pitch/roll accuracy performance. In particular, the time period immediately following the turn
is marked by a temporary improvement in pitch/ roll accuracy. Subsequently, the error increases
,lightly and then settles ebsentially to the original rms value. The temporary improvement in accuracy
is attributable to a temporary calibration of log velocity error associated with the use of the Kalmanfilter mixing configuration and the occurrence of the 1800 turn. Such calibration is anticipated when
conditions are such that the duration of the turn is less than the 10-minute correlation time of the log
error. As indicated by subsequent pitch/roll error behavior, the relatively high-frequency nature of the
log error in this case leads to a relatively rapid loss of any such calibration. It is noted that processing
of velocity differences during periods immediately before and after 90 and 1800 ship turns is a standard
technique for calibrating ship log bias on certain Navy ships with inertial navigation equipment.
When the ship maneuvers, additional information is available to the Kalman-filter, which permits automatic calibration of strapdown accelerometer biases. Operation of the leveling loop causes
LV to go to zero. Therefore, a bias of a horizontal accelerometer is balanced out by a corresponding
tilt error. When the ship turns, the tilt errors remain the same in earth coordinates, but the accelerometer turns with the vessel. For a 900 turn, the accelerometer is put into a position where its bias
is uncorrelated with tilt. For a 1800 turn, it is negatively correlated. Therefore, during turns, there
is a large amount of information available to calibrate the accelerometers. The bias error is estimated
automatically during the turn and the accuracy is improved as long as the Stable Element continues to
operate. Repeated turns continue to improve the accelerometers, although the improvement increment
gets smaller with time.
Performance is less than the specification value of 1. 5 minutes-of-arc rms in about 12 mini.tes
and is usable in a much shorter time (less than 2 minute-of-arc rms in about 7 minutes
turn-on,
after
after turn-on).
Various other maneuver pattern runs were performed (slower turns, 3600 turn, 450 turns) with
comparable results.
Figures 22 and 23 indicate the self-determination-of-latitude capability of the system. Starting
and even
with an initial latitude error of 12 degrees, performance is degraded only during the first turn,
then, the resultant errors are barely outside tolerable limits.
These same results are applicable for even larger initial latitude errors because, as shown
Prior to any
in Figure 23, the Kalman-filter mechanization provides a latitude-correctiou capability. loops are such
matching
reference
-elocity
and
reference
heading
the
of
operation
the
turn maneuvers.
as to balance out earth-rate errors (due to latitude errors) against gyro bias drift. Latitude is rapidly
this
corrected (see Figure 23 prior to the first turn maneuver) to the level (225 minutes-of-arc) where
balance occurs. During the first 1800 turn, the gyro bias drifts for the strapdown system remain along
axes.
the ship coordinate axes, whereas earth rates remain along north and vertical earth coordinate
The gyro bias drifts and the earth-rate (latitude) errors thus become uncorrelated, and the Kalman

ut~~m
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,parthratebottithee)

L

•

clearly shown in Figure 23 where the latitude accuracy is improved to 11 arc-minutes after the first
turn. Because of this improvement in latitude (and earth rates) accuracy, the vertical errors during
subsequent turn maneuvers are reduced to normal levels (see Figure 22).
Additional simulations were conducted for operating latitudes of 0 and 700N, again starting
with a very large initial latitude error of 12 degrees.
Results are shown in Figures 24 und 25. In particular, Figure 24 provides a plot of rms roll
error versus time after turn-on at operating latitudes of 0, 45, and 700N. The behavior of the rms
latitude error is shown for these same operating latitudes in Figure 25.
Figure 24 shows the initial settling tiansient for pitch/roll errors to be quite similar for the
assumed range of operating latitudes; thWs also applies to accuracy performance subsequent to the first
(1800) turn. rhe peak (rms) roll error introduced as a result of the first 1800 turn is slightly greater
at X = 70 0 N (2. 5 minutes-of-arc) than at X = 45 0 N (2.2 minutes-of-arc). The transient errors
introduced by the first 1800 turn at X = 00 are quite small, and generally resemble the performance of
the baseline model (I. e., small initial latitude errors). As previously discussed (for an operating
latitude of 450N), the transient that occurs during the first turn is primarily associated with errors in
borizoixtal earth rate (due to the latitude errors). The error in horizontal earth rate can generally be
expressed as (Wsin %A X); at an operating latitude of 00, the error in horizontal earth rate is then
theoretically zero. For the magnitude of latitude errors under consideration, this indicates that as
shown in Figure 24, the "first-turn" transients can be expected to be substantically less at X = 00 than
at X = 450 and 700. It is noted that the error in vertical earth rate is (n cos %A X); at X = 00, the error
in latitude is primarily observable through the heading measurements and the Z axis gyro bias drift.
At \ 45 and 700, the "first-turn" disturbances in pitch/roll error lead to the estimation of
latitude error and, therefore, to minimal perturbations during subsequent maneuvers. Figure 25 shows
that latitude is estimated to approximately 11 nmi at X = 450 and 8. 5 nmi at X 700. Since disturbances
due to latitude errors are of minor magnitude at k = 00, then the occurrence of turns is not expected to
assist the estimation of latitude error for this operating condition; latitude error at >. 00 will, hQwever, be estimated to a level compatible with the error in estimating Z-gyro bias.
Thus, satisfactory performance is attined at all operating latitudes, without tb-e need of any
latitude update by the operator. A rough initial latitude insertion is desirable to minimize output attitude
errors during the first turn following system turn-on.
The analysis simulations described to this point utilized a "real-world" system involving a
22-state Kalman filter. The Stable Element design uses a 14 state reduced Kalman filter to minimize
the onboard computer burden. Sperry has performed sensitivity analyses, using its SEAP program,
to compare the performance of the 14-state sub-optimal filter with that of the 22-=tate simulation. The
results show nearly Identical perfornmance as depicted in Figure 26, for example.
Figure 26 provides a plot of X gyro bias estimation error for the 22/14 sensitivity analysis and
the 22/22 optimal analysis. Performance with the reduced state filter Is observed to be quite similar
to the performance with the optimal 22 state filter.
Thit last plot, incidentally, confirms the discussion statement about the "bIlance" of earthrate (latitude) errors with gyro bias drift, and also shows that X gyro hias drift will be calibrated to
about 0. 1 dbgrees per hour under this set of maneuver and initial latitude conditions.
The simulation analysis results do not include converter-transmission errors ald computer
errors; because of not incorporating gyro and accelerometer scale-factor errors and misalignment
instabilities, certain dynamic errors are also not included. Hardware and software design choices
were made that make all of these additional error sources essentially negligible compared to those
used in the simulation. Velocity-increment resolution is g-7 ft/s/puIle. Specifications for the digitalsynchro converters require a resolution of 14 bits and an accuracy of 6 minute-of-arc maximum (at
36 speed) over all environments. This yields rma errors of 0. 14 minute-of-arc when referred to
single speed. Software algorkrihms, sampling speeds, and use of double precision (where necessary)
have been selected to contribute negligible accuracy impact. Inertial-component misalignment, mountIng, and boresight instabilities are held to an overall rms of lesa than 0.2 mtnute-of-arc about the tilt
Aue.
Dynamic errors due to scale-factor errors and nonlinearities will be fairly small in this application because of the losed loops involved, the sinusoldal nature of ship's pitch and roll motions, and
the relatively mild shipboard acceleratton environment. For example, for a maximum roU motion of
30 degrees, the ems roll error due to an 0.01 percent gyro scale-factor error is

(30) (60) 10"4
m

•

•":••

,:L

0.13 mi.

3.6 Stable Element Test Data
Several overall system tests have been performed that verify the Stable Element capabilities
discussed in the previous subsection. Some typical results are described in the following paragraph.
As part of the Factory Acceptance Test, the Stable Element is mounted on a Scorsby table and
ship's pitch and roll motions are simulated:
Pitch
Roll

5 degrees,

6 second period

15 degrees,

9 second period

Stable Element pitch and roll readouts are compared to those of the Scorsby table and errors are recorded. The results for the first two MK 16 MOD 11 Stable Element Engineering Development Models
are depicted in Table 6. Performance is observed to be well within specification values.
The first Las-r Gyro Stable Element successfully completed its first sea-trail (Feb. 13-16)
aboard the U.S. S. Sellers. It performed markedly better than the existing Stable Element, with
"horizon" tests under various maneuver conditions generally indicating about one minute-of-arc
accuracy.
TABLE 6
MK 16 MOD 11 STABLE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE RESULTS
UNDER SCORSBY MOTION
Unit
1

Unit
2

U.S. Navy
Specification

9

10

15

Pitch Error (mi•i rms)

0. 80

0. 68

1

Roll Error (mii rms)

0. 70

0.62

1

Response Time (minutes)
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4.

AIRCRAFT INERTIAL NAVIGATOR APPLICATION

Laser gyro strapdown inertial systems are now available that can ach-. ve better than 1 nmi/h
pure inertial performance capability, following a self-align gyrocompassing mode. This is the quality
standard that is considered suitable for many military aircraft applications. This laser-gyro capability
has been conclusively demonstrated by successful flight tests conducted in a C-141 aircraft at Holloman
Air Force Base, New Mexico, and at U.S. Air Force bases in Alaska, using a Honeywell LINS system.
This section describes some of the very stringent requirements demianded of a self-aligning
1 nmi/h strapdown laser-gyro navigator, briefly discusses the Honeywell LINN system, and presents
the flight-test results achieved.
4.1 Typical Aircraft Mission and Requh-ements
Aircraft mission profiles differ greatly, of course, between the relativ.Ay maneuver-free
commercial and military transports on one end of the spectrum and hif My maneuverable fighter aircraft on the other end. Generally there is a pretakeoff period for alignment oi. the ground (or on an aircraft carrier), which shoula be as short as possible. This is followed by a taxi, a takeoff climb to
cruise altitude, a turn to cruise heading, and some cruise flight time to a destination. Various terminal
maneuvers may occur at the destination, depending on the nature c7 the aircraft mission. Some missions
will end (land) at the destination; others will turn back to home base.
The strapdown inertial system must level and align itsel; on the ground and then provide suitable navigation to the destination. Attitude and body rates and accelerations are supplied by the system
for flight-control purposes, and velocities are desired in some applications for weapon-delivery requirements.
The following representative mission characteristics will be i-ssumed for analysis simplicity
(propagation relationships can be obtained in closed form) to obtain a feeling for the inertial component
accuracies required:
(1) 600-knot due East flight at 450 Latitude of Pbout 2 hours duration, following a 20-minute
self-alignment on the ground.
(2)

Ground alignment is assumed to take place with the aircraft pointing due North (taxiing

or turning to East at takeoff)
The latter situation is conservative ank. helps to justLy the assumptions of independence
between initial heading offset and East gyro drift, and independence between initial tilts and horizontal
accelerometer biases during flight.
The system is leveled and aligned oii the ground Wi a gyrocompassing configuration such as that
shown in Figure 27. Many variations of this configuration, including Kalman filtering, may be employed,
but this serves to point out the basi,. actior th.t is taking place. The leveling operation is identical to
that described in Section 2.3. A tilt 6 6 covples a gravity component (g 6 9 ) into horizontal lcAv t'ra.tion, which integrates into a horizontal velocity, which should be zero; any ho,#rontal velocity that is
measured is fed back appropriately to co rrect the tilt aid level the system. Any tendency of the horizontal velocity to keep building up is as. umed to b, caused by angular drifts. The basic gyrocompassing
action is the assumption that the East-axis deft (estimated fvm summed East-axis tilt corrections) is
due to an azimuth m lsalignrent A 0 K, which couplas the North component of earth rate into the East
axis; i.e.
East-Axis drift - aE cos5)

A0K

Thus, the measured Es.lt-axis drift is used to correct azimuth offset instead of gyro bias according to
OK=

_____

fleEook•
Any part of the East-axis drift that is a true gyro bias drift will cause an over compensation of
the azimuth offset and yield a resultant heading error

..E.Cos k
I.
•,,,

/D'

bias
It can be shown that gyro white noise random drift, over a smoothing time T, yields a residualof time
The dominant heading error at the end of a gyrocompassing alignment
drift equal to AN/N/-.
T for a laser gyro strapdown system is thus given by

"" = BDT0

AN/V4E Cos X

where

BDTO = turn-on uncompensated bias drift of the equivalent East-axis gyro
AN = white noise amplitude random drift of that gyro
In the "steady-state", the alignment loop yields a balance where the residual East axis drift is
zeroed out. This balance is such that

X - (B

SCos

A

0

For the case considered here, with ground align taking place with the aircraft pointing North, there is
a residual bias drift on the Y-gyro axis (BIyO (0 AfV/-•), which is balanced against a heading error
(incorrect set of direction cosines). Now, when the ah drait turns 90 degrees, the Y gyro (in a strapdown system) becomes a South axis instead of an East axis; the balance no longer exists and both the
heading error and the Y-axis drift propagate into navigation errors.
Also, during the self-align mode, a horizontal accelerometer bias error integrates into
velocity error, which is interpreted as caused by a tilt. In the steady state, a balance occurs
E

ABN

g
8N =ABE

g
In a conventional gimballed system, these platform tilts keep balancing out the accelerometer
bias errors at all headings, so that navigation errors do not propagate as long as the bias error does
not change. However, in a strapdown system, the tilt and the bias error become unbalanced if the
vehicle changes heading and both the tilt and the bias error propagate into navigation errors.
In this specific example, when the aircraft turns 90 degrees after the alignment, the originally
North (X-axWs) axis accelerometer is now East, and the originally East (Y-axis) axis accelerometer is
now South.
Depending on the accuracy of the turn-on to turn-on gyro drift repeatability and the accuracy
of the white noise random drift, there may be little, if any, gyro drift bias calibration that can take
place during the ground alignment. This is especially true for the Z (vertical) gyro axis, where the
drift estimation is observed to involve a double "integration". It can be shown that the Z-bias drift
estimate in the face of white-noise random drift is given by
A

BDZ 12 2\17
3
IEcos X T /2

If this term is greater than the turn-on drift repeatability value, then it does not pay to attempt
to calibrate the Z-axis drift. This is generally the case for the Z-axis.
The corresponding estimate for the North-axis drift estimate in the face of white noise is

SDN

A

A/V-

The decision to calibrate the North-axis drift depends on whether this term is less than or
greater than the turn-on bias drift repeatability. For the requisite values needed for a 1 nmi/h navigator,
these terms are approximately the same order of magnitude, with the required turn-on bias drift being
somewhat smaller.
Utilizing the propagation relationships shown in Appendix D for this aircraft mission, the inertial system requirements that are necessary to achieve a I nmi/h capability after a 20-minute selfalignment on the ground are listed in Table 7. The position error CEP versus time for an inertial systern of this calibre is plotted In Figure 28. It is observed from Table 7 that the laser-gyro requirements

are more than an order of magnitude more stringent for this application than for any of the others
discussed in this paper. Gyro scale-factor precision and allowable asymmetry were established to
yield negligible rectified drifts (0. 0020 /h) in the face of 3-degree 0.1-Hz coning motions and perturbations (see Section 2.6 for rectified drift relationships).

4

TABLE 7

INERTIAL COMPONENT ACCURACY REQUIREMENTS
TO SATISFY 1 NM/HR SELF-ALIGN CAPABILITY
Gyros
Turn-On to Turn-On Repeatability
Horizontal Axes
Vertical Axis
Random White-Noise Drift

0.004 0 /h
0.01

0

/h

0. 004 °/4AF

Scale-Factor Repeatability, Stability

10 ppm

Scale-Factor Asymmetry
Misalignment Repeatability, Stability

1 ppm
6 sec.

Accelerometers
Bias Repeatability, Stability
Scale-Factor Repeatability, Stability
Misalignment Repeatability, Stability

100 jig
500 ppm
0.5 mrad

For the normal aircraft application, it is preferable to mount the accelerometers along the
principal body Fxes (not skewed), so that the "horizontal" accelerometers do not see a large component
of gravity. For the case where the accelerometer axes are skewed to the principal body axes, each
accelerometer measures a large component of g, and accelerometer scale-factor error causes an
equivalent horizontal bias error. This will impose a scale-factor requirement that is much tighter
than that needed to measure the velocity change during takeoff.
If the aircraft were to make many 360-degree turns or loops or rull-overs in the same direction, the laser gyro scale-factor errors would have to be tightened up further. However, it is unlikely
that such a maneuver pattern would take place, even in fighter aircraft.
4.2 Specific System Synthesis
The Honeywell developmental laser-gyro system that was flight tested as an aircraft inertial
navigator is designated LINS-0 and is described in Reference 6. A brief description of this system,
excerpted from the reference, is provided in this subsection. This development system contained
several growth flexibility features, including provisions for a fourth skewed laser gyro and additional
computer processing to enable redundant operations. Honeywell has been developing various other
LINS packaging configurations that are more compact than the LINS-0 system.
Figure 29 defines the black-box assemblies that comprise the LINS-0 configuration. The
hardware consists of an inertial sensor assembly (ISA), a strapdown navigation computer (SNC), separate alterable memory units for the computer, a control/display unit (CDU), a computer control unit
(CCU), and a non-interruptable power supply that enables system operation through aircraft power
switchover transients from standby to primary power.
The ISA coitains three orthogonal (principal body axes) GG1300 single-axis laser gyros (with
space for a fourth gyro skewed relative to the other three), and three Systron Donner 4841 acoelerometers.
Because the gyros and accelerometers are thermally insensitive, the ISA is operated without
a heater, Due to the low power dissipation in the ISA (50 W), ducted air cooling is not required below
130°F ambient.
Extensive laboratory tests of the G01300 laser gyro and the 4841 accelerometer demonstrate
the requisite performance characteristics for a self-aligning 1 nmi/h aircraft navigator as listed in

Table '.

L

)Theprocessor is Honeywell
HDC-301 metal-oxide-semiconductor large-scale integrated circuit (MOS LSIC)
used in the SNC to perform the arithmetic functions. The HDC-301 is a military-qualified
16-bit parallel digital general-purpose processor with double-precision capability and basic instruction
times of 3.8 microseconds for add and 16 microseconds for multiply. t is packaged on a single 6-inch
square multilayer plug-in card.
The SNC also includes an ISA interface, a CCU interface for rapid computer program changes,
and a CDU interface for pilot-system communications. For the Holloman flight tests, an interface was
included for a barometric altimeter input and a flight recorder output. The SNC contains provisions
for a second HDC-301 processor and additional input/output card slots.
The LINS software block diagram is depicted in Figure 30. The attitude update incorporates
a fifth-order direction cosine algorithm updated at 40 Hz to 32-bit precision in conjunction with a 160-Hz
coning compensation algorithm to provide the combined equivalent of 160-Hz total attitude update rate.
The position/velocity update is based on azimuth wander geodetic vertical navigation coordinates for an all-earth capability with an ellipsoidal earth model. Altitude stabilization is accomplished with a third-order blending filter using barometric-altitude input data. Compensation is included
for angular rotation during acceleration transformation, accelerometer assembly size effect, and
accelerometer misalignment, scale factor, and bias error.
4.3 LINS-0 Flight Test Results
The following discussion of LINS-0 flight test results is excerpted from Reference 6.
4.3.1 Holloman Test Conditions
The LINS engineering hardware was delivered to Holloman Air Force Base on 14 April 1975.
Final system calibrations were completed on 16 April 1975. From 16 April 1975 until completion of
the Holloman test program on 14 July 1975, no system calibrations were performed. Over 268 operating hours were accumulated on the system during the test period (including 82 aircraft navigation
operating hours and 65 aircraft navigation flight hours) with no system failures.
All system tests were performed without temperature controls. For the C-141 flights,
approximately 40°F temperature variations were experienced during the tests (high aircraft internal
temperature at system turn-on on the ground followed by cool-down to 70°F or lower after the engines
were started and aircraft airconditioning systems began operating).
All system test runs were initiated from a cold condition (preceded by at least 3 hours of system off time). All system runs entered the navigate mode after 20 minutes from turn-on (10 minutes
for warmup and 10 minutes for alignment). An exception was the eighth flight-test run where an extended warmup period (50 minutes) was needed for memory-loading procedures.
All system alignments were performed inertially with no a priori kmowledge of coarse heading.
No external optical alignment devices were used in alignment sequence, and the only external input to
the system during the test program was barometric altitude provided in the C-141 for altitude channel
stabilization.
4.3.2 Holioman Flight Tests
Flight testing of the LINS system was conducted at Holloman Air Force Base in a C-141 aircraft during the period from 14 May to 27 June 1975. A total of 13 flight tests were carried out at three
Air Force facilities: Holloman Air Force Base (Alamagordo, New Mexico); Elmendorf Air Force Base
(Anchorage, Alaska); and Elelson Air Force Base (Fairbanks, Alaska). Table 8 gives a general
description of the 13 flight-test profiles.
Navigational errors for the LINS system were established on each flight by periodic comparisons (typically about once every 5 minutes) of the navigator's indicated position and the known position
of a checkpoint being traversed. This provided a set of "quick-look" results, which was subsequently
refined using a photograph of each checkpoint as it was traversed. The photograph is necessary because the checkpoints are not traversed exactly. The adjusted checkpoint position errors also provide
the data base for deriving LINS velocity-error histories for each flight by using a Holloman datasmoothing program.
The thirteenth flight test did not yield valid position reference data for comparison due to a
procedural problem on the C-141.
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TABLE 8.
Fligýlt
Test

LINS FLIGHT TEST PROFILES.

Location

Align
Orientation

Flight
Path

Flight
Time
(Hrs)

Nav
Time
(Hrg)

1
2

Holloman (N.M.)
Holloman (N. M.)

N
N

N-S
W-E

2.83
6.13

4.17
7.67

3

Hollomnan (N.M.)
Holloman (N.M.)

N
N

N-S
W-E

2.97
6.05

4.17
8.00

N

N/W

9.17

10.37

6

Holloman (N. M.) to
Elmendorf (ALAS.)
Elmendorf (ALAS.)

E

N-S

3.00

4.25

7
8

Elmendorf (ALAS.)
Elmendorf (ALAS.)

E
N

3.18
7.13

4.67
8.00

9
10

Eielson (ALAS.)
Eieleon (ALAS.)

N
N

N-S
W-EW-E
W-E
W-E

2.93
2.85

4.33
3.92

11

Eielson (ALAS.)

N

6.98

8.33

12

Eielson (ALAS.) to

N

N-SN-S
S/E

10.23

11.50

N

Circling

1.35

3.00

64.80

82.38

4
5

Holloman (N.M.)
13

Holloman (N.M.)

Total iours

Summary Data

4.3.3 Flight Test Results
The radial position error ensemble for the first 12 flights are depicted in Figure 31. Several
of these missions involved an alignment at one heading and flight at a heading 90 degrees apart, with
various turn maneuvers during flight. The results clearly demonstrate a 1 nm/h navigation performance capability.
4.4 Aided Aircraft Navigation Systems
With the availability of low-cost radio navigation aids (such as Omega, Loran, Tacan, etc.),
many aircraft applications do not require a precision 1 nm/h pure inertial navigation capability. These
"continuous" position-fix devices can be employed to update, damp, and calibrate the inertial system,
thus enabling much looser Inertial-component accuracies and possibly overall lower-cost equipment.
This will especially be true when the Global Positioning System navigational satellite system becomes
operational.
One example of an aided strapdown laser-gyro system is described in Reference 7. This is
where a simple Differential-Omega receiver Is incorporated in the aircraft and optimally mixed with
the Rtrapdown inertial system. The simulation analysis results presented in Reference 7 indicate that
the performance capabilities of the SLIC-15 DMU (Tables 2 and 3) are satisfactory to meet typical
mission requirements.
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Leveling, Gyrocompassing GroundAlign Configuration.
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Figure 28. CEP Position Error for Laser Gyro

Strapdown Navigation
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5. CONCLUSIONS
It is clear from the test results and other material presented in this paper that laser-gyro
strapdown systems are now available that can satisfy each of the applications discussed as well as a
broad spectrum of additional applications with performance requirements within the range that has been
covered here. Furthermore, a selection of laser-gyro systems, having different size, performance,
and cost factors, are available for tradeoff to yield the most cost-effective system for any given
application.
Technology improvements are continuously being made in both laser gyros and microprocessors
that will widen the scope of applications even further.
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APPENDIX A
SIMPLIFIED SIX-STATE ALIGN/CALIBRATE KALMAN FILTER
The six dominant states that are modelled in the subopimal Kalman Filter are:
X

=

; misalignment (tilt) about the nominally East axis

X2 --AON ; misalignment (tilt) about the nominally North axis
X 3L
3=

K ;azimuth misalignment about the nominally vertical-down axis
DX ; gyro bias drift about the body X-axKs
gyro bias drift about the body Y-axils

X

X 6 =DZ ; gyro bias drift about the body Z-axls
One further simplifying assumption is that the velocity difference occurring over a 5-second
sample period is predominantly caused by incorrect transformation of accelerations, caused by the
direction-cosine matrix equivalent misaliguments. It can readily be shown that

Vk 0

[NAV n

-VeAS

(A-i1)

where
V,

Va Vt

velocity changes in five seconds along N. E, K axes.

This is Identical to a tilt on a gimballed platform causing a horizontal accelerometer to measure a component of gravity and an azimuth misalignment croes-coupling horizontal acceleration.
8ince Ve and V. are the measuremenuts beutg nade by the Kalman Filter, placing Equation
(A- 1) into the convent ion4:J measurement form

11(n) X(n) , Y(n)

Z(n)

Then the measurement matrix of this Kalman Filter is observed to be

(A-2)

0
"k V

.

-Ve

0

0

0

A second simplifying assumption is that the mtsalignmeots are increased predominantly due to
constant gro bias drifts (except for whitt noise), an that the Iyro bias drift states re cotns"t (except
for white noise). Thus
n+l

1 f
(44
n~) -•A&ON)*

" Ds at

(A-3)

taJ
d

(A-4)

I-

AON (n0l)

W.L
(n)

a
nil

AGX (041) tA8Xa

fa

wDK1(Ae

Now gro bias drifts along N. E, K axes are reldt

to gyro bil driftsalng body X. Y. Z

axe$ through the direction cosine Matrix according to

WDN
wDE

BDXc

,,C 12 C13
i C21 C 22

31

C32

23]

C33

[-Oxl
DY

LwDZJ

(A-6)

6-35

and

fwDE dt= DX f C21 dt
+ODY
+dt

f 'DN dt=DX fC
fWDK dt=

dt+ D

fwC2

3

dt

(A-7)

DZ fC 1

3

dt

(A-8)

f C 32 dt+DZ fC 3 3 dt

(A-9)

fCl2dt+

DXf C 3 dt+WDy

calling the

f

Cij dt =Jij

substituting in equations (A-3) through (A-5), and noting that
"wDi (n+1) = w.Di(n) ; i =X, Y, Z
the following transition matrix for this Kalman Filter is obtained

1 00

I

i

~21 -22-3

0

1 0 •11

0

0 1

0
0

0 0
0 0

-13

-'31 -32

133

0

0

1
0

0
I

[] 0 00 1
./

t12

0
0

(A1)

Only the integrals of the direction-cosine coefficients over the 5-second sample period are required
for the transition matrix.
The conventional Kalman Filter extrapolation, gain computation, and updates are then performed

to yield the misalignment and gyro drift corrections.

These mitrix equations are greatly simplified

because of the zero partitions of both the Measurement Matrix and the Transition Matrix.

&'i

APPENDIX B
BODY CORIOLIS CORRECTION DISCUSSION AND DER17VATION
B. 1 CORIOLIS BODY ROTATIONAL CORRECTION DISCUSSION
Because of the pulse-rate conversion of the accelerometer measurements into digital pulses,
and the sampling nature of the computer input, one does not obtain instantaneous acceleration measurements, but rather discrete velocity increments (each of which is the integral of acceleration over some
time period).
If the body simultaneously rotates during this integration interval, then certain rotational
correction terms must be subtracted from the velocity increments to arrive at a set of velocity increments along body axes which, when transformed by the direction cosine attitude matrix, v.il yield proper
velocity increments with respect to an earth reference frame. (It should be noted that the techniques
employed here eventually result in the identical velocity increments that would be obtained from a set
of three accelerometers mounted on a stabilized earth reference platform. That is, the normal earthframe Coriolis corrections must still be applied in the navigation software module. )
example.

The need for these body rotational corrections can be readily illustrated by the folowing simple

Assume a body on the earth that is rotating at a constuit rate w about the body y-axis (which is
horizontal to the right, body is piching upward), but not translating. In the sketch below, is initially
forward and pointing North along n, andi is initially down along the earth vertical axis, "L A very short
time later, the picture is as shcwn in Figure Bi.
A

x

Z

Figure B1. Example Definition of Axes
A

The specific force is -g in the k direction
The specific force measured by the x accelerometer is g sin wyt, and that measured by the z
accelerometer is -g cos wtyt. The Y accelerometer reods 0.
Over a period AT, the x-axis velocity increment from the x-axis accelerometer is

AT
yAT]

[

g i

;f

Simila-ly. the t-axis velocity increment is:

AV

inW &

-g C" W idt.&

f

Now it Is oWerved from Figure DI that the direction-cosine matrix relating the body axes to
Mvbearth reference axes is given by

co W1

[C]:E

0
-L in .t

0

sin Wtl

1
0

0o
cog

t

The val ea itheC matrix 2l t .AT s
C06

[C]

0

4T

MAnW AT

0o
Ww ,

.-

.AT
..

]

If one were to transform the uncorrected velocity increments by this C matrix, the following velocity
increments a~ong North, East, and vertical would result:

w

COSo,, y

Ae

+sinw

,AT

sinw AT11

{ cosw~yAT-1}

=

or

1-coow AT
,AT

O

AVk
=
y5-inlyAT
AVk=•y~

[1- conwy AT] +cOSw~yhT

I-sflnayAT]j}

y
or

AT
AWy

SiCOS

--

The exact values for the earth-referenced velocity increments should be
AVn =0, AVe =0,AVk

-gAT

Expanding
(wAT) 2
Cos WyAT 'V - -

+

and
53 AT 3

+...

sinwyAT ',wyAT--

it is observed that the error in Wn is approximately

AT 2
and the error in UVk is approximately

2AT

3

The equivalent acceleration err'ors are:
*1

8%
Ify aI rad/sec snd AT

2 9.WY AT~

1/25 second,
8a% =0,02c
2 70 Pg

S8%

It is obvious that rotational corrections are required. Furthermore, since fairly higher acceleration
levelW may be encountered, correctional terms up to and including the third order are necessary. The
rotation correction terms to the third order are derived in Section 132 and are summarized in Figure 92.
The previous simple example will now again be employed, using these correction terms. This
will confirm that the overall approach presented here is a proper one. (Other simple examples, such
as a centrifuge case, or a body on a rotating earth, have been tried out and the correction terms have
been shown to be proper for those cases also.)
Orer the first half-period, the x-axis velocity increment from the x-aXIs accelerometer Is

fT2g
,i

?/

'-g

sillyt dt .i[cos-

y AT2

*

j

fourth-order terms and higher

A
=AV

v.
y~-A
SO
z(OAY
yZVY
+a
('OY~vy
168
(•z8AVx-8OxAVz) A(y) (6w
V5
AV -AazAV
2
1
8 8(

A**

A

=

8 8y

-Aa)•
A
AV,

e,<e.Ae
-88A•+
1v

½<e
1v v
6

8zAV"ax)

-

ey
Avz)+

S
xAVy

AVy -AwVx)

1 -a (Awz

(88y AVz - 88z AVx

i
- 88i2); AVj = (3 8V 1
( 8Vil + 8V 2i); 88 = (3 88 l

-

8V 2i)

Aw j =4 (8812 - 88il); Aaj = 4 (8V12 - 8vi 1 )
j

'

x,y,z for i =1,2,3

Figure B2.

Coriolis Rotational Correction

Over the second half-period

12
S

gsinw tdt
YT2.

AT

=

w-

9

c-Isew~t dt

bV 31y

and

~lt~A)

AT_!+L

- 2
&•
318

*

o'
yi .^

4

2 AT 3 +....

g

Over th ,first half-period.

and over the eooad h

period
AT

8AT

Av~
fAV

Yy

yw

YAV

0

".
'::,.,:;:

D...' I -,.

" : . '. ..
-',,•. ....

... .

.

. .

.

. .

.

. .

.

. .

.

. .

.

.

" "

=

AV

gw AT2

Awz

AWY

0

yy

A

AV2 =Aay = 0

AWx
A12
32

Aaz =.-gw

~2

2

2

AT 3

Substituting into Figure B2 relationships, the corrected velocity increments after applying the Coriolis
rotational corrections to AV1 , AV2 , and AV3 , are
AVxc - g Wy AT 2 + fourth-order terms and higher
AVyc - 0
= - gAT + I g wy2 AT 3 + higher order terms

AV

Transforming by the C matrix

Avn = g WyAT 2 cos (wyAT) - (E4T +_gw 2&T3) sin (wgAT)
which for small AT, yields
AVn = 0 + fourth-order and higher terms
AVe

=

0

AVk =g wyAT 2 sin (w.y AT) - (g AT -g
or
O•

AVk

-

3) cos (wy AT)
Y2 &AT

gAT + fourth order and higher terms

Thus, the proper velocity increments along the earth-referenced axes are obtained. It should
be noted ,hat the [C] matrix employed at the end of the same AT sampling interval (within the same
computi -g cycle) is the proper value of [C] to employ. There is no need for any extrapolations on [C]
for the transformation of the velocity increments.
B.2 CORIOLIS ROTATIONAL CORRECTION COMPUTATION DERIVATION

If E to the reference or earth frame, then at any time

[AE] - [C] [A4
where the brackets refer to matrix multiplication, AE is the inertial acceleration in the E frame, and
AD
theisinertial acceleration in the body frame.^ Then, the velocity change [(VE] in the integration
timeisAT

[C] [A13]

[AVE]

In order to compute [ AVE] in terms of the final time tf.
if -AT.

[C],
r

Similarly
Then, if q

A]

[A

[C]

Is expanded in a power series abott time

(t.,, C,f2 ....

S

42!

[A]f (t- t)

[A] f

-2

..

t - tf

[J] [A]

[AVE]
-'-

-AT

d
.

2

[AVE]

[C]{[A],,T

[I]f + [6]f [A]f+)'2

-([C]

+C3 f

6f

i~~

~
A~T
[~~~w~~-fj

+

The accelerometer output is

[AV]

=[A]

f T-

[f]2 + [XL'+ --

To evaluate the remaining terms

[H]

-[I

=-[]

H

Then

[C],

[AVE]

{ [AV]

+ [w]- [A],f
+

+(

T]f....

[)

6f

Using initial values for [A] and [w]
[A]

2XIo0

- [A]. + [ 0oJ] T +

H-* AHAT
[ [ý]H00[+N
[X]+0
O

f"

-'L

assuming no higher derivatives. Making these substitutios

[AVE] "[C]{["V] +[W]o [A]o AT

In the strapitown program, [61 fAMd [A] and its derivatives at t 0Oare computed. Also

.( -W
of2 3 wo
Iwo.o
2 . 401)oW
,
r

Lw
22

Hw'2.w32
•:.~~~

sl

,,

- ,Ii

1

0

wl w3
- Illi1

71V~.
The stadw

program aboha
l

.w0,1

A

c2
I21
w
2
.02
-

2

3
'I
3
"01 -.

0

2. 2
3
"02l
,

2-0
0

3-0"

I [AV,]

[C], [AV,], then

a

AV + (W3 0 a 2
=ABl
{(w

3

T

- 0 a 2 -0 -w 2 -0 i3 - 0 )

(w2 - 02 + W3-

('13 - 0 a 2 -

2- 0 a 3 - 0 )

0

wl - 0 w2.- 0a2-0 k

2) a 1 -0

6

1 -0

+

3-0 a3 - 0 JAT3
6

Letting
c,il-o AT

=8e

*i-o AT =&A
a io AT = Avj
l-o AT = Aaj
with
j=x,y,z

for

i=1,2,3

4vi -T (88y Av,z

zevY

and combining some terms

4VBI

"- T1 (80yAaz " 80zAay) "

4

(•

AVz "Awz Av?)

+,8By
(88x Avy - 8ey AVx)
I8

(88Z AVx - 8Bx AVZ)

with similar relations for the other components.
Here, as derived in Section B3

8VII + 8Vi 2 , for i 1, 2, 3

&VI a

AVj

Also

a38V 1 - 8V 2

Aj

481

- b

)

-Aat 4 (8V12 - 8Vii)
"Aej 380i1 - 80i2
with j

xX, y, z for t

1, 2, 3

B. 3 w AND # IN TERMS OF ANGULAR INCREMENTS

a AND i IN TERMS OF VELOCITY INCREMENTS
Given an angular increment 8 Skl that occurred over time AT/2 and in angular increment 88k2
that occurred over the time interval from AT/2 to AT, it is desired to determine the best estimate for
the angular rate wkn and angular acceleration 4km at the beginning ot the hitervaL
Since it is allowable to assume that .k
let

W

Then

Is constant over the interval,

(- i)

C.

(3-2)

a ct + d
8k -.- ct2

and

dt + .

W3)

"2,(
2)

'

i".

..

,.

.,"

-, ,":.:••

h:•:.•:"'..:-

.""•.-"?

•..•

" :'.L:'':

!'':

:'. .".

.-.

"

:'" .':.-,

'- -, 4:--*to
'...•..- ."

..

" :;<.,';'- • " .•.;

'.•..,

.

,•

'

" .:,,

" •".•

-

,

642

Now at t

0 (beginning of interval), Ok

=

0 (therefore e

k =I
at t

k

AT/2

=d

kn

1 AT 2
AT
l==O
- cT -4+ _ d(B-4)

8
at

0)

t =AT
8=

8

+

8kl
k =-cAT2 + dAT

(B-5)

Equations (B-4) and (B- 5) are solved to yield
38 9

kl -k2
AT

(B-6)

2
AT2
ATkn

(B-7)

and
c k=• =

Similar relations can be derived for an and
38V

aim =

inIn terms of velocity half-increments

- 8Vk

AT

(B-8)

and
= 4(8Vk2 - 8Vkl)

AT2

p

'..

~ w

(B-9)

APPENDIX C
SOME DETAILS OF THE STABLE ELEMENT KALMAN FILTER
The subopimal Stable Element Kalman Filter models the following 14 states:
State 1:
State 2:

XI
X2

= 8VN
= 8 VE

= North inertial velocity error
= East Inertial velocity error

State 3:

X3

= BON

= Tilt about the North axis

State 4:

X4

=

88

E

= Tilt about the East axis

State 5:

X5

=

88

K

=

State 6:

X6

=

8

= Latitude error

State 7:

X7

=

EGx

= Body X-axis gyro drift

State 8:

X8

= EGy

= Body Y-axis gyro drift

State 9:

X9

= EGz

= Body Z-axis gyro drift

Inertial heading error

State 10: X1 0

=

c Ax

Body X-axis accelerometer bias

State 11: X1 1

= cAy

= Body Y-axis accelerometer bias

State 12: X1 2

= ER

=

State 13: X 13

=

State 14: X 14

= E VTR - Transverse velocity reference error

Heading reference error

VLR - Longitudinal velocity reference (log) error

Corrections are applied to all but the last three states.
The basic measurements Z - H X + y are a heading difference ,',
difference AVL, and a transverse velocity difference AVT.

a longitudinal velocity

The heading difference is essentially the difference between the heading reference error (State
12) and the inertial heading error (State 5). The longitudinal velocity difference is essentially the
difference between the longitudinal velocity reference error (State 13) and the longitudinal velocity error
component of the inertial velocity error, This is the body X component or Cli 8VN + C21 6 VE, where
8VN is State 1, BVE is State 2 and C11, C 2 1 are direction cosines relating body to earth coordinate
frames. The transverse velocity difference is essentially the difference between the transverse velocity
reference error (State 14) and the transverse
velocity error component (body Y-axis component) of the
inertial velocity error (C12 8VN + C22 8 VE). Inertial heading error (State 5) multiplied by the longitudinal inertial velocity also contributes to a transverse velocity difference. The measurement matrix
for this Kalman Filter is thus given by the following

*

II

AVL" [HI [X] +[y]
&VTJ
where

-C-02
[H]

0
0C

L -C12-C2 2

0 0
0

0

0

0o

0 00

0
-1

V-

0 000101

(Ci

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0o

1

The effects of the tilts in causing improper transformation of velocity increments and creating
8VN and SVE are taken into account in the transition matrix In this filter, since both the velocity states
and• th tilt states are modeled.

Because Cd the short iteration time, the assumption Is made that the transitioa matrix 0for
X(n+1) •(n)

XYn) + U (n)

can be-approimated by
:,.: :.'•••:..:•i..,.,•:.,;.'•.:
.•.!,, . •.••:,.<.

,.•

,.•; •,• :•* ..:• ,'• :::!' ':,.:•I,,+,
•::.A• :,•

"•

:;;•-..;.,•

, ,; ; ,

.

.

•

, -• . .

As was derived in Appendix A, the misalignments are assumed to increase predominantly due to
gyro bias drifts (See equations A-3 to A-10). Therefore, here also
S64(3,7) = I1n
(3,8) = -012
4(3, 9) = •13
S(4, 7) = J 21
# (5, 7) = 1

31

€(4,8) =.122

(4,9) = 23

#(5,8) =1 32

0 (5,9) =33

In an analogous fashion, due to body axis accelerometer biases
8

BVN (n+1)

VN (n) +

tn+l aBN dt

(C-2)

tn

8VE (n+1)

=

8

VE (n)

aB dt

+f

(C-3)

tn
now

Therefore,

f

naBdt

aBx

a By

C22

C21

a BE

I+

f

I+ a

CI1 dt + aBY

tn

tn

tn

=-,I I

I

C12 dt
(C-5)

+ 12 aBy

and

f1BEdt o-'2 aBz +Ja22

h

(C.6)

tn
Therefore,

ubstlttuting in (C-2) and (C-3)

*(1,1o)

M?.b

(

4(2,10) -j.212

(4, 1)

-.1 22

(4, )

0(2,11)

Due to the tilts RN 86 , gravittonal acceleration will be couplsd into the horizontal axes
causing &VN and fiVE errors ;;urding to
8VN

a

gAt 8SE

fiSVE " -

(C-7)

(C-8)

•N

Thus
The tilts are also increased by improper coordInte-trame rates ('torquing rates") which act
likggyro bias drifts.
The nominal torquing rates for a north referenced coordinate frame are

P,

"#N

E cot X + VE /a

(C-9).

wE

-VN/R

(C- 10)

K

'

-VE/R tan

k 1

sin X.

(C- 1i)

Thus, due to improper V/R torquing
68N = 8VE/RAt

(C-12)

88E = - 8VN/RAt

(C- 13)
(C-14)

= -8VE/R tan %At

88
and therefore

= - S6(4,1) = At/R

*(3,2)

and

X•t/R

-0(5,2) = -tan
Due to incorrect latitude
88

N =-QaE sin x)Atax

(C-15)

(VE/R sec2 x'+E

(C-16)

and
80

K

-

cos k)At8k

so that

0(3,6) = "fE sin xbt
and

a(5,6) = - (VE/R
sec2 x + nE cos
k)&t

Because of the misalignments, the torquing rates are coupled into the wrong axes, creating new
cross-coupled misalignments.
Thus

N -=WKAt 80E - OEAt 8BK
8bE = -AKAt 8SN + WNAt 8 OK
80

-_WNit

BOX

8

80 N

8E + E•Et

(C-I1)
(C-18)
(C-19)

so that

,0(3,4) -wKk~t
0(315)

Et

#(4,3) w .wKA t-*(3,4)
*(4, 5) - wNat

"0(5,3)and 0(5,4) are neglected as being of secondary consequence.
The dominant earth coriolis acceleration corrections on the North and East axes are
2
aCNE - (RVEOE sin k + VE /It tan k)
&CE
sin -.
S
•VE tan k
OIlK

and

(C-20)
(C-21)

Thus, due to incorrect velocities, incorrect Coriolls corrections result
.8VN
,•.:~

•

-(2E Sin
2 VE/f tan X)At BVE
2KAt BVE

88VE , (2 AE sin x + VE/R tan

A)At 8 VN

(C-22)

(C-23)

Therefore

#(1.2)
0(2,1) °

2wKAt
+E

20(3,4)

.W %at
sin

(3.4) + 4(3.6)]

#(I.$) andM#(2,6) (effect of 8\ on &VN and 8 VE due to incorrect Coriolis corrections) are neglected
here. So is the elf-effect of 8 VE In Equation (C-21).
Latitude (nad)
5

or

Latitude (n) +
.

VN/R dt

(ad) • '.(n) * VN/RAt

(C-24)

6-46

Th....

-re, due to incorrect North velocity
(C-25)

8X = SVNAt/R
and thus

S(6, 1) =At/R =-•(4, 1)

Since plant noise is considered white for all states except the reference-error states (States 12,
13, 14), all #(i,i); i = 1 to 11 are equal to 1.
For the reference error states (States 12, 13, 14) plant noise is Markovian (X
Therefore
S (12, 12) = 1 - 1/712At

=-

itX +' ).

0(13, 13) = 1 - 1/7l 3 At
14) = I - I/rl 4 At

S(14,

All other 4 matrix coefficients are treated as negligible or are zero. Thus only 41 out of 196
coefficients have some value. Eleven of these equal 1. The remaining 155 coefficients are zero including
all 0 ij , i = 7 to 14 , j 1 to 14 and not equal to I.
This fact, coupled with the large zero portions of the CHI matrix (see Equation C-1) enables
significant simplications in the computation of the conventional Kalman Filter relationships.
The Q matrix (white plant noise) consists of 14 diagonal elements, with Q (6, 6) (Latitude error
state) set to zero. Q (3, 3), Q (4, 4), and Q (5, 5) represent the white noise randgm drift characteristic
of laser gyros. Q (12, 12), Q (13, 13), Q (14, 14) have the appropriate form: (2wz/rat) where a' is the
rmas amplitude of the Markovian reference error noise and r is the correlation time.
The R matrix (meacurement noise) consists of three diagonal elements. R (1, 1) for Heading,
R (2, 2) for longitudinal velocity, and R (3, 3) for transverse velocity. The R values are employed to
represent the white-noise reference errors, whereas the Q (12, 12), Q (13, 13), and Q (14, 14) values

represent the Markovian random reference errors.

APPENDIX D
POSITION ERROR PROPAGATION

RELATIONSHIPS FOR LASER GYRO AIRCRAFT
INERTIAL NAVIGATOR
The following approximate er'or propagation relationships can be shown to occur for the
dominant error sources in a laser-gyro strapdown inertial system for the particular flight situation:
(1) 600 knots due East at 45 degrees Latitude for about 2 hours duration.
(2) Following a 20 minute self-align on the ground while pointing North.
X, Y, and Z are principal body axes; longitudinal, lateral to the right, and normal down.
Due to X-Gyro Drift
k=XR( t- L__sin wst) •)ANX~i. -- -1s

UC~oB o=x ,R Sin Ws
X•-

•

.

s

sn2w

(D-Q)
(D-2)

tt]

Where
r = Longitude,
X = Latitude,
ws - Schuler Frequency (4. 5 rad/hr)
i rs3 addition
iBXR = residual X axis bias drift at start of flight (assumed to equal turn-on drift in this case)
ANx s white noise X axis random drift
Due to Y Gyro Drift

a •a
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8

SF x 900 the additional azimuth error caused by gyro scale-factor inaccuracy in measuring
the 90 degree turn to East.

(•~

Due to Y-Axis Accelerometer Bias (ABY)
(D-9)

ax =ABY (1-cos wst])
g

[(% .i
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Due to Initial Tilt about North
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where
8NO is the rss sum of GN01 G
8

8N02

the initial tilt resulting from the solf-aligpment

ABY

NOl

8N02

8MAG x 90o

the additional tilt error caused Ly gyro milsalignment cross-coupllng
the 90 degree azimuth wotimo into a motion about a horizontal axis

Due to Initial Tilt about East

where

O0 1i defined similarly to 8,O for orthgnu axes.

Due to Initial East Velocity Error
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SUMMARY
The paper describes an experimental strapdown in~ertial navigation system which is part
of an integrated guidance and control system. Based upon technical requirements and a
general comparison between a gimballed solution vs a strapdown solution a description of
the major elements of the RIICS (Redundant Inertial Information and Computation System)
is given.
The redundancy management problem iv addressed as well as software timing and memory
occupation. The paper concludes with some aspects of advanced configurations such as
sensor skewing and data bus application.
1.

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS

Inertially based information is
many different purposes:
Aircraft Stabilization

(SAS,

needed in

an aircraft

CSAS)

at many different locations for

Sensor stabilization

Autopilot

Weapon delivery

Radar reference

Terrain following

Sight system stabilization

Pilot reference/information

Navigation

Ride quality control/Gust alleviation

The conventional approach to obtaining inertial
reference information uses individual
sensors for each task or piece of equipment. The result is that in many aircraft
dupli-

cation of sensor signals (of different or even equal qualities) is found. Interfaces
between existing and newly installed equipment are rare; when used, they become expensive
and complicated. On the other hand, we are confronted with steadily increasing requirements for aircraft in service and under design.
In spite of additional financial constraints, the arising technical demand in to
do more with less equipment. In addition, with regard to the many modifications of aircraft in service that We experienced, a second very important requirement must be observed: make simple modificaticn with only local impact. Last but not least, the flightsafety requirements related to o&taining inertial reference information demand the.
observation of flight-safety rules, i.e., reliability, redundancy, and vulnerabilitx.
Strapdown inertial technology conforms to all of these rules. It provides more information with less hardware. A comparison of the strapdown and the coktventional ginthsllod
platforms is given by Figurea 1, 2, and 3.
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Table 1. Typical Aircraft Dynamic Environments
Rates
roll
pitch
yaw

Low
± 100*/s
± 400/s
± 40 0 /s

Typical
± 200*/s
± 80 0 /s
± 80*/s

High
+ 500 0 /s
• 120*/s
1200/s

± 5000/52

• 1000'/s 2

t

Angular accelerations
roll 1
pitch

15000/s

2

yaw
Linear accelerations
all

axes

Under these conditions,
be obtained.

5 g

-10

g

_15

g

an unaided navigation accuracy of better than 1 nmi/h CEP can

3.

A STRAPDOWN SYSTEM IN AN EXPERIMENTAL INTEGRATED GUIDANCE AND CONTROL SYSTEM

3.1

The CCV F104 Test Bed

In 1974, the German MOD contracted MBB for the design, development, and flight test of a
Control Configured Vehicle (CCV). The basic idea of improving aircraft performance by

utilizing the reduction of drag in a statically unstable aircraft was combined with the
approach for a modern guidance and control system.

Figure 4.

CCV-PIO4G in

flight.

The CCV-FI04G has been equippod with an integrated guidance and control systez which
provides,

within a set of tour redundant computorst

Stabilitation and Control

Auto Navigation

Autopilot

Redundancy Management

Air-Data Computation

Preflight Checkout

Strapdown Navigation

lilt,•

L

I

i

Ji

Ri

Figure 5. CCV-FI04G guidance and control system
(one channel).

T.. -.. . -. .' . ",,

Figure 6.

...

.

'4t

CCV-P104G guidance and control system.

3.2

The CCV-PI04 Strapdown System

3.1.1

Design Considerations

In 1974, the riak In choosing atrapdown sensors as the basic signal souree for such an
aircraft was quite high. No strapdown system had been used before for flightsafety
determinations. On the other hand, the advantages offerod by the strapdovn system
(in terts of simpler redundancy manageoment and multipoe signals derived from only one
source) led to the selection of a quadrupally redundant otrapdown system for the CCVP104.
3.2.2

Strapdown Sensors

The basic signals in the CCV-F104 that are sensed are four non-orthoqonal body-fixod
rates, and three orthogonal body-fixed acceleration&.
These are measured by
Dry Tuned Rate (yros
Teledyne Systeas Co.
Model SGDS

Accolerometers
Systron Donner
Hodel 4841

The open end shows semiskewed
gyros and orthogonal accelerometers. The utilization of
skewing technique allowed the
IMU to sustain higher aircraft

roll rates.F

Figure 7.
3.2.3

Strapdown inertial measurement unit TDS-3D.

The Inertial Measurement Unit (TDS-3D)

The CCV-F104 strapdown system concludes four TDS-30 Inertial Measurement Units (IMUs)
(see Figure 7). Each IMU contains
(1) Instrument assembly
(2) Gyro caging electronics
(3) Digital conversion electronics
(4) IMU Power
(5) Serial interface to computer
Among others, three key elomonts can be identified for the successful solution
of the strapoown problem
(1) Selection of excellent sensors.
(2) Accurate conversiott of the analog gyro and accelerometer pickoff signals.

(3) Good sensnr models for mathematical error compensation.
Sinlce a dai-cri ption of sensors uoed io
only two remarkable features (from the
(1) Heatingi No heaters are needed for
(21 Run-up tinwi 30 seconds after turn
alignment time is 8 minutes.

given clswhere in this lecture series.
user's point of view)

shall be mentioned:

the sensors.
on, the system is fully operational,

normal

The conversion of the analog pickoff signals is done by voltago-to-froquency (V/F)
converters. FPicure* 8 and 9 show a simplified 1-axis caging loop and a gyro-axis conversion diagram, ro•peetivoly.

i!WO.

Piguro 8. Simplified I-axLs caging lop

Figure 9.

Gyro-axis conversion diagram.

S,

It should be mentioned that although the V/F conversion represents the most accurate conversion technique, its disadvantage is that each signal needs a separate converter (i.e.,
more hardware). It also may be noticed that since V/F conversion is an integrating
t
technique, the output is
S*=

sidt

t

0
This short-term integration smooths the signals and essentially eliminates the effects of
noise. On the other hand, a proper selection of the integration/sampling period &t has

to be made to avoid adverse phase-lag effects. In the CCV-F104 project, no adverse effect
has been encountered.
3.2.4

The Computers

The computation of all jobs for the strapdown equations as well as for all other tasks
in the integrated guidance and control system is done in a set of four redundant computers. For comparison purposes, some representative performance values of the Teledyne
TDY 43 are given:
: 1,13 as
Cycle time
: 1,49 asl Immediate
Add
: 3,87 asJ
Multiply
Double-word arithmetic : Yes
: 16k Core
Memory
: Assembler
Programming language
All computers run identical programs. They are start-up synchronized only; after start up,
they are free-running, a point to be referred to later.
3.2.5

System mechanization

Figure 10 reviews the functional allocation of tasks to the IMU Computer and Control
and Disply Unit JCDU).

I&MJ

I
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~ ~~

AtW1041

a

a."~
10. System functional blcyk diagrame.
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Strapxtown Computation
As mentioned before, all strapdown computation is done within each of the rodundant
"Computers.

There La no vorktharng between computers.
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Figuro 11 does not des•cribe the whole proqram. Since other tasks m~ust be solved quasisimultaneously, a caroful teating of program pa'ts was undertaken. This is bost illu•
strated by Figures 12, 13. and 14.
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Together, the program flow diagram (Figure 12) and the timing diagram (Figure 14) illustrate the difficult job of satisfying different requirements within a restricted time
frame and a given computer capability. An additional problem was that the software had
been written by two different teams (Teledyne Systems provided the strapdown software,
MBB all other parts).

,I2

7-

The detailed core occupation may look different depending upon programmers' arrangements.
in our case, it was also influenced by the four DMA areas for computer-computer communication which have fixed core locations. The total occupied core for the strapdown
computation inclusively of the Auto Nat is 8k words. In addition, 2k of IC-RAM are
utilized by the strapdown program. Standard subroutines are copied into the RAM during
the power-on routine. This faster memory saves 2/3 as per instruction and helps speeding up.
The software provides an automatic self-alignment and gyrocompassing. Within the selfalignment, the following functions are performed:
Fast level
High gain
gyrocompass
Fine level
Low gain
ioptional
N•-t
•is'
oi time
wide-angle gyrocompassing (or use stored heading) North biasng
Fine-level gyrocompassing
3.4

Vertical biasingiavailable

Strapdown System Outputs

The raw data are received from the IMU and compensated. The subsequent integration utilizes a fourth-order Runge Kutta algorithm for the quaternion representation of attitude.
The following elements of the Inertial State Vector are available to the user within the
computer, and most of them are also available for readout via a CDU.
aM
ay

-"

body accelerations

2

p

-

roll rate

q

-

pitch rate

-

yaw rate

-r

0

-

roll attitude

u

-

velocity along x-body-axis

0

-

pitch attitude
heading

v

-

w

-

velocity along y-body-axis
velocity along a-body axis

IVI VGNO -

absolute velocity
ground speed

4
h

-

O.
P

-

angla of attack
sidolip an-gl

Z

- ground-track angle

-

0

-

,r

-

tlightpath angle

h

- lo•0itude

RICG

-

range to dostination
bearing to d4etination

XTR - croutrack error
M. - tift to go to destination

HUG-

vertincal 9dod.tic velocity
- altitude (supported bY air data)

latitudd

It should be noted thatt
(1) Since the attitude is also internally available as quaternions and the CCV-PI04G
control systom uses attitude as feedback lamong other variables), the control system
engineers confronted with the old attitude/singularity problem became accustomed to
quaternions. Nov they have converted their control laws such that quaternions at*

directly fed into the control laws.
(2) The state vector contains the angle of attack (st) and sideslip angle (/3).
It should be noticed, that cl does not contain the gust term
andS" contains also
the drift angle J.
The direct use OfGLN for stabilization (feedback) will be teated In the CCV-7104.

final assertion can be mad@ about an approprlate filter etc. for the elim•tation of

No

4

in

the piN signal. Investigations and tests are under way.
3.4

Use of a StapdWn System for Guidance and Control

3.4.1

Plight Safety, Considerations

Any equipment used In a flight-safety critical position has to satisfy two reqolrements.
The first is the reliability figure, which is hard to get and harder to believe in case
one is working with prototypes. The second, which we are concentr2ting on, in the opera-

tLonal req%iremant. In case of the CCV-I104 program, double fail-op xequi•melnt wa aSU..

.

....

.

The solution is strictly a majority-decision software logic within the computers,
act as central voters and monitors.
Since the number of new technologies involved already have been enough,
as skewing or self-monitoring have not yet been incorporated.

which

principles such

In order to accomplish the failure detection and isolation for all dats, the inertial
and non-inertial data have to be exchanged between computers, done here by DMA data
exchange (see Figure 15). This is a very fast and software-saving method.
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As mentioned before, the computers ran identical but nonsynchronized software, This
feature, which is ImPosed by computer hardware, has resulted in an undesired effect.
In general, it forces one to use higher failure thresholds. In case of the strapdown
signals it did not allow us to consolidate the error-compensated raw signals as initially
intended. Since the asynchronism
between computers may be as big as 60 ms with a maximum
angular acceleration of 1000 0 /s 2 , rate thresholds of 600 /s arising out of this asynchronism are not tolerable. In practice, failure detection, therefore, is done based upon
attitude and velocities. The asynchronism problem is not considered to be a major
problem; however, any future system should run soft-synchronized to ease the programmers'
work.
3.4.2

Functional Integration

The integration of all functions of the CCV-F104 Guidance and Control system is done by
software integration. All functions are executed by the four redundant computers.
Using clear software conventions and a modular technique no major problem was encountered
even between teams writing software parts ten thousands of miles away from each other.
The main problem occurring was a timing problem within the computer. Especially for the
stabilization task, the time uued between data sampling, computing, and output to the
actuators needed to be m~inimnized.
With a given computer performance the problem was solved by:
(1) Selection of a reasonable basic frame of 60 ms a 16-2/3 H2 for the stabilization.
(2) Subframes of 20 mw for the fast strapdown update (50 Hz).
(3)

Low rate update for noncritical variables.

(4)

Utilizing "left-ovor" time for an untimed computation for the "nice to have*

information.
The timing diagrat. (Figure 14) shows that, in addition, phase-lag-critical parts have
been nested together in otder to minimize the time between data input and output.
It should be notieed that the sampling period of 60 ms, although it appears to be long,
is

noncritical.

is

to avoid uonecossary phase lag during computation.

Thýs

is taken into a-count during control

law design. Thu roal

problem

V1.quie -11. ce-ntrcl and dillplay unit, co~~mter TOY 43
and Inartial1 OdagurQI"ft unit '1'b-3-Z).
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At thO tine when this pater iWat written, the CCV-V0 %ad completed a first tookphse
which was a pure cali~bration phase for "al aetrodytiamir sensors. A tv.Lal of 11 fliqhts
wavet perfor~od. Oie THU) (part of L1he fliqhts two MHs) was installed. but vAs not
subjected to detailed tests. Hlovevvr, the naviqationl accuracy observ~ed was between I
and 3 nai/h CEP.
At the time of writing. phase 11 of the flight-tests with thC fully 04ULpped platie had
just com~enced. rout sh~kadovn f Ilighto hiave been porformead. These and a f ow fol low rn
flights are purely dedicated to aircraft open-loop perfottmanco evaluation since some
externzal modifications may affect the aircraft acrodynabics.
therefore, more detailed infor.ation in not included in this paper.

4.

OUTLOOK/GROWTH POTENTIAL

From the point of view of the user (who also has accompanied a considerable part of the
design and development of the described strapdown system), some remarks and predictions
shall be given.
4.1

Performance

It goes without saying, that the basic sensor improvement will improve the-ftnail result.
A considerable performance improvement is eXlqected in the following areas:
(1) Error model improvements will result in better accuracy without hardware effort.
(2) Calibration and alignment improvements will have an additional effect.
(3) Faster computers will reduce phase lag and Avoid stability problems. In addition,
will allow one to use extended error models.
(4) Conversion technique iMprovents (for the pickoff signals of gyros and accelerometers)
using improved V/F converters or digital caging loops will reduce noise effects and
increase accuracy.
4.2

Safety of Flight/Radundancy

The IMUs used in the CCV-FIQ4-program did not give any reason for complaints. To date the
functions have been flawless. However, the amount of hardware needed in order to satisfy
the (fail-op)P requirement is very large. SoW possiblilities ire givon in the following
subsections.
4.2.1

Failure Self-Monitorin

Failure self-monitoring, satisfytng the same operational requirement (fail-op)', would
reduce the necessary hardware by 25% if available with 100% confidence. instead of four
channels only three channels would be needed. fowever, this tehinique has not progressed

above 90% confidence level depeihding
4.2.2

on the particular hardware behig used.

Semiskewin

The simiskewing techciique monitors three orthogoeal sensors by a fourth aunsur arranged

2 x 45* a# shown in Figure 16 a4W 19.

ACCELEROMETER
RATE GYRO

2

MONITORSENSOR

.V

Figure IS. Sensor monitorlag with skewed

$404sOr.

Figure 19.

Principle of semiskewed rate gyros applied to

a strapdown system used in a BO 105 helicopter,
This techniqo is t3'lpecially useful in two cases:
(1) 4Oha A lower degree of redundancy is needed.
(2) •c% mai•atnance and e',sy replacoment are important.
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(1) Adveintages
(a) Minimizes hardware.
(b) Saves space.
(c) Reduces power consumption.
(2)Disadvantages
(a) Power redundancy difficult/ not solved yet.
(b) Repair: in case of one sensor-failure, the whole sensor assembly has to be
replaced and eventually recalibrated.
(c) In case of a sensor failure, a sensitivity reduction may occur because the sensor
taking over the function may not be optimally oriented.
4.2.4

Timing and Cross-Strapping

In the case of redundant applications, a synchronious running of all units and computations is o•sential because it eases software implementation and improves early failure
detection. Cross-strapping all sensor information to all computers is recommended,
because it allows each computer to run its software with consolidated data without crosscommunication prior to computation.
4.3

Sensor Distribution and Vulnerability

The distribution of redundant sensors due to vulnerability considerations often has been
discussed but has not been implemented to date. The reason lies in

the difficult

handling

of the redundancy management, since each sensor measures local information, which eontains
a considey-able part of elastic body motion contribution. Since this complicates the redundancy management seriously, it has not been used yet. On the other hand, new requirements for measuring local inertial information arise (i.e., rates or accelerations for
control of elastic aircraft MOtions). No new solution can be offered yet, but a new contributio.', can be madeto the senror-diatribution discussion.

Figure 22. Sen-or dlstributloa In an aircraft.
In Figure 22, sensor set I is mounted to tti

forvard-looking

gravity. and III in the rear to an aft-looking radar. Assunina,
toring,

•adar,

ii at the oenter of

all sets are

ellf meai-
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(5) Control -f
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4.4

Strapdown Sensois and the Data Bus

The introduction of a data-bus to new a/c is undoubtedly a must. The question concerning
WHEN? This means: Shall we
inertial information from this uiser point-of-view only is,
Shall we have a complete IN-comnutaput raw data on the bus? Shall we compensate first?
tion at the place of data gathering? etc.
rate, with 20 bits per
The present data-bus standard (MIL-STD 1553 B) uses a 1-MHz bit
word. This results in a maximum word rate of 50.000 words per second, which will additionally be reduced by communication overhead. An inertial state-vector information transmission (as described in section 3.3) needing 28 16-bit-words for 26 data takes 560 4s
from the first
to the last bit. This does not include any overhead!
Early measures have to be undertaken to avoid the dangers of
(1) Bus overload.
(2)

Untolerable phase lag.

These two problems do not have a generally applicable
shall be presented for discussion.

solution.

Therefore,

two solutions

'1I
I MU

I M U

I M U

# A

# B

# C

Figure 23.

COMPUTER
# A

COMPUTER
# B

COMPUTER
# C

Strapdown sensor data-bus configuration for
accommodating bus overload.

In the solution diagrammed in Figure 23, the IMUs deliver error-compensated raLes and
accelerations; the triplicated data-bus connection takes care that each computer gets
all

information.

COMPUTER

COMPUTER

COMPUTER

# A

# B

#C

I MU

I MU

I MU

# A

#B

Figure 24.

# C

Strapdown sensor data-bus configuration
for accommodating untolerable phase lag.

The second solution (Figure 21) does not put any unnecessary information on the bus, and
can be made much faster than the first one. But it takes more interfaces and some more
wiring.
In both rases, the inertial information will be made available to other users. This
avoids the unnecesbary multiple installations we experienced in the past.
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5.

CONCLUSIONS

Based upon our experience with a quadrupally redundant strapdown system, and on the
growth potential observed here and on other occasions, we find strapdown inertial
technology to be an excellent innovative technique. Especially in redundant and integrated guidance and control systems strapdown sensors are the prime candidates for new
projects.
Strapdown offers a significant reduction of hardware and cost and considerably reduces
the effort in those applications where not only redundant rates and acceleraLions but
also redundant altitudes and other higher information are needed.
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SYSTEME DE GUIDAGE INERTIEL STRAP-DOWN
POUR ENGIN TACTIQUE

par
G. CattanJ. Michelin
Socigt6 de Fabrication d'Instruments de Mcsure
13, avenue Ramolfo Gamier
91301 Massy
FRANCE

RESUME
Parmi lee syst~mes strap-down d~velopp~s par la Soci~tg de Fabrication d'Instruments de Mesure (SFIM)
A partir des diff~rents modules de Gyroscopes Accordds Miniatures GAM I et GAM 3, le plus 6laborg eat le
SIL 3 destin6 au guidage prdcis des engins tactiques.
Le SIL 3 r~unit dans un mgme bottier lea deux gyroscopes GAM 3,
de bouclage et de calcul.

lea

trois accdldrom!tres,

lee circuits

Le gyroscope GAM 3, sp~cialement ddveloppg par la SFIM, est un gyroscope deux axes A suspension souple,
construit pour mesurer lea vitesses angulaires jusqu'A 100*/s avec une precision de 100 ppm sur la lingarit6
et le facteur d'6chelle. Un bouclage num~rique permet l'entrde directe dans lea circuits de calcul tr~s
glabor~s. L'utilisation efficace d'une mod~lisation pouss~e contribue aux performances du syst~me.
La SFIM a d~veloppg 6galement lee moyens de simulation et de test qui permettent de pr~voir et de
contriler lea performances du syst~me pour lea differentes ambiances pr6vues A l'utilisation.
I.

HISTORIQUE

C'est en 1972 que Ia Soci~t6 de Fabrication d'Instruments de Mesure (SFIM) dont l'activitg
principale
est consacrge A l'6tude et I la r~alisation d'4quipements gyroscopiques, a r4ellement d6but6 dane l'6tude
des systames strap-down avec le d~veloppement d'un premier gyroscope A suspension souple accord6 de
conception enti~rement originale.
Le Gyroscope Accordd Miniature GAM I eat actuellement rdalisd en sdrie pour uu grand nombre d'applications. C'est un gyroscope robuste, de conception tras simple at de r4alisation tr4s 6conomique (Figure 1),
dont lea caract~ristiques peuvent varier suivant lee modles:
(I)

De

(2)

De

(3)

De

I
15

a

300/h

pour Ia d~rlve jour a jour.

D 400*/s

0,2 a

pour la vitesse de pr~cesslon.

0,5 %

pour Ia lin~aritd du facteur d'6chelle.

11 eat princlpalement utilis6 pour Is stabilisation fine des syst~mes de vis6e et conduit0s de tir
(optique, t~l~vislon, infrarouge, radar) et la mesure des vitesses angulaires avec un bouclage 4 sortie
num~rique.
Ce gyroscope est incorpor6 dans des syst~mes de guldage strap-down pour lea applications oa le prix
de revient eat plus important quo lee performances.
(1)

Le SIL I (Figure 2)

comprend trots gyroscopes dont deux balourd~s associ6s A un calculateur.

(2)

Le SIL 2 (Figure 3) comprend deux gyroscopes et trois acc6l6rom4tres associes a un calulateur.

En 1974 la SFIM commence le d~veloppement du syst~me strap-down SIL 3 destin6 au guldage des engine
tactiques, dont la descrintion falt l'objet du pr~sent expos4.
2.

PRESENTATION GENERALE DU SYSTrEME SIL 3 (Figure 4)

2.1.

Domaine d'Utilisation

L'6tude du SIL
east axle dane un premier temps sur le guldage d'un missile tactique.
aussi au pr4guldage de missiles poss~dant un autodirecteur.

Ella s'appllque

Le syat•.s, assure
(I)

La mesure des vitesses angulaires at des accOldrations.

(2)

Le Lalcul du cap,

(3)

Le calcul des vitesses selon lea trots nxes at du point.

de l'attitude.

Il pormet aiusi le pilotage at la navigation du missile, en guidage inertial total,

inertiel.

ou an pr6guldage

Les objectifs retenus en mati~re de performances, de volume ou de poids sont relativement raisonnobles.
Mais il faut y inclure la recherche d'une grande robustesse, nfcessaire dans les conditions d'environnement
s~vker- propres aux missiles, d'un taux de fiabilitS glevg, d'un cout rddult, tant A l'achat qu'A la maintenance.
Toutes les solutions retenues tiennent compte en premier lieu de ces critares.
L'6tude du SIL 3

a 6t4 d~composge en trois phases

(1) Dana un premier temps, la SFIM a ddvelopp6 le gyroscope CAM 3. Ce gyroscope, sp6cialement 6tudig
pour rdpondre au problame posg, mais s'appuyant cependant sur l'exp~rience acquise avec le CAM I
et le GAM 2, est un gyroscope accord6, deux axes. II a un seul anneau de cardan, est dessing pour
avoir une grande robustesse. Il peut pr6cessionner A plus de 100'/s.
(2) Dane une deuxi~me phase, la SFIM rdalise un systame strap-down dans iequel un boitier unique
groupe deux gyroscopes GAM 3, trois accgl~romitres, ainsi qua toute l'Alectronique n~cessaire a
la mise en oeuvre de ces capteurs et A l'acquisition des mesures. Le d6veloppement du logiciel
est effectu6 sur un mini-ordinateur du commerce tandis que se ddveloppe parall~lement la r~alisation des 6idments de calcul embarquables SYCOMORE, rdpondant par leurs performances dlevdes et
hur volume r~duit aux specifications strap-down.
(3)

2.2.

Enfin la rdalisation du SIL 3 est l'aboutissement logique des phases pr6cddentes, en ce sens qua
lee capteurs, leur 6lectronique, ainsi que lee circuits de calcul et d'interface sont regroupgs
dans un boitier unique, constituant ainsi un systtme de navigation strap-down totalement intdgrd.

Description Gdndrale

Le SIL 3 se pr~sente sous la forme d'un bottler de 208 x 190 x 190 mm (Figure 6) dont la masse est
d'environ 7 Kg.
L'avant du boltier regoit le bloc senseur sur lequel sont fixes lee deux gyroscopes CAM 3 et les
trois accgleromutres.
Le bloc senseur est suspendu par rapport au bottier.
Le bottler par lui-meme renferme un bloc d'alimentation et un ensemble de cartes 6lectroniques.
Cat ensemble comprend
(1) Lee boucles d'asservissemenr des gyroscopes.
(2)

Le codage des Informations d'accdldratlon.

(3)

Les circuits de conversion analogique/numdrlque.

(4) Lee circuits num6riques d'acquisition et d'dehanges avec le calculateur.
(5)

Lee 6161 ats de calcul SYCOMORE at leur mnmoire.

(6) L'interface permettant le dialogue,

par l'interemidialre d'un BUS simple, avec le missile.

La Figure 7 donne le bloc diagramze fonctionnel de l'ensemble.
Le syst~me reooit du missile son alimentation sous forme d'un 28 V batterie.
Toutes ]as informations reques ou 6chang6es sont de type num6rique at transitent par le bus.
Le SIL 3 ne comprend aucun r6glage fin de biais, de drive ou de facteur d'•chelleo
Le calibrage eat entirement effectu6 au moyen de tests semi-automatiques,
lors di ces tests mises on m~moire par le calculateur.

etc...

at lea valeurs mesurdes

De mame, la compensation des erreurs des capteurs en fonction des accelerations, de la tempirature,
eat enti~rement effectu~e par logiciel.

Un convertisseur statique assure la g6n6ration A partir de Ia tension 28 V batterie du missile, de
toutes leo tensions n6cessaires A la mise en rotation des gyroscopes, h l'excitation de leurs d~tecteurs de
position angulaire, A l'alimentation des acchl~rom6tres at do l'ensemble des circuits flectroniques.
Les signaux ddlivr6s par lea ditecteurs de position angulaire des gyroscopes sont utilis~s pour
commander lea moteurs de pr~cession par l'interm6diaire de boucles binaires, fonctionnant an modulation de
largeur.
Chaque boucle comprend des correcteurs,
qua lea circuits logiques associts.

v

une source de courant tris prhcise, un coimmtateur en H, ainsi

Les acc~l6romatres sont des accilfromitres "saecs" pendulaires bouclas en continu. Leurs informations
de sortie sont converties en increments de vitesse par des circuits de codage qui sont eux aussi binaires,
at A modulation de largeur.

Afin de permettre la compensation, par logiciel, des erreurs des capteurs, un convertisseur analogique/
num~rique multiplexg prend en compte lea informations d'Scart r~siduel des gyroscopes, ainsi que is tempgrature de chaque gyroscope et de chaque accdl6romatrn.

.

L

La mesure de la pfriode de rotation de chaque toupie permettra de corriger lea erreurs dues au phfnomane de "wheel-hunting" des gyroscopes.
L'ensemble des mesures ainsi effeccuges eat acquis en tmltiplexg pour Ztre transmis au SYCOMORE,
associg A ses mnmoires ROM,

RAM, et EAROM.

Les circuits d'interface assurent le dialogue, par l'interm~dialre du BUS, entre SYCOMORE et le missile.
3.

DESCRIPTION DfUSYSTEME

3.1.

Le gyroscope GAM3

Le capteur gyroscopique eat certainement l'6lment le plus difficile A r~aliser dans un systame inertiel
strap-down ; en effet, il doit possader, en plus des quolitgs demandges A des gyroscopes classiques months
sur des supportG asservis en rotation, une capacit6 de precession A des vitesses angulaires 6lev~es de
l'ordre de plusieurs dizaines de degr~s par seconde, autrement dit, il doit Ztre A la fois un bon gyroscope
et un excellent gyromatre.
3.1.1. Performances
Le capteur gyroscopique utilisg dans la rUf~rence inertielle SIL 3 eat un gyromatre asservi deux axes
A joint souple accordA monocardan ; il est muni d'un moteur-couple de pr6cession galvanom~trique (voir
Figure 8).
Sea principales caractdristiques, donnges par le tableau I ci-dessous, peuvent subir quelques variations,
en fonction de l'application envisag~e pour le systame.
Tableau I

(

)

:

( Encombrement (avec prdampli)
(
diam~tre
(

52 mmn
65 mm

longueur

3,2.105 CCS)

Moment cindtique

1,6

A

Vitesse de rotation

160

A 320 t/s

( Temps de mise au synchronisme
Domaine de libert6 du rotor

10

A 20 a
+ 30 mn.d'arc

0,03 a

Ddrive al6atoire

I */h

( Domaine des vitesses angulaires

(
(

(

3.1.8. DdtailZ

permanentes
temporaires

:

)
)
)

+ 20 A + 5 0R/s
100 A T 200/s

)
)
)
)

)
)

.)

Tachnologiquea (Figure 9)

Le CAM 3 eat constitu6 essentiellement (voir
le moteur d'entruinement (spin motor) A hysteresis
de position A rdluctance variable, les 4 boblnages
d'un 9idment tournant comprenant un axe reli A Ia
par un cardan souple compens6.

Figure) d'une part d'un corps rigide sur lequel eat fixg
multipolaire, lea 4 circuits des ditecteurs angulaires
des moteurs-couples galvanomftrlques X et Y ; d'autre part,
partie fixe par 2 roulements pricontraints et au volant

Le volant eat constltug essentiellement de 4 couronnes monobloc d'aimants permanents au Samarium
Cobalt et de 2 cylindres en acier doux pour refermer le circuit magnitique.
Le champ radial cr66 par ceo aimants permanents mobiles agit sur lea bobinages fixes situ6s dane les
entrefers pour exercer lea couples ,'cessaires A l'obtention des fortes viteasses angulaires do pricession.
La principale caract~ristique do ce gyromitre 2 axes eat ma simpliciti do r6alisation et par consequent
son foaible cott compte tenu de sea performances ; en effet, la partie la plus d~licate qui eat l'articulation
du volant eat rfalis.e I l'aide d'un joint souple monocardan constitug de quatre "bras" do section cruciforme dont 2 sont reli~s A l'axe d'entrainement par une fourche , lee 2 autres 6tant fixAs our Is volant
l'anneau intermfdiaire qui relie les 2 axes du cardan a deo dimensions trYs rdduites qui lui confirent une
inertie trns faible autour de l'axe du spin ; Ia compensation des couples de rappel Elastique du cardan eat
obtenue par 2 petites masses visages de part et d'autre de l'snneau intermadiaire.

Ce joint souple de disposition originale eat r6alisg tras simplement d'une seule piece par g1ectro
•rosion ; il donne toute satisfaction pour lea performances recherchges du gyroscope.
Le GAM 3 eat 6quip6 d'une r6sistance chauffante interne et d'une sonde pour permettre un pr~chauffage
6ventuel du gyroscope.
La butge qui a At6 dispos~e entre l'axe d'entrainement et le volant enl~ve toute fragilit6 au gyroscope.
Parmi les difficultds qu'il a fallu surmonter pour la mise au point du GAM 3. on peut citer l'influence
de la temperature sur lea aimants et la sensibili6 magn~tique du gyroscope.
La variation de l'induction des
eat en effet de l'ordre de 5.10-4 par
cette variation. Le rdsidu eat annul
couples en fonction de la tempgrature

aimants permanents au Samarium Cobalt en fonction de la tempgrature
degrg centigrade ; un shunt magn6tique corrige la quasi totalitg de
par compensation dans le calculateur du facteur d'6chelle des moteursmesur~e du volant.

Pour 61iminer l'influence de l'environnement magn~tique,
de blindage magn~tique.

le gyroscope eat fermS par un boTtier servant

3.2. L'accdl~romgtre HICAL (Figure 10)
3.2.1. Principe
L'acc6l6rom~tre utilis6 dans le systeme SIL 3 eat le "MICAL" d~veloppg par la Socidt6 Frasnaise
d'Equipements pour la Navigation Agrienne (SFENA). C'est un acc•lromatre miniature, de classe 100 ppm, d'un
coot de production faible obtenu par une analyse minutieuse de la valeur, et par Ia reduction ou Is suppression des op6rations de r4glage.
L'acc6liromatre MICAL fonctionne selon le principe du pendule asservi,
amortissement 6lectronique (single axis, pendulous force balancing system).
Un pendule A rappel 6lectromagndtique,
constitue l'616ment sensible.

A un degr6 de libert6 et a

suspendu par deux barres flexibles forment une charni~re,

Toute acc~ldration appliqu~e suivant l'axe de mesure tend

a

dcarter Is pendule de as position d'6qui-

libre.
Un ddtecteur d'6cart angulaire, de type capacitif, d6livre un signal alternatif dont la phase at
l'amplitude sont fonction de I'dcart mesur6.
Apr4s amplification, d~modulation, filtrage et correction de phase, ce signal eat int6gr6 et appliqud
our un amplificateur de puissance A courant continu. Celui-ci engendre dang Is bobine de rappel du moteurcouple A aimants permanents et dana Is r~sistance de mesure le courant n~cessaire pour quillibrer l'action
de lVaccdl~ration at ramener~le pendule dana sa position initiale.
3.2.2. Caraotdri8tiquea
d'un

L'accdldromltre MICAL, avec son 6lectronique d'asservissement incorpor~e,
parall616pipade de 36 x 20 x 23,5 m.

se prdsents sous Is forms

Sa masse eat de 60 g.
L'alimentation ndcessite une source de tension + 15 V.
La miss en oeuvre eat instantande. Aucun prdchauffage n'est n~cessaire.
La gaUme des temperatures de fonctionnement esat de -30

A +95*C.

Le domains de mesure esat do +15 g, avec un facteur d'dchelle de 0,5 V/g.
3.3. Support des Capteurs
Le support des capteurs (Figure II) eat constitud d'une structure sur laquelle sont fixEs lea deux
gyroscopes at lea trois acc6l~rom1tres.
Lea gyroscopes ont leurs spins
rapport sut axps engin.

A 90"

l'un de l'autre, at laurs axes de maeure sont placds a 45' par

Ainsi, lee deux gyroscopes sont utilists pour mesurer Ia vitesoe angulaire de roulis, un seul pour
mesurer Ia vitesse asgulaire de tangage ou de lacet. Cette disposition presents de nombreux avantages, Is
principal 6tant d'augmenter 1e domains de measure en roulis.
Lea accElcromltres sont places sur trois axes rectangulaires.
Deux acc6l~romatres places A + et - 45* de l'axe de roulis sont utilis6s pour mesurer l'accil~ration
longitudinale.
UL support des capteurs eat 116 A Ia structure du missile par une suspension Elastique constitude do
4 plots en Slastomlre.

Les caract~ristiques de la suspension sont adaptdes en fonction de l'utilisation. D'une fagon g~n~rale,
elle doit permettre d'isoler lea capteurs des chocs et des vibrations A fr~quence 4levge, tout en n'introduisant pas de d6phasage ou de mouvement angulaire parasite A fr~quence basse. Dans tous les cas, la suspension ne dolt pas engendrer de mouvement conique.
Les dimensions du support, Cquipg de ses capteurs sont de 150 x 65 x 65 mm.
3.4. Electronique
3.4.1. Foflgtion8 G
(1) Un
II
de
La

rnraZes (Figure 12)

convertisseur statique
gdn~re les diff~rentes
ces tensions est isolg
puissance ddlivrfe est

rejoit la tension 28 V continu venant de Is batterie du missile.
tensions continues n~cessaires au fonctionnement du syst4me. L'ensemble
galvaniquement de la source 28 V.
de l'ordre de 80 W en rhgime permanent et peut atteindre 200 W en crate.

Lea circuits comprennent

*

(a) une alimentation A dhcoupage 28 V/ 20 V
(b) le convertisseur proprement dit, fonctionnant A 12 kHz
(c) un ensemble de r~gulateurs
(2)

Les gyroscopes oant une vitesse de rotation de 320 Hz environ. Ils utilisent des moteurs d'entrainement triphas~s, synchrones, A hysteresis, ayant 4 paires de poles.
L'alimentatlon aeces moteurs reqoit une frdquence d'entrhe de 7.680 Hz obtenue par division, a
partir de l'oscillateur principal. Un diviseur par 6, suivi d'un registre a d6calage, produisent
6 signaux logiques A 1.280 Hz de rapport cyclique 1/3, dh'aLhs de 1/6 de phriode leas uns par rapport
aux autres.
Ces signaux logiques, associfs deux

a

deux, commandant lea trois amplificateurs de puissance

fonctionnant en mode saturg bloqud.
Lea deux gyroscopes utilisent des frdquences diffdrentes, d~caldes de 3.10-".
(3) Les enroulements primaires des d~tecteurs de position des gyroscopes sont excitds a une frhquence
de 50 kHz, en tension sinusoldale.
Un signal logique A 50 k~z, issu par division do l'oscillateur principal, est envoy6 A un filtre
sdl.ctif dont la sortie fournit directement Ia puissance nhcessaire. Une d6teztlon associhe A une
boucle de rhgulation asaure Ia stabilitd de la tension de sortie.
3.4.2. Bouoage des Gyrovoopes
Le bouclage des gyroscopes eat rdalisO par une commando quantifier, binaire,
de largeur (Figure 13). Le choix de cetto m6thode, de prhfternce A coll
continu suivi dun codage, a 6ti fait en fonection des critres suivants

fonctioansnt en modulation

du bouclage ternaire, ou du bouclage

(1) R6gime thermique constant : catte mhthode east cello qui permet le mieux do minimiser lea erreurs dues
aux variations do tempdratures lides A Ia vitesse d'entrde.
(2)

Relative slmpllcit#. Do plus, Is sortie so fait directoment en numhrique, sous forme d'incrdments
angulaires. I1 n'y a pas do circuits de conversion extdriours a la boucle.

(3) Excellente rhsolution.
(4)

Bonne linharit6 at bonne symdtrle, en particulier autour du zdro.

(5)

Fonction de transfert proche do cello d'une commande analogique.

La rdalisation pratlque des circuits de bouclage r6pond par ailleurs
(I)

a

des critares fondamentaux

Respect dos up6cifications de prdcision d4finles lots do l'6tude thhoriquo.

(2) Malntien do la puissance disslpoe A un nlveau ralsonnable. Ce point nou1 a d'ailleurs conduits
rfaliser une commando a deux niveaux do courant avec comautation automatique.
(3)

A

Respect des spcifications do gain et de bande passante nhcessaires A l'ensemble du syst~me.

L'dtude thgorique d'uu bouclage blnalre adapt6 et optimish pour un gyroscope accord6 deux axe# a
conduit Is SFPI 1 rsaliser un ensemble de simulations reproduisant Ie plus exactement possible I* comportemont
d'un tel gyroscope.
Par ailleurs, une m6thode d'analyse originale a dtb d6veloppde. Cette m6thodo, faisant appel B des
transfert complexes permet l'utilisation, sur des systhmes A deux axes. des lieux complexes do
NYQUIST ou de BLACK.

"fonctions de

Appllqude dana un premier temps A l'6tude do stabilit6 ot a l'optimisarion d'un bouclage analogique,
cette mithode a dhmontr6 une excellent. corhlation avec les rhsultats exp6rlmentaux. Cette mame mhthode,
adapthe, a fth ensuite utilisae pour Ia dhfinltion des correcteurs de la boucle binaire. Lea rhaultats obtenus
ont dth confirmds tant en simulation, que, plus tard, exphrimentalement.
La Figure 14 donne un example des rdsultath obtenus.

L'aspect gingral de Ia boucle eat donng par Ia Figure 15.
(1) Les d~tecteurs de position du gyroscope d6livrent deux tensions alternatives proportionnelles aux
6carts en X et en Y.
(2)

Ces tensions sont prgamplifi6es, dfmodulges,

filtr6es.

(3) Des circuits de compensation crois6e r6alisent une fonction de la forme
VSx

a Vex - b Vey
a

VSy =a Vey + b Vex
Ila sont complites par des correcteurs A action proportionnelle et int6grale.
(4) La tension de sortie du correcteur integral eat comparie A une ramps, puis synchronisde par une
bascule pour gdndrer un signol logique modulg en largeur.
Ce signal logique eat trait6 pour limiter lea valeurs extrames du taux de modulation, et d~terminer les changements de niveaux do courant ; il eat ensuite utilisa pour coamander le passage en
positif ou en nugatif d'un courant de rifirence lo dans l'enroulement du moteur de pr6cession.
La commutation du courant est i.alis~e par l'intermidiaire d'un ensemble de transistors montds
en H.
Le courant de rfe6rence eat g~ndrA par une source de courant utilisant une diode Zener 4 tres haute
stabilit6 suivie d'ampllficateurs op~rationnels et de transistors de puissance. La r6ponse dynamique
de cette source de courant, intervenaxt principalement lors des commutations du H, eat un paramktre important.
Le comutateur en H est dessinu de fa~on A minimiser lea Schanges de courant entre circuits do
commande et circuits commandgs. II doit par ailleurs commuter rapidement et presenter des fuites
aussi faibles qua possible dane lea branches verticales du H.
L'ensemble de Is chatne de bouclage a une bande passante de 50 Hz. La fr[qunece du cycle limite
eat de 800 Hz. Le poids de l'incr~ment angulaire eat de 0,7 aeconde d'arc en mode lent et
3.6 secondes d'arc en mode rapide.

3.4.3. Conxveraionx AIN. Interfaoe Coloulatow'
(I)

Les aec~l~romktres du SIL 3 sont boucnds en continu. Les informatlons d'weeilgratlons sont done
des tensions continues qui sont converties en incrtments de vitesse par un codeur binaire utilisant
Is modulation de largeur (Figure 16).
La precision statique et lea performances dynamiques du codeur ont Wt6particuulrement ItudiEes
on fonctior de l'application strap-down. L'utilieation de circuits de codage comportant un bouclage
du 20me ordre aasre l'hlimination do l'erreur do tr4inage loraque l'untrde ett en forms de rampo.
Le poids de l'incriment do vito..e eat do

(2)

2.10-3 m/s,

La frdquenct

do coupure des cirvcuits do codasge eat de 100 Ha.

La frdquence

du cycle limits eat do 800 Hz.

La compensation des informations fournies par lee gyroscopes at los accfl6romatres ndvessite Is
prise on compte par le calcul
(a) Des angles d'Acart mesur6s par les ddtectours inductifa des gyroscopes.
(b) Des temperatures do chaque gyroscope et do chaque acc6ldrow~tre, mesur6as par des sondes
r~sistives.
Cetto prise on compte eat rdalise par l'interm~diaire d'un convertisseur A/M fonctionnant on
multiplexo
(Figure 16). La cadence de conversion eat do 10 =• le temps total do conversion do
200 Us. Pendant et 200 us le convertisseur code succossivement lea 4 tensions d'kcart, I tomp6rature, et 3 tensions do test. Un deuxifme multiploxeur assure I& r~partition sur R cycles do
10 ms du codage (o l'ensemble des tempdratures.
Une logique do sdquencement piloto A Is Lois lot multiploxeurs et l'adressage do lu mfmoire do
rangement recevant lea informations coddos ot assurant lour transfert aux Mldments do calcul par
le bus interne,

(3)

L'acquisition do l'ensemble des informations asstoci~es A des modulations do largeur, c'ost I dire
les 4 informations de vitesso angulaire des gyroscopes et les 4 informations d'accdl~rntion, eat
rialiade par un soul compteur reversible, associd A une mdmoire de travail, et fonctionnant en
multiplex6 (Figure 17).
Un autro compteur, 6galmont asSOCid Autoe m~moire et multipleoa,
offectuo I& mesure do Is pfriode
de rotation de chacun des deux gyroscopes. Cette information, prdlev6e aveo une grando r6solution,
permettra ls correction des erreurs de type "wheel-hunting".
Una mdmoire de rangement regoit l'enaemble des informations ddlivrdes par lea coxopteurs ot assure
leur transfert au calculateur par le bus interne.
Le dialogue entre le calculateur et lea mxmoires de rangement s'effectue par l'interm6diairo d'un
strialisour.

3.5.

Ensemble de traitement SYCOMORE

3.5.1. Principe
Les traitements A rialiser dans le systame strap-down SIL 3 sont de deux natures
(a) Caiculs tr~s rapides de nature mathbmatique
- corrections gyromatres
"- corrections accdl~romatres
- determination de l'attitude et des vitesses
(b) Calculs plus lents orient4s vers lea operations logiques
- saquencement du systame
- entrees/sorties vers le panneau de comnmande et visualisation
- sortie des informations sur le bus systame
- autotests du systame
Une solution permettant de Iraiter l'ensemble du problame consiste A utiliser un calculateur universel
rapide, mais cette solution n'a pas 6t6 retenue pour le materiel embarqug,
En effet, afin de minimiser les volumes et lea cokts, it eat n6cessaire d'utiliser lea composants
standards les plus intkgr6s disponibles sur le march6.
La solution optimale retenue a consistd A associer on microprocesseur et un op~rateur rapide travaillant
uniquement sur des nombres flottants.
Ces deux unitds do traitement peuvent travailler en simultandit6.
.uration bi-processeur.

formant ainsi une v6ritable confi-

Cut ensemble de calcul se nomme SYCOMORE (Systame do Calcul A Organisation Multi-OpOrateur pour
Rdalisations Ewbarqu~os).
L'op6rateur rapide effectue lea thches de type a at le microprocesseur lea tlches do typo b.
3.b.2. OJ¶Jrnaation (b4,to~e 18)
Le syst~me eat organisO autour do doux bus principaux
(I)

I

Le bus mdaloire regroupant 15 lignea d'adresses,

16 ligaes do donn6es bidirectionnollas ot wn cer-

tain nomnbre de coutandas de la c4mowlre.
(2) Lo bus onteros/sorties.
I.ebum mrmoire ext utiliaO pAr lea deux procossours.
Une logique d'accls permot do t6.oudr@ los conflits.
Le bus entrr•tsIorties eat g6rO par I# microprcoesseur.
La m6moira ost organia6e on mots do 16 bits. Ello eat partAgre on trois parties
(t)

Los programmOs on mw6more morto.

(2) Lob donn6es volatilos on R1AM.
(3) Un certain nombroeo dunntoa pnrticulitroa en mmolire protugda.

Los etntrda#/sortios du syvt~me sont constituOtis par
(I)

Los informatiuns fourtios par loe gyromitres et aec6Cdrowtres.

(2) Lo couplago du panneau do commando at visualisatton.
(3) ua g6n6ration do bus do sortie distribuant lea paramatres d'attitude ot do navigation vor# le1
utilisatours.
.1
.

(C.Pitn,1

en t. (YOUIg? 19)

"Los tOches sent g6r6os par It.mieroprocessour qui offoetuo lui-mkao lea ltches lea moins prioritaires
Ot unus-traite a l'op6rateur flottant los t~ches do calcul ripide. Cos t3ches une fois latiches soat entieroment r1alis~es par l'opOrateur flottant qui accedo directomont aux programmos de traitement on m6taoire.

S~flattest

L.os interruptions sent g6r6oa par lo microprocesseur jui a In facultl, d'intorrompre l'op6rateur flottant
pour lni fairo ex6cutor des tOchos plus prioritaires. Lo changemont do contexto oat staors gr6 par l'optratour
lal-OMme.
l.'opdratour flottant signale qu'iI a tormin6 sa tache par l'intermdiairo d'une interruption g6nkr6o

vers 1e wticruprocesseur.

I7

3.5.4. Caractdristiqueset Performanoes
(1)

Microprocesseur

Le microprocesseur utilisf possade
(a) Une unitg de traitement sur 16 bits.
(b) Un systime de 16 interruptions hihrarchisfes avec changement de contexte automatique.
(c) 69 Instructions permettant les traitements sur mots, aur octets ou sur bits.
(d) Une vitesse moyenne d'instruction de i'ordre de 6 us.
(e) Un bus entrees/sorties sdrie.
(2)

Opgrateur flottant (voir Figure 19)
L'opfrateur flottant est une unit4 de calcul microprogram-e, manipulant deu nombres flottants de
32 bits dont 8 bits d'exposant (2-128 1 2127) et 24 bits de mantissa (dont I bit de signe).
ka) Programmation
Les taches de calcul sont exprim6es sous forme de programmes situds dens I* mimoire. L'opgrateur dispose donc d'un jeu d'instructions qul lui eat propre at de moyens logiciels adapt6s a
I& 8gatration des programmes de calcul (comptilateur)
(b) Hicroprogrammation
A cheque instruction, correspond un microprograme rialisd & l'aide de micro-instructions.
L'enchainement des micro-instructions est girg par un microsiquenctur pouvant &dresser
512 mots do m6wm•.re de microprogramme. Afin d'obtenir Is meilleure rapiditf d'ex6cution possible,
Ki n'existe pas I proprement parler de Jeu de micro-instructions. Une micro-instruction eat
dicrite par un mot do 72 bits r6partis en plusiours champs ind6pendants, exprimant des codes
composts ou des mlcrocommandes discrites.
Cot arringement perset de dicrire plusieurs actions simultsn~es, et. par consiquent. entrains
un accroissement sensible de Is vitesse d'ex~cution des microprogrammes optimists au mieux,
Des dispositions particulires ont kt6 prises pour quo Is microproaram.ation puise disposer
do constantes, ce qua oet particuli~rement intiressant pour l'ex~cution d'instruction complex*.
A laide des moyens particuliers on pout rdaliser des uicroprogrames A Is demands.
(c) Dans
Uniti uqdo but
traitement
de simplification des mat6riels,

I'

l'ipfr4teur do base eat 1 32 bits. dont 8 bits

raserv'is I l'exposant ot 24 bits rdservis I Is mantisse, 11 utililse los ilfimnts LSI An• 2900,
Fondwantsleuent, i'uoit6 do treitement ast organiste come ute machine & pile. lle comprend
un. unitA srithyultlque at logique. une pilo d'oplrandes flottants A 8 crans. utilisie dano Is
plupart des
instructions, et une mmoiro registre do 8 reoistres banslisls dont cortaina sent
spki.-lis 6 s (coaptour ordinal, base d'adrossago. indox) ot los sutras utilisis come mamolre
rapid* do travail.
(d) Teosp d'oxdcution
Les op6rations s'efoectuent assentillel.ent sur pile. Los tempo d'exkutiou maximaux sont ls
suivonts (avoc miwoiro rapid* bipolaire) i
Addition fiottanto
Mulciplication fiottanto
Push ou pull de Ia pile
Sinus, arc taetuslo

6 WS
I li
2.4 its
80 UO

3.6.6. G4JnaimeOn 6u £Unitiel (OU1iqw(o)
Aln do taciliter l'icriture des programmes, on a difini un sous-enssoblo du
ýompi16 pour uno exicution our l'opdrateur flotcant.
donnm

MUTMX4 susceptible dVtre

L'lntirit du FORTRAN r6side dons It fait qu'il permit utn Ocrlturo aisle de( programmes do calcul at
la possibilitf doffectuer une miss au point sur Is plupart dos calculateurs.

Los programme
cut# sir SYCOMORE.

testfs soot enulite compilts siln do glonrar utiprogramam

objet susceptible d'itre oxl-

Cso programmes sent sasocils sux progriames dcrits on assembleur pour It sicroprocesseur at apro$
iditton do lions, its sont chargls dans Is mimoiro do SYCOaORE.
Un systims d'aid A Is mite atupoint pereot ensuite do faire tonctionaor Io systimo en temps rotl tout
on l'associant I des moysns informatiques de contr~le.
3.6.

Logtciel d'Application

Le logiciel d'applicstion a 6i0 dMlni poDur ripondre aux application,, tros gtniralei cities plug haut.
on a tenu compts. bien sOr, de caractiriuilques do Is mission (dural de vol, ambiance. dynaniques lingaires et angulaires). L'objectif est le suivant t W• logiciel no dolt pas apportor d'errour propre supfrieure
A 102 do Verreur total. du sysatle.

Une 6tude prtalable tras complate du fonctionnement d'un gyroscope sec, et d'un accolcromatre pendulaire, en ambiance dynamique stvare, nous a conduiit Addfinir des algorithmes de corrections d'erreurs trse
complets. Par ailleurs, la bande passante cherch.e (> 30 Hz) nous imposait une cadence minimale pour lee
principaux algorithmes de calcul.

O

L'optimisation du logiciel a portti essentiellement sur
(1) La minimisation du volume et du temps Je calcul.
(2)

La modularisation du progranmme : de cette faqon, les mnmes modules principaux peuvent ktre rtutilisis pour les d.verses sequences de vol (alignement, calage, tir, ... ).

Les divers modules (s;quences de calculs.

algorithmes) sont d6clenchds,

(I)

Par interruption externe provenant du bloc senscur.

(2)

Par interru'tion interne progranmn4e.

(3)

Par flag,

a

l'intdrieur d'un macne programme.
et leurs cadences assoeihes, dans deux cas

On peut d6crire rapidement lee principaux modules,
(I)

suivant Iyscas

Vol (tir) de l'engin.

(2) Alignement du syatime lors d'essais en vol sur avion de transport civii.
J.$.2. Vol

de

l'tNgiN

Un train d'interruptiona vonant du bloc capteur,

synchronioe le calcul "taemps rWel"

(I)

ompensation des errvurs dt faCteur
Acquisition des information, gyromdsriques inertmentales
d'4chelle suivant isn modc.le d'erreur mZaorlsd. On acquiert on mwe¢ t4-ps quelquen inforuacions
anne.xes (dkaceages des.toupies gyro....)
Cadenco 100 it:

(2)

Acquisition des infrmations inacrmtenvtt
accldrottriqus (vs di
0a 1%4dti alup macde"lo m~ris) does errouti do feeseur ti'Ocbell.
Cadencet .50 NZ

eocOpVrAsurcs)

vcomp*ns.aton

(3)
ompnsaiondoe vrrectrg tiyrcaaquet tic$htyrom%ýtre es aeiedlromotrcs (onlutilise des meddloe
foO-:tionnanws bion rownus, pour un gyro *co et un 4eedtdroýuv penAuloite).
SCatdence
50 le

t!

do

()CaleICdc ltsasiwr4e. On utilijie In reprdneltatidn Watlh~sstiquw par lWa quatorfsitms (4 pIaVSA*rvo)
In variatio, tinqUatornitnt #u~ 1O*w&*tieu dos vitoss antulelro utwsurdo d4kAele
Ion X(s Otillizp.) Wait
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ocdrte,
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-f4142)
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(6) Avar d'Pofect'ier Ic ciztinogent d*.ax-p V
1 * C sitr ls incrtmest de
i vitoese fournis par len ncc6l&roottrc, 0,n co0pn.4' J'errearr ti COevtabilitk. due A lintdgration dalns ust tridre mobile,
Cadence 25 Usi
(7)

o eftsv;tue onsusite les calculi do Yavigation
12.s
ia, ou OainL.

(8) n)'autres#. tAchet pourront

Wce effoctudec

|alesiquos (vitesse

a uequeeto

poent .... )
ti

tAe cadnencU
de

III.

(a) Trkitement des ter 4raturus (lea senscursa sont nodOtsdks en teopdrature).
(b) Test de validicti sir cortaints witures, qui permettent dt so brancher sur des proctdures de

compenliation ea4lc inios.

(c) Sortie sur bus engin.

La Figure 21 rdsume l'organisation du logiciol pour Ia phase VOL

IslFigure 22 en donne le saquon-

cement "temps rdel".
Le volume de calcul pout se r~sumer ainsi
(a) 100 additions + 130 multiplications en flottant 24 + 8 bits A effectuer par pas do 10 ms.
(b) Occupance du calculateur SYCO(ORE de l'ordre de 50%.
3.6.3. AZignement
Le mode d'aligneaent du SIL 3 d~pend essentiellement du type de mission attrlbug au missile. et ne peut
donc 9tre difini a priori.
Toutefois, dans le cadre des essais en vol effectu~s sur un avion de transport civil. un alignement
on vol par compraison avec les informations d6livries par 1& centrale inertielle de r6f6reuce a 6tW privu.
Cette procidure eat dicrite au Paragraphe 4.2.3.3..
4.

DEVELOPPME4NT ET HISS EN OEUVRE DU SYSTEM

SIL 3

Le diveloppement du systhm SIL 3 a nacessit6 Ia mise on oeuvre d'outils divers, parmi losquels
(1) Uu ensemble de simulations du systime.
(2)

4.1.

La d6ifinition dos methodes d'essais et doe moytns 4ssocis.

Simutationi
Uno sioulatioo des diverse* parties du systam SIL 3 a 60 d~velopup

. Le but de cette simulation oat

triple
(I)

11 slait
wvant tout do bien coprondre It rile dos divers li4mnt.s come source d'erreur, &lif
).
d'#z douser une difinitiou optimale (bouclago numirique des CTroMtros logiciaol ...

(2) Cotts simulatiou fou•rit ute 6valuatioa des parloramwces du *yet?*@, pour toutos coaditiont

do

fonctioananout.
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4.2. MCthodes et Moyens de Test
4.2.1. Gyroscope
Les essais classiques des gyroscopes utilis6s en plateforme portent principalement sur leur comportem•c•t
en acckleration
(1) Essais statiques donnant les teomes d'un module en accl6lration.
(2) Essais en vibrations linialres.
Ltutilisation pr6vue ndcessite d'4tudier en plus le compcrtement
(1) Des moteurs-couples (facteur d'6chelle, stabilit4,
(2)

ligne d'action).

Du gyroscope et de la boucle en vibrations angulaires.

La SFI1 a dQ se doter de mdthodes et de moyens nouveaux satisfaisant a ces exigences,
des principes suivants

en tenant compto

(I) Hoyens d'essais statiques distincts des 6quipements pour les tests dynamiques.
(2)

Association itroice avec des twoyens de traitement de doondos.

(3) Ces 6quipements doivent ýtrv utilisablos pour les essais syatdms•.
Moena d'esaaqia statiýqua$

4.2.t..
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Tableau 2
FREQUENCE D'ACQUISITIOl )

PRECISION

NATURE

NOMBRE

PARAMETRES

V-------------(max

en Hz)
numrique

4

(Couples de
pr~cession gyro
Position table

I

. .

( .. . . . . . . .
a(------Position angulaire

. . . . .
-

C----------------Ecarts angulaires"
( gyro

. . . ..

:

synchro

3

500

20 bits

num~rique

.

500

12 bits
: + signe

)
)

: -----

15 bits

500

12 bits

500

-------------------------------

analogique

4

----------------------------------------------

Angle de phase

12 bits

num:rique

2

200

( roupie/moteur

C------------4
:
STemperatures - --------------------------------

:::)-------------------------------Sanalogique 12 bits

------

---------------------

---------

(Divers
(

6
.

.

)

80

.

.

.

.

120

)

Les informations sont stockees our un enregistreur A bande magnetique, Ia mise en oeuvre eat effectuie
par une console de dialogue 6quipde d'une imprimante et de lecteur de cassettes.
Ce moyen d'essai est prdvu pour ktre associt A :
(1) Une table oscillante I axe,
(2)

2 axes, ou 3 axes.

Un pot vibrant.

4.2.1.4. DWpouiZtement des Essais Dyncriques
A la suite d'un essai, on dispose de toutes lea donnges pour reconatituer en temps diffgrg
tement du gyrom~tre.

se compor-

On peut alors:

(1) Etudier le comportement global de lensemble.
(2)

DUterminar lea termes d'un modAle du gyromatre en rotation angulaire en fonction de certaines entrees
simples (sinusoldales).

(3)

Comparer les r~sultats expA:imentaux A ceux obterus par simulation avec procidure de correction du
modale simulg.

Une baie d'acquisition rapide a 6t6 construite et fonctuonne actuellement, associhe A une tat-I 1 axe
(Goerz, MPW), 3 axes (Carco) ou A un pot vibrant ; le traitement des donnies est assurg par on PDP 11/45.
4.?.2. Accd4lromtree
De mime que pour les gyrom~tres, il est nicessaire d'Atudier le comportement des accl~romftres en
ambiance statique et dynamique (,,ibritions lin6aires et angulaires).
Les coefficients du modale en rotation sont mesur~s sur table oscillante, en enregistrant lea grandeurs
d'entr~e et de sortie grace 3 la baie d'acquisition rapide d~crite ci-dessus.
4.2.3.

Systdgne

4.2.3.1. Essais Statiques
Ile ont pour but de mesur-r lea performances des senseurs places dans le systime
(I)

Influence mutuelle des senseurs.

(2)

Positionnement des senseurs sur le bloc.

(3)

Comportement thermique.

Comme pour l'6t,,de du gyroszope, ces mesures sont r6alisfes pour diffdrentes positioredu bloc danes le
champ de pesanteur, ou sur table tournarte I axe. La saisie de donnges utilise la baie d'acquisition rapide
ddcrite ci-dessus.
4.2.3.2. Essaic

Dynaniques

LIs ont pour but de d~finir lea performances- globales du systerme pour une mission et des conditions
d'ambiance d6terminfes %
(I) Essais en oscillation axiale I axe.

(2) Essais en ambiance dynamique (rotation) quelconque
(3)

table 3 axes.

Essais en vibrations lin6aires sur pot vibrant.

Le syst~me, couplg A son calculateur fournit un r~sultat liU A ses performances globales.
4.2.3.3. Essais en Vol - Initialisation du Syst~me
Les essais en vol du SIL 3 seront effectu~s sur un avion de transport civil de type CARAVELLE. Pour
chaque vol de l'avion, d'une dur6e de I heure A I heure 30, plusieurs vols engins durant chacun quelques
minutes pourront Zcre simulds. Les r~sultats seront enregistr6s sur syst.me d'acquisition et d'enregistrement
magnftique, et exploit~s au sol, en diffdrg.
Le principal probl~me pos6 par cette procedure eat celui de l'initialisation en vol du syst~me strapdown. La m~thode d'initialisation en vol a donc fait l'objet d'une 6tude particuliare rfsum~e ci-apr~s

(1)GVndralitds
Le temps de fonctionnement du SIL 3 en inertie pure eat du fait des performances des instruments
beaucoup plus faible que le temps moyen de vol de l'avion de transport grace auquel lea essais
sercnt effectuis.
Come ilin'est pas envisageable de poser l'avion toutes lea cinq minutes ou de n'exploiter que
cinq minutes d'un vol d'au moins une heure, il eat ndcessaire de pr~voir des initialisations en
vol. On pout ainsi aucours d'un vol efffctuer une di;aine d'essais durant cinq minutes chacun.
cette initialisation eat effectuge grace A l'utilisation en r6fdrence de la centtale Tiertielle
classique de l'avion.
Elle comprend trois phases distinctes
(a) Calcul du quaternion initial grace aux angles d'Euler fournis par la centralc puis d~marrage
du calcul de 1'attitucee
(b) Comparaison de l'attitude calcul~e et de l'attitude fournie par Ia centrale inertielle de
r~f~rence.
Le r~sultat de cette comparaison eat utilisd pour recaler A travers un filLrage le quaternion
repr~sentant l'attitude.
(c)

Initialisatior. des composantes de Is vitesse aux valeurs fournies par la centrale inertielle.
D~marrage du calcul de la vitesse A partir des iUxformations accglgromftriques, Comparaison
de Ia vitesse calculAe et de Ia vitesse de Ia centrale inertielle de r~f~rence. Le r~sultat
de cette comparaison eat utilis6 pour recaler a travers un filtrage sous-optimal le quoternion
d'attitude.

(2) Description des diffdrents modes
(a) Le premier mode ne demande pas d'explication fonctionnelle. On peut dire aimplement que cette
initialisation tr~s rapide pout laisser subisiLer des erreurs d'attitude importantes dues diff~rentes causes :
- Erreurs des recopies angulaires de la rdfdrence inertielle.
- D~fauts d'haimonisation des deux centrales
• bruit 63ectrique (codage d'une crýte)
• erreur de codage de la recopie (non-lin6arit6, quantification)
• vieillissement de I'information entrainant des erreurs si l'initialisatlon a lieu
pendant des 6volutions
(b) Le second mode qui ne dure que quelques secondes permet l'6limination d'une partle de l'errour
laisisfe par le calage pr&cedent, et effectue le filtrage des trois derniers types d'erreurs
qui sont A frdquence relativement 6levde.
Le schima du ayst~me eat le suivant

T

L'utilisation d'un coefficient K nettement infdrieur A I donne au systame lee caractdrlstiques
d'un filtre du premier ordre.
&'

(t) Le troiaiame mode qui effectue le calage fin de l'attitude n'utillse plus lea sorties angu-

laires de lI centrale inertielle de rdf~rence.

Ce calage fin s'effectue par comparaison de l'accdldration ou plus exactement des variations
de vitesses calculdes par lea deux syst4mes de navigation. En effet l'erreur d'attitude 6'
Sprovoque une erreur d'accildration 6Aqui est fonction de l'acc6lgration A

LA -1XA

On voit done qu'une accdliration permet l'dvaluation des erreurs d'attitude situdes dans un
plan perpendiculaire A cette accdldration. La prdsence permanente de l'accgl~ration de Ia
pesanteur donne donc - chose classique - l'erreur de verticale. Cependant si lVavion avolue,
une composante horizontale de l'accdlgration permettra l'6valuation de l'erreur de cap.
On eat done ameng A effectuer une correction d'attitude qui d6pend de I'accdlaration qui
rdgne au moment de la comparaison ; cette correction doit Stre aussi ponddr&'
par la connaissance de l'erreur sur chacun des axes. Une mani~re simple de r~aliser ces deux actions simultandment eat l'utilisation d'un filtre de Kalman.
Cependant ces erreurs d'attitude Evoluent et ne sont pas lea seules 1 agir sur le systdme.
Une 6tude complato montre qu'il est ndcessaire d'utiliser un vecteur d'6tat de dimension 39
dont les composantes sont pour Ia plupart faiblement observables. Come ii n'eat pas concevable d'embarquer le filtre optimal asaocig, on dlimine les variables faiblement observabler.,
ce qui ramane Ia dimension du vecteur d'Otat a 5, dont on remplace lVaction sur lVattitude et
Ia vitesse par un cheminement alfatoire.
I1 convient done dVajuster ces deux grandeurs pour quo le fonctionnevent du filtre snusoptimal soit corrett. Pour erda, on va comparer la covariance d'evtimation optimale PI, la
c variance eatlime P, Pt Ia covariance rfelle P3. FPa~ons-nous dana le c&a d'observat'ons

diacriltes. Lees algorit'has dfifinissant P., P2 et P3 en fonction du temps sant (1finis dan
le Tableau 3 Li-deeOSUu. La preuitre ligne est 'ustiI(e car I& .oerfction calcu!ýe grica au
gain K eat riellement appliqude au systems par recalage du
wuaterion. L'optimisatWo du
filtre sous-optimal *at raalisde par riglnge de g 2 ^t 02 pour obtenir, pour un certain nombre
de crajectoices, 10e conditions P 2 t P3 et F3 lgtremout sup~rieura I P1 .
Tableau 3
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0 matrice do transition
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-

-

)
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agisaant our I# sysets"

)
)

A covsristice du bruit
d'observatiou

CONCLUSIONS

Le SIL 3 tel qu'il vient d'#tre prdsontS, correspoad A uno saiution rapidesnt utiltaeble pour I*
guidage des missiles tactiques.
Cc oystime

ateactueltleant en eassalo

u sol, et subirs ame easels on vat au dfibut do l'lavma procheims.

L'application envisag6e aux missiles tactiques no constitue pas use limitation.
Lea syticme eat, per Is puissance do calcul disponible, extansible & bias d'autres app'icaloo, par
example t navigation hybride, avec Doppler, amiss ....
de hlicoptimres ou doe avits do troasport, ou encore
guidage de torpillos
*

Sea dimensions peuvent Agalemeut itre fortement riduites, car ctrte pretere application no fait pas
appel A de l'loectronique hybride. Effin les capteurs eux-umist pouvent volt tour d'malua de perforaances
dtendu done un proche evenir.
(1) Rifirence AGARD lecture *eries 82
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STILAP-DOWN INERTIAL, GUIDANCE SYSTEM
FOR TACTICAL MISSILES
G.Cottan - J. Michelin
Soci6tt de Fobrication d'Inst-urnents de Masure
13, avenue Romolfo Garnier
9 1301 Mossy
FRANCE
SUMMARY
Aoong the stvap-downn systems developed by SFIM from the various models of the Miniature Tuned Gyroscopes GAM-1 and GAM-3, the most advanced is the SIL 3, intended for exact guidance of tactical missiles.
Tht SIL 3 combines in the one case two gyroscopes GAM-3, three accelerometers, the associated loops
and computing circuits.

The GAM-3 gyroscope, specially aeveloped by SFIM, is a dry, tuned , two-axis gyroscope, built to
measure angular rntes upto 100 degrees per second with 100ppm accuracy on scale factor and linearity.
Direct entry into extremely elaborate computing circuits is allowed by digital loop closing. The efficient use
of adv•anced mo-detlin& contributes to the performonce of the system,
SFIM has also developed test and simulation means which enable the prediction and checking of the
systen. performance for the various environments specified in its use.
i, BACKGROUND
It was in 197n that the Company SFIM (Soci6t6 de Fabrication d'instruments de Mesure), whose main
activities were devoted to the design and manufacture of gyroscopic equipments, really began t%e design of
strap-down systems, with the deve!opment of a first dry tuned gyroscope of on entirely new concept.
The GAM I Gyroscope (Gyroscope Accord6 Miniature = Miniature Tuned Gyroscope)
is to day produc4d for a large number of applications. it is a rugged gyroscope, very simply designed and of
very economic manufacture (Fig. 1); its characteristics con be settled according to the models
ý1) From I to 30'/h for the day to day drift
(2) From 15 to 400'/s for the precession rate
(3) From.2 to.5%for the scale factor linearity.
It is mainly used for fine stabilisationofaimingandfire control systems (optical, television, infrared,
radar) and angular rates measurement, with a digital rebalance loop.
This gyroscope is incorporated in strop-down guidance systems for applications where the price is more
important thin performance.
(1) The SIL I (Fig.2) includes three gyroscopes, two of them withmass unbalance, ossociatedwith a
computer.
(2) The SIL 2 (Fig.3) includes two gyroscopes and three accelerometers associated with a computer..
In 1974 SFIM began the development of the SIL 3 strap-down system for tacticcl missiles guidance.
This is the subject of the present paper.
2. GENERAL PRESENTATION OF THE SIL 3 SYSTEM (Fig.4)
2.1. Range of application
SIL 3 is primarily designed for the guidance of a tactical missile. It con also be used for preguidance
of missiles having a homing head.
The system provides
(1) Angular rates and accelerations maasurement.
(2) Heading and attitude computation.
(3) Computation of velocities along the three axes and of position.
It thus allows flight control and navigation of the missile in total inertial guidance or In inertial
preguldance.

W
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The aims adopted for performance, volume or weight are relatively reasonable. But they are associated
wit. the search for great ruggedness - necessary in the severe environmental conditions found in missiles -,
for a high degree of reliability, for a low cost, bot. for purchase and for maintenance.
All the solutions adopted take these criteria into account as a prime need.
The design of SIL 3 has been broken down into three phases:
(1) As a first step SFIM developed the GAM 3 gyroscope. This gyro, specially designed to solve the
problem raised, but nevertheless based on experience acquired with GAM 1 and GAM 2, is a two
axis dry tuned gyroscope. It has a single gimbal ring and is built to have great ruggedness. It can
precess at more than 100*/s.
(2) As a second step, SFIMdevelops a strap-down system inwhich a single case contains two GAM 3
gyroscopes, three accelerometers and also all the electronics necessary for operating the sensors
and the data acquisition. The soffware development is performed on a commercial general purpose
mini-computer while in parallel the airborne SYCOMORE computing elements are being developed,
meeting the strap-down specification in their high performance and small volume.
(3) Finally, therealization of SIL 3 is the logical outcome of the previous phases, in the sense that the
sensors, vheir electronics and also the computing and interface circuits are combined in a single
case, so forming a fully integrated strap-down navigation system.
2.2. General description
The SitL 3 is in the form of a box, 208 x 190 x 190 mm (Fig.6). Its mass is about 7 kg.
The front of the box takes the sensor unit to which are fixed the two GAM 3 gyroscopes, and the three
accelerometors.
The sensor unit is suspended in relation to the box.
The box itself encloses a power supply unit and a collection of circuit boards.
This collection comprises
ti) Gyros rebalance loops.
(2) Acceleration 6ata quantizers.
(3) Analog/digital conversion circuits.
(4) Digital circuits for datm acaoisithon and exchange with the computer
(5) SYCOMORE computing elements and memory.
(6) interface circuits providing "he dialogue, through a simple BUS, with the missile.
Fig.7 gives the functional .Jlr.jitdiagram of th.e whole. The system Is powered from the 28 volts DC
missile battery.
All the data received or exchanged are digital and pass

through the bus.

The SIL 3 has no fine bias, drift or scale factor adjustment.
Calibratirn Is entirely made by semi-automatic tests and the volt-as measured during these tests are stored
by the computer.
Similarly, sensors error compensation, (i.e. accelerations , temperature, etc. .coefficients) is performed
entirely by software.
A static inverter provides generation from tha missile battery 28 V of all the voltages ncv;nssary to start
up the gyroscopes, for excitation of their anguiir position pick-offs, for supplying the accelerometers and all
the electronic circuits.
The signals from the angular position pick-offs are used to control torquers through binar7 rebalance
loops, working in pulse width modulation,
41?

Each loop comprises correctors, a very accurate .urrent source, an H switch, and also the associated
logic circuits.
The accelerometers are pendulous,dry type wish analog loops. Their output data are converted Into
velocity increments by the coding circuits, which are also binary and Pulse Width Modulated.
To allow compensation by software of sensor errors, a multiplexed analog/digital converter takes Into
account the residual deviation of the gyroscopes ind also the temperature of each gyroscope and of each

itAooo5
accelerometer.

S
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The measurement of the rotation period of each rotor will enable gyroscopes'"wheel hunting"errors to be
corrected.
All the measurements so made are acquired in multiplex form to be transmitted to SYCOMORE, together
with its RaM, RAM and EAROM memories.
The interface circuits provide the 6ialogue , through the bus, between SYCOMORE and the missile.
3. DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM
3.1. The gyroscope GAM 3
The gyroscope sensor is certainly the most difficult element to realize in an inertial strap-down system.
In fact, it has to have, in addition to the qualities required of conventional gyros, fitted on supports slaved
in rotation, a precession capability at high angular rates of the order of several tens of degrees per second.
In other words, it has to be both a good gyroscope and an excellent rate gyro.
3.1.1. Performances
The gyroscopic sensor used in the SIL 3 inertial reference is a two axis slaved rate gyro with a monogimbal flexible joint. It is provided with a galvanometric torquer (Fig.8).
Its main characteristics, given in table 1 below , can be adjusted according to the application sought
for the system.
Table 1

Dimensions

diameter

52 mm

length

65 mm

Angular momentum

1,6 to 3,2 105 CGS

Wheel speed

160 to 320 rev/s

Run up time

10 to 20 s.

Limit stops

+ 30 arc min.

Random drift

0.03 to 10 /h

Angular rates range Permanent + 20 to + 500/s
Transient + 100 to + 2000/s
3.1.2. Technological details (Figure 9)
GAM 3 Is constituted essentially (see fig.) on the one hand of a rigid housing to which is fixed the
multipolar hysteresis spin mr•tor , the 4 cores of angular position scnsors (variable reluctance), the 4 windings
of the galvanometric torquers , for X and Y axes, and, on the other hand, of a rotating element comprising
a shaft connected to the fixed part by two preloaded ball bearings and to the rotor by a compensated flexible
universal joint.
The rotor is formed essentially of 4 samarium cobalt permanent magnet monobloc rings and two mild
steel cylinders to close the magnetic circuit.
The radial field created by the moving permanent magnets acts on the fixed windings placed in the gaps
to exert the torques necessary to obtain high angular precession rates.
,,

W

The main characteristic of this 2-axes rate gyro Is the simplicity of construction and so its low cost compared to Its performance. In fact, the most difficult part, which is the rotor suspension, is achieved by means
of a mono-gimbal flexible joint, formed of four " arms " of cruciform section, two of which are linked to the
drive shaft by a fork, the other two being fixed to the rotor. The Intermediate ring of the gimbal has very
small dimensions, which gives It a very low Inertia about the spin axis. The compensation of the torsional
stiffness of the flexure Is by means of 2 small tuning masses screwed either side of the intermediate ring.
This original arrangement for the flexible joint Is made very simply from a single piece of material by
electra-erosion. It Is really satisfactory for the performances sought for the gyroscope.
The GAM 3 Is fitted with an internal heating resistor and a sensor to enable any necessary preheating
of the gyroscope.
The stop which has been arranged between the drive shaft and the rotor eliminates any source of damage
to the gyroscope.
Among the difficulties which had to be overcome for developing the GAM 3 can be quoted the effect
of temperature on the magnets and the magnetic sensitivity of the gyroscope.
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The variation of induction of samarium cobalt permanent magnets with temperature is about
5 x 10-4 per degree celsius . A magnetic shunt corrects alr.iost the whole of this variation . The residue is
cancelled out by a calculated compensation of the torquers scale factor in relation with the measured temperature of the rotor.
To eliminate the effect of the magnetic environment the gyroscope is enclosed by a case which is used
as a magnetic screen.
3.2. The MICAL accelerometer (Fig.10)
3.2.1. Principle
The accelerometer used in the SIL 3 is the MICAL ', developed by SFENA (Soci6t6 Franqaise
dtEquipements pour la Navigation A6rienne). This is a miniature accelerometer, of 100ppm class, of low
production cost, obtained by careful value analysis and by reduction or elimination of the adjustment
operations.
The
system.

MICAL

accelerometer works on the principle of a

single axis, pendulous force balancing

A pendulum with electromagnetic return, suspended by two flexible strips forming a hinge, constitutes
the sensitive element.
Any acceleration applied along thesensitive
position.

axis tends to move the pendulum from its equilibrium

An angular capacitive pick-off, provides an a.c. signal of phase and amplitude in relation with the
measured deviation.
After amplification, demodulation, filtering and phase correction, the signal is Integrated and applied to
a d.c. power amplifier . The latter produces in the return coil of the permanent magnet torquer and in the
measuring resistor the current necessary to balance the action of the acceleration and bring the pendulum to
its original position.
3.2.2. Characteristics
The MICAL accelerometer, with Its Incorporated rebalarnce electronic is in the form of a parallelepiped,
36 x 20 x 24.5 mm.
Its mass is 60 g.
The supply requires a + 15 V voltage source.
Operation Is Instantaneous. No preheating Is necessary.
The operating temperature range is from - 300 to + 951C.
The

input range Is

+ 15 g, with a scale factor of 0.5 V/g.

3.3. Sensors mounting block
The sensors mounting block (Flg. 11) is formed of a rigid structure on which are fixed the two gyroscopes
and the three accelerometers.
The gyroscopes spins are at 9 0* to each other and their measuring axes are placed at 450 to the missile axes.
So the two gyroscopes are used to measure the roll angular rate and only one to measure the pitch or
yaw angular rate. This arrangement has many advantages, the main one being to increase the roll measuring
range.
The three accelerometers are placed on the three rectangular coordinate axes. Two accelerometers
placed at + and - 450 of the roll axis are used to measure the fore and aft acceleration.
The seniors mounting block is linked to the missile structure by an elastic suspension formed of four
elostomer studs.
The suspension characteristics are adapted to the use. Generally It has to enable the sensors to be
isolated from high frequency shocks and vibrations, while Introducing no phase shift or parasitic lowfrequency angular motion. Any way , the suspension must not cause conical motion.
The dimensions of t0e block, fitted with the sensors

,

are 150 x 65 x 65 mm.

3.4. Electronics
3.4.1. Uonera'

funotione (Figjuro 12)

(1) A static Inverter receives the 28 V d.c. voltage from the missile battery.
It generates the various voltages necessary for the working of the system. The whole of these voltages
are galvanically Insulated from the 28 V source.
The power supplied Is of the order of 80 W In steady state and can peak to 200 W.
The circuits comprise
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a) a 28 V/20 V switching supply
b) the inverter itself, operating at 12 kHz
c) an assembly of regulators.
(2) The gyroscopes have a wheel speed of about 320 Hz. They use synchronous three-phase hysteresis
drive motors, having four pole pairs.
The supply of these motors receives an input frequency of 7,680 Hz, obtained by division, from the
main oscillator. A 1/6-divider, followed by a shift register produce 6 logic signals at 1,280 Hz,
of 1/3 dutycycle stepped 1/6th period from each other.
These logic signals, combined by two, control three power switching amplifieil.
The two gyroscopes use different frequencies, having an offset of . 3%.
(3) The primary windings of the position pick-offs are excited by a 50 kHz frequency, sine voltage.
A 50 kHz logic signal, from division of the main oscillator, is applied toa selective filter whose output
provides the necessary power. A detection network associated with a feed back loop
provides the output voltage stability.
3.4.-2. Gyros rebalance loops

The gyros rebalance is achieved by a binary, quantified pulse width modulated loop (fig.13). The choice
of this method over that of ternary rebalance, or analog rebalance with follow-up digitizer was made on the
following criteria
(1) Constant heat state this method best enables errors due to temperature variations connected with
the input rate to be minimised.
(2) Relative simplicity. Moreover, the input is then directly digital, in the form of angular Increments.
There are no conversion circuits external to the loop.
(3) Excellent resolution.
(4) Good linearity and good symmetry, particularly near zero.
(5) Transfer function near to that of an analog loop.
The practical execution of the looping circuits moreover meets fundamental criteria
(1) Conformity toaccuracy specifications defined In the theoretical design.
(2) Maintaining the dissipated power at a reasonable level. This point also led us to make a rebolance
loop with two current levels and automatic switching.
(3) Conformity to the gain and bandpass specifications necessary for the whole system.
The theoretical study of a binary rebalance loop adapted and optimised for a two-axes tuned gyroscope
led SFIM to make a simulation set reproducing as exactly as possible the behaviour of such a gyroscope.
Moreover, an original method of analysis has been developed. This method, making use of complex
transfer functions, allows the use on two-axes systems of complex NYQUIST or BLACK locus.
Applied as a first step to the study of stability and the optimisation of an analog loop, this method has
shown excellent correlation with the experimental results. This same method, adapted, hoa been then used
for the definition of the binary loop correctors. The results obtained hove been confirmed both by simulation
and, later, experimentally.
Figure 14 gives an example of the results obtained.
The general appearance of the loop is given In fig. 15.
(1) The gyro pick-offs provide two a.c. voltages proportional to the X and Y deviations.
(2) These voltages are preamplifled, demodulated, filtered.
fil

(3) The cross compensation circuits make a function of the form
V
Ve
b V
VSx
ex
Vey
VSy

0 Vey

b Vex

They are supplemented by Integral and proportional correctors.
(4) The output voltage of the integral corrector is compared to o ramp and then synchronised by a flip-flop
to generate a pulse width modulated logic signral. This logic signal Is processed to limit the extreme
values of the modulation depth and to determine the current level changes. It Is then used to control
the passing to positive or to negative of a reference current jo In the torquers windings. Switching
of the current Is through on H-mounted assembly of transistors.
The reference current is generated by a current source using a very high stability Zener diode
followed by operational amplifiers and power transistors. The dynamic response of this current,
source, acting mainly during the H switchings, Is an Important parameter.
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The H-switch is designed to minimise the current exchanges between circuits controlled and those
controlling. It has also to switch rapidly and have as little leakage as possible in the vertical branches
of the H.
The whole of the rebalance loop has a bandposs of 50 Hz. The limit cycle frequency is 800 Hz. The
weight of the angular increment is.7 arc sec. in low rate mode and 3.6 arc sec. in high rate mode.
3.4.3. A/D converaions and Comnputer interface

(1) The accelerometers of SIL 3 are d .c. rebalonced. The acceleration data are therefore d.c. voltages
which are converted into velocity increments by a binary quantizer using pulse width modulation.
(fig. 16)
The static accuracy and the dynamic performance of the quantizer have been especially studied
for the strap-down application. The use in the quontizer of a second order loop prevents for the
drag error when the Input Is in a ramp shape.
The weight of the velocity increment is 2 x 10-3m/s. The quantizer has a bandposs of 100 Hz.
The limit cycle frequency is 800 Hz.
(2) The compensation of the gyros and accelerometers data requires to be taken into account in the
computing
a) deviation angles measured by the gyros inductive pick-offs
b) temperatures of each gyro and of each accelerometer, measured by the resistive detectors.
These are token Into account by an A/D converter working in multiplex (Fig. 16) . The rote of
conversion Is 10 ms; the total conversion time 200 ps. During these 200 ps the converter codes in
succession the four deviation voltages, I temperature and 3 test voltages. A second multiplexer
provides for the distribution over 8 x 10 ms cycles of the coding of oil the temperatures.
A sequencing logic at the same time drives the multiplexers and the addressing of the storage memory
receiving the coded data and providing their transfer to computing elements through the Internal bus.
(3) The acquisition of all the datas associated with the width modulations, I.e. the A angular rate
signals from the gyros and the 4 acceleration signals, Is performed by a single reversible counter
together with a memory and working In multiplex mode (Fig, 17).
Another counter, also with a memory and multiplexed, measures the rotation period of each of the two
gyroscopes. This Information, token with high esoa!ution, will enable the correction of " wheelhunting ' type errors.
A storing memory receives oil the data supplied by the counters and provides for their transfer to the
computer through the Internal bus.
The dialogue between the computer and the memories Is accomplished through a seriali•r.
3.5. SYCOMORE processing network
The pracessing to be carried out Iin the SIL 3 strop-down system Is of two kinds
(a) Very rapid computations of a mathematical nature t
- rate-gyro corrections
- accelerometet corrections
- determinotion of attitudes and velocities.

(bN Slower computations far the logic opeotttons
- sequenci"ng of the system
Inputs/outputs to the Control and Display Unit
. output of data on the system but
- self-tests of the system.
-

A solution enabling the whole of lhe problem to be procesusd consists In using a fast univetrsl computer,
but this has not been adopted for the airborne equipment.
In fact, in order to minimlse volumes and costs It Is necessary to use the most integrated standard componenis on the market.
The optimum solution adopted consisted in combining o microprocesuor and a fast operator working
only on floating numbers.
These two processing units can work simultaneously, to fotming a ;rue bi-processor configuration.
This computing raetwork is called SYCOMORE (Systtme de CaLoul b Organisatlon MultI-Operateur
pour Reollsoalons fmborquies w Computing System with Multi-Operator Organlsatlon for Airborne Use).
The fast operator carries out the type (a) tasks and the microaprocesot the type (b) tasks.
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3.5.2. Orgariiation (Figure 18)
The system is arranged around two main busts
(1) The memory bus combines 15 addess lines, 16 bidirectional data lines and a number of memory
controls.
(2) The inputs/outputs bus.
The former is used by the two processors. An access logic enables conflicts to be resolved.
The inputs/outputs bus is managed by the microprocessor.
The memory is arronged in 16 bit words. It is divided Into three parts
(1) the programs in the static memory (ROM)
(2) the teansient data in RAM
(3) a number of special data in a protected memory.
The inputs/outputs of the system are constituted by
(1) datas provided by the rote gyros and accelerometers
(2) coupling of the Control and Display Unit
(3) generation of the output bus distributing the attitude and navigation parameters to the users.
3.643. Funoctioniito (Figure 79)
The tasks are managed by the microprocessor which process the tasks of low prior'ty and let to the
floating operator the fast computing tasks. When these tasks are started, they are completely processed
by the floating operator, which has a direct access to the programs In memory . The interrupts are managed
by the microprocessor which can interrupt the floating operator to cause it to execute tasks of greater priority,
The context change Is then managed by the floating operator Itself.
The floating operator Indicates that it has completed its task by means of a generated interruption to the
microprocessor.
(1) Microprocessor
The microprocessor used has i
a) a 16 bits centrol processing unit.
b) a system of 16 prioritIzed Interrupts with automatic context change,
0) 69 Instructions enabling processing on words, octets or bits,
d) a mean Instruction execution time of the order of about 6 ps.
a)on input/output serial bus.
(2) Floating operator (see Fig. 19)
The floating operator Is a microprogrommed computing unit, manipulating floating numbers of 32 bill,
including 8 exponent bits (2-128 to 2-127) and 24 mantissa bits (including I sign bit).
a) Programming
The computing tasks are expressed In the form of programs placed In the memory. The operatoe
thus has a set of instructions of his own and software means adapted to the generation of
computing programs (compiler).
b) Micro-programming
To each instruction corresponds a micro-program mode with micro-instructlons. The linking
up of mlcto-instructIons Is managed by a micro-sequencer which con addess 512 mIcre-program
memory words. In order to obtain the best possible speed of execution, there Is, strictly
speaking, no set of micro-instructions. A mIcro-Instruction is described by a 72 bit word,
spread over several Independent fields, expressing composed codes ot discrete micro-controls.

This arrangement enables several actions to be described simultaneously and, conse~utintly,
entails an appreciable Increase In execution speed of optlmised microprogroms.
Special arrangements have been made for the microprogramming to have constants available,
which Is of particular interest for executing complex Instructions.
With the use of special facilities microprograms can be made on demand.
c) Processing Unit
With the aim of simplifying oquipment, the basic operator is of 32 bits, with 6 bits reserved

for the e*ponient and 24 for the mantissa. It uses ISI AMD~ 2900 elemients.
Basically, the processing unit Is atro-igod lIke a stack machine. It comprises an Arithmetic
and Logic Unit, a flootini. operond: stack with eight steps, used In most of the Instructions,
and a memory work space of 8 registers, some of which are speciallzed(program counter,
addressing base, Index) und the others used as a fast memory work space.
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d) Execution time
The operations are carried out essentially on the stack. The maximum execution times
are the following (with fast bipolar memory)
Floating addition 6 Vs
Floating multiplication 7 ps
Push or pull on stack 2.4 Ws
Sine, arc tan 80 ps
3.5.5. Softwa'v,, Genemtion (Figure 20)
To facilitate the writing of programs, a sub-assembly of FORTRAN is specified, which can be compiled
for execution on the floating operator.
The interest of FORTRAN is that It enables an easier writing of computing programs and gives the
possibility of carrying out debugging on most computers.
The programs tested are then compiled in order to generate an object program which can be executed
on SYCOMORE.
These programs are associated witSi programs written in an assembler for the microprocessor and after
link edition they are fed into the SYCOMORE memory.
A system used to aid final development then enables the real time operating of the system while it Is
combined with datc processing checking facilities.
3.6. Application software
3.C. I. Py-inciple
The application software has been specified to meet the very general applications mentioned above.
Of course, the characteristics of the mission have been taken into account (flight duration , linear
and angular dynamic environments). The aim is as follows : the software must not bring any inherent error
greater than 10% of the total error of the system,
A very exhaustive prior study of the working of a dry gyroscope and of a pendulous accelerometer in
very severe dynamic conditions led us to define very complete error correction algorithms. Moreover, the
bond pass sought ( > 30 Hz) set a minimuir rote for the main computations algorithms,
The software optimisation related mainly to :
(1) Mininlsation of the volume and of the computing time
(2) Modulorlation of the programlin this way the some main modules con bo re-used for variout flight
sequences (allgnmetýt,

calibration, flight).

The various modules (computing sequences, algorithms) are triggered according to the case
(I) By external Interrupt coming from the sensot block.
(2) By Internally programmed Interrupt.
(3) By flog Inside a given program.
1he main modules and associated rotes con be described rapidly In two cases

i

(I) Missile flight
(2) Alignment of thn system In flight tests on a civil taonsport aircraft.

I

A or*ies of interrupts coming from the sensor unit synchronlises the

real time

-

computation

(I) Acquisition of Incremental rate gyro data, scale factor errors compensation according to a
stared error model. At the some lime some atsoclated data ae acquired(the gyros rotors offset...)
rate 100 Hz.
(2) Accelerometer Incremental data (and temperotures)acquisltlon
(with a stored model), rote M Ha .

scale factor errors compensation

(3) Compensation of rate gyros and accelerometers dynamic errors (well known working models ore
used, for a dry gyro and a pendulous accelerometer)l rate 50 Hz.
(4) Attitude computation. The mathematical represetotion by four quaternions (four parameters) Is used.
The variation of the quaternion with the angular rate measured in the mlssile axes (u) Is well known:
-.

Q

Q

(qt. q"

4. q4t,)

A third order numerical Integration, compensated for angular accelerations, suffices for the
performances sought.
Rote 50 Hz
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(5) The quoternion calculated by numerical Integration is corrected at regular intervals for slow
drifts (drifts of the gyroscopes in accelerations, calculated according to a stored model;
precession of the navigation coordinate system, and earth rotation). Then the attitude matrix Is
computed (function of the quaternion components). N being the navigation coordinate system
qj 2 + q2 2 - q33 2
2(q2q3 + qq 4 )

N
C B

2(q2q4

-

qtq3 )

q42

2

(q2q 3 - qjq 4 )
22
2
2
- q2 + q3
2(q3q4 +qlq 2 )

2(q2q 4 + qjq 3 )
q4

2

2(q 3 q4 - qlq 2 )
2
q| - q 2 - q3 + q4

Rate 25 Hz
(6) Refore the B-N coordinates transformation on the rate increments provided by the accelerometers,
the commutobility error, due to integration in a moving coordinate system, is compensated.
Rate 25 Hz
(7) The conventional navigation calculations ore then mode (velocity, position, ... ) at a rate of
12.5 Hz or less.
(8) Other tasks can be carried out at a few Hz.
a)Processing of temperature (the sensors ore temperature modelled)
b) Validity test on some measurements, which enables special compensation procedures to be
connected up.
c) output on missile bus,
Figure 21 summoriles the software arrangement for the FLIGHT phase z the figure 22
givez the " real time " sequencing.
The computing volume con be summarlsed thus a) 100 additions + 100 multiplications in floating 24 + 8 bits to be mode in 10 msec steps.
b) Occupancy of the SYCOMORE computer of about 50%.

The mode of alignment of the SIL 3 depends essentially on the type of mislion given to the missile and
so cannot be defined a priori.
However, within the scope of the flight tetls mode on a civil transport oircraft, n ollignment in flight
by comparison with the data supplied by the inertial reference unit hoo been provided fot.
This procedure is described Inparagraph 4.2.3.3,
4, DEVELOPMENT AND CHECKING OF THE SIL 3 SYSTEM
The development

of the SiL 3 system required the use of various tools, among which are

(1) A set of system silmulotions
(2) Tho definition of test methods and the osnoclated means.

4.1, Slmslotioni
A simulation of the various parts of the SIL 3 system hat beon developed. This simulation has a triple
purpose (1) First of all an understanding of the part of the various elements as an error source, in order to give
them an optilmum definition (digital rebolanc. of gyrs, software.,.),
(2) This simulation provides an evaluation of the system performance for all working conditions.
(3) The results of these simulations are compared with meosueintens obtained during tests. This led to
on identification of SIL 3 model for various dynamic environment,.
As partial timulotions can be mentioned
(1) Simulation of the gyroscope with its digital rebalonce loop. This led to optimisatlon of the whole
loop (bandposs, transients, dynamic behaviour of the gyroscope).Atn example of the tesponse of the
GAM 3 gyro Ito an *ngulor rote stop Is shown In fig. 23.
(2) Simulation of the specific software (integration of the attitude, coordinate ftransformtion on rate
increments.. .); the processing of the mathematical data has thus been checked.
(3) Simulation of the in flight alignment procedures uied during the tests (Kolmon filter, sp•clfied
according to the theory stated in 4.2.3.3.). Fig. 29 gives an alignment .itomple.
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(4) Some related simulations (suspension, gyro thermal model .. ).
A simulation of the whole system has been made. Fig.24 gives a portion of the standard flight
(angular rates and accelerations); Fig. 25 gives the Ia valuos of attitude and position errors of the whole
SIL 3 system.
A Monte Carlo method was used to qualify the system in simulation.
A given portion of flight is used several times as input to the system~simulation (sensors + software).
The various random error parameters are drown at random to a Gaussian law. The calculated values of attitudes,
rates, and position... are compared to the reference values, thus providing the system errors for the random
drawing made. The procedure is repeated and by a statistical analysis provides the standarddeviations of the
SIL 3 system errors, for c given flight profile. Fig.26 outlines the procedure used.
All of the simulation is developed in FORTRAN by means of *o data processing system comprising
(1) A CPU with wired float.
(2) A dialogue console.
(3) 2 disc units; 1 magnetic tape unit; I printer; I XY plotter; I tape reader.
4.2 Test methods and means

4.24.
1.Grocp
The standard tests for gyroscopes used in platforms relate mainly to their behaviour In
acceleration
(1) Static tests giving tle terms of a model in acceleration.
(2) Tests In linear vibration.
The ute anticipated requires, rather, study of the behoviour .
(I) of torquer% (scale factor, scbIllity, misalignment
(2) of the gyroscope and its rebalnce. loop In angular vibration.
SFIM had to provIde new meaou and motods to toake the,
principles I

needs Into oacount and also the following

(1) Static tiet means different fraom those for dynomlc tests.
(2) Test equipments associated with dota ptocessiag moeani.
(3) These test means must con W used fto system lotwt.

The GAM 3 automatic test set allows i
(I) The eyto operation with analog or digital tabolanot loops.
(2) the thermal control of the gyro1*ope,
(3) The conditilontg of sofe parameters such as tomperatutes, Io"p deviatlon errots, precession ltoques,
(4) The monitoring of the correct operatiaon and safety manodgement
(5) The dlat

acquisitlon on punched Iope and on a ptinter accoWding to two work.ng modes:

A-cceleratilo Mode wsed to determine the termi of the model in acceletotlon. the lost set
reOCrds the lltegraled drift torques fat a given time fat different 06.itians of the gyro if telolion to
the gravity Hell.
Table mode . The test set is combined with a one-oxss totaling table on which is positioned the gyto
=4iyeo its two oxls as a rote gyro. It tecotds the preceaso torques on each axis, ntlegiratd over
a given angle, and alto the mean angular rate of the table through this "l#1e.
4.1. 2. r.

of
441ygý',
the ev+tj,,• roort

The results of neasureienIsr transfared by ptiochsd tope to the computer ore analysed by standard
statistical met•shods which can take into actount the redundancies present in a c€melete swties of meoa emeniJ.
The most probable coefficientls of models desctibing the gyro in
and its
icceleration
tO•0qft are evaluated,
and also the uncertaintles associated with these coefficients.
Two automatic lest sets hove been built und are to djy workifgto
MPW). The data ore*pocessed on POP 11/45.

to, ekher with a table (Goerz of
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42...Diynmie Teat Means (Figure 28)
During dynamic tests the study could be limited to the overall behaviour of the rate gyro. The
means described above would then suffice. It is more Instructive to know at each moment the behaviour
of the rate gyro, with respect to the parameters of input conditions. With this aim, a fast data acquisition
set has been designed and built. It is controlled by the SFIM MARINA S fast processor, working with a 8K
x 16 bits core memory. This test set enables the acquisition of the data defined on table 2 below.
Table 2
Parameters

No.

Nature

Accuracy

Acquisition Frequency
(max.Hz)

Gyro precession

4

torques

4.....tal__

Table position

I

digital

20 bit

500

Angular position

3

synchro

15 bit

500

Gyro angular

4

analog

12 bit

500

2

digital

12 bit

200

Temperatures

4

analog

12 bit

80

MISC.

6

digital

12btt+sign

500

2 bit_ +sign_50

deviations
Wheel/motor
phase angle

120

The dota are stored on a magnetic tape recoNer i operation is by a dialogue console fitted with o
printer and cassette reader.
This test tet Is planned to be as*muiated with
(1) An oscillating table, mono-ants, two-oxes or thteSe*-Ox.

(2) A.vibrator.
After a test there ate avolhable all the data to recoatitte offllne the behoviour of the rate gyro.
One Crio then t
(I) Goo*aine the overall behaviour of the unit,
(2) 0etermine the.teioms of 0 moael of the rote gyto in angular oavoi

fat tone simple Iput• (itie).

(3) Compel* the eapvtAmiotol .twltt with thawe obtained by stuulation with cowection proecdure of
the ismut•l*d n-ael.
A fost acquisitfon Se has been constructed end Is tiow woaking, to4e#het with a I axis.Ible
(Goset, MPW) , 3 auts (Catco) or with a virator. Dato•
pIocoutng is on a POP 11/45.

At for the rote gytos. It it necessary to study the behaviour of th aoccelerometers In stali and
dynamic conditions tongu•ar and Ilnedt vibratloot),
The Coefficients of the nodel In totarIon at measured on the oacillating !able, by r•eotdidng the Input Dad
outpui dteo by means of the fa•s ocquibition set decribed abo'v,

Their purpoe ts to meastue the perfonotanoe *4 the setsrs placed In the sys f
(1) Mutual inflvesce of the sen.sos.

(2) Pootlo•oing ao the ansort an the block.
(3) Theal behaviour.
As In the gyro study, these itteesutements ae 4ehd for difterant postilofs of the uit In the lavity
field, or on a oaxis rotating table. The data ore recorded with the fast acqt#itl1n tot, previousty

desctlbed.
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4.2.3.2. Pd'nnioi Teats
These ore for defining the overall performance of the system for a given mission and environmental
conditions,
(1) 1 axis axial oscillation tests,
(2) Tests in any dynamic ambience (rotation) ; 3 axes table,
(3) Linear vibration tests, on the vibrator.
The system, coupled to its computer, provides a result connected with its overall performances,
4.2.$..3. Flight Teets

-

Syatem initiatiinig

The SIt 3 flight tests will be made on a Coravelle type civil transport aircraft. For each aircraft flight
of I to 1 .30 hour duration, several missileflights,eoch of a few minutes, can be simulated. The results will
be recorded on a magnetic acquisition and recording system and exploited off-line on the ground.
The main problem set by this procedure Is that of the initialising in flight the -trap-down system. The
method has therefore been the subject of a special study, summorised below 1
(1) General
The operation time of the SIt 3 In inertial mode is, because of the perfotmonce of the instruments,
much less than the mean flight time of the transport aircraft In which the tests will be mode.
As It is not feasible to land the aircraft every five minutes or to make use of a flight of at least an
hcur for only five minutes.4 isnecessaryto provide for Initialisation I flight. Then a dozen fiveminute tests con be made during a flight. This Initialisation iscarried out by using as reference the
airtaft standard Inertiao unit.
It comprise% three separate phases
(a) Calculation of the initial quoternion from the Euter aneleg supplied by the Inertial unit,
then stating up the attitude computation,
(b) Comporflsn of the computed attitude and the attitude supplied by the reference Inertial
unit.
The result of thi.; oemparisor
reptrsenting the atitltde.

is used to teadjust, through filteorItg, the quaternion

(4cInIftalitation of the velocity eomponetls ot values provided by the inertial unlit Stoting
up the cotspulovlot-of velocity Itom occole.romelet data. Comparison o' the computed
velocity 41.d the velocty flom th•elreeence unit. the result of this comp;*Iso, is used to
reoadjust, thtough a tu-bopieavam filtering, the attitude quoternlat.
(2) Descriptlon of the d4|ffeent modes
(a) The first mode noeds no functioel ompiaactlon. It roo simply be sold that this
viy etpid initiaiismion
t
oo leave conidetroble ottiude ets
due to diffetent causes:
- errOtts in ongular ttpeo, of the Inertial reference.
- hrmonisoftao defecvt In the two unlis
electrical olsea(coding a •eak)
c"d09g errot of the reP*at (1no011inrIVy , quantificdtioh)
tosaing elrton If she initl1,otooat*o1 taoikploco
00a4eioof the data,
during evolutlonts.

(6) The second mtde, which lasts only a few taciods. enables a part of the error from the
pteviovs setting to be elimntol*e uad carries out the fillering of the loathree types of
errors, which ore at relatively bigh frequoncy4
"Thediagrom of the system ss i

II1

Attitud

T
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The use of a K coefficient lower than I givs the system the characteristics of a first
order filter,
(c) The third mode, which performs the fine setting of f',e attitude, doesnotuse the angular
outputs from the reference inertial unit , .
The fine setting is achieved
'omparison
!:
of the acceleration, or, more precisely, of the
ve!ocity variations calculated.
the two navigation systems. In fact, the attitude error
causes an acceleration error L5A, which is a function of the acceleration A

It can be seen that an acceleration encbles the evaluation of the attitude errors in a plane
perpendicular to this acceleration. The permanent presence of the gravity acceleration
therefore gives - a standar case - the vertical error. However, if the aircraft manoeuvres
a horizontal component of the acceleration will allow the heading error to be evaluated.
We are therefore led to make an attitude correction based on the acceleration which prevails
at the time of comparison. This correction r:.ust be also weighted by knowledge of the error
on each of the axes. A simple way of carrying out these two actions simultaneously is by
using a Kalman filter.
However, these attitude errors change and are not the only ones to act on the system.
A full study shows it is necussary to use a state vector of dimension 39 whose components
"are generally not easily observed. As it is not conceivable to carry the associated optimum
"filter, the variables which are not easily observed are eliminated (thus reducing the state
vector dimunsitor. ;• 5) and their action on the attitude and velocity is replaced by a random
processtn3.

Y.

It Is therefc . ecessary to adjust these two magnitudes so that the functioning of the suboptimum filet, i4 correct. For thih. the optimum estimation covarlance PI, the estimated
covorl.'nce P2 and f•ie real covarlanec P3 are goinp to be compared. Now take the case of
dIscr% * observations. The algorithms defining PI, '2, and P3 with respect to the time are
defhudJ in Table 3 below. The first line Is justified since the correction calculated from
ogin K Itsatually appted to the system by the readjusting of the quaternion. The optimlsa"tionof the suboptimum filter Is achieved by setting of R2 and Q2 to obtain, for a number
tajectorles, the :onditions P2
Ca
P3 and P3 slightly above PI
Table 3

(1)
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5. CONCLUSIONS
The SIL 3, as just presen•ted,
missiles.

represents a solution quickly usable for the guidance of tactical

This system is at present being ground tested and will undergo its flight tests at the beginning of next
year.
The application considered for tactical missiles is not a limitation.
The system is, by the computing power available, capable of extension to other applications, for
,axample : hybrid navigation, with Doppler, Omega, .. of helicopters or transport aircrafts, or, again,
-uidance of torpedoes ....
Its dimensions can also be greatly reduced, for this application does no make use of hybrid electronics.
Finally, the sensors themselves can have an extended range of performance in t6ie near future.

*

,
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PART I
NASA-CR-I 51013 DN-D0410-007
76/03/24
76N33276
A DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE SEQUENTIAL PROBABILITY RATIO TEST FOR 2-IMU FDI
Rich, T.M.
McDonneli Douglas Technical Services Co., Inc., Houston, Tex. (Astronautics Div.)
The sequential probability ratio test (SPRT) for 2-iMU FDI (Inertial Measuring Unit Failure Detection/Isolation) is
described. The SPRT is a statistical technique for detecting and isolating soft IMU failures originally developed for the
strapdown inertial reference unit. The flowchart of a slibroutine incorporating the 2-IMU SPRT is included. ABA author.
RAE-TR-71241 BR28129
71/12/00
73N27571
A STAR-POINTING ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM FOR SKYLARK
Abbott, J.K.
Royal Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough (England).
A three-axis star-pointing attitude control system was developed for the Skylark sounding rocket. The system uses a
simple strap-down inertial system to carry out precision maneuvers to locate the target star, starting from an initial moonpointing orientation. The star sensor is capable of providing adequate error information for stars down to visu&l
magnitude 5. ABA author.
NASA-CR-67459 REPT-1726-FR2
64/12/30
76N70963
A STUDY PROGRAM ON A STRAPDOWN MINIATURE ELECTROSTATIC GYRO
Honeywell, Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.
AD-A039338
76/12/00
77N30156
A KALMAN FILTER APPLICATION TO THE ADVANCED TACTICAL INERTIAL GUIDANCE SYSTEM OF THE
AIR-LAUNCHED LOW VOLUME RAMJET CRUISE MISSILE
Vandevender, J.A,
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, Calif.
A Montecarlo simulation is conducted to ascertain performance of the ATIGS system whicht is a proposed air-launched
cruise missile configuration. The simulation Is conducted within a local, level inertial frame consi;ting of down-range,
cross-range, and up as primary reforonce vectors. Efforts are made to measure the rolative effects associated with the
intended pure position reset provided by a Micrad sensor as compared with those effects which could be expected
from a linear suboptimal Kalman filtering scheme used in conjunction with the Micrad sensor. ABA authtor (GRA).
NASA-CR-144998 TRW-22817-6002-RU-00-VOL,
76/03/31
76N28263
ADVANCED APPLICATION iLIGltT EXPERIMENTS PRECISION ATTITUDE DETERMINATION SYSTEM.
VOLUME I - STRAPDOWN STAR TRACKER DEVELOPMENT
TRW Sysloies Group, Rodondo Beach, Calif,
A strapdown star tracker Is described which utilixes an Image dissector tube in the photon counting mode. Stars as
dim as + 10 M, c4n be tracked with the 60 sq cut apertu-c of this dovice. This makte the I dog by I dog field of view
practical without a decrease ill star availability. A unique pulse processing circuitry is utilited which. combinld with thie
photon counting technique. allows star magnitudes from + 10 M, to 0 M, to te acquired and trockwd without changing
electronic circuitry or ,caling. Position variation with star Intensity Is less than 2 a:c wconds from +10 MNto 2.5 M.,
The electronic design consists mostly of digital circuit%: tile march and track electronics are completely digital. The
optical-mechanical structure is fabricated front grtaphite/opoxy composite material. and thl optics were fabricated front
cervit. Brth or these materials Improve the thernal stability of thi olectro.optical borosight. To"ting of the( tracker was
completely cutomated and used a collinated star source. ABA author.
NASA-CR-144999 TRW.221R I76002-RU4)0.VOL-2
76103131
76N2-264
ADVANCED APPLICATION FtliGl#r EXPERIMENTIS PRECISION AT*ITUDE DE1TRMINATION SYSTEM.
VOLUME 2 SYSTEM TUhS'S
TRW iystelms Group. itedondo Boach. Calif.
cThe
perfortuance capability of each of two precision attitude determination systems (PADS). one ushig a strapdown
star tracker. and tile other using a single'axit ginttbal slar tracker was mieasured in the laboratory under simulated orbit
conditions. Thliprimary focus of the evaluation was oil tlie cont-itution to the total systema accuracy by the star
trackers, and the effectivenmss of tihe software algorithmIs in funictioning with actual ensor signals. A brief description of
PADS, the laboratory test configuration and tihe test facility, is given along with a discussion of the data handling and
display, laboratory computer programs. PADS performance evaluation prograum and the strapdowu and gimbal system
tests. Results at* presented and diwused. ADA author.

NASA-Case-ARC-10716-1

US-Patent-4,012,018; US-Patent-Appl-SN-403695; US-Paterit-Class-244-165;

SUS-Patent-Class-235-150.2; US-Patent-Class-235-150.25; US-Patent-Class-244-3.21; US-Patent-Class-244-171
77/03/15
77N20399
ALL SKY POINTING ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM
Lorell, K.R.; Murphy, J.P.
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.
In a strapped-down gyroscope space vehicle attitude control system, a method and appartus are provided for gyro drift
and input axis misalignment error compensation employing a sun and a star tracker and preselected vehicle calibration
maneuvers. The outputs of two-axis strapped-down gyroscopes nominally aligned with the optical axis of the sun and
star trackers are measured to provide gyro drift calibration, roll, pitch and yaw axis scale factors and values corresponding
to the degree of nonorthogonality between the roll axis and the pitch and yaw gyro input axes and the nonorthogonality
of the roll and pitch axes relative to the yaw axis. The vehicle is then rolled and yawed through pi'ecomputed angles as
modified by the calibrated data stored iii a digital computer, and acquires a target without recourse to external references.
ABA Offical Gazette of the US Patent Office.
NASA-CR-140313 T-569
72/02/00
75N10042
AN ADAPTIVE TECHNIQUE FOR A REDUNDANT-SENSOR NAVIGATION SYSTEM
Chien, T.T.
Draper (Charles Stark) Lab., Inc., Cambridge, Mass,
An on-line adaptive technique is developed to provide a self-contained redundant-sensor navigation system with a
capability to utilize its full potentiality in reliability and performance. The gyro navigation system is modeled as a GaussMarkov process, with degradation modes defined as changes in characteristics specified by parameters associated with
the model. The adaptive system i- formulated as a multistage stochastic process - (1) a detection system, (2) an identification system and (3) a compensation system. It is shown that the sufficient statistics for the partially observable
process in the detection and identification system is the posterior measure of the state of degradation, conditioned on
the measurement history. ABA author.
76/08/00
76N32176
AN OPTIMALLY INTEGRATED PROJECTrED MAP NAVIGATION SYSTEM
Reid, D.B.; Harman, R.K.; Frame, D.J.
Computing Devices of Canada, Ltd., Ottawa (Ontario). In AGARD Medium Accuracy Low Cost Navigation 31 P (see
N76-32148 23-04)
A unique Integrated tactical navigation system (ITNS) concept for helicopter applications is described. This concept,
which could be extended for application in high performance tactical aircraft, is based on the projected map system,
PMS 5 6, currently in production. The primary navigation unit of the ITNS is the Doppler dead reckoning (DR) subsystem which uses simple directional and vertical gyros as heading and attitude sensors. Auxiliary navigation data are
supplied by a projected map display (PMD) and a triad of magnetometers strapped to the airframe. The PMD displays
aircraft position, track and bearing to destination pictorially, providing excellent pilot orientation and position fixing
capability. The magnetic sensor measures three components of the earth's field, from which additional heading and
attitude information are derived. A digital Kalman filtering algorithm is Implemented to estimate system errors from
DR. PMD) and strapdown magnetic data. The error estimates are fed back to correct DR position and null sensor errors,
resulting in a fully Integrated system which provides excellent performance at low cost. Simulation results indicate that
system accuracy without position fixes will be better than 2 per cent of distance travelled (95 per cent confidence),
ABA author.
NASA.*R.1 24126 TR-147.2
70/06/30
73N19641.
ANALYSIS OF S'TRAPDOWN SENSOR TESTING
Crawford, B.S.
Analytic Sciences Corp., Reading. Mass,
Some topics ielated to dynamic testing of strapdown sensors are analyzed, with emphasis on measuring parameters
whircitgive rise to tuotion-induced error torques ii ingle.degree-of-freedom inertial sensors. The objective Is to determine
the dynamic inputs, test equipment characteristics and data proceising procedures best suited for mneasuring these pareanctetn. Single axis, low frequency vibration tests and constant rate tests are studied in detail. Nlethods for analyzing the
"effectsof test motion errors and mnealsurenent errors are developed and illustrated by examples. Candidate test data
proci.:sn3 methods ate compared amd recommendations concerning test equipment mid data processing are made.
ABA author.

NASA.CRI44219 IOM-76-221-002
76/03[02
76N20181
ANALYSIS OF TEST DATA ON TIlE SIMPLEX STRAPDOWN NAVIGATION SYSTEM
International Busimess Machines Corp.. Hluntsv.ille. Ali, (Federal Systems Div.)
iThe
results of a study of test data taken on the simplex strapdown navigation system were presented. That system
consisted of the following components: sttapdown platform, altimeter, digital computer, tape recorder, typewriter,
and power source. The objectivo of tlhes iests was to isolate error sources which may cause degradation of the system's
•,•"%

~'-";ý
,,"...--M...

accuracy and to recommend appropriate changes to the system test procedures or computer software. The following
recommendations were made: (1) addition of a gyro compassing alignment program into the navigation program,
(2) addition of line drivers at the signal processor end of the transmission line, (3) need for extensive laboratory testing
to determine sensor misalignements, biases, and scale factors, (4) need to stabilize the power source to prevent transients
during power transfer, (5) need to isolate and eliminate the source of the large noise inputs. ABA Y.J.A.

U

AD-A008649 REPT-381 I-FRI SAMSO-TR-74-221
75/03/01
75N30143
AUTONOMOUS NAVIGATION TECHNOLOGY. PHASE IA - STUDY
Paulson, D.C.
Honeywell, Inc., St Petersburg, Fla. (Aerospace Div.)
The program objective has been to provide the design of a space navigation system for unmanned earth satellites. The
system is required to provide accurate determination of the ephemeris state and to be autonomous. The equations of
motion of the satellite are integrated using a detailed model of the earth's gravitational field. The effects of residual
errors in the gravity field, unmodeled forces, and uncertainties in initial conditions are reduced by measurements. The
selected approach employs two down sensors to track unidentified earth landmarks surface; this unknown tracking
method obtains to line of sight angular velocity (V/H). The phase I objective was to design and test an engineering model
down sensor, a strapdown telescope. The measurement is obtained by digital correlation of signals from photodetector
arrays in its image plane. ABA GRA.
NASA-CR-124234 TRW-18313-6004-RU-00
73/04/00
73N22608
COMPETITIVE EVALUATION OF FAILURE DETECTION ALGORITHMS FOR STRAPDOWN REDUNDANT
INERTIAL INSTRUMENTS
Wilcox, J.C.
TRW Systems Group, Redondo Beach, Calif.
Algorithms for failure detection, isolation, and correction of redundant inertial instruments in the strapdown dodecahedron configuration are competitively evaluated in a digital computer simulation that subjects them to identical environments. Their performance is compared in terms of orientation and inertial velocity errors and in terms of missed and false
alarms. The algorithms appear in the simulation program in modular form, so that they may be readily extracted for use
elsewhere. The simulation program and its inputs and outputs are described. The algorithms, along with an eight
algorithm that was not simulated, also compared analytically to show the relationships along them. ABA author.
AD-A034278 GE/EE/76D-23
76/12/00
77N24095
COVARIANCE ANALYSIS OF KALMAN FILTERS PROPOSED FOR A RADIOMETRIC AREA CORRELATOR/
INERTIAL NAVIGATION GUIDANCE SYSTEM
Fitschen, C.K.
Air Force Inst. of Tech., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. (School of Engineering.)
In this report, a covariance analysis is performed on two Kalman filters proposed for use in a weapon system utilizing a
strapdown inertial navigation system (INS), updated by position data from a radiometric area correlator (RAC), for
guidance. Filter performance is analyzed when primary navigation information is provided by Sperry INS, which uses
laser gyroscopes, and when an INS employing conventional dry-tuned gyroscopes, manufactured by Hamilton-Standard,
is incorporated Into the weapon system. For the covariance analysis, truth models in the form of linear state equations
are presented which reflect the best description of the weapon system when either the Sperry or Hamilton-Standard INS
is used. The Sperry system model is composed of 4( states and the Hamilton-Standard system model 61 states. Primary
emphasis In this investigation is placed on minimizing Wstem terminal navigation error. ABA GRA.
NASA-CR-144085 TR-EE/EL-I
74/08/01
76NI3197
DESIGN OF A TORQUE CURRENT GENERATOR FOR STRAPDOWN GYROSCOPES
McKnight, R.D.; Blalock, T.V.; Kennedy, E.J.
Tennessee Univ., Knoxville, (Dept. of Electrical Engineering.)
The design, analysis, and experimental evaluation of an optimum performance torque current generator for use with
strapdown gyroscopes, Ispresented. Among the criteria used to evaluate the design were the following: (1) steady-state
accuracy; (2) margins of stability against solf-oscillation; (3) temperature variations; (4) aging; (5) static errors drift
errors, and transient errors, (6) classical frequency and time domain characteristics, and (7) the equivalent noise at the
"inputof the comparater operational amplifier. The dc feedback loop of the torque current generator was approximated
as a second-order system. Stability calculations for gain margins are discussed. Circuit diagrams are shown and block
diagrams showing the implementation of the torque current generator are discussed. ABA author.
74/00/00

75N21583

DESIGN OF ATORQUE CURRENT GENERATOR FOR STRAPDOWN GYROSCOPES
McKnight, R.D.
Tennessee Technological Univ., Cookeville.
The design, analysis, and evaluation is discussed of an optimum performance torque current generator for use with strapdown gyroscopes. The criteria used to evaluate the design were: steady-state accuracy; margins of stability against

self-oscillation, temperature variations, aging, etc., static and drift errors; PVR errors, transient errors: classical

frequency and time domain characteristics; and the equivalent noise at the input of the comparator operational
amplifier. ABA dissert. abstr.
NASA-CR-123513 TRW-18313-6003-RO-00
71/12/29
73NI7711
DETAILED TEST PLAN REDUNDANT SENSOR STRAPDOWN IMU EVALUATION PROGRAM
Hartwell, T.; Miyatake, Y.; Wedekind, D.E.

TRW Systems Group, Redondo Beach, Calif.
The test plan for a redundant sensor strapdown inertial measuring unit evaluation program is presented. The subjects
discussed are: (1) test philosophy and limitations, (2) test sequence, (3) equipment specifications, (4) general operating
procedures, (5) calibration procedures, (6) alignment test phase, and (7) navigation test phase. The data and analysis
requirements are analyzed. ABA author.
NASA-CR-124333 S-25
73/07/13
73N28649
DEVELOPMENT OF A WIDTH-MODULATED PULSE REBALANCE ELECTRONICS LOOP FOR STRAPDOWN
GYROSCOPES
Blalock, T.V.; Kennedy, E.J.; McKnight, R.D.
Tennessee Univ., Knoxville. (Dept. of Electrical Engineering.)
A new width modulated pulse rebalance electronics loop was developed for use with strapdown gyroscopes. Advantages
of the width modulated binary over the ternary loop are the following: (1) the H-switch is easier to implement; (2) torque
is applied in finely quantized increments; (3) the analog-to-digital conversion for data generation is inside the loop and is
directly determined by the torque pulse; (4) on part of the loop compensation network bypasses the gyroscope; and
(5) the torquer is fed constant power. ABA author.
AD-A014505 GRR-005-0675

75/04/00

76N15869

DEVELOPMENT OF AN OPTICAL RATE SENSOR
Skripka, J.L.; Fredricks, R.J.
Lear Siegler, Inc., Grand Rapids, Mich. (Instrument Div.)
This report documents the results of a feasibility investigation program of optical rate sensing by a unique technique of
differential phase shift measurement between counter-traveling light beams forming a closed path. The program involved
the design, build, and test of a discrete component research test model of the sensor, and an investigation of the applicability of integrated optics technology to such a sensor. Such a sensor possesses many of the attributes of the ring laser
gyro without the problem of frequency lock-in which is characteristic of that device. It also offers the potential
advantage of size reduction without performance degradation through the use of multiple turns of fiber optics for an
effective area increase and replacement of the gas laser with a solid state source. The purpose of the program was to
evaluate a complete sensor using the research test model and to determine how well integrated optics can be applied to
the optical rate sensor. The results indicate that fiber optics and the solid state laser can be used to overcome problems
encountered in the discrete component model and to achieve performance in the one-half to ten degree per hour bias
stability range in a sensor configured for a maximum rate of 400 degrees/second. An optical rate sensor using only
integrated optics components, although promising, requires further research developments in the field of integrated
optics. ABA author (GRA).
75/05/00
75N30076
DEVELOPMENTAL MICRON LABORATORY TEST RESULTS
Warzynski, R.R.; Radic, G.C.
Air Force Avionics Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. In AGARD - The Guidance and Control of V/STOL Aircraft and
Helicopter at Night and in Poor Visibility 3 P (see N75-30052 21-01)
A moderately accurate, low cost of ownership inertial navigator system, called micro-navigator (micron) was developed
which will satisfy a wide range of applications including V/STOL aircraft and helicopters. The gyroscope for micron
is an electrostatic gyro (ESG) operated in a strapdown mechanization. The gyro's performance in a developmental
micron system, designated the N57A-l, was verified. The N57A-l was subjected to heading sensitivity, repeatability,
Scorsby, shock, vibration, angular rates, cold soak, and mobile tests; over 70 navigation runs were conducted. The
N57A-I demonstrated performance better than the goals of I nm/hr and 5 ft/sec for all tests. ABA author.
NASA-CR-124161 TR-147-5
72/09/00
73N20682
DYNAMIC ERRORS IN A TUNED FLEXURE-MOUNTED STRAPDOWN GYRO
Bortz, J.E., Sr
Analytic Sciences Corp., Reading, Mass.
Motion Induced errors in a tuned, flexure-mounted strapdown gyro are Investigated. Analytic expressions are developed
for errors Induced by linear vibrations, angular motion, and detuning. Sensor-level errors (gyro drift rate) and systemlevel errors (navigation errors) that are stimulated by an actual dynamic motion environment are computed. ABA author.
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NASA-CR-140296 E-2525
70/08/00
74N78010
DYNAMIC TESTING OF SINGLE DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM STRAPDOWN GYROSCOPE
Feldman, J.
Massachusetts Inst. of Tech., Cambridge. (Charles Stark Draper Lab.) Presented at the 5th Biennial Guidance Test
Symp., Holloman AFB, N. Mex., 14-16 October 1970.
73/02/00
73N20697
DYNAMICALLY TUNED GYROS IN STRAPDOWN SYSTEMS
Craig, R.J.G.
Teledyne Systems Co., Northridge, Calif. In AGARD Inertial Navigation Components and Systems 26 P (see N73-20684
11-21)
A review is presented of the basic principles of operation of the dynamically tuned instrument and shows a gyro configuration designed for the strapdown use. Characteristic errors in a multigimbal design are discussed and the basic error
models for the gyro, together with its dynamic characteristics, are presented. ABA author.
NAL-TR-302
72/00/00
73N24652
ESTIMATION OF GUIDANCE ERRORS BY KALMAN-BUCY FILTERING TECHNIQUE
Murata, M.
National Aerospace Lab., Tokyo (Japan).
The application is described of Kalman-Bucy filter theory to postflight guidance error analysis. Trajectory reconstruction
and the estimation of guidance hardware errors and radar system errors are emphasized, such as accelerometer bias, gyro
drift rate, radar location uncertainty and the like, by processing both guidance telemetered and radar tracking data. The
filtering technique is developed in full detail for a launch vehicle with a strapdown inertial navigation system. Digital
simulations are also presented. The results demonstrate that the approach is very promising for postflight guidancetrajectory analysis. ABA author.
NASA-CR120427 R-826-VOL-1
74/07/00
74N32099
EVALUATION OF SELECTED STRAPDOWN INERTIAL INSTRUMENTS AND PULSE TORQUE LOOPS,
VOLUME!
Sinkiewicz, J.S.; Feldman, J.; Lory, C.B.
Draper (Charles Stark) Lab., Inc., Cambridge, Mass.
Design, operational and performance variations between ternary, binary and forced-binary pulse torque loops are
presented. A fill-in binary loop which combines the constant power advantage of binary with the low sampling error of
ternary is also discussed. The effects of different output-axis supports on the performance of a single-degree-of-freedom,
floated gyroscope under a strapdown environment are illustrated. Three types of output-axis supports are discussed:
pivot-dithered jewel, ball bearing and electromagnetic. A test evaluation on a Kearfott 2544 single-degree-of-freedom,
strapdown gyroscope operating with a pulse torque loop, under constant rates and angular oscillatory inputs is described
and the results presented. Contributions of the gyroscope's torque generator and the torque-to-balance electronics on
scale factor variation with rate are illustrated for a SDF 18 !RIG Mod-B strapdown gyroscope operating with various
pulse rebalance loops. Also discussed are methods of reducing this scale factor variation with rate by adjusting the tuning
network which shunts the torque coil. A simplified analysis illustrating the principles of operation of the teledyne twodegree-of-froedoma, elastically-supported, tuned gyroscope and the results of a static and constant rate test evaluation of
that instrument are presented. ABA author.
NASA-CR-137730 76/00/00
76N!6061
FAILURE DETECTION AND ISOLATION INVESTIGATION FOR STRAPDOWN SKEW REDUNDANT TETRAD
LASER GYRO INERTIAL SENSOR ARRAYS
Eberlicn, A.J.; Lahm, T.G.
fHoneywell, Inc., Minneapolis, Minn. (Government and Aeronautical Products Div.)
The degree to which flight-critical failures in a strapdown laser gyro tetrad sensor assembly can be Isolated in short-haul
aircraft after a failure occurrence has been detected by the skewed sensor failure-detection voting logic is Investigated
along with the degree to which a failure in the tetrad computer can be detected and Isolated at the computer level,
assuming a dual-redundant computer configuration. The tetrad system was mechanized with two two-axis inertial naviation channels (INCS), each containing two gyro/accelerometer axes, computer, control circuitry, and input/output
circuitry, Gyro/accelerometer data Is crossfed between the two INCS to enable each computer to Independently perform
the navigation task. Computer calculations arn synchronized between the computers so that calculated quantitites are
identical and may be compared. Fail-safe performance (identification of the first failure) is accomplished with a probability approaching 100 percent of the time, while fail-operational performance (identification and isolation of the first
failure) is achieved 93 to 96 percent of the time, ABA author.

NASA-CR-144089 SR-S-28
74/05/31
76N13374
FEASIBILITY STUDY OF A DIGITAL REBALANCE LOOP FOR A DRY TUNED TDF GYRO
Coffman, D.E.
Tennessee Univ., Knoxville. (Dept. of Electrical Engineering.)
A two degrees-of-freedom (TDF) rate integrating gyro in the strapdown mode is a candidate for attitude sensing in a
spacecraft navigation system, since it provides an additional axis of information for a reiatively small increase in hardware
complexity. A type of gyro which has not been fully exploited is of the dry, tuned, TDF design, in which the spring
constant of the suspension system is effectively cancelled by the dynamic antispring ui a swiveling, rotating, gimbal.
The use of this unconventional gyro in a digital rebalance loop was investigated. ABA author.
NASA-TM-73163 A-6924
77/06/00
77N26111
FLIGHT TEST RESULTS OF THE STRAPDOWN HEXAD INERTIAL REFERENCE UNIT (SIRU). VOLUME 1 FLIGHT TEST SUMMARY

Hruby, R.J.; Bjorkman, W.S.
(Analytical Mechanics Assoc., Inc., Mountain View, Calif.) National Aeronauti s and Space Administration. Ames
Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.
Flight test results of the strapdown inertial reference unit (SIRU) navigation system are presented. The fault-tolerant
SIRU navigation system features a redundant inertial sensor unit and dual computers. System software provides for
detection and isolation of inertial sensor failures and continued operation ib. the event of failures. Flight test results
include assessments of the system's navigational performance and fault tolerance. ABA author.
71/11/08
73N17712
NASA-CR-130722 TRW-18313-6002-RO-00
GENERAL TEST PLAN REDUNDANT SENSORS STRAPDOWN IMU EVALUATION PROGRAM
Hartwell, T.; Irwin, H.A.; Miyatake, Y.; Wedekind, D.E.
TRW Systems Group, Redondo Beach, Calif.
The general test plan for a redundant sensor strapdown inertial measuring unit evaluation program is presented. The
inertial unit contains six gyros and three orthogonal acceleromet.r.. The software incorporates failure detection and
correction logic and a land vehicle navigation program. The principal objective of the test is a demonstration of the
practicability, reliability, and performance of the inertial meas,:ring unit with failure detection and correction in operational enviroments. ABA author.
73/08/00
73N29713
NASA-TM-X-2848 H-735
GROUND AND FLIGHT EXPERIENCE WITH A STRAPDOWN INERTIAL MEASURING UNIT AND A GENERAL
PURPOSE AIRBORNE DIGITAL COMPUTER
Wolf, T.D.; McCracken, R.C.
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Flight Research Center, Edwards, Calif.
Ground and flight tests were conducted to investigate the problems associated with using a strapdown inertial flight data

system. The objectives of this investigation were to develop a three axis inertial attitude reference system, to evaluate a
self-alignment technique, and to exami•e the problem of time-sharing a general purpose computer for the several tasks
required of It. The performance of the strapdown platform/computer system that was developed was sufficiently
accurate for the tasks attempted. For flight on the order of 45 minutes duration, attitude angle errors of + or-.035
radian (+ or --2 deg) in all axes were obser :-A. Laboratory tests of the self-alignment technique gave accuracies of + or
-. 00075 radian in pitch and roll axes and -- or -0.0045 radian in the yaw axis. Self-alignment flight results were Incon"stent, since a stable solution was not obtained (,n winy days because of aircraft rocking motions. ABA author.
AD-A022324 Honeywell-! 71-12865 SAMSO-TR-43
74/12/00
HIGH ALTITUDE Af'IT1,DE REFERENCE STUDY
Kert, M.: Boutelle, J.O.
Honewell, Inc., St PeteCr.ouzg, Fla. (Aerosapce Div.)

77N73657

NASA-CR- 144086 TP. EE/EL-2
74/09/23
76NI337S
HIGH-RESOLUTION WIDTH-MODULATED PULSE REBALANCE ELECTRONICS FOR STRAPDOWN
GYROSCOPES AND ACCELEROIETERS
Kennedy, E.Jl, Blalock, T.V.; Bryan. W.L.; Rush, K.
Tennessee Univ., Knoxville. (Dept, ý;f Electrical Engineering.)
Three different rebalance electronic loops were designed, Implemented, and evaluated. The loops were width-modulated
binary types using a 614.4 kHz keying signal; they were developed to accommodate the following three inertial sensors
with the indicated resolution values: (I) Kearfott 2412 av. elerometer - resolution = 260 micro-G/data pulse,
(2) Honeywell GG334 gyroscope - resolution - 3.9 mllli-ARC-sec/data pulse, (3) Kearlott 2401-009 accelerometer resolution - 144 mllli-Gldata pulse. Design theory, details of the design implementation, and experimental results for
each loop am presented. ABA author.
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CNES-NT-32
76/02/00
Vanderlinden,
C.
INERTIAL NAVIGATION

76N27324

fr7'

Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales, Toulouse (France).
Guidance, control, and navigation are discussed, using the launching of a satellite as a typical case. The principal possibilities for the realization of an inertial navigation (strapped down or gimballed platform) are explained. The functioning
of the inertial platform system in particular is described by considering the method of platform stabilization, the principle
of operation of the integrating rate gyroscope, the measurement of acceleration, and the alignment process of the instrument cluster with particular reference to the method of gyro compassing. ABA author (ESA).
AGARD-CP-1 16
73/02/00
73N20684
INERTIAL NAVIGATION COMPONENTS AND SYSTEM
Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and Development, Paris (France).
Presented at the 15th Meeting of the Guidance and Control Panel of AGARD, Florence, 2-5 October 1972.
76/00/00
77N14160
INERTIAL UNITS FOR ATTITUDE CONTROL OF PROBE ROCKETS
Monier, M.G.
Societe d'Application Generales d'Electricite et de Mechanique, Paris (France).
In ESA European programmes on sounding-rocket and balloQn res. in the auroral zone P 513-524 (see N77-14120 05-12)
A Cassiopee attitude control system used for the payload of Faust astronomical rockets is described. It is a typical
example of inertial system utilization on probe rockets. The Cassiopee system includes a gimballed type, inertial attitude
reference unit and a strapped down type fine inertial sensor used to provide stabilization around a fixed direction. In
both these units, the inertial sensor is a SAGEM F type ingrating gyro. The flight tests carried out in 1974 and 1975 were
successful. The equipment which, from 1977 onwards, will replace the Cassiopee inertial elements, will be highly
miniaturized. ABA author (ESA).
NLR-TR-76039-U
76/01/14
77N21411
INVESTIGATION OF A CROSS-COUPLING DRIFT COMPENSATION METHOD ON A SINGLE AXIS GYRO
STABILIZED PLATFORM
Bosgra, J.A.; Mooy, A.J.; Smilde, H.
National Aerospace Lab., Amsterdam (Netherlands). (Space Flight Div.)
The rectification drift phenomenon in a semi-strapdown system mechanized as a single axis platform (SAP), and a method
to compensate for it, were investigated both theoretically and experimentally. In a hardware test setup, using an experimental SAP composed of surplus parts from the former Eldo-A program, the theoretical result as well as a proposed
method of compensation was verified. ABA author (ESA).
NASA-CR-132419
74/04/00
74N21289
INVESTIGATION OF APPLICATION OF TWO-DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM DRY TUNED-GIMBAL GYROSCOPES TO
STRAPDOWN NAVIGATION SYSTEMS
Teledyne Systems Co., Northridge, Calif.
The work is described which was accomplished during the investigation of the application of dry-tuned gimbal gyroscopes
to strapdown navigation systems. A conventional strapdown configuration, employing analog electronics in conjunction
with digital attitude and navigation computation, was examined using various levels of redundancy and both orthogonal
and nonorthogonal sensor orientations, It Is concluded that the cost and reliability performance constraints which had
been established could not be met simultaneously with such a system, This conclusion led to the examination of an
alternative system configuration which utilizes an essentially new strapdown system concept. This system employs alldigital signal processing in conjunction with the newly-developed large scale Integration (LSI) electronic packaging techniques and a now two-degree-of-freedom dry tuned-gimbal instrument which is capable of providing both angular rate
and acceleration information. Such a system is capable of exceeding the established performance goals. ABA author.
AD-784907 AFOSR-74-I36TR
74/06/30
75N77920
INVESTIGATION OF STRAPDOWN REFERENCE SYSTEMS
Bowles, W.M.

Oklahoma State Univ., Stillwater. (School of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering.)
AD-A009231 NADC-75030-60
75/04/04
75N76484
LABORATORY INVESTIGATION OF THE SUNDSTRAND Q-FLEX ACCELEROMETER
Sapp, W.F.
Naval Air Development Center, Warminster, Pa. (Naval Navigation Lab.)

FOA-C-20055-E4
75/08/00
77N81671
MEASUREMENTS ON THE EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM IN THE PROJECT: BODY-FIXED (STRAPPED-DOWN)
NAVIGATION
Lekzen, L.; Olseon, K.E.
Research Inst. of National Defence, Stockholm (Sweden).
AD-A021526 C74-455/201-VOL-I AFAL-TR-75-210-Vol-1
76/02/00
77N12033
MICRO NAVIGATOR (MICRON) PHASE 2A. VOLUME 2 - TECHNICAL REPORT
Miller, J.M.
Rockwell International Corp., Anaheim, Calif. (Autonetics Group)
The micro navigator (Micron) is a low-cost highly reliable, and moderately accurate strapdown inertial navigator. The
heart of the Micron system is the microelectrostatic gyro (MESG) an instrument which incorporates an all-attitude, wholeangle readout from an electrostatically suspended rotor. Under previous Air Force contracts two developmental navigation
systems (N57A-1 and N57A-2) were developed. The objective of the Micron phase 2A contract was to test N57A-l and
N57A-2; to design, fabricate and integrate two gyro subassemblies and one gyro test station; to test gyros and gyro subassemblies; and to perform analyses, studies and trade-offs for use in defining the Micron system. Both N57A systems
were flight tested and the capability of the system to meet the position accuracy requirement was demonstrated. N57A-1
was used to demonstrate in-motion Polhode damping. System reliability screen, Scorsby and heading sensitivity tests were
successfully conducted on N57A-2. ABA GRA.
76/08/00
76N32154
MICRO-NAVIGATOR (MICRON)
Schwarz, J.A.
Rockwell International Corp., Anaheim, Calif.
In AGARD Medium Accuracy Low Cost Navigation 14 P (see N76-32148 23-04)
The Micron strapdown inertial navigation system, developed to be a low cost medium accuracy (one nautical mile per
hour radial position error CEP rate) navigation system for future aircraft/missiles requiring medium accuracy, was
described. The heart of the Micron system is the micro-electrostatic gyro, which consists of a one centimeter diameter
spherical rotor suspended electrostatically by eight capacitor plates. The rotor is untorqued, thus avoiding the accuracy
degradation and reliability degradation from gyro torquing electronics. The gy;o is used in a strapdown mechanization
and utilizes a unique mass-unbalance modulation technique for obtaining whole angle readout over all attitude angles.
Two brassboard Micron systems have been fabricated and tested. The test results indicate better performance than the
one nautical mile/hr performance goal undcr all environments tested (laboratory, vibration, shock, cold soak, Scorsby,
van and flight test). The prototype Micron system is currently being designed, and a full evalu ttion test program is
planned. ABA author.
74/00/00
74N28096
ON-LINE ESTIMATION OF PARAMETERS USING EXPERIMENTALLY DEVELOPED GYRO MODELS, AND
OTHER APPLICATIONS
Coffman, V.D.
Stanford Univ., Calif.
Strapdown attitude reference systems with body fixed attitude sensors rely on gyros to maintain the reference between
attitude measurements. In the past, gyro drift rate was compensated in Inertial navigators but scaling errors were of only
minor importance. However, for maneuvering vehicles, both the gyro scale factor and drift must be compensated. This
research is an Investigation of performance that could reasonably be expected from gyro hardware after compensating
both multiplicative (gyro scale factor) and additive (gyro drift) error sources. A major part of the effort was devoted to
acquiring test data on six gyros and developing models to fit these data. An estimator was developed that will
determine the gyro model parameters on-line. This formulation for the filter equations employs direct utilization of
measurements. ABA dissert. abstr.
AD-751654
72/06/00
73N16633
OPTIMIZATION OF THE SHORT RANGE WEAPONS CONTROL SYSTEM
Allen, J.W,
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, Calif.
The report deals with the evaluation of the performance of a strapped down air-to-air tracker for the short range weapons
control system. The system was designed, built, and evaluated at the Naval Weapons Center. The subsystems of the
tracker which contributed to the problem areas discovered by flight tests are described, An evaluation of the shortcomings of the tracking scan mode and the automatic gain control circuit Is discussed and circuit modifications are
proposed which include a collapsing square scan for target tracking and a variable width window discriminator.
AD-759561 TOR-1001 (9990)-5 SAMSO-TR-73-183
66/09/20
73N73226
OPTIMUM REDUNDANT CONFIGURATIONS OF INERTIAL SENSORS
Ephgrave, J.T.
Aerospace Corp., El Segundo, Calif. (Technical Operations,)
.-
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NASA-CR-I 12206
73/03/00
73N20721
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF A STRAPDOWN ELECTRICALLY SUSPENDED GYRO FOR SPACE
Elwell, D.F.; Wacker, J.C.; Miletich, J.M.
Honeywell, Inc., St Petersburg, Fla. (Aerospace Div.)
The engineering development directed to improvement in strapdown electrically suspended gyro (SD/ESG) readout accuracy
are described. The results of this development effort were represented by new and modified parts which were assembled
into a strapdown ESG which was evaluated in terms of its readout system accuracy. The program performance goal was
the demonstration of gyro readout to an accuracy of 15 arc-seconds or better. The results of calibrating over two sets of
data were error amounts of 11.4 and 12.7 arc-seconds rms. The rms values of readout error were 12.7 and 13.8 arcseconds for two sets of data not included in the calibration. The techniques for rotor preparation which were investigated
under this contract included the application of a thin metal coating to the rotor surface in addition to the use of bare,
polished beryllium rotors. Patterning application means which were utilized included a laser for pattern exposure of a
photoresist coating and a grit-blast patterning machine which applied the pattern directly onto the metal surface of the
rotor. ABA author.
NASA-CR-144220 IBM-76-227-003
76/03/02
76N20182
POSITION ERROR PROPAGATION IN THE SIMPLEX STRAPDOWN NAVIGATION SYSTEM
International Business Machines Corp., Huntsville, Ala. (Federal Systems Div.)
The results of an analysis of the effects of deterministic error sources on position error in the simplex strapdown navigation system were documented. Improving the long term accuracy of the system was addressed in two phases, understanding and controlling the error within the system, and defining methods of damping the net system error through the
use of an external reference velocity or position. Review of the flight and ground data revealed error containing the
Schuler frequency as well as non-repeatable trends. The only unbounded terms are those involving gyro bias and azimuth
error coupled with velocity. All forms of Schuler-periodic position error were found to be sufficiently large to require
update or damping capability unless the source coefficients can be limited to values less than those used in this analysis
for misalignment and gyro and accelerometer bias. The first-order effects of the deteministic error sources were determined with a simple error propagator which provided plots of error time functions in response to various source error
values. ABA author.
NASA-CR-145305 DOC-403314
76/10/00
77N21074
PRELIMINARY DESIGN OF A REDUNDANT STRAPPED DOWN INERTIAL NAVIGATION UNIT USING TWODEGREE-OF-FREEDOM TUNED-GIMBAL GYROSCOPES
Litton Systems, Inc., Woodland Hills, Calif.
This redundant strapdown INS preliminary design study demonstrates the practicality of a skewed sensor system configuration by means of: (1) devising a practical system mechanization utilizing proven strapdown instruments,
(2) thoroughly analyzing the skewed sensor redundancy management concept to determine optimum geometry, data
processing requirements, and realistic reliability estimates, and (3) implementing the redundant computers into a lowcost, maintainable configuration. ABA author.
73/02/00
73N20699
PROGRESS IN STRAPDOWN TECHNOLOGY
Hung, J.C.; Doane, G.B., Ill
(Tenn. Univ., Knoxville) National Aeronautics and Space Administtation. Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Ala.
In AGARD Inertial Navigation Components and Systems 9 P (see N73-20684 11-21)
An overview is presented of typical inertial grade Instrumentation available to mechanize precision strapdown attitude
reference systems as well as a novel scheme of redundancy management, if two degree of freedom instruments are used.
The instrumentation is divided between conventional and unconventional sensors with some assessment of their readiness
included, ABA author.
NASA-CR-86198-(DEL) TRW-07398-6027-RO-00-(DEL)
68/11/00
74N70335
RADIO/OPTICAL/STRAPDOWN INERTIAL GUIDANCE STUDY FOR ADVANCED KICK STAGE APPLICATIONS.
VOLUME 2 - DETAILED STUDY RESULTS (TASKS 3 AND 4). PART 2 - PRELIMINARY MODULAR. DESIGN
(DEL.)
TRW Systems Group, Redondo Beach, Calif.
NASA-CR-140328 E-2398
69/06/00
75N70026
REAL-TIME STRAPDOWN-ATTITUDE PACKAGE EVALUATIONS
Gilmore, J.P., McKern, R.A., Swanson, D.W.
Massachusetts Inst. of Tech., Cambridge. (Instrumentation Lab.)
Presented at AIAA Guidance, Control and Flight Mech. Conf., Princeton, N.J., August 1969.
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NASk-CR-138838 HSER-6197
73/00/00
74N291 16
RI 1170 ADVANCED STRAPDOWN GYRO
hamilton Standard, Windsor Locks, Conn.
The major components of the RI 1170 gyroscope are described. A detailed functional description of the electronics
including block diagrams and photographs of output waveshapes within the loop electronics are presented. An electronic
data flow diagram is included. Those gyro subassemblies that were originally planned and subsequently changed or modified for one reason or another are discussed in detail. Variations to the original design included the capacitive pickoffs,
torquer flexleads, magnetic suspension, gas bearings, electronic design, and packaging. The selection of components and
changes from the original design and components selected are discussed. Device failures experienced throughout the
program are reported and design corrections to eliminate the failure modes are noted. Major design deficiencies such as
those of the MSE electronics are described in detail. Modifications made to the gas bearing parts nd design improvements to the wheel are noted. Changes to the gas bearing prints are included as well as a mathematical analysis of the
1170 gas bearing wheel by computer analysis. The mean free-path effects on gas bearing performance is summarized,
ABA author.
AD-A024977 RG-76-41
76/01/00
77N12102
SIMULATION MODELS AND BASELINE GUIDANCE AND CONTROL FOR INDIRECT-FIRE MISSILES WITH
STRAPDOWN-INERTIAL GUIDANCE
Jordan, W.E.
Anny Missle Reserch, Development and Engineering Lab., Redstoiie Afsenai, Ala.
(Guidance and Control Directorate.)
The simulation models and baseline guidance and control described in this report were developed to define performance
requirements for the airframe, propulsion, guidance, autopilot, and control systems for strapdown-inertially guided
indirect-fire missiles. A type of proportional navigation guidance using missile to target relative velocity and position is
derived and has the property of being able to shape the missile trajectory for range extension and instrument error minimization. Typical inputs for inertial instruments and control system performance and sizing are obtained. ABA author
(GRA).
SAND-76-0620
77/01/00
77N30104
SIMULATION OF INERTIAL INPUTS TO A STRAPDOWN PLATFORM FOR INERTIAL GREAT CIRCLE
TRAJECTORIES
Perdreauville, F.J.
Sandia Labs., Albuquerque, N. Mex.
Equations are developed for computing Inertial accelerations and angular rates that would be measured by the accelerometers and gyroscopes in a strapdown inertial platform. The accelerations and angular rates are computed for a body
that Ismoving in an inertial great circle trajectory. A Fortran computer code which Implements the calculations is listed.
ABA ERA.
NASA-CR-147679 REPT-0872-11055-VOL-I
72/10/06
76N75141
SPACE SHUTTLE STRAPDOWN INERTIAL MEASURING UNIT PROGRAM ANALYSIS, VOLUME I
MANAGEMENT SUMMARY
Honeywell, Inc., St Petersburg, Fia. (Aerospace Div.)
NASA-CR-147680 REPT-0872-11055-VOL-2
72/10/06
76N75142
SPACE SHUTTLE STRAPDOWN INERTIAL MEASURING UNIT PROGRAM ANALYSIS. VOLUME 2
TECHNICAL
Honeywell, Inc., St Petersburg, Fla.
75/00/00
76N19221
SPACEFLIGHT TECHNOLOGY AT NLR
National Aerospace Lab., Amsterdam (Netherlands).
The Inertial guidanct system testing facilities built for the Eldo Europa 2 launch vehicle are desctibed. Strapdown inertial
systems and double gimballed momentum wheels for attitude cointrol of spacecraft were developed. Mission analysis
studies for ESRO WWatellits were performed. The astronomical Netherlands tatlite .s controlled by an NLR operations
team. Studies for ESRO Helos (EXOSAT) satellite experinents and ESR0 spacelab user requiremnents were also performed. ABA ESA.
NASA-CR-120428 R-826.VOL-2
74/07/00
74N32 100
STANDARDIZED STRAPDOWN INERTIAL COMPONENT MODULARITY STUDY, VOLUME 2

Feldman. J..
Drapet (Charles Stark) Lab., Inc., Cambridge, Maus.
To obtain cost effcttive strapdown navigation, guidance and stabilization systems to meet anticipated futW needs a
standardized modularized strapdown system concept is propoed. Three perfo~Tmance classes, hith, modium and low,

are suggested to meet the range of applications. Candidate inertial instruments are selected and analyzed for interface

compatibility. Electronic packaging and processing, materials and thermal considerations applying to the three classes
are discussed and recommendations advanced. Opportunities from automatic fault detection and redundancy are
presented. The smallest gyro and accelerometer modules are projected as requiring a volume of 26 cubic inches and
23.6 cubic inches, respectively. Corresponding power dissipation is projected as 5 watts, and 2.6 watts respectively.
ABA author.
NASA-CR-137585
75/00/00
75/N17328
STRAPDOWN COST TREND STUDY AND FORECAST
Eberlein, A.J.; Savage, P.G.
Honeywell, Inc., Minneapolis, Minn. (Governmmnt and Aeronautical Products Div.)
The potential cost advantages offered by advanced strapdown inertial technology in future commercial short-haul aircraft
are summarized. The initial procurement cost and six year cost-of-ownership, which includes spares and direct maintenance cost were calculated for kinematic and inertial navigation systems such that traditional and strapdown mechanization costs could be compared. Cost results for the inertial navigation systems showed that initial costs and the cost of
ownership for traditional triple redundant gimbaled inertial navigators are three times the cost of the equivalent skewed
redundant strapdown inertial navigator. The net cost advantage for the strapdown kinematic system is directly attributable to the reduction in sensor count for strapdown. The strapdown kinematic system has the added advantage of
providing a fail-operational inertial navigation capability ibr no additional cost due to the use of inertial grade sensors and
attitude reference computers. ABA author.
NASA-CR-150458
77/10/00
78N11368
STRAPDOWN GYRO TEST PROGRAM
Irvine, R.B.; Vanalstine, R.
Teledyne Systems Co., Northridge, Calif.
The power spectral noise characteristic performance of the teledyne two-degree-of-freedom diy tuned gimbal gyroscope
was determined. Tests were conducted using a current configuration SDG-S gyro in conjunction with test equipment
with minor modification, Long term bias stability tests were conducted as well as some first difference peitonnance
tosts. The gyro, test equipment, and the tests performed are described. Results are presented. ABA author.
73/02/00
73N20688
STRAPDOWN INERTIAL GYROSCOPE
Sapuppo, M.S.
Massachusetts Inst. of Tech., Cambridge. (Charles Stark Draper ktab.)
In AGARD Inertial Navigation Components and Systems 10 P ýsu N73-20684 11-21)
A miniature single-dogreof-freedom gyroscope has been developed for the applicatlon to a strapdown Inertial guidance
systcen. This development is based on many years of experience with the design and developiment of high-perfornance
pendulous integrating gyroscopic accelerometers (PIGA). By utilizing basic design principles of the gyroscopic element
contained in the PIGA, which by nature of the PIGA operation presents a slew environment to the gyrosopic element,
a strapdown gyroscope evolves which operates and performs exceptionally well under high linear accelerations and high
slew rates. This paper duscribes a strapdown gyroscope that is less than I 1/2 inches in diameter by 2 inches in lenlth
and weighing under 1/2 pound. The angular momnentum Is only 8.5 x 1,000 dync-cm-,cc. which gsivo it several natural
benefits of small size, low power consumption, high reliability, and reasonable cost- To achieve high performance with
low angulr momentum, low uncertainty torques are required about the output axis of the gyrocope. "The desi"n of
this strapdown gyroscope involved the systematic Identification of each error source coupled with the introduction 4
subwomponent design principles to reduce the, erotr magnitudes and therefore alinitnize the coas4uential sour•e.,. "
uncertainty torque. ABA author.
NASA-CR-1 3305 TR-147-1
10/01131
73N72958
STRAPIDOWN SENSOR TESTS AND TEST DATA ANALYSIS
Criawford, B.S. AV026075
NASA-CR-I 5484 R-743-VOL-I
73/02t00
73N31609
STIRAPDOWN SYS'EM PLRFORMANCE OPTIMILATtON ITST EVALUAl1ONS (SPO1). VOLUME I
Blahm, R.J.; Gilmore. J.P.
Malsachusetts Inst. of Tech., Cambridge, (Charles Stark Draper Lab.)
A threte xis inertial system was packaged in an Apollo gimbal fixture for fine grain evaluation of strapdown system perfortuance In dynamic environments. T'hee evaltations have provided information to assess the effectivenes of reakime
compensation techniques and to study system performance tradeoffs to factors such as quantization and itexation rate.
The strapdown performanuae atu tradeoff studies conducted Include (I) compensation andeLs and techniques (or the
inertial instrument first-order error terms were developed and compenistion effectivity was demonstrated in four basic
environments; single and multi'axit stew, and tingle and multi axis oscillatory. (2) the theoretical coning bandwidth
for tle first-order quaternion al4•rithmn expansion was verified. (3) gyro loop quanti-otiora was identified to affect
proportionally the systeon ittitude uncertainty. (4) land navigation evaluation identified the requirement tot accuratc
low

tilb

iJ

NASA-CR-136083 R-743-VOL-2

73/02/00

74N12355

STRAPDOWN SYSTEM PERFORMANCE OPTIMIZATION TEST EVALUATIONS (SPOT), VOLUME 2
Blaha, R.J.; Gilmore, J.P.
Inst. of Tech., Cambridge. (Charles Stark Draper Lab.)
U.Massachusetts
A three axis inertial system is packaged in an Apollo gimbal fixture for fine grain evaluation of strapdown system performance in dynamic environments. These evaluations have provided informatibn to assess the effectiveness of real-time
compensation techniques and to study system perfoinmance tradeoffs to factors such as quantization iteration rate. The
strapdown performance and tradeoff studies conducted in this program are discussed. ABA author.
73/02/00
73N20685
STRAPPED DOWN INERTIAL GUIDANCE SYSTEM STUDY
Fontana, R.B.
Officine Galileo SpA, Florence (Italy).
In AGARD Inertial Navigation Components and Systems 42 P (see N73-20684 U3-21)
The sources and magnitudes of errors occurring in a strapped down environment are discussed. The functions of the
accelerometers and gyroscopes in a strapped down system are described, The parameters which must be investigated
and defined to evaluate the performance of a stabilized platform are tabulated. The requirements of inertial sensors for
maintaining vehicle attitude, velocity, and position are examined. Mathematical models for determining the errors
produced by various parameters which affect the inertial system are developed. Diagrams of typical strapdown systems
are included. ABA P.N.F.
77N23179
ESS/SS-738-VOL- I ESA-CR(P)-920-VOL- 1 77/01/00
STUDY OF STRAPDOWN INERTIAL OPTICAL ATTITUDE MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS, VOLUME I

Todman, 0.; Eardley, D.; Hutcheson, J.; Callard, L.
British Aircraft Corp. (Operating) Ltd., Bristol (England). (Etectronic's and Space Systems Group.)
A study is reported on attitude measurement systems using outputs of optical arnd inertial sensors combined to provide
a high quality attitude reference of spacecraft or inertial p'atforms, undergoing both small attitude precision motion )

(pointing mode), and large aigle slewing motion. The systems considered use a star trad-er capable of tracking"two
stas, and inertial qualtty rate integrating gyros. Processing is carried out digitally

sing a processor based on thadaptive

control electronics (ACE) computer. Two types of senor mathematical models are discussad. Methods are ovlaled
of determining the satellite's attitude during a large angle slew marieuver. ABA USA.
ESS/SS.738.VOL-2 ESA.CR(P)-Q!)0-VOL-2
77/01/00
7IN23180
STUDY OF STRAPDOWN INERTIAL OPTICAL ATWUru)E MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS. VOLUME 2
Todmati. D. Eardley, D.. Iutheson. .. Co'llard, L.
Wrtish Aircraft Corp. (Operating) Ltd.. Bristol (England). (Electronics ad Spa€.e Systems Group.)
A study Isreprt-etd on attitude measuremetw systems u0i18 outputs of optivl and Inertial sensors conbined to provide
a high quality attitude reference of tpatecraft or inertial platfommn, underpthtg roth sunall attitude precision Inotion
(pointing mode), and a large ngle stlewing motion, The syste•s contidered ase a star tracker capable of tracking two
stars, and inertial quality rate integrating gyros, Pro•eohing Iscartied out 4ititally utilg a procsso bared on the Adaptive
control tlectronics (ACE) computr. Th10e ,eterowinatiow of the atlitude. expressed in tline• of tmodified Euler angles.
usint filtering techniques Isde•tibed. Those fautots aro derived using Wiener thtoty. a%4d they optimally mix tho star
tracker and gyro outputs. Applicatiko of the peferted form of attitude measurement is consde fur a spevific satellite

miesmon. AIBAESA.
VES/SS-712-VOL-3

SA-CR(P)-920-VOL-3

71/02100

77NI3181

STUDY OF STRAPDOWN INERTIAL OPTICAL AtiTWUDE MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS, VOLUME 3

Todman. U.
British Aircraft Corp. (Op•rtifing) Lid.. Bristol (Entland). (Electonics a

Space Systems Group.)

A study is trport.A on attitude measuremtnt systems using outputs of o*,tic4l and inertial vensots combined to ptowide
a high quality attitude referent-e of spacecraft or wemal rlatformi. 'ondergoing both %mailAttilude rreaiso, tootion
(pointing mode), and a large antle %lewfin motion•. The systents connideted use a Mtar tracet capable of tra-cking two star
. Majur tesults
stats, and inertial quality rite integrating gyrms. Pesli is ratuied out dwlitauy by a micrroptes

and ptoWm awas are su•mamied. ABA M-.
76N7635
NAL
-R349 7S/ 1100
STUDY ON A WIDE ANGLE MINIATURE INTEGRA I'ING GYRO FOR STRAPVOWN SYSTEM
"Otsuki,M.; Shintu. It., Suzuki. T.; Enkyo, S.; Tabata, J.

Nationtal Acrogwvc Lab.. Tokyo (Japaa).

76/08/00
76N32174
SYSTEM APPROACH TO PRACTICAL NAVIGATION
Chin, J.W.; Weaver, R.E., Jr
(Northrop Electronics Div.) Air Force Avionics Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.
In AGARD Medium Accuracy Low Cost Navigation 14 P (see N76-32148 23-04)
A uackground introduction is presented of various navigation sensors discussing their characteristics and limitations.
The forthcoming satellite navigation system, Navstar Global Positioning System (GPS), will be exploited as an ultimate
capabiiity of providing L band signals from which position, velocity, and time can be determined. This dual capability
will simplify the implementation of integrated systems. A typicai medium accuracy system is described. The widely
accepted inclusion of an inertial subsystem will be emphasized on the merit of a multifu!,ctional capability beyond that
for navigation. Roles in flight control, instrumentation, and augmentation of mission avionics are recognized. The
strapdown mechanization and associated instruments are introduced to discuss a potential alte.native to the conventional
all attitude, gimballed platform. These advances provide the attributes to accomplish low cost designs of medium
accuracy navigation systems. Integration of available sensor data to provide the required navigation performance is considered the most effective method of attaining low cost equipment. Modularity expressed in the design will provide
flexibility and adaptability to a broad class of users. A total performance, costs of ownership, approach is used to verify
syst6m design and selection. ABA author.
NASA-CR-I 36033 R-746-VOL-l
73107/00
74N 10616
SIRO DEVELOPMENT. VOLUME I - SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
Gilmore. J.P.; Cooper. R.J.
Massachusetts Inst. of Tech., Cambridge. (Charles Stark Draper Lab.)
A complete doscription of the development and initial evaluation of the strapdown inertial reference unit (SIRU) system
is reported. System development documents the system mechanniation with the analytic formulation for fault detection
and itolation processing structure. the hardware redundancy design and the individual modularity features. the computational structure and facilities; and the initial subsystem evaluation results. ABA author,
NASA-CR- 135509 R-746-VOL-2
73106100
?3N3160S
SIRU DEVELOPMENT, VOLUME 2 GYRO MODULE
Cooper. R-, Shuck, T.
Masachus tts Inst, of Tech., Cambridge. (Charles Stark Drapet Lab.)
-

The dsgn. operation. performance and tet of the iyro o•dmul and a ýtcult maponenti ae doribed for tk. tLapdownt Wnertial reference ua-t system. ADA authot.
NASA•CR-I28965 R-746-VOL-3
73/03[00
73N.75"67
SIRU DEVELOPMENT. VOLUME 3 - SOFVTWARK IESCRIPION AND PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION
Mamehl
t Int. ofTeva., Cainbtitie. (Ch1iks Stark tat
lat.)
The development and initial ealuation of a •tuaiown iftertial lefet•rec unih (Slkt)hystev ate ditcussd. The SIRU
co"fir.• ation is a modular inertial sublq'stefll With hudware and wftwal' feat•ums that achiev failt t•ntn o••-ratiol
cipabilitie. The StRU edundant hatrdwai design ir nuahated about a six g •yo
and s* 2wtlru•nse,
ek
ter
awws artay plovides redundant iaependent ,ets.ng ad thig Atleantry enables the fnrtnulatin
moduule package. The 14%
of aa optinal softwav tvedundant data pp'tXcflft ttturave with svfkotained fault dtectiri and iw4tiOn (MI•)
ahiiti.k. The baic SIKU toftwate coding sjyst uwd in the DIf-S 16 conpubO is do•c•ented. ABA 4uti,.
NASA-CR-138574 RK-47-VO'
74103100
74N2S09g
SIRU 1,FImLIZAT1ON. VOLUME I - THEORY. DEVELOPLMNT AND TEST EVALUAION.

Musolf, II.
Drap

(Chales S•lrk) Lab.. Inc, c.6mblidte MAU.:
rsc theory. decelpmvot. aod test evaluationi of the slr•dtdown inertial reference urtit (SIRV) atc discucd, VW
statistiel faihure detectlio ad Iolation. sitnl t posiion calilbratIn,. and wet aligpnt tcc-tniqu" ate ephAi•e.
Circuit diagtams of the syttem compon-ets are provided. Malthematical models are developed to show the pcrftmrince
chatactelatics of the lubsystems. spefic area of the utwfation plortmaa are kientifid w (I) error wwft pmo3.lwi
'dchacte'•,stic and (2) local levl navigatiou petfotmnuce democtrattons. ABA author.
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NASA-C(R-136022 R-747-VOL-?
7306)'00
74NVI0617
SIRU UTILIZATION. 'vOLIIME 2. SOFTWARE U)SCRIPTION ANt) iROGRAM D0i•UI-AT|ON
Oehrde. S.: Whittredgc, II.
,. ath'uwt Int. of Tech., Cambridge (Cbmates Sta~k Draper Lab.)
A complete description of the additional analysis, development and evaluation providkd for the SIRU systewa b identi
rfie in the requirements fir the SIRU utilization ogran i preseated. The SIKU contituration ,is, modular susystyem
with hardwame and software featu•ts that a,"Mieve fault toeleml operational capabilities. The .SIR redundnmt larwdwai
design us formulated about a six Sym aid slx a
4lerometer isatumaent module vadoe. The medules arte"mOu•t in
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this package so that their measurement input axes form a unique symmetrical pattern that corresponds to the array of
"perpendicularsto the faces of a regular dodecahedron. This ,ix axes array provides redundant independent sensing and
the symmetry enables the formulation of an optimal software redundant data processing structure with self-contained
fault detection and isolation (FDI) capabilities. Documentation of the additional software and software modifications
required to implement the utilization capabilities includes assembly listings and flow charts. ABA author.
/6/08/00
76/N32162
THE APPLICATION OF RING LASER GYRO TECHNOLOGY TO LOW-COST INERTIAL NAVIGATION
Ball, W.F.
Naval Weapons Center, China Lake, Calif.
In AGARD Medium Accuracy Low Cost Navigation 16 P (see N76-32148 23-04)
The advanced tactical inertial guidance system (ATIGS), a strapdown system using ring laser gyros (RLGS), low-cost
accelerometers, and large-scale integrated circuitry computer technnlogy, was described. Although primarily developed
for a long-range tactical missile application, the system mechanization that has evolved is directly applicable to aircraft
inertial navigation. The first ATIGS unit entered captive flight evaluations in a pod on a A-7E aircraft on 20 June 1974.
Results achieved during this first series of tests showed approximately 4 nmi/hr radial error. In March 1975, ATIGS
was flight-tested as an aircraft navigator, with ground self-alignment and with flight times of 3 to 4 hours. In these tests
an average circular error probable radial error of 2.16 nmi/hr was obtained. The ring laser gyro RLG appears to offer a
truly low-cost alternative for future aircraft inertial navigation based on the results of the ATIGS program. Further
ATIGS results have indicated that excellent long-term stability can be expected from these unconventional instruments.
These factors indicate that, if properly integrated with low-cost accelerometers and appropriate low-cost digital
computers, a medium-accuracy, low cost inertial navigator is possible. ABA author.
73/02/00 73N20698
THE EVOLUTION OF ESG TECHNOLOGY
Warzynski, R.R.; Ringo, R.L.
Air Force Avionics Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.
In AGARD Inertial Navigation Components and Systems 8 P (see N73 20684 11-2 1)
Two electrostatic gyrc (ESG) navigation systems are described, the gimbaled ESG aircraft navigation system (GEANS)
and the strapdown ESG micro-navigator (Micron). The ESG, its drift error sources, the exploratory program that
preceded the development of the GEANS and Micron, and the status of the GEANS and Micron development are
reported. ABA author.
NASA-CR-140327 E-2392
69/06/00
75N74041
THE GYROSCOPE IN TORQUE-TO-BALANCE STRAPDOWN APPLICATION
Gilmore, J.P.; Feldman, J.
Massachusetts Inst. of Tech., Cambridge. (Instrumentation Lab.)
Presented at AIAA Guidance, Control and Flight Mech. Conf., Princeton, N.J., August 1969.
NASA-CR-150048 SGD-4284-0742
74/03/00
77N71120
THREE AXIS STRAPDOWN RING LASER GYRO INERTIAL MEASUREMENT UNIT MODEL 8300
Sperry Gyroscope Co., Great Neck, N.Y.
AD-78475,- AFFDL-TR-73-80
73/10/00
75N10908
WANDER AZIMUTH IMPLEMENTATION ALGORITHM FOK A STRAPDOWN INERTIAL. SYSTEM
Maybeck, P.S.
Air Force Flight Dynamics Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.
The report develops the algorithm for deriving attitude, heading, and navigation information from a strapdown inertial
system. Beginning with the fundamental physical rclationships, It dovelops all required equations and progresses to the
onboard implementation of the algorithm. Significant features of the algr'rtthm include: (1) computations performed in
the wander azimuth coordinate frame to provide a system capable of operating In the polar rmgions; (2) separation Into
four loops of different interaction rates. This maintains rapid, accurate updating of the direction cosine matrix involving
vehicle attitude, while processing other information and extracting display data at appropriately slower rates: (3) fourth

order Runge-Kutta integration of quaternions, using second ortor rate extraction, to update the attitude direction
cosine matrix; (4) specification of the computations that require double precision for adequate performanuec (5) third
order damping of the vertical channel by means of barometric altimeter data, The applicability of this algorithm to a
range of vehicle and mission envtro•naents is Indicated, the required adaptations being easily performed for each particular
implementation. ABA author (GRA).
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PART 2
77/00'00

77A32962

'STRAPDOWN SYSTEMS' - A NEW GENERATION OF INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEMS

Stieler, B.
(Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt fuer Luft-und Raumfahrt, Institut fuer Flugfuehrung, Braunschweig,
West Germany)
Ortung und Navigation, No.1, 1977, p.65-100. In German.
A description is presented on the principles of operation of strapdown systems. Advantages and technological problems
of strapdown oystems in comparison to conventional platform systems are discussed. The technological problems are
mainly related to the employed gyroscope. Attention is given to difficulties encountered in connection with the use of
various gyroscope types. Problems related to the self-alignment of the system and the more exacting requirements in
the case of the navigational computer are also considered. ABA G.R.
75/00/00
76A10117
A COMPUTER COMMUNICATION SYSTEM FOR CALIBRATION OF A PRECISION STRAPDOWN INERTIAL
NAVIGATION SYSTEM
Kourilsky, G.N.; Donoghue, P.J.
(Teledyne Systems Co., Northridge, Calif.)
In Appli d Communication Technology; Proceedings of the Region Six/Western USA/Conference, Salt Lake City, Utah,
May 7-9, 1975. (A76-10115 01-32) New York, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineering, Inc., 1975, p.96, 97.
The paper describes a computer communication system designed to automate the acquisition, annotation, transfer, and
processing of data for the system calibration of a strapdown inertial system. Four calibration procedures are identified:
(1) static calibration, which produces torquer bias error, mass balance, and quadrature calibration constants, (2) ANISO
calibration, yielding ANISO elasticity constants, (3) rate calibration, producing torquer scale factor and misalignment
constants, and (4) temperature sensitivity procedure, giving temperature sensitivity constants for torquer bias error and
mass unbalance. The basic calibratic.n procedure consists of three steps: (I) creation of data tape Fries, (2) creation of
calibration constant tape files, and (3) entering the calibration constants. ABA P.T.H.
AIAA Paper 75-583
75/04/00
75A26736
A DISTRIBUTED COMPUTER SYSTEM USING UNIVERSAL MICROPROCESSOR ELEMENTS
Banes, A.V.
(Teledyne Systems Co., Northridge, Calif.)
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Digital Avionics System Conference, Beston, Mass., April 2-A,
1975, 6 p.

Modern avionics systems, while configured around large centralized computer, have often distributed many of the
computational tasks to variel specialized processors creating an organization with serious logistical problems. The introduction of microprocessors clases one to mconsider the total prublem. A properly configured microprocesor can be
used alone for modest processing tasks such as air data calculations, or several can be umd together to provide parallel
processing Lapability for more complex tasks suclh as trapdown inertial navigation. A distribution of individual or
clustered taicroproc-.ssors may bN made amongst the various computer functions each using common microprocessor
elements. Communicating together, thesc nay provide reodern avionics with total proc.s-sing capability amd greatly
reiuced logistical problems. AbA autnor.
76/00100
77A20693
A LASER IMU PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SYST Utt
Pugh. R.E.. [lung, J.C.
(US Army. Missile Command, Redstone Arsenal. Ala.); (Tennesse, Univetrsty, Knoxville. Tenn.)
In Annual Southeastern Symposium on System Theory, 81. Knoxville. Tenn.. April 26, 27, 1976, l,,ocecsings.
(A77-20679 07-63) New York. Institute of Electrical and Eleetronics fngineers, Inc.. 1976, p.333-337.

2

Ring laser gyms are particularly suitable for use a, attitude senrsor in a strapdown inertial meaturement unit (IMU). lice
pierformance of a rinil laser gyro strapdown IMU is kcown to be dictated both by the perforntance of ring la.er gyros and
.accelerometerm apd by lite perfornmance of the analytical platform which depends an the soflwalt and hardware of the
computer involved. The paper tdeirbes a recently leveloped contpuerized lisr IMU perfortnance evaluation system.
which allows an evalloltion computer to recelve signal
,
fron the IMU computer tt vUriout comnputation points Mid to
analyze these signals by usin, appropriate detertinistic and ,tattstlcal analysis procedures. T'opics discussd Include the
test facility, porfonmance data desired, anansdlysi proiedutes. Only static teW.s arm examited ABA S.D.

3:

•Morris,

76/00/00
77A20645
A LOW COST PRECISION INERTIAL4;RADE ACXELEROMETER
iD.
(Systron.Donner Corp., Concord, Calif.)
It,Symosium on Gyrosope Technolugy. iktsnwhweigx West Germasy. March 31 .. Alpil 1, 1976, Reports.

(A77-2064.1 07-35) Dusseldorf, Deutsche Gesellschaft fuer Ortung und Navigation, 1976, p.25-59.
A description is presented of an inertial-grade accelerometer which has been developed specifically for use in strappeddown tactical missile guidance and in aircraft inertial navigation systems. The instrument is designed for high performance without temperature control. Attention is given to aspects of design configuration, mechanical design, range
capability, and electronic desgin. The instrument performance characteristics are discussed, taking into account linearity,
bias, scale factor, alignment, thermal coefficients, the bias temperature coefficient, the scale factor temperature coefficient, the alignment temperature coefficient, stability with time, and repeatability at turn-on. Applications of the accelerometer include a use in the Pioneer-Venus planetary probes. ABA G.R.
76/00/00
76A41496
AIAA 76-1967
A MISSILE LASER GYRO RATE SENSOR
Morrison, R.F; Strang, C.B.
(Sperry Rand Corp.. Sperry Gyroscope, Great Neck, N.Y.); (Martin Marietta Aerospace, Orlando, Fla.)
In Guidance and Control Conferenwc, San Diego, Calif., August 16-18, 1976, Proceedings. Conference sponsored by the
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics. New York, American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics,
Inc., 1976. 6 p. Research supported by Martin Marietta Aerospace.
The paper describes the Sperry Slic-7 laser gyro, designed to satisfy severe dynamic and environmental requirements of
an advanced interceptor missile. The laser gyro has the following design features: (1) a low expansion CER-VIT material
for perimeter stability; (2) all-mirror, multilayer dielectric comer reflectors; (3) a helium-neon gas discharge tube; (4)
a lock-in avoidance mechanism; and (5) a configuration which provides a unique a'rangement of three axes of laser gyros
integrated into a common structure. The laser gyro electronics assembly - signal processor, laser gyro control, and power
supply - is described, and preliminary test results are presented. ABA B.J.
76/00/00
77A20665
A MODULAR FAIL OP FAIL SAFE STRAPPED-DOWN NAVIGATOR
Giardina, C.R.
(Singer Co., Kearfott Div., Wayne, N.1)
In New Frontiers in Aerospace Navijation; Proceedings of the Bicentennial National Aerospace Symposium, Warminster,
1a., April 27, 28, 1976. (A77-20655 07-04) Washington, D.C., Institute of Navigation, 1976, p. 6 9 -7 4 .
A redundant modular ring laser strapdown navigation system is presented with a full fail op fail safe capability. Fail op
fail safe Is a term used to denote a system which will fully operate even after any two herd component failures have
occurred or after any one soft and one hard (In that order) component failures have occurred. The complete modular
building block approach is used along with the application of a sequential multiple classification technique for sensor
failure detection and isolation. Reliability is found as a function o1 component reliabilities, probability of false alarm
errors and probability of undetected failure errors. ABA author.
77/00/00
78A15640
A MULTIFUNCTtONAL GUIDANCE AND CONTROL SYSTEM
Kubbat, WI,
(Messorschinitt-Boulkow-Blohm GmbH, Munich, West Germany)
In NAECON '77; Proceedings of the National Aerospace and Electronics Conference, Dayton, Ohio, May 17--19, 1977.
(A78-15551 04'-33) New York, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc., 1977, p.758-766.
A quadruply redundant fully digital gildance and control system for a test A/C (CCV-FI04G) has been developed and
inttalled. First test results from a sensor/system open loop test phasc ,ave been obtained. The system features also
functional integration of former control and stabilization-, autopilot-, air data computation- and navigation systems within
redundancy management and preflight check out. Strap down Inertial sensors art used as basic information sources
together with skewed airflow direction sensors and air data (pressure) transducers. New selfmonitored FBW actuators
have been developed for this project. A description of this guidance and control system Isgiven together with the basic
design rationale, first experience and an outlook for future projects. ABA author.
78A1I235
AIAA ,7-1478
77/00/00
A NUCLEAR MAGNE'TIC RESONANCE GYROSCOPE

(Litton Systems, Inc., Woodland HIlls, Calif.)
In Digital Avionics Systems Conference, 2nd, Los Angeles, Calif., November 2-4, 1977, Collection of Technical Papers.
(A78-12226 02-04) New York, American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc., 1977, p.40-44.

4

"Anuclest magnetic resonance (NMR) gyroscope Is under development for use as a low cost angle sensor In strapdown
Inertial measurement systems. The gyro operates on the principle that the magnetic moments of certain atoms precess
at a known frequency In a magnetic field and that changes in phase of this frequency can be sensed to determine the
Inertial atgular displaemnent of the device about the direction of the field. Optically pumped magnetometer techniques
are usod for detection and for precise control of the magnetic field. A breadboard model of an NMR gyro has recently
been built and is currently undergoing test and evaluation. Preliminary data of gyro bias drift rate characteristics includes
a nine hour regnient with a drift rate relative to the averagi bias of about 0.05 dog/hr. ABA author.

76/00/00
77A20667
A PROPOSITION FOR AN ADVANCED AIRCRAFT NAVIGATION SYSTEM FOR CIVIL AIR TRANSPORT
Collin, G.; Rigaudias, J.B.
(Compagnie Nationale Air France, Direction du Developpement Technique, Orly Aerogare, Val-de-Marne, France)
In New Frontiers in Aerospace Navigation; Proceedings of the Bicentennial National Aerospace Symposium, Warminster,
Pa., April 27, 28, 1976. (A77-20655 07-04) Washington, D.C., Institute of Navigation, 1976, p.80-85.
The paper shows that an advanced i.Otegrated aircraft navigation system should take into account network extension,
aircraft flexibility, productivity improvements, air traffic system constraints, cost effectiveness, safety, and frequency
spectrum constraints. The main improvements in takeoff are discussed relative to bad weather conditions, aborted takeoff decision, and rotation control. Navigation aspects in climb, cruise, and descent are examined in terms of accuracy
capability and versatility. Approach and landing are considered for routine autoland, all-weather operations, and pitch
control. The proposed cost-effective integrated navigation system is based on advanced distance measuring equipment
(DME), advanced inertial navigation system (INS), and augmented instrument landing system (ILS). Advanced DME
implies improved accuracy and capacity, repetitive coded message, channel listening; advanced INS comprises low cost
through strapdown mechanization and improved gyros; and augmented ILS incorporates smoothing and independent
landing monitor, both based on INS. Major advantages of such a system are noted. ABA S.D.
76/00/00
77A20688
A PSEUDO ROOT-LOCUS METHOD FOR THE DESIGN OF A CLASS OF TWO-INPUT-TWO-OUTPUT SYSTEMS
Kao, M.K.; Hung, J.C.; Berry, E.H.
(Tennessee, University, Knoxville, Tenn.); (NASA, Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Ala.). National Aeronautics
and Space Administration. Marshal Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Ala.; Tennessee Univ., Knoxville.
In Annual Southeastern Symposium on System Theory, 8th, Knoxville, Tenn., April 26, 27, 1976, Proceedings.
(A77-20679 07-63) New York, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc., 1976, p. 26 4 -268.
This paper presents the design of digital rebalance loops for a tuned-rotor gyro which is intended to be an attitude sensor
in a strapdown inertial measurement unit. A tuned-rotor gyro is a two-degree-of-freedom gyro which has two input axes,
with cross-coupling between them. The rebalance loop of the gyro serves for two purposes. First, it restores the position
of the rotor to its null position after experiencing an attitude input. Second, the rebalancing signal, which is proportional
to the attitude change, is calibrated to give the desired attitude information. Since the gyro has more than one input and
one output, a multivariable control technique is needed for designing the rebalance loop. The analytic model for the gyro
is described and the available design methods are examined. A new root-locus design technique specially developed for
the present problem is outlined. The design of the rebalance loop using the new technique is given. The computer
simulation result of the designed system is presented and discussed. ABA author.
AIAA Paper 73-876
73/08/00
73A38813
A REAL-TIME SIX-DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM HYBRID SIMULATION FACILITY FOR GUIDANCE SYSTEM
TESTING
Hogan, J.J.; Welch, J.T.
(Goodyear Aerospace Corp., Akron, Ohio).
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Guidance and Control Conference, Key Biscayne, Fla., August
20-22, 1973, 8 p. USAF-supported research.
A real-time six-degree-of-freedom (6 DOF) simulation capability has been developed for the purpose of evaluating electrooptically-guided missiles with hardware tie-in. The simulation facility includes digital and analog computers, a three-axis
gimballed platform, and a three-degree-of-freedom target area image projection system. The basic structure of the 6-DOF
program is presented and functional tie-in of the various hardware components is explained. Typical results of 6-DOF
tests with hardware are presented, using an air-to-surface glide vehicle guided by a strapdown electro-optical area correlation guidance system. ABA author.
AIAA Paper 75-1095
75/08/00
75A41660
A RING LASER GYRO STRAPDOWN INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEM - PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS AND
TEST RESULTS
Paskik, D.J.; Gneses, M.I.; Taylor, G.R.
(Raytheon Co., Sudbury, Mass.).
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Guidance and Control Conference, Boston, Mass., August 20-22,
1975, 12 p.
A ring laser gyro (RLG) inertial navigation system has been extensively tested. An unusual characteri.itic of the RLG random walk in its angular output -- is aescribed and analyzed, Four classes of test data are presented calibration/
alignment, static navigation, dynamic free navigation, and dynamic filtered navigation. Free navigation performance is
about five miles per hour; filtered navigation, using self-damping without external sensors, is more than an order of
magnitude better. The data confirm the performance analysis. and it is shown that future RLG systems, in which the
random walk is better controlled, may show high accuracy performance. ABA author.

75/08/00 75A42382
AIAA Paper 75-1054
A STRAPDOWN GYRO SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY APPLIED TO A CREW ESCAPE SYSTEM
Eckles, G.A.; Slater, F.W.
(Northrop Corp., Norwood, Mass.)
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Guidance and Control Conference, Boston, Mass., August 20-22,
1975, 16 p.
This paper describes the attitude control problems of a crew escape module: and deals with the studies relating to the
design of a maneuvering rocket control system. Discussed are the means of measurement of roll and pitch angles and the
implementation of proper control laws which will allow safe ejection of a separable crew module from an aircraft under
all flight conditions, including low-altitude, inverted ejection. The evolution of the design which includes a
pyrotechnically-initiated abort system, a strapdown gyro attitude measuring system including analog strapdown computer,
and the logic network implemented to provide proper control laws for the vehicle is presented. The ball screw actuator
subsystem, which provides the force ouput to position two gimballed solid rocket boosters, is also described. The strapdown gyro system mechanization, permitting the use of low-cost, spring-restrained rate gyros while maintaining required
accuracy for long flight periods, is discussed in detail. The system test program (including simulation testing and rocket
sled tests) is summarized briefly. ABA author.
74/00/00
74A38588
A STRAPDOWN LASER GYRO NAVIGATOR
Garret, H.; Walls, B.; Morrison, R.
(NASA, Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Ala.); (Sperry Rand Corp., Sperry Gyroscope Div., Great Neck, N.Y.)
In NAECON '74; Proceedings of the National Aerospace and Electronics Conference, Dayton, Ohio, May 13-15, 1974.
(A74-38517 19-09) New York, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc., 1974, p.572-583. NASA-sponsored
research.
A broad spectrum of commercial and military vehicles employ some form of inertial measurement equipment. In general
this equipment has a special purpose in that it was tailored for each specific application thereby resulting in high installation and maintenance costs. Recently the emphasis has been directed toward developing low cost building blocks from
which the desired inertial functions can be derived. This paper describes a National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) program that combines inertial system sensor and computational advances into a flight demonstration configuration. Specifically, an inertial navigation system employing strapdown laser gyro angular rate sensors and a miniature,
modular digital flight computer is described. The objective of this program is to demonstrate, via flight test evaluation,
the capabilities of the advanced sensor and computer as they apply to future low cost, high reliability inertial system
applications. ABA author.
75/00/00
76A32401
A STUDY OF ATTITUDE REFERENCE COMPUTATIONS FOR STRAPDOWN INERTIAL SYSTEMS
Naka, M.; Yamamoto, H.; Homma, K.
(National Aerospace Laboratory, Chofu, Tokyo, Japan)
In International Symposium on Space Technology and Science, 11 th, Tokyo, Japan, June30 - July 4, 1975, Proceedings.
(A76-32301 15-12) Tokyo, AGNE Publishing, Inc., 1975, p.731-736.
This paper presents a modification method of Gibbs vector scheme for calculating the transformation matrix of strapdown inertial systems. This method is compared with other schemes such as Euler angles, direction cosines, and Euler
parameters. Especially, for the cominutativity error compensation, higher order terms are derived and evaluated for
some special cases. Simulation results on an on-board computer model indicates the superiority of modified Gibbs vector
and Euler parameters methods over the other schemes. ABA author.
NACA-CR-67459 REPT-1726-FR2
64/12/30
76N70963
A STUDY PROGRAM ON A STRAPDOWN MINIATURE ELECTROSTATIC GYRO
Honeywell, Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.
77/00/00
77A21610
A UNIDIMENSIONAL CONVERGENCE TEST FOR MATRIX ITERATIVE PROCESSES APPLIED TO STRAPDOWN
NAVIGATION
Bar-Itzhack, I.Y.
(Technion - Israel Institute of Technology, Haifa, Israel)
International Journal for Numerical Methods in Engineering, Vol. 11, No. 1, 1977, p.115-130.
The investigation of the convergence properties of matrix iterative processes usually involves test matrices of high order.
This fact may prohibit an analytic approach to the problem. In this paper a method is presented which converts the multi-

.

dimensional test procedure into a scalar one. The method Is presented in conjunction with the problem of matrix orthogonalization which exists in strapdown inertial navigation, Three examples are presented in which the convergence of
matrix orthogonalization techniques is investigated. The examples demonstrate the use of the unidimensional convergence test Indetermining the order of the processes and in finding sufficient conditions for convergence. Numerical
results are presented, ABA author.

AIAA Paper 74-268
74/01/00
74A18673
A VARIATIONAL INTEGRAL APPROACH TO DIRECTION COSINE MATRIX PROPAGATION
Bowles, W.M.; Ebbesen, L.R.
(Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, Okla.)
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Annual Meeting and Technical Display, 10th, Washington, D.C.,
January 28-30, 1974, 4 p.
The study is concerned with the application of a new procedure for p. opagating direction cosine matrices. The technique
is based on the use of the 'variational integral' approach developed by Ebbeser, (1972) for numerical solution of differential
equations. Preliminary research indicates that the proposed method offers advantages of increased accuracy and reduced
noise sensitivity in comparison to convential procedures. ABA F.R.L.
76/00/00
77A20663
ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM FOR THE RING LASER GYRO NAVIGATOR
Bachman, K.L.; Carson, E.W.
(US Naval Material Command, Naval Air Development Center, Warminster, Pa.); (Honeywell, Inc., St Louis Park, Minn.)
In New Frontiers in Aerospace Navigation; Proceedings of the Bicentennial National Aerospace Symposium, Warminster,
Pa., April 27, 28, 1976. (A77-20655 07-04) Washington, D.C., Institute of Navigation, 1976, p.52-58.
Results are presented for an advanced development program designed to provide base line data from which ring laser gyro
strapdown production systems can be developed to achieve the maximum cost-of-ownership benefits possible with this
new technology. It is shown that the ring laser gyro, with an inherent digital output and essentially unlimited input
capability, provides an ideal solution for the strapdown gyro dynamic range problem. The paper gives the functional
description of an advanced development model for the ring laser gyro navigator consisting of an internil navigation unit
(INU), control display unit (CDU), mode select unit, and battery. The INU provides position, velocity, and attitude
information to the CDU and other aircraft systems. The INU consists of three orthogonal body-mounted lasei gyros
and accelerometers, a digital computer, I/O electronics, sensor electronics, and a power supply. Particular attention is
given to the inertial sensors, electrical design, packaging configurations, software, and reliability and maintainability,
ABA S.D.
74/00/00
74A38586
ADVANCEMENTS IN STRAPDOWN NAVIGATION
Roantree, J.P.
(United Aircraft Corp., Hamilton Standard Div., Windsor Locks, Conn.)
In NAECON '74; Proceedings of the National Aerospace and Electronics Conference, Dayton, Ohio, May 13=15, 1974
(A74-38517 19.09) New York, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc., 1974, p.548-555.
This paper discusses the evolution of strapdown inertial navigation systems for space vehicles, boost vehicles, aircraft and
missile applications. The performance capabilities and reliability of several present-day systems are shown and performance capabilities and reliability of future systems under development aie projected. Brief discussion of strapdown
inertial sensors and their electronics are also discussed. Specific areas of concern include performance under low and high
vehicle angular rates, Techniques for complete self-contained Inertial measurement unit calibration and alignment are
presented along with test results. Such techniques require no external equipinent such autocolliniators or mirron.
ABA author.
75/10/00
76AI0690
ADVANCES IN INERTIAL NAVIGATION SENSOR TECIHNOLOGY
McKinlay, W.tl.
(Ferranti, Ltd., HollInwood, Lancs., England)
(Royal Institute of Navigation and Institution of Electronics and Radio Engineers. Meeting, London, England, January 1S,
1975.) Journal of Navigation, Vol.28, October 1975, p.40741 S.
Development of inertial navigation and of increasingly sophisticated navigation displays has been rapid In the area of
electronic technology and relatively slow in the case of basic sensors. General cott trends are down due to implemeits.
tion of digital data processing and improved reliability. Strapped down systems substituting low-cost digital software for
mechanical gimbals, place stringent requirements on instruments. The 'dry', or tuned rotor, gyroscope bs coming into
Increasing use in place of the floated gyroscope, and the latest systems hame significant size and weight advantages.
Spherical rotor and 'laser gyros' are under development. Advances in electronic technology for gnetion of navigtion
displays are used primarily in numerical displays, with continued use of projection technique and film storage for requited
topographical Information. ABA C.K.D.
76/00/00
77A37419
ADVANTAGES OF GIMBALLL'D INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEMS
Peterson, R.
(Litton Industries, Inc., Guidance and Control Systems Div., Woodland IHills, Calif.)
In NAECON '76; Proceedings of the National Aerospace and Electronics Conference, Dayton, Ohio, May 18- 20, 1976.
(A77-373S2 17-33) New York, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc., 1976, p..M8-51 4 .
k
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Strapdown and gimballed inertial navilatorm are compared with ,espect to a number of important characterisic.L Facton
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affecting accuracy are reviewed and simulation results are provided which show that gimballed systems are far less
sensitive to a number of error sources common to all inertial navigators. Special constraints imposed on inertial instruments to enable strapdown operation are discussed along with computer requirements for gimballed and strapdown
navigators. Data showing the effect of gimbals on overall inertial navigation system reliability is presented. The application of strapdown and gimballed navigators in quadruple redundant installations is discussed and strapdown systems are
found to have some hardware advantages. Conclusions are reached relative to the near term advantage of gimballed
inertial navigation systems. ABA author.
73/00/00
73A38048
AIRBORNE IRP ALIGNMENT USING ACCELERATION AND ANGULAR RATE MATCHING
Schultz, R.L.; Keyes, C.L.
(Honeywell, Inc., Systems and Research Div., Minneapolis, Minn.)
In Joint Automatic Control Conference, 14th, Columbus, Ohio, June 20-22, 1973, Preprints of Technical Papers.
(A73-38028 19-10) New York, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc., 1973, p.427-436.
The combined acceleration angular rate matching Kalman filter described is specifically design to overcome the limitations of earlier approaches for in-flight alignment of two inertial reference packages. The mathematical equations
describing the problems are considered together with problems regarding the choice of covariance matrices, aspects of
filter performance, and questions of error analysis. It is found that the angular rate matching approach greatly reduces
the alignment time and the maneuver requirements on the pilot prior to missile launch. ABA G.R.
73/06/00
73A40026
AN ATTITUDE REFERENCE SYSTEM WITH ELECTRICALLY SUSPENDED GYROS
Elwell, D.F.
(Honeywell, Inc., Aerospace Div., St Petersburg, Fla.)
Institute of Navigation, Annual Meeting, 29th, Rt Louis, Mo., June 19-21, 1973, Paper. 25 p.
The electrically suspended gyro consists of a spinning metal sphere suspended by an electric force so that friction is
virtually eliminated. This type of gyro has demonstrated performance which qualifies it for use in a system for attitude
determination. A significant advantage of this system, on board a maneuvering spacecraft, would be the long periods of
attitude performance between stellar updates. A readout accuracy improvement in the gyro and the attitude reference
system in which it may be used arc discu d. ABA author.
72/00/00 73A15274
AN AUTONOMOUS NAVIGATION TECHNOLOGY SYSTEM
Toda. N.F.
(I1M Corp.. Owego, NY.)
In Symposium "n Nonlinear Estimation Theory and its Applications, 3rd, San Diego. Calif., September 11-13, 1972.
Pfoceedings. (A73-15251 04-10) North Hollywood, Calif., Western Periodicals Co., 1972, p-254-2S9.

The IBM autonomous navigation technology (ANT) system is a strapdown orbital navf.ation system which has four major
subsystems: a known landmark tracker, an attitude determination system, a horiton sensor, altimeter, and a digital
computer. Accurate navigation rcquires a landmark tracker while rapid convergence from large initial conditions is
facilitated by employing a horiton sentor. To provide realistic gravitational and drag uncertainties the Air Force provided
two different real world ephoetneris tapes which wefe used to drive the simulation and to dtermtine the prror in the
estimated ephemeris. ABA author.
77100100
77A47349
AN EVALUATION OF VIPtTURE RPV AUTOMATIC NAVIGATION SYSTEMS
Mcgcal, G.J.
(Rockwell International Corp., Missile Systems Div., Columbus, Ohio)
In the RPV - Complen•ent to Manned Systems, Proceedings of the Fourth Annual Symposium. Washington, D.C., June
S-- 9, 1977, (A77-47333 22,.0) Dayton. Ohio. National AssocIation for Remotely Piloted Vehicles. 1977, p.102-108.
A combination of dead reckoning and posilion fixing systems Is recommended as best suited to future navigation system
requirements for remote-piloted vehicles (RPV) designed for electronic wadare, reconnaissance, or selective strike woite
Straptdown inertial dead reckoning. s given preference over the gimballed inertial variant, and position fixes can be
obtained from line-of-sight. otr-horizon, or correlator type (Terrain contour, radiometfic) systgm. ABIA R.D.V.
75107/00 7sA40671
AN OPTIMAL NORMALIZATION SCHEME
Giardina, C.R.; Bronson, R;. Walltn, L.
(Sinpr Co., Little Falls. NJ.); (airleigh Dickenson University. Teaneck-, NJ.), (Ilawaii. University. Ionolulu. Hawaii)
IEE E Transctions on Aetospacc and Electronic Systems, Vol. AE& I, July 197S, p. 44 3.4 4 6.
An attitude normalization scheme, basd on quatemion updates of the attitude matrix in a strapdown system, is
presented which is optimal in the two-norm sense. Futbcrmore. the algorihm requimes minimal computer time and
memory load. ABA author.

F!
74/04/00
74A28623
ANALYSIS AND TEST OF A PRECISION PULSE-REBALANCE GYROSCOPE
Clark, R.N.; Fosth, D.C.
(Washington, University, Seattle, Wash.); (Boeing Co., Seattle, Wash.)
Journal of Spacecraft and Rockets, Vol. 11, April 1974, p.264-266.
A method for deriving the rebalance signal which uses a triangular wave modulation of the gyro signal is described. This
method ii intended for use in strapdown attitude reference systems of advanced spacecraft and missiles, and discussed
by Fehr et al. (1972). A compensation network which assured a high static gain of the control loop and stability was
required. Without this compensation the control loop exhibited a prominent limit cycle oscillation which had to be
eliminated by the compensation. The steady-state accuracy of the entire system was determined to assess the suitability
of this instrument for strap-down application. Both attitude and attitude rate can be determined from the signal provided
by this instrument. ABA F.R.L.
77/00/00
78A15639
ANALYSIS OF A KALMAN FILTER FOR A STRAPDOWN INERTIAL/RADIOMETRIC AREA CORRELATOR
GUIDANCE SYSTEM
Maybeck, P.S.
(USAF, Institute of Technology, Wright-Patterson APB, Ohio)
In NAECON '77; Proceedings of the National Aerospace and Electronics Conference, Dayton, Ohio, May 17-19, 1977.
(A78-15551 04-33) New York, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc., 1977, p. 7 5 1-7 5 7 ,
Position measurements can be generated for navigation purposes by correlating a radiometric 'picture' of the terrain
immediately below an aerospace vehicle with a prestored reference map of the desired region. Because of stringent
storage restrictions, a very simple Kalman filter has been proposed for optimally aiding a strapdown inertial system with
data from a radiometric area correlator (RAC) onboard a weapon system currently under development. However, the
adequacy of two decoupled 3-state filturs to meet performance specifications was subject to significant question, and a
covariance analysis has been conducted to determine estimation capabilities in a realistic environment. ABA author.
76/00/00
77A31369
ANALYSIS OF QUANTIZATION ERRORS IN COMPUTING ORIENTATION PARAMETERS

Panov, A.P.
(Akademila nauk Ukrainskol SSR, Institut Kibernetiki, Kiev, Ukranian SSR)
Kibernotika i Vychlslitel'naia Tekhnlka, No.34, 1976, p.92-96. In Russian.
An analysis of the errors in computing orientation parameters due to the quantizatlon of the pulsed signals of the Integrating gyroscopes in platformless inertial systems Is performed. Some results of digital computer modeling of quantization errors for conical motion of an object are discussed. The requirements on the level of quantization of gyroscope
signals for achieving a given computational accuracy are determined. ABA PT.H.
77/00/00
77A40770
APPLICATIONS OF MODERN GYRO TECHNOL(KGY, PROCEEDINGS OF THE SYMPOSIUM, LONDON, ENGLAND,
JANUARY 12. 1977
Symposium sponsored by the Royal Aeronautical Society, London, Royal Aeronautlcal Socety, 1977, 17$ p.
(For Individual items see A77-40777 to A77-40783)
Papers dealing with innovations in gyrowope technology since 1964 are presented, with attention given to the impact
of major technical developments, such as the introduction of digital computing, as well as to specific innovations, such
as ring laser gyros. Topics included ate: alternatives in sob-inertial and Inertial navigation systems; development of a
subminiature rate sonsor for use in miasile seeker heads; miniatuuitation of flex gyros for shipborne navigation systems;
improvements in low cost dynamically tuned gyros; problems in manufacture of floated gyroscope systems; comparison
of strapdown and gimballed gyros; and the performance characteristics of laset gyroscopes. In particular, problems en.
countered In miniaturization of rate sensors and navigation oystems, and In developing strapdown gyro system am
discussed. RelatiN cost and effectiveness of floated gyros and dynamically tuned gyros are analyzed, and mention is
made of the Wpeadl advantages of highly accurate systems, such as the rip laser gyro. ABA J.M B
75103100
7SA2S884
ATTITUDE AND ORBIT ESTIMATION USING STARS AND LANDMARKS
White. R.L.; Adams. M.P.; Grant, F.D.: Geisler. E.G.
(Charles Stark Draper ..Aborttory, Inc., Cambridg, Mass.)
IEEE Transaction on Aerospace and blectrmoic Symtems, Vol. AES-I I, Mao+h 19753 p.195-.203.
An extended Kalman killer is used to process line.of-siaht measurements to starts and known landmarks providing a
statistical indicttion of petformance in estimating spacecraft attitde, orbital ephemeris, and the bias drift or a set of
three stradown gyros. The landmark measurements were assumed to have oeen taken from the imagery of an earthobserving multispectral scanner. It is shown that fillte.ig of these noisy measurements results in highly accurate estimates
of the above parameters. Resulti are given showing the sensitivitr of petfomace to various system parameters such as
star tracker accuracy, mmroos in the knowledge of Wadmuk position, and number of stars and landmacks proceed.
7
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a75/00/00

76A28896

ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM FOR THE AUTOMATIC INTERPLANETARY SPACECRAFT MARS-2-MARS-7
Demekhin, A.S.; Grubrin, V.E.; Panteleev, V.P.
(Akademiia nauk SSSR, Institut Kosmicheskikh Issledovanii, Moscow, USSR)
In International Federation of Automatic Control, Triennial World Congress, 6th, Boston and Cambridge, Mass., August
24-30, 1975, Proceedings. Part 4. (A76-28778 13-63) Pittsburgh, Pa., Instrument Society of America, 1975,
p.14.6-14.6 8.
The major tasks of the attitude control systems of Mars-2 and Mars-7 probes included initial spacecraft rate reduction
after its separation from the launch vehicle, acquisition of the reference bodies (the Sun, Canopus and the Earth) within
the specified time period. Single axis spacecraft cruise mode relative to the Sun, three-axis spacecraft cruise mode, precise
determination of the strapdown reference system during maneuvers and onboard measurements of center of mass motion.
Attitude control system equipment including Sun sensors, star and Earth trackers are discussed along with the functional
logic. The nature of the feedback loops in the attitude control system is discussed and the control of transient processes
is examined. Some specific examples of Mars-2 and Mars-7 attitude control system flight performance are presented
including correction in antenna Earth orientation performed aboard Mars-4 and the insertion of Mars-7 into Mars orbit.
ABA B.J.
76/00/00
77A24812
ATTITUDE DETERMINATION ALGORITHM FOR A STRAPDOWN IMU
O'Connor, B.J.; Zomick, D.A.
(Bendix Corp., Guidance Systems Div., Teterboro, N.J.)
In Symposium on Automatic Control in Space, 7th, Rottach-Egem, West Germany, May 17-21, 1976, Preprints.
Volume 2. (A77-24777 10-12) Dusseldorf, VDI/VDE-Gesellschaft Mess- und Regelungstechnik, 1976, p.397-411.
Concentrating on the quantornion approach to attitude determination for a strapdown inertial measurement unit, a
technique is developed to facilitate selection of algorithmic order without resort to digital simulation, The procedure is
demonstrated for algorithms through fourth order and for three specific types of vehicle motion, indicating a third-order
solution to be adequate for most applications. A final section addresses the computational burden imposed by the
candidate quaternion solutions. ABA author.
AIAA Paper 73-900
73/08/00
73A38834
ATTITUDE DETERMINATION FOR A STRAPDOWN INERTIAL SYSTEM USING THE EULER AXIS/ANGLE AND
QUATERNION PARAMETERS
Grubin, C.
(Hughes Aircraft Co., Culver City, Calif.)
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautica, Guidance and Control Conference, Key Biscayne, Fla., August
20-22, 1973, 10 p.
AIAA Paper 75-1096
75/08/00
75A41661
AUTONOMOUS SATELLITE ORBITAL NAVIGATION USING KNOWN AND UNKNOWN EARTH LANDMARKS
Kau, S.P.
(Honeywell, Inc., St Petersburg, Fla,)
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Guidance and Control Conference, Boston, Mass., August 20-22,
1975, 13 p.
Two concepts of satellite autonomous navigation using strapdown landmark sensors are considered. In the unknown
landmark concept, the sensor measures the rate at which the image of unidentified earth features travels across sensor
field of view. Correlation interpolation techniques are used for processing of random images. In the known landmark
concept, sightins to known linear earth features Art obtained. Idlge enhancement and detection techniques are used
for the somewhat deterninlstic landmark signature. 1he known landmark approach is shown to be superior due to its
lower sensitivity to pointing errors. ABA awthor.

]

-72/00/00 73A1$266
AUTONOMOUS SATELLITE NAVIGATION FROM STRAPDOWN LANDMARK MEASUREMENTS
'Paulson, D).C.
(Honeywell. Inc., St Petersburg, tqa.)

In Symposium on Nonlinear Eisimation Thcory and its Applications, 3rd. San Diego, Calif., September I 1-13, 1972,
Proceedings. (A73-15251 04-10) North Hollywood, OWiL., Western Perhdkcals Co., 1972, p.167-183.
A itew concept for accurate autonomous determination of position and velocity of an orbiting spacecraft is presented.

"11%is concept makts use of strapdown landmark senson which measure relative motion of huiaged ground terrain through
the vcnso field of view ax the satellite moves over the terrain. i)at, from two such sensors, when combincd with attitude
from an inertial reference and the time from a long tWerm clock, ii sufficient to bound navigation ettors. The general
concept of what is terntqd U~ne'ofiight-•tt navigation is described. Navigation algorithms and simulation restults are
presented. Results show performance comparable to t(le gimbaled unknown landmark tracking mechranization and better
than the muhua•lmy
horizon cns/lnt iAl reference approach. ABA author.
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74A38541
74/00/00
AVIONICS APPLICATION ON AN ADVANCED LSI MICROPROGRAMMED PROCESSOR
Thoennes, W.P.
(Rockwell International Corp., Anaheim, Calif.)
In NAECON '74; Proceedings of the National Aerospace and Electronics Conference, Dayton, Ohio, May 13-15, 1974.
(A74-38517 19-09) New York, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc., 1974, p. 2 29 -2 3 6.
Description of an advanced MOS/LSI microprogrammed processor being developed for application as the digital processor
in the advanced micro-navigator (Micron) system. Micron, being a 'strapdown' navigation system, has unique processing
requirements. Additional requirements are defined to meet system objectives in the areas of size, weight, power,
reliability, radiation hardness and cost of ownership. A processor configured to meet these requirements is described.
ABA author.
75/00/00
76A44968
BODY FIXED OPTICS IN SEEKERS - THEIR REWARDS AND PITFALLS

Baker, M.L.
(Martin Marietta Aerospace, Orlando, Fla.)
In Electro-Optical Systems Design Conference and International Laser Exposition, Anaheim, Calif., November 11-13,
1975, Proceedings of the Technical Program. (A76-44926 23-35) Chicago, Industrial and Scientific Conference Management, Inc., 1975, p.618-674.
Rewards and pitfalls are examined for a strapdown optics seeker that permits one-shot kill of evasively moving targets
which have been designated by lasers. This seeker combines the fixed optics of the early pursuit system with the
inertially stabilized line of sight of the gimballed optics seeker. The basic operation of the present system is outlined in
terms of the theory of nodal points from geometrical optics. Among the rewards of the system, it is noted that the fixed
lens systenM is easy to install, the inertially stabilized mirror is easily torqued for guidance, and the detector is fixed,
requiring no slip rings or exacting wiring to bring the leads out from a gimbal. Pitfalls discussed include lens aberrations,
vignetting, and mirror pivot-arm length. Ways to deal with and correct for these pitfalls are considered. ABA F.G.M.
73/00/00
73A35210
CALIBRATING THE DRIFT RATES OF STRAPDOWN ELECTROSTATIC GYROSCOPES
Andrews, A.
(Rockwell International Corp., Autonetics Div., Anaheim, Calif.)
In NAECON 73; Proceedings of the National Aerospace Electronics Conference, Dayton, Ohio, May 14-16, 1973.
(A73-35201 17-09) New York, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc., 1973, p. 7 6 -8 1 .
A technical approach to the problem of calibrating the precession rates of the spin axis of a strapdown electrostatic
gyroscope (ESG) is presented. The problem is complicated by the fact that the spin axis is not constrained in direction
with respect to its support bearing, and the precession rates depend upon this direction, The virtual work technique is
used for modeling the bearing torques on the rotor. This has the advantages that the model equations are applicable to
any ESG design, and that the functional form of the model Is more transparent than that obtained by the force/leverarm technique for defining torques, This approach also leads to an appropriate functional analysis for unmodelted
torques. The resulting calibration problem is linearized and lends itself to conventional statistical methods. ABA author.
76/00/00
77A28300
COMPARATIVE STUDY OF PULSE-REBALANCED INERTIAL SENSORS WITH DIFFERENT DYNAMICS
Rahlfs, 11
(Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt fuer Luft- und Rauinfahrt. Braunschwbtg, West Germany)
In International Navigational Congress, Boston, Mass., August 3 6, 1976, Proceedings. (A77-28285 11-04) Waishington.
D.C., Institute of Navigation, 1976, p.280-285.
.n

Pulse rebalance loops are applied when high precision Is required for the digital readout of inertial snsors. The arrangement of high precision readout electronics developed by DFI'VLR is described and discussed. Test results for pendulous
accelerometers of different dynamics and construction are presented. Criteria for the optimal layout of pulse rebalancing
loops of inertial sensors are provided. ABA author.
76/00100
76A44794
COMPARATIVE STUDY OF PULSE-REBALANCED INERTIAL SENSORS WITH DIFFERENT DYNAMICS
Rahilfs, D.
(Deutsche Forschungs- und Vetsucimanstalt fuer Luft- und Rauenfhahrt, Braunschweig. West Germany)
Ortung, und Navigation, No.2.3, 1976 p. 177,194.
Basic principles or pulse torque ieadout electronics are examined and approaches for the generation of high precision
current time Increments are considered, taking into account an It-switch with a highly stable switch delay and current
control loops. The application of puLse rebalance loops for the readout of pendulous accelerometers is discursed and a
description is presented of the criteria for the layout of pulse-rebalanced sensors. Attention is given to the mechianical
part of a sensor, the torque generator, aspect, of angular readout, and the regulator and quwntizer. ABA G.R.
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AIAA Paper 73-835
73/08/00
73A38791
COMPETITIVE EVALUATION OF FAILURE DETECTION ALGORITHMS FOR STRAPDOWN REDUNDANT
INERTIAL INSTRUMENTS
Wilcox, J.C.
(TRW Systems Group, Redondo Beach, Calif.)
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Guidance and Control Conference, Key Biscayne, Fla., August
20-22, 1973, 11 p.
Seven algorithms for failure detection, isolation, and correction of strapdown inertial instruments in the dodecahedron
configuration are competitively evaluated by means of a digital computer simulation that provides them with identical
inputs. Their performance is compared in terms of orientation errors and computer burden. The analytical foundations
of the algorithms are presented. The features that are found to contribute to superior performance are use of a definite
logical structure, elimination of interaction between features, different thresholds for first and second faPures, use of the
'parity' test signals, and avoidance of iteration loops. ABA author.
AD-763579 ESD-TR-73-89
72/11/00
73A26635
CONSTANT-Q PULSED FEEDBACK ELECTRONICS FOR STRAPPED-DOWN GYRO SYSTEMS
Millner, A.R.
(MIT, Lexington, Mass.)
IEEE Transactions on Aerospace and Electronic Systems, Vol. AES-8, November 1972, p.762, 763. USAF-sponsored
research.
For rate-integrating strapped-down gyros, such as those used in space platform orientation systems, a new feedback design
is described that employs a precision, temperature-compensated metallized teflon capacitor charged to a precise voltage
as a source of constant charge which discharges through a torquer to provide the feedback current pulse. The system
provides a constant time-average power dissiation in the torquer, which simplifies temperature control. Thus, system
simplicity is retained and very low power consumption can be achieved in the electronics, with predicted accuracy of 40
ppm per year, limited mainly by the capacitdr, ABA M.V.E.
75/00/00 76A11843
COST CONSIDERATIONS IN A STRAPDOWN NAVIGATION SYSTEM USING DRY TUNED INSTRUMENTS
Craig, R.J.G.; Russel, J.G.
(Litton Industries. Inc., Woodland Hills, Calif.)
In Intercon 75: International Convention and Exposition, New York, N.Y., April 8--- 10, 1)75, Conference Record.
(A76-11826 02-33) New York, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc., 197 i, p. 135/4-6 35/4.
Design guidelines are stated for a low cost straptiown navigation system using mature teiAhnology of tuned-gimbal gyros.
Components of the system designed in accordance with then guidelines are described, Mature technology is defined as
one which Ischaracterized by complete and thorough understanding and production experience. It is asserted that near
future large volume procurements for strapdown navigation systems will favor those systems that are based on mature
technologies because these technologies are more ainenable to accurate cost predictions and analywse. Discussions of
system costs such as life cycle cost, acquisition costs, initial logistics cost and recurring costs is presented and compariwon
between gimballed systems and strapdown system using similar technologies is made. ABA author.
76/00/00
77A20666
DIFFERENTIAL LASER GYRO DEVELOPMENT
Bresman, J.; Cook, It.. Lysobey, D.
(United Technologies Corp., umilton Standard Div., Windsor Locks, Conn.)
In New Frontiers in Aerospace Navigation; iProceedings of the Bicententil National Aerospaca Symposium. Warminner,
Pa.. April 27, 28, 1976. (A77-20655 07.04) Washington, D.C., Institute of Navigatiotn, 1916, p.75.79,
The paper outlines the design concept, construction, operation, and tested capabilities of the differential laser gyro
(DILAG) provided with four simultaneously operating modes, resulting In a stificant advancement in strapdown inertial
guidance. The DILAG concept eliminates bias stability and dithering problems by simultaneoudly operating two
complete laser j) rot in the same sIer cavity. In one gyro, both the clockwis• traveling wave and the counterclockwise
traveling wave are right circularly polarized, while in the otlhr ytro both waves am left drculady polarized. both gyros
are blawd out or their rtepective deadband region%by the same Faraday cell, TheIiDILAG cavity is constructed rrom a
block or ultralowexpan•ion quartz. The detector electronic,* and the servo conrols for eovity length and discharge
current are constructed on a printed circuit board and mounted on top of the block. Test results showed examples of
noise suppression and error caocellatior., ewcellenl pulse moding chartcterittics., and scale ractor linearity ot low rates. A
self- teck technique leading to a wide-ranging error compensation and calibration catability is diwsusud. ABA S.D.
76/00100 76A47229
DIFFIRENTIAL LASER GYRO
Stowell, W.K.; McAdory. R.W.; Roantree. J.P.
(USAF, Avionics Laboratory, Writht-hatterson APB. Ohio): (United Technologks Corp., Itamilton Standard Div.,
-armington, Conn.)
In Engincering in a Changing lconmy; Proccedings of the Southeout Region. 3 (onference, Clemson, S.C.. April 5 7.

1976. (A76-47201 24-99) New York, Institote of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc., 1976, p.227-229.

"fLAG) is being developed as a solution to the instabilities and error sources inherent in

The differential laser g>

conventional techniques Mf ovrcoming the low angular ratt lock-in threshold (the rotation rate below which the laser
gyro has no response). The DILAG concept consists of operating two ring lasers in the same optical cavity and biasing
them with the same optical element. This makes it possible to obtain rate sensing with the same scale factor and bias
terms in each of the laser gyros. Results of performance testing of the DILAG are discussed. ABA B.J.

76/00/00

77A20649

DIGITAL READOUT IN THE CASE OF INERTIAL SENSORS
Rahlfs, D.
(Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt fuer Luft- und Raumfahrt, Institut fuer Flugfuehrung, Braunschweig, West
Germany)
In Symposium on Gyroscope Technology, Braunschweig, West Germany, March 31 - April 1, 1976, Reports. (A77-20643
07-35) Dusseldorf, Deutsche Gesellschaft fuer Ortung und Navigation, 1976, p. 127-177. In Gei...an.
The output signal%of inertial measurement systems, particularly in the case of strapped-down systems, are further
processed with the aid of a digital procedure. The approaches used in the assignment of digital values to the measured
quantitites are discussed, taking into account the derivation of the transfer function for pendulum acceleration measurement devices, a general analysis of suitable methods, and nonintegrating and integrating digitiaing procedtires. A description is presented of #he electronic methods developed in West Germany for the implementation of incremental readout
processes. ABA G.R.
NASA-CR-140296 E-25'25
70/08/00
74N78010
DYNAMIC TESTING OF A SINGLE DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM STRAPDOWN GYROSCOPE
Feldman, J.
Massachusetts Inst. of Tech.. Cambridge. (Charles Stark Draper Lab.)

Preselted at the 5th Biennial Guidance Test Symp.. Holloman AFB. N. Max., 14 16 October 1970.
75/07/00

75A40689

ESTIMATING ANGULAR VELOCITY FROM OUTPUT OF RATE-INTEGRATING GYRO
Friedland, 0.
(Sinrer Co., Little Falls, N.J.)
IEEE Transactions on Aerospace wnd Eletctronic Systems. Vol. AES-1 1. July 19 7 5, p.531-555.
It is shown that the Kalman filtering techniquo can he used to Impr1ove ostiattes or angular velocity in a strapped-down
navigation systemn on the basis of angular inctement (rate integral) da•t. A model for the evolution of the angular velodty
is developed, and estimation equations w obtained by applying the general equations of Kalman fltering to the model.
It is found that a simple savond-.&rder constant.coefftcent digital filter can yield significant improvefnent for very high or
very low values of a defined nolso-to.ignal ratio Mid that improvliienl is neligible for ratios of the ortdr of unity.
ABA F.G.M.
AIAA Paper 75$-071
75/08100
75A41631
"I
STIMATION OF"GYRO PARAMEISRS Of :'EXPERIMENTALLY DEVELOPED GYRO MODELS
Coffinn. V.0.: Debra. Di.
(Lockheed MNisiles and Space (ao., Inc., Sunnyvale. Calif.. stanolt(I Unlvepity. Stat•nto. C1alif,)
American Institute ot Aeronautkts aid AstrofautIln. G(uidwafn Md Coltrol (aonfeweace Boton Ma-, Aut

2.0 2L

1475, 13 p,
Strapdown attitude reference slytems with body fin.ed attitude seono rely on gyros to maintain the 'eferenee eMtwen
otaqutc amplitude
attitude meas.uremenlts. E+or inanet
ing vehici hbthyro sale factor and drift ame obsr•vabe for
and frequtency of motion. Pefformance is Investigated using compensattin for both multipliative (sc4ab factor) and
additive (drift) error sources. Six gyros werebtutcd to dvmelp model%that provide itpros'vement in the accuramy of the
refetencws. On4ine estimation of model )aravtttett is obtained by appending additiotal states and using memared ve•ice
to•e directly in the state muatrix, lead-ig to a liar, recursive Kahassa filter foomultion with tihe varyhn4 coeficiaht.
ABA author.
77100100
78A15711
EVALUATION "iCIINIQUES F-OR INS ALGORITHMS
Norse. R.: Schmidt, (;.: Kaiser, ).
(Charles Stirtk Dras'ler Laboratory, Inc., Cambridge. Mans.). (US WE, Aviaonis Lahoratory. Wright-Platterson A11, Ohio)
In NAL'CON "77. Proceedings of the National Aerospace and t•lc•ltonics Conference, Dayton. Ohio, May 17. 19, 1977.
(A7S.IfSSSI 04-33) New York, Institute of Electrical and Itfcnaiic¢o Ingin•e•r Inc.. 107?, p.1 2 68 -12481.
The paper considers the design of the numerical simulator program (NUMSIM) developed to determine INS navigation
errors 4n position, velocity and attitude resulting horm mechanization of he navigation equations on a digital computer
for an erorfree I)MU. The program provides a simulation of the navigation computation fcr" three different IMU rch
Zakeons namely a local4evel wandeazsimuth p4lform stabiliatio,.a spac.tabilu d platform. and a strapdowa
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overview of the simulator is presented and a short parametric study using
and structural
functionalABA
4L configuration.
the simulator isA
described.
B.i.
AIAA Paper 73-902
73/08/00
73A38836
EXPERIMENTAL TRAJECTORIES VIA KALMAN FILTERING
Barton, R.; Gurwell, N.
(KMS Technology Center, El Segundo, Calif.)
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Guidance and Control Conference, Key Biscayne, Fla., August
20-22, 1973, 9p.
A computerized method for estimating the trajectory of a r.. aneuvering reentry vehicle and systematic sensor error
sources has been developed. The program utilizes measurements from radars, optical sensors, and an inertial reference
system composed of strapdown and stable platform instrumentation. These measurements are comnbined, utilizing the
extendtd Kalman filter theory, to yield minimum-variance estimates of nearly all trAjectory parameters and systematic
errors in the instrumentation. The analytical formulation of the trajectory estimation problem and the characteristics
of the associated computer program are described. ABA author.
7S/05/00
7SA3 19.30
FAILURE ISOLATION FOR A MINIMALLY REDUNDANT INERTIAL SENSOR SYSTEM
Harrison, J.V.; Chien, T.-T.
(Charles Stark Draper Laboratory, Inc.. Cambridge, Mass.)
IEEE Trasactions ou Aerospace and Electronic Systems, Vol. AES- 11, May 1975, p.349.357.
The application ofttwo-degree.~f-freedoni inertial sen ýors in a minimally redundant strapdown configuration is considered.
The potential improvement in rlability which can be 3chieved by exploiting the failure isolation capability uniqlue to
this configuration is evaluated. A unified, statistical approach to the detection and isolation of both hard and soft sensor
failures is presented. The effectiveness of this unified approach to FD1 in terms of the mean time to detection. the mean
timow !,etw~vn false alarms, and the accumulated attitude error prior to detection is indicated by simulation results.
*AB. author.
77/(10/00

7BA1I5641

SYSTENIDESCRIPTION AND PERFORMANCE CHARAC-E-RISTICS OF A QUAD REDUNDANT STRAPDOWN
INERTniAL NAVIGATION AND) FUGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
W~ooghue, P1i
(Teled---tw Systems Co.. Northridge, Calif.)

In NALCON '77: Ptoceedlinip of the National Aerospace mid Eloctronic%Conferinco. Dayton, Ohio, Maiy 17 19. 1977.
(A76-15551 04-33) New York, Institute of Elcatrical and Flectronic Eagineers, Inc,, 1977, p. 767-7 74 ,
This paper de"!r*b% th-a system desin and devc*'opmetji ol'a quadtuply redundant ottapdown inertial infiormit,ion a04
conipulotion symotem. Thus sysnt wa doveloped (or application to a digital fl~y-by-wie rontrolled cnfirturatlon vehicle.
beslin rationale and laqwletuninatisloi'~'the sywtm tire
ur~iLdi
otorajorvaeas: (1) sensus.(2 dita
vowrso
tedtn*.uoj, (3) dig,'al c-wqjtr awnd (4) wry~ies Intplotmttatlon. ABA auithor.
77p00IO47iA I ' 42

1144X)ThrLINA*4GA1I 10N 1141-RIIAL REnitI LNE SiYSTEM
"ti~er. R1i.
In WAhCON"77, irueedlngs of the National Aeropspce 2and Ietm .CifricDaytrin. Ohio, May 1l. 19. 1977.
(A78-1I 555' 04-.33) New Yost,.Institute of Electrical aftd Elecrorii- 4~en Inc. 1977. p-775-782.
The pfol nintas) Jesitn of a redundant strapdown navigation tystem for striepraic fli#4t-wntto)/navipatlvn use has bee#
complete. HaWe on application of tuned-lanbaW. yms, a comiact coolig rs6-mi t '3 in x Iý in x 14 in) has been achie-ved
for WperatioWa)/fperatictud tcdundsan-:. Test data ate pitesntcd (0i stftpdowo system test progrurnu intcludin
llt veigote N-50 tuned-timWa gyto system. 'st~ing of atedundant sew-t ctnumion
mofi
is currently ini p(o*Ats
StA~wlt Syto d elopnWrst also iticludes thtg tautr aOd tuclWa tnagatig tesunarte twhiiztlqns. ABA author.
171 W i"
7RA1S938
PLE.lT'VMILUSTABILIZATION W~iT A PLAITFOWMhLES INfiRTIAL SYSTM
Lebed.PV. IL .
Vosee-w. 12datel 'Stvo Mhntgei.1977. 142 p. In Rusianf.
This bN4r~ outlines the theoretic-al principle.* of a pilatformlass flight-1m.Ni4r4W.
lkta~ins
itt wbic't ieslts of
eaklatonsperoarc4by an on4xwan computer in rell fin~ets..tsh ' sdr heietz oriae.aeie
Principle of attitude onitrol without a gysostailited plationu an
ac~.a~ 'ntlj nak j~u
t
flight vehicl as an object to be stabilied itta
ytm;kb~orse
Itiven. toWh;ultuc $or dew
ii*n -atatancoul
attitutde ota flight vehicl relativie to inestial %p=c r 's.rbda gwt ~2,i ~a inrot~r~s sodated- with the0

ailosithms used in rrstutttirmg the inertial coordimo-be ixe1n., Atesio
ui gvr t h utiatdion Of caiatrol
cotmmands, the Wontrol channel, and techniq'es fit t'.ýQfiti contiol crroon It ins
rtozfd " thatre fOmnallsn; us coat"o
theoaý may be enploed ini computing the dynammn~ ,soetAltes of the plmilms hWsial
Oyt.AM
0k .

76/00/00
77A37356
FLOATED MULTISENSOR FOR LOW-COST NAVIGATION
Weinberg, M.
(Charles Stark Draper Laboratory, Inc., Cambridge, Mass.)
In NAECON '76, Proceedings of the National Aerospace and Electronics Conference, Dayton, Ohio, May 18- 20, 1976.
(A77-37352 17-33) New York, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc., 1976, p.20-27.
The Charles Stark Draper Laboratory (CSDL) multisensor is a single-degree-of-freedom floated integrating gyroscope with
the output axis purposely unbalanced to obtain pendulosity; thus, specific force in addition to angular rate can be
measured. Analytical and design studies are being performed, and further testing of a previously constructed feasibility
instrument is planned. Performance objectives are I-meru (0.015 deg/h) bias and gyro scale-factor stability, and 100microgram bias and 50-ppm scale-factor stability for the accelerometer functioi. The feasibility instrument has demonstrated the basic potential of the multisensor concept as a viable multisensor instrument for avionics and tactical
guidance and navig:ition application. This paper deals with the description of the basic concept, reviews the test data
from the feasibility multisensor, and discusses the dynamics of the instrument and associated error torque mechanism.
ABA author.
76/00/00
77A17633
FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTICS OF RECURRENT ALGORITHMS FOR CALCULATING DIRECTION COSINES
IN PLATFORMLESS SYSTEMS
Lebedev, R.K.
Priborostroenie. Vol. 19, No.10, 1976, p. 79 -82. In Russian.
Two algorithms the interpolation and the extrapolation algorithms used for calculaGng direction cosines of strapdown navigation systems ar examined and compared. It is found that the interpolation algorithm has a relatively small
aniplitudinal error but can create a stability problem in closed systems due to significant phase distortion. The extrapolation algorithm has an almost ideal phase characieristic but its maximum amplitudinal error is about four times greater
than that of the reference algorithm. ABA B.J.

73103100

73A29214
,IG -RELIABILITY STRAPDOWN PLATFORMS USING TWO-DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM GYROS
Hung, J.C.; Doran, BJ.
(Tennessee. University, Knosville, Teno.); (NASA. Nianhall Space flight Center, Huntitsilic. Ala.)
IEEE TransactionS o AerOspa;c;and Eloctronic Systems. Vol. ALS-9. March 1973. p- 2 5 3-25 9 .
This paper presents 4 new concept of h tohtreliability strapdown attitude sensint systems for sqcv vehicles. Each system
uttllms a sot of rmdundant two.deam
e.of-fr-cdotn gyros. An optimum system configuration is obtaiund for maxinum
systeon i mlabhilty aild the best meolrmCelnt accuracy. hnproved ,,curacy of the final data is obtasned by using tlhe least.
%uare data teductiolmi tehnique. Eav¢ sstem !wo•_sePoa 'wlt porforman•c ma0g40
Vt" 'ea0tur¢ w1hich is c•apabl of
failure dwetaiot., Faulty yre Identification, syltem reconfiguratlon, and. rohssbly. wntar recahibratlon. Ilpsovenent
to relabl.|Ity, aus compad to other types ofs trulped•wn ystemfs. i%de oi•strlted. Dtihi of the d"Vlopownt ar.
4
described in termi of a syatem
tmontain4 four ,ytos&ABA author.
AIAA Paper 74-467
74)f08[0
74A37854
INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSThM T.STS HAVING IMPROVFI'D OVSERVAUILITY OF ERROR SOURc.S
Widoall, W.S.. Gruntly. P.A.. Morch. W.G.
S(Inteluetric. Inw.. "amtridte. Mam).) (USAK. Htlo!omna AFl!. N Xle%.)
Atncrictn Itstitute of Aetonautiow and Attronaliuic, &¢$4cchatifttd t"outttol of ftht Cotofeivnce. Antaheim. Cali.,,
Auguit S 0. 1974. 14p. USAF-suppofted tesvarch.

Sglnthalod
!*

Optimal filterhug of Oloulated inettlal navigation spytem (INS) t4S1 data it u IIto evaluate altetoato halbocatory and flight
test tecmni4ues. which Ate intended to detramine the value of each uplifiea" f ourtve of snaigatkon rttor, Teti%of b0th
and strapdowa systent. ate evaluio4. Tihe inajor ptoblem pvlecntlng tmofe acc•tatC deletminatIon of the
dozens of saoutce of error 0i an lN'S 6 the highs ci-oweatiot, tsetw•e"n tv. contributinn, of many of the eir-es of errosr.
Laottoryl test wiluetcwe and flight test trajectortiot art pftwoted that teduc• these cvuwlatiros, ant imtwose the t-wetv.
ability of the Insdividual ouroes of errot. ABA author.
V" ;00100
76A4'57906
.lhtlGRAT"D AIRCRAFT NAVIGATION
Farrell, J.L.
(WetibuteI'J~ttc
orp..
Syteo 1)cvkpmerat Div.. "lutInR41.
Newv Yrk, Academic Piress Inc.. 19761,365p.
Ail integrated textbook diawiq upon clcowenat% #%uited fro

Md.3

watiouiu sckienc

and engineering disxciplines iontrliutitg

to aircraft .lavigatnkM s%'ystemst. Material is drawn upon frot theoretical dynanitim. inerti~al me.itents, radar, sadio
riavaids, gelestial ohservatiws, 0tatitlcal estimation technlqsii. avionic. gravity
_tneawuents, ettto analyssý, kahtw
filters, coniter tracking techniques. Problem exesses ate appended to ecah chapter. Strapdown eoords.,tt, an-io.
air trading, tglody".rtic, rotational triA.foins. point "AVmotod, an s t41plimal danlpihw ame affton the lopics Itriealtd.
The underyftin fwusciwal sin
ty of airctt navigation and traainig spwheatual euth akiption. gimuWnbal
patrfW

an d strapdown inertial navigation, space stable, geographic, and wander azimuth coordinate references, damped and
undamped inertial navigation systems, radio/radar/optical updating, and block or recursive estimation algorithnms for
updating, is pointed out. ABA R.D.V.
75/00/00
76A32400
INVESTIGATION OF A ROLL STABILIZED ANALYTIC PLATFORM/RSAP/TYPE INERTIAL NAVIGATION
SYSTEM
Vepa, N.M.; Higashiguchi, M.
(Indian Space Research Organization, Control Guidance and Instrumentation Div., Trivandrum, India); (Tokyo,
University, Tokyo, Japan)
In International Symposium on Space Technology and Science, 11 th, Tokyo, Japan, June 30-July 4, 1975, Proceedings.
(A76-3230 115-12) Tokyo, Agnes Publishing, Inc., !975, p. 7 2 1-729.
The paper describes the so-called roll stabilized analytic platform type inertial navigation system, in which the sensors
(three rate integrating gyros and three accelerometers) are mounted on a table that is electromechanically sta~ilized about
the roll axis and for which the coordinate orientation with respect to the inertial frame is established analytically. The
system preserves the advantages of a strapdown system in addition to isolating the sensors from the roll motions of the
vehicle, which resufts in a great reduction in sensor errors. Simple coordinate transformation algorithms - two Euler
angle algorithms and the DCM algorithms - are proposed for platform stabilization. A new non-iterative orthogonalization technique based on the DCM algorithm is proposed for analytical coordinate orientation and the performance of the
inertial system studied here is compared with the performance of a strapdown system by simulating both systems and
comparing their typical motions. ABA B.J.
AD.784907 AFOSR-74-1367TR
74/06/30
75N77920
INVESTIGATION OF STRAPDOWN REFERENCE SYSTEMS
Bowles, W.M.
Oklahoma State Univ., Stillwater. (School of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering)
75/00/00
76A22634
INVESTIGATION OF TIME-SHARING OF REBALANCE ELECTRONICS FOR SENSORS IN STRAPDOWN
NAVIGATION PLATFORMS
Coffman, D.E.; Hung, J.C.
(Tennessee, University, Knoxville, Tenn.) Tennessee Univ., Knoxville.
In Electricity an Expanding Technology; Proceedings of the Southeast Region 3 Conference, Charlotte, N.C., April 6-9,
1975. Volume 1. (A76-22626 09-31) New York, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc., 1975, p.3E-2.1
to 3E-2-10.

This article reports the results of an investigation on time-sharing of a rebalance electronics among several sensors used in
a strapdown navigation platform, Various concepts are given. The merits and demerits of the time-sharing for a typical
situation are discussed in detail. A possible hardware realization is proposed. In addition, this study develops a general
approach, applicable to other systems, for evaluating the use of time-sharing concept. ABA author.
75/01/00
75A20803
ITERATIVE OPTIMAL ORTHOGONALIZATION OF THE STRAPDOWN MATRIX
Bar-Itzhack, I.Y.
(Technion - Israel Institute of Technology, Haifa, Israel)
IEEE Transactions on Aerospace and Electronic Systems, Vol. AES-I 1, January 1975, p.30737,
This paper treats the problem of finding an orthogonal matrix which Is the closest, in the Forbenius norm, to a given
nonorthogonal matrix. This nonorthogonal matrix is the result of a fast but rather Inaccurate computation of the well.

known direction cosine matrix (12CM) of a strapdown inertial navigation system. The known closcd-form solution to
this problem Is rederived using the directional derivative method, and the conditions fur minimum distance are derived
and discussed. A new iterative technique for solving this problem is derived as a result of the application of the gradient
projection technique anti the directional derivative method. The practical computational problems invo!ved in this !ech.
nique are discussed. The new technique is demonstrated by three examples. Although paiticular attention is given to the
3 x 3 direction cosine matrix, the conclusions are nonetheless valid higher order matrices. ABA zuthor.
75/00/00
76AIl826
INTERCON 75; INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION AND EXPOSITION, New York, N.Y., April 1 .10. 1975,

Conference Record: Convention sponsored by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Envineon. Now York. Institute
of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc-, 1975.

6 1

2 )p.

Papers arc presented describing recent advances lit computer hardware. electronic instrumentation, automatic test equipmont, and comn inications systems. Some of the topics covered include sampling measurements for simplifying automatic
test equipment design, emerging technologies in local exchange Ctommunication networks, design of micrprocessor based
terminals, testability enhancement in digltal system design, random file processing In a storage hierarchy, satellite system
consid•oratlons for computer data transfer, and techniques for achieving low cost strapdown navitation. Individual items
are announced In this issue. ABA P.T.H.

76/00/00
76A47227
LASER INERTIAL PLATFORM FOR ARMY MISSILES
Johnston, J.V.; Pugh, R.E.
(US Army, Missile Command, Redstone Arsenal, Ala.)
In Engineering in a Changing Economy; Proceedings of the Southeast Region 3 Conference, Clemson, S.C., April 5-7,
1976. (A76-47201 24-99) New York, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc., 1976, p.221-223.
The system aspect of a laser gyro strapdown inertial measurement vnit applicable to US Army missiles is examined. 'The
sensor assembly contains a single triad that mounts the three ring laser gyros and three accelerometers. Attention is given
to the unique conditions for application of laser gyro IMUs to army missiles, the general parameters of strapdown IMUS,
strapdown navigation softwa,-e, operating modes, and the performance evaluation system. ABA B.J.
76/00/00
77A37432
LOW COST INERTIAL GUIDANCE WITH GPS UPDATE FOR TACTICAl. WEAPONS
Cox, J.W.
(USAF, Armament Laboratory, Eglin AFB, Fla.)
In NAECON '76; Proceedings of the National Aerospace and Electronics Conference, Dayton, Ohio, May 18-20, 1976.
(A77-37352 17-33) New York, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc., 1976, p. 6 23- 6 2 6.
The Air Force Armament Laboratory has recently initiated new efforts to develop a low cost inertial guidance subsystem
(LCIGS) for tactical guided weapons. The efforts are to: (1) define the inertial strapdown subsystem requirements,
(2) design, develop and test an engineering model LCIGS, and (3) develop new low cost inertial instruments for long
range improvement of performance and reduction cost. The result will be a design data package suitable for a competitive,
non-proprietary procurement of inertial strapdown subsystems. LCIGS will be optimally designed to receive position
and/or velocity updates from alternative navigation schemes such as Navstar global positioning system. A digital
processor will be designed to handle system integration for a modular family of tactical missile configurations.
ABA author.
77/00/00
78A14944
MICROPROCESSOR APPLICATIONS IN STRAPDOWN INERTIAL NAVIGATION
Napjus, G.A.

(Teledyne Systems, Northridge, Calif.)
In Military Electronics Defence Expo '76; Proceedings of the Conference, Wiesbaden. West Germany, October 6 8, 1976.
(A78.14926 03-33) Geneva, Intravia, S.A., 1977, p.514.5 6.
Attention is given to strapdown inertial navigation hystenms and their advantages over gimbal systems. The system uses
three limited-capacity microcomputers In place of a minicomputer, and microprocessor techniques in place of analog
electro.tics In the gyroscope control loops for Inertial sensor control. Microprocessor flexibility may be applied to
redundant strapdowin navigation systvms and associated digital flight control systems. such as for the navigation, guidance,
and control of commercial aircraft, figheor aircraft, space vehicles, and sounding rockets. ABA S.C.S.

"73/00/00 73A!7168
MICROPROGRAMMEDI) DIGITAL FILTERS FOR STRAPDOWN GUIDANCE APPLICATION
Kapadlia. K.: Dunn. WR.
(Santa Clara. Univetsity. !anta Clara, Calif.)
In Asilomar Conference on Circuits and Symemns, 6th, Pacific Grove, culif. November 15 17, 19t2. Conference Record.
(A73-27 151 12-10) North Hollywood, Calif., Western Periodicals Co.. 1973, p, 4 19 -423.
Discut•ioln of an approach for imtplementing digital filters us
microprogramnned control logic witll read only memory
(ROM) for strapdown guidance applications. and decription of a ,econd-order multiplexed system using multprogranined
control ihstruclion. The microprogranining technique for control using ROM 6s shown to enlhance higher order digital
filter realita~lon. The high speed of digital circuits reduces propagation time and facilitaivs waltipiexing. Proganmmed
:.ROMV%' i lIe altaeed easily for different algorillnths. ADA M.V.E.
73100100

73A40037
A STRAPDOWN INERTIAL NAVIGATOR USING MINIATURE ELECTROSTATIC GYROS
Duncan, HR.R

"MICRON
x'

(Rockwell International Corp , Autonetics Div., Anahein. Calit)
.Ini Nationial Aerst)x
;4eeting, Washington. D.C., March 13. 14, 1973, I-oceedin,. (A73W40035 2l-2i)Wasbington,
t.C.,. Inttitutc ýf Navigation, 1973, p.l 3,23. USAF-tul'prted rerearcll,
An over\ ,w is presented of a onall, low cost, strapdown, in.rtial navigator (Micron' which us"s two miniature electrostatically suspended gyros (MESG's) to establish the rmouired inertial frame. The system lperfortance goals are a position
error of i nm/Ifl(.|T tale. a velocity ertor of 5 fl/sec rins per axis and an attitude error of 4 min of are rnus per axis. The
physical charactoristic of the Mi..St, iftstruIcnal are defided with particular reference to the unique whole angle attitude
readout scheme. IThe latter is achieved by electrically sensing a deliblreate radial mass unbalance of the rotor within the
MEG(;. Tihe analytic umodelil:', fundainelitals of the caihraltion techniques for gyro drift rate and whole angle readout ame
presented. Functional block diaLamlis of :he Micron exlyerimlental demonstration system are illustrated with detailed

Sdiscussion of the gyrocompass alignment and navigation mechanization applicable to the Micron strapdown system. ABA.
76/00/00
77A37438
MICRON LIFE CYCLE COST PREDICTION MODEL
Gibson, K.J.
(Rockwell International Corp., Autonetics Group, Anaheim, Calif.)
In NAECON '76; Proceedings of the National Aerospace and Electronics Conference, Dayton, Ohio, May 18-20, 1976.
(A77-37352 17-33) New York, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc., 1976, p.674-681.
Micron is a strapdown inertial navigator which uses the microelectrostatically supported gyro. The Micron model is
analytical, employing cost estimating algorithms based on average maintenance rates, repair times, test characteristics,
etc. Spares requirements are calculated using a Poisson cost minimization routine. Some parametric relationships are
provided for estimating data page counts and training requirements. ABA B.J.
77/00/00
78A15643
MIRA - THE MULTIFUNCTION INERTIAL REFERENCE ASSEMBLY
Harrington, E.V., Jr; Bell, J.W; Raroha, G.H.
(USAF, Avionics Laboratory, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio)
In NAECON '77; Proceedings of the Nationa! Aerospace and Electronics Conference, Dayton, Ohio, May 17-19, 1977.
(A78-15551 04-33) New York, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc., 1977, p. 7 8 3-7 8 7 .
The MIRA is being developed to satisfy the combined kinematic data requirements of flight control, navigation, weapon
delivery and terminal area control, the key to practical implementation of these sensor functions being the digitilazation
of avionic and flight control functions. This paper describes basic MIRA concepts with attention given to sensor
commonality and data utilization, location considerations and redundancy. ABA B.J.
74/00/00
74A35242
NEW DEVELOPMENT IN HIGH RELIABILITY STRAPDOWN PLATFORMS USING TDF SENSORS
Tsuei, Y.D.; Hung, J.C.
(Tennessee, University, Knoxville, Tenn.)
In Joint Automatic Control Conference, 15th, Austin, Tex., June 18-21, 1974, Proceedings. (A74-35232 17-10) New
York, American Institute of Chemical Engineers, 1974, p.83-91.
New development in high reliability strapdown navigation platform using two-degree-of-freedom sensors and redundancy
concept is presented in this paper. The development is based on the assumption that each axis of the sensor can fail
without affecting the remaining axis. The systems reliability is investigated, the optimum redundancy configurations are
proposed, a technique of sensor performance management is developed for the proposed systems. ABA author.
76/00/00 77A20655
New Frontiers in Aerospace Navigation; Proceedings of the Bicentennial National Aerospace Symposium, Warminister,
Pa., April 27, 28, 1976. Symposium sponsored by the Institute of Navigation and.US Navy. Washington, D.C., Institute
of Navigation, 1976, 162p.
The present collection of papers is concerned with advances in aerospace navigation, from the latest aerospace applications of celestial, radio, inertial and satellite navigation to the development of sophisticated navigation systems such as
laser gyros. Featured topics include improved navigation using adaptive Kalman filtering, navigation for sea-based
remotely piloted vehicles, ring laser gyro strapdown systems, and microwave holographic imaging of aircraft with spaceborne illuminating source. Additional developments in software will further improve navigation accuracy in terms of
prediction, correction and more complete control of the navigation process. Individual items are announced in this
issue. ABA S.D.
75/00/00 75A37623
NAECON '75; Proceedings of the National Aerospace and Electronics Conference, Dayton, Ohio, June 10-12, 1975.
Conference sponsored by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers. New York, Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers, Inc., 1975, 768 p.
Papers are presented dealing with advances In electronic components, hardware, software, and systems for a wide variety
of applications, including communications, radar, weapon systems, avionics, electrooptical imaging, satellite and radio
navigation, cybernetic systems, and environmental measurements and data processing. Some of the topics covered
include a wideband data link computer simulation model, optimal linear tracking of vehicles with uncertain system
models, a multlmegawatt fuel cell power system, design of a modular avionic processor, the blue-spot electrooptical
sensor/laser, and 4-D navigation using integrated strapdown inertial/differential Loran. Individual items are announced
in this Issue. ABA P.T.H.

Alý

FOA-2-C-2674-E4 74/06/00 76N71450
ON ALGORITHMS FOR ATTITUDE EVALUATION IN NAVIGATION SYSTEMS WITH STRAPDOWN
COMPONENTS
Wolff, P.
Research Inst. of National Defence, Stockholm (Sweden)

76/03100
76A26389
ON THE CONVERGENCE OF ITERATIVE ORTHOGONALIZATION PROCESSES

Bar-Itzhack, I.Y., Meyer, J.

(Technion - Israel Institute of Technology, Haifa, Israel)
IEEE Transactions on Aerospace and Electronic Systems, Vol. AES-l 2, March 1976, p. 146-151

f-"

It is necessary in many aerospace systems (e.g., strapdown inertial guidance) to periodically transform vectors from a
rotating Cartesian coordinate system to a reference Cartesian system. But since the corresponding computational
algorithm is not perfect the resultant transformation matrix is often not orthogonal. An orthogonalization process is
used to obtain an estimate of the correct orthogonal transformation matrix in order to correct the nonorthogonality
error of the matrix. Polar decomposition of matrices is used to study the convergence properties of this iterative orthogonalization process. In applying this decomposition, the investigation of a general iterative process of a certain form can
be reduced to the investigation of a scalar iterative process. ABA B.J.
74/00/00
74A38589
OPTIMAL GYRO MOUNTING CONFIGURATIONS FOR A STRAPDOWN SYSTEM
Giardina, C.R.
(Singer Co., Kearfott Div., Little Falls; Fairleigh Dickinson University, Rutherford, N.J.)
In NAECON 74; Proceedings of the National Aerospace and Electronics Conference, Dayton, Ohio, May 13-15, 1974.
(A74-38517 19-09)'Dlew York, institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc., 1974, p.584-591.
New gyro mounting procedures, failure detection, isolation and data reduction techniques have been determined for high
rejiable redundant strapdown systems utilizing two degree of freedom (TDF) gyros. ABA author.
76/00/00
77A51193
OPTIMAL ORTHONORMALIZATION OF STRAPDOWN GUIDANCE SYSTEMS
Bar-Itzhack, I.Y.
(Technion - Israel Institute of Technology, Haifa, Israel)
In Position Location and Navigation Symposium, San Diego, Calif., November I-3, 1976, Proceedings. (A77-51178
24-04) New York, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc., 1976, p. 122-127.
The requirement for orthortormalization of the direction cosine matrix (DCM) in strapdown guidance systems is explained.
The orthonormalization problem is formulated in mathematical terms and a closed form solution is given in two equivalent forms. Three iterative processes to compute this matrix are introduced in order to alleviate the problem of
computing square roots of matrices needed for the closed form solution. Using polar decomposition of matrices the convergence rate and range of the iterative processes are investigated. Finally, the computational effort required for the
implementation of the iterative processes is examined theoretically and empirically. It is concluded that the 'dual process'
is superior and should be used whenever the DCM is computed directly. ABA author.
77/04/00
77A32943
PERFORMANCE OF A FRENCH AIRBORNE OMEGA RECEIVER AND OUTLOOK FOR ITS USE
Kergoat, H.
(Secretariat General Al'Aviation Civile, Service Technique de la Navigation Aorienne, Paris, France)
Navigation (Paris), Vol.25, April 1977, p.167-174. In French.
Results of flight tests and ground tests on a French airborne automatic Omega receiver are described. A novel phase
correction technique offers the user improved protection against propagation anomalies (including SID and polar cap
absorption fadeout problems), and more compact memory space. A possible future for the Crouzet-Sercel Omega receiver
described in civil aviation applications is envisaged, in view of the attitude (vertical, heading) information it can furnish,
and its strapdown inertial performance. ABA R.D.V.
AIAA 7' 7-1039
77/00/00
77A42755
PERFORMANCE TESTS OF TWO PRECISION ATTITUDE DETERMINATION SYSTEMS
McAloon, K.J.; Farrenkopf, R.L.; Belsky, F.J.; Mann, R.J.
(TRW Defense and Space Systems Group, Redondo Beach, Calif.)
TRW Defense and Space Systems Group, Redondo Beach, Calif. In Guidance and Control Conference, Hollywood, Fla.,
August 8-10, 1977, Technical Papers. (A77-42751 20-35) New York, American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, Inc., 1977, p.24-32.
Results of laboratory performance tests of two satellite attitude determination systems are given. One system employed
a strapdown star tracker and gyro assembly, the other a single axis, gimballed star tracker and a gyro assembly. The
laboratory tests simulated those orbit conditions which would be experienced on a three axis stabilized, earth pointed
satellite in geosynchronous orbit. A ground-fixed laboratory test was performed in which system axes remained
stationary in the laboratory coordinates while revolving star beams stimulated the star trackers. The laboratory instrumentation techniques used to meet the stringent accuracy requirements arc described. Results are presented which show
both systems met the performance goal of 3.6 arc seconds. Comparative analyses of both systems are also discussed.
ABA author.
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A/L 75/05/00

75A36239
./PLATFORM ALIGNMENT USING A STRAPDOWN STELLAR SENSOR
Nash, J.M.; Wells, G.R.
(Logicon, Inc., San Pedro, Calif.)
AIAA Journal, Vol. 13, May 1975, p.659-664.
This paper examines the use of a body-mounted stellar-sighting device to align an aerospace vehicle's gimballed inertial
measurement unit. The fundamental observability of not only platform misalignments but also time-invariant sensormounting errors is demonstrated. The performance of an inflight estimation algorithm is shown to be a function of
several environmental and navigation hardware parameters as well as the characteristics of the sighting device itself. Parametric case studies are presented for a sample system. ABA author.
77/05/00
77A35839
PRACTICAL COMPARISON OF ITERATIVE MATRIX ORTHOGONALIZATION ALGORITHMS
Meyer, J.; Bar-Itzhack, I.Y.
(Technion - Israel Institute of Technology, Haifa, Israel)
IEEE Transactions on Aerospace and Electronic Systems, Vol. AES-I 3, May 1977, p.230-235.
Three promising algorithms for orthogonalizing the direction cosine matrix employed in strapdown inertial navigation and
similararrangements to describe the rotation of a coordinate system relative to a reference coordinate system are introduced; convergence rate and range of the algorithms were investigated. The variant dubbed dual algorithm is found far
superior to the other two in speed, computer memory, accuracy, and convergence rate. ABA R.D.V.
75/00/00
75A37204
PRECISION ON-BOARD ATTITUDE REFERENCE USING THE GENERALIZED INVERSE
McElroy, T.T.; Iwens, R.P.
(TRW Systems Group, Redondo Beach, Calif.)
In Annual Allerton Conference on Circuit and System Theory, 12th, Monticello, Ill., October 2-4, 1974, Proceedings.
(A75-37201 17-63) Urbana, Ill., University of Illinois, 1975, p. 180-184.
A sequential estimation algorithm is presented for spacecraft attitude determination using the generalized inverse (pseudo.
inverse). Relative to the Kalman filter, computational requirements are significantly reduced. The sensors used are a
three-axis strapdown gyro package and strapdown star trackers. Digital simulation in conjunction with a truth model is
employed to evaluate performance, indicating three-axis accuracy better than 30 arc seconds. ABA author.
67/00/00
77A37415
PRECISION POINTING USING STRAPDOWN GYRO TECHNIQUES
Gilmore, J.; Bukow, G.
(Charles Stark Draper Laboratory, Inc., Cambridge, Mass.)
In NAECON '76; Proceedings of the National Aerospace and Electronics Conference, Dayton, Ohio, May 18-20, 1976.
(A77-37352 17-33) New York, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc., 1976, p.479-488.
This paper presents a mechanization for the maintenance of an inertially referenced pointing system line-of-sight. The
approach presented utilizes a wide bandwidth strapdown gyro package mounted to the line-of-sight control member.
The strapdown package is uniquely suited for pointing applications requiring high resolution angle measurement over a
wide dynamic range. The gyro also can provide inertial rate sensing and control for the pointing system. Illustrative
data is presented showing arcsecond measurement accuracy over large angle rotations at high rates. Field site test results
on a 48-in optical telescope are also presented indicating wide band low-noise gyro sensing capability and its applicability
for pointing, stabilization, and tracking control. ABA author.
77/00/00
77A39519
PROJECT WORK ON A STRIKE RPV
Spintzyk, J.
Dornier-Post (English Edition), No.2, 1977, p.26-29.
A proposal for a highly cost-effective strike RPV with high deterrent value is outlined. The RPV is intended for launch

from rear fields for sorties against previously reconnoitred mobile or fixed targets. Both outward and return flight are
pre-programmed and take place near the ground at high speeds. Low-level bombing is carried out without terminal
guidance. Landing is automatic. A hybrid navigation system, with a strapdown inertial system for air-derived navigation,
Is under consideration. A configuration with fuselage-stored weapons and external engines appears suitable. ABA C.K.D.

"

75/00/00
76A23145
PROPAGATING RESPONSES OF LINEAR SYSTEMS INVOLVING NOISY, TIME-DEPENDENT DYNAMICS
Bowles, W.M.; Sebesta, H.R.
(Oklahoma State University, Stlilwater, Okla.)
In Modeling and Simulation. Volume 6 - Proceedings of the Sixth Annual Pittsburgh Conference, Pittsburgh, Pa.,
April 24, 25, 1975. Part 1. (A76-23110 09-59) Pittsburgh, Pa., Instrument Society of America, 1975, p.511-515.
The employment of two approaches in the study of the responses of time-varying, linear, vector-matrix differtntlit

equations of a given form is considered, taking into account Galerkin's technique and a commutative algorithm. It is
found that Galerkin's method may be used to develop accurate propagation &lgorethms with low sensitivity to high
frequency noise. The commutative methods provide generally more computationally efficient algorithms. ABA G.R.
73/11/00
74AI9402
PROPAGATION AND SYSTEM ACCURACY IMPACT OF MAJOR SENSOR ERRORS ON A STRAPDOWN
AIRCRAFT NAVIGATOR
Stambaugh, J.S.
(Singer Kearfott Research Center, Little Falls, N.J.)
IEEE Transactions on Aerospace and Electronic Systems, Vol. AES-9, November 1973, p.8 3 8-8 4 6 .
A strapdown system is considered as an unaided inertial navigator aboard an aircraft, Presented here are simulation
results detailing the propagation of navigation errors (in nautical miles) due to strapdown sensor errors for four trajectories. They indicate the type of performance that can be expected from a strapdown system utilizing good off the shelf
gyros and accelerometers, and dramatically illustrate the improvements necessary in these components to obtain navigation performance comparable to that available from a good gimballed inertial system. The total navigation error for each
trajectory is broken down to show the contribution from each of the various error sources. This breakdown quickly
reveals which are the critical error sources for a given trajectory class, and also points up the relationship that .xists
between each individual error source, aircraft maneuvers, and the resulting navigation error. ABA author.
74N70335
68/11/00
NASA-CR-86198-(DEL) TRW-07398-6027-RO-00-(DEL)
RADIO/OPTICAL/STRAPDOWN INERTIAL GUIDANCE STUDY FOR ADVANCED KICK STAGE APPLICATIONS.
VOLUME 2: DETAILED STUDY RESULTS (TASKS 3 AND 4). PART 2: PRELIMINARY MODULAR DESIGN
(DEL.)
TRW Systems Group, Redondo Beach, Calif.
75N70026
NASA-CR-140328 E-2398
69/06/00
REAL-TIME STRAPDOWN-ATTITUDE PACKAGE EVALUATIONS
Gilmore, J.P.; McKern, R.A.; Swanson, D.W.
Massachusetts Inst. of Tech., Cambridge. (Instrumentation Lab.)
Presented at AIAA Guidance, Control and Flight Mech. Conf., Princeton, N.J., August 1969.
76A11840
75/00/00
RECENT ADVANCES IN STRAPDOWN INERTIAL NAVIGATION
Napjus, G.A.
(Teledyne Systems Co., Northridge, Calif.)
Teledyne Systems Co., Northridge, Calif. In Intercon 75; International Convention and Exposition, New York, N.Y.,
April 8 10,1975, Conference Record. (A76-11826 02-33) New York, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers,
Inc., 1975, p. 1 35/1-5 35/I.
The computational requirements and basic features of strapdown gyroscopes for Inertial novigation are discussed. Strap.
down navigators currently require 20 to 50% of the available time of a minicomputer with a capability of several hundred
thousand operations per second; memory requirements are 2000 to 3000 16-bit words. A systeom In which thee computational demands are met by three limited capability microcomputers is described. A techniqu ,sing dedicated micro-

processors Inthe place of analog electronics in the gyroscope control loops Isdscumscd, and attvation isgiven to applications of microprocessor technology in redundant strapdown navigation systems and associated flight control systems.
ABA C.K.D.
73A38833
73/08/00
AIAA Paper 73-898
RECENT TEST RESULTS- A STRAPDOWN IMU UTILIZING HYDRODYNAMIC SPIN BARING RATE SENSORS
AND PULSE REBLANCE LOOPS
Dteselnan, J.; McNeil, J.; Callahan, J.
(Northrop Corp., Precision Products Dept., Norwood, Mass.)
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Guidance and Control Conference, Key Biwsayne, Mh., August
20--22, 1973, 1Op.

AIAA Paper 73-852

73A41969
73/08/00
REDUNDANCY MANAGEMENT OF INERTIAL SYSTEMS
McKern, R.A.; Musoff, H.
(MIT, Cambridge, Mass.)
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Guidance and Control Conference, Key Biscayne. PIa.. August
20-22, 1973, I1p1
The paper reviews developments In failure detection and Isolation techniques applicable to gimballed and strapdown
systems, It examines basic redundancy management goah of Improved reliability, performance and logistic costs, and
explores mechanizations available for both input and output data handling. The meaning of '•dundant system teliability
in terms of avallable coverage, system MTBF, and mission ti:te Is presented and the practical hardware perfoumance

Slimitations

of failure detection and isolation techniques are explored. Simulation results are presented illustrating implementation coverages attainable considering IMU performance models and mission detection threshold requirements.
The implications of a complete GN &C redundancy management method on inertial techniques are also explored.
ABA author.
AIAA 77-1 109
77/00/00
77A42808
REDUNDANT INTEGRATED FLIGHT CONTROL/NAVIGATION INERTIAL SENSOR COMPLEX
Ebner, R.E.; Mark, J.G.
(Litton Systems, Inc., Woodland Hills, Calif.)
Litton Systems, Inc., Woodland Hills, Calif. In Guidance and Control Conference, Hollywood, Fla., August 8-10, 1977,
Technical Papers. (A77-42751 20-35) New York, American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc., 1977,
p.50 3 -51 1.

A redundant strapdown inertial navigation system for integrated flight control/navigation use is described. Design of the
system, which consists of four tuned-gimbal gyros, eight accelerometers, and four processors, is discussed, with emphasis
on its compact configuration (13 by 13 by 14 in), based on symmetry properties of an octahedron. A matrix operator
for least-squares combination of data from an arbitrary number of two-degree-of-freedom gyros is derived, and general
parity equations for error analysis are given. Self-contained detection and isolation of a two-axis gyro failure is
considered; system failure probability, which depends on component failure rates and self-correction capacities, is
analyzed. Test data, including typical parity equation responses during motion and simulated gyro and accelerometer
failures, are also presented. ABA J.M.B.
76/00/00
77A5 1191
REDUNDANT CAROUSEL STRAPDOWN GUIDANCE SYSTEM
Oshika, E.M., Parziale, A.J.
(General Motors Corp., Goleta, Calif.)
In Position Location and Navigation Symposium, Son Diego, Calif., November 1 -3, 1976, Proceedings. (A77.51178
24-04) New York, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc., 1976, p. 106-1 IS.
This paper describes the design principles applied to obtain a highly reliable, low cost navigation system with unique
performance features. The redundant Carousel strapdown system uses proven components in a novel configuration to
obtain significant performance Increases. The benefits of low cost and high component reliability are obtained by using
components derived from parts in volume production for the Carousel IV aircraft navigator, Carousle V (USGS) space
navigator and the F-16 fire control computer. On the system level, improved reliability and navigtion accuracy are
obtained by using a redundant configuration that allows the advantages of the Carousel technique to Ie applied to all of
the navigation sensors, The configuration results in the practical clemination of attitude drift during free fall space flight,
while maintaining the accurate self-alignment features of the USGS space navigator. The combination of redundant
se-nsor with the Carousel technique also resulls in a simple and unique failure detection procedure to isolate subsystem
failures. ABA author.
76100/00
76A47228
RDUNDANT
K
ISTRAPI)OWN LASER GYRO NAVIGATION SYSTEM
McPheron, BI.W. Wafls. D.P.: White, Jl.
(IBM Corp., Huntsville, Ali.), (NASA, Manshall Space I1light Center. Hluntsv0lle. Ala.)
International Business Machines Corp., Huntsville, Alia.; National Aeronautics and Space Adminstration. Marshall Space
Flight Center, Hluntsville, Ala. In lEngineering in a Clhanging Economy- Procedinp of the Southeast Region 3 Conference,
Clemson, S.C.. April 5 7. 1976, (A7647201 24-99) New York. Institute of Eletrical and letreonics Fngitners, Inc,.
197 6, p.224 -2 2 6.
For the last soveral yeari, NASA ist punued tue development of low-cost high-reliability inertial navigation systens that
would satisfy a broad spectrum of future space and avionics misions. Two specific progranms have culminated it. the
construction of a redundant strapdown laser gyro navigation system. These two progranm were for development of a
space ultrareliable modular computer (SUMC) and a rmdundant laser gyro interttl meosurement unit (iM
The SUMC is
T).
a digital computer that employs state-of-the-art largeseale integrated circuits confilured in a fun•tional modular breakdown, The redundant laser gyro IMU ik a six-pack atral~own wensor package in a dodecahedron configuration which uses
six laser gyros to provide incremental angular positions and six accelerometers for lineartveloucity outputs. The tasor
arrangement allows automatic accommodation of two failures; a third fallutt can Ie tolerated provided it can be determined. The navigation system also includes tedundant power supplies, built-in test-equipment (BITh) cimits for (allure
* ;•

idetection,

and soflware witch provides for navigtion, redundancy managonnalrt, and automatic calibration and aligatumL
ABA author.
AIAA Paper 74-893
77/08(00
74A37874
RETROACTIVE FAILURE CORRECLMON FOR STRAPDOWN REDUNDANT INERTIAL INSTRUMENTS
Wilcox, J.C.
(TRW Systems Group, Redondo Beach, Calif.)
American Institute of Aeromtics and Astronautics. Mehtanics and Control of Flight Couferemc, Anelint., Cit.
August 5-9,.1974. 7p.

An algorithm is derived that eliminates the errors that build up in a redundant strapdown inertial navigator between the
time that a soft failure occurs and the time that it is isolated and the failed instrument takert off-line. (Hard failures are
isolated before any erroneous data is used, by definition.) Although the algorithm is presented for the dodecahedron
configuration as an example, it is applicable to any redundant system which uses least squares to combine the outputs of
the unfailed instruments. Since only soft failures need be retroactively corrected, the errors itvolved are small and
linearization can be used to reduce the data storage; and computational requirements. ABA author.
73/00/00
73A38057
SENSOR CONCEPT, AND ALGORITHMS FOR A COMPLETELY STRAPDOWN AUTONOMOUS NAVIGATION
APPROACH
Kau, S.P.; Paulson, D.C.
(Honeywell, "nc., Aerospace Div., St Petersburg, Fla.)
In Joint Automatic Control Conference, 14th, Columbus, Ohio, June 20-22, 1973, Preprints of Tech~nical Papers.
(A73-38028 19-10) New York, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc., 1973, p.643, 644.
NASA-CR-147679 REPT.0872-11055-VOL-I
72/10/06
76N75141
SPACE SHUTTLE STRAPUOWN INERTIAL MEASURING UNIT PROGRAM ANALYSIS. VOLUME 1: MANAGEMENT SUMMARY
Honeywell, Inc., St Petersburg, Fla. (Aerospace Div.)
NASA-CR-147680 REPT-0872-11055-VOL-2
72/10/06
76N75142
SPACE SHUTTLE STRAPDOWN INERTIAL MEASURING UNIT PROGRAM ANALYSIS. VOLUME 2: TECHNICAL
Honeywell, Inc., St Petersburg, Fla.
AAS Paper 75-.44
75/08/00
76A12790
SPACE TUG LASER GYRO IMU
Morrison, R.; Walls, B,
(Sperry Rand Corp., Sperry Gyroscope, Great vteck. N.Y.). (NASA. Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Ala.)
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsville, Ala.- Sperry Rand Corp.,
Great Neck, N.Y. AAS, AIAA. IEEE. ORSA. and IMS. Meeting on Space Shuttle Missions of the 80's, Denver, Colo..
August ý6-28. 1975. AAS 20 p.
A redundant inertai measuring unit (IMU) incorporating six strapdown laser gyros and Mix accelerometers. arranged so
that sensitive axes are nornal to the races of a dodecahedron, provides enhanced reliability with reduced hardware weillit.
Software monitoring or sensor outputs senses failure of sensors and the system is designed for triple redundancy, with
built-in test equipftfent. Attention is centered on redundancy and faill•la features, and on the closed-path ring laser
gyro arrangement. ABA R.D.V.
73/03/00
73A36955
STm AP.DOWN INERTIAL GUIDANCE SYSWEMS STUDY
Fontana, RB.
(Officine Galileo S.P.A.. Florenlee. Italy)
(NATO, AG'ARD, Sympeslumn on Inertial Navigation Components and Systems. 1lorenco. Italy. October 2 S. 1972.)
Kevuo Scientfirque et Technique Cecks/Ceri. Vol3, January-Marhd 1973. p.35-37.
Possible instumoentntion for usw in a strup-down system is considered, and a pendulum acooleroinetr and rate Integrating
gyro Are found tr, be suitablc. The envronmental factors are determined, and the resulting intrumentation error%ar
estimated. These, together with the estimates of digital computation errors, no used to 1Wnd the resulthin injection erorts
for a typical Europa vehicle mission. AlIA author.
74/00100
74A381587
STRAPI)OWN ATTITUDE AND HEADING Rli"EIRNCE SYSTEM
Donothue, PJ.
(Lear Siegler. Inc.. Grand Rapids. Midi.)
In NAECON "74; Proceadings or the National Aerospace and ilee.fonics Conference, Dayton, Ohio. May 13-IS. 1974.
(A74-38517 19-09) New York, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineet, Inc.. 1974, p.556,563.
This paper presents the ploblefi formulation, system stedets, analysis and simulation results obtained for an aided strapdown attitude an6 heading reference system utliting a Kalmnan filter. Th1 results presented provide a baseline of achievable performance for an airspeed and conipas. aided reference system. as well as the basis for predicting correspowlft
strapdown Paigptor performance. ABA auttor.
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74/07100
74A37289
STRAPDOWN GUIDANCE ERROR ANALYSIS
Mortensen. R.E.
(California. Univetsity, Los Angeles. (alif.)
Ii
lEeK
Trfaaions on Aerospace and Electlonic Systems. Vol. AES-10. July 1974, p.451457.
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A crucial part of so-called 'strapdown' techniques for inertial guidance systems is the generation of the matrix of direction
cosines relating the body axes to the reference axes. This is generally done by direct integration of a set of differential
equations having the body angular velocities as inputs. This paper is devoted to an error analysis of two commonly used
integration schemes, namely, direction cosines and quaternions. Scale, skew, and drift errors are defined, and the susceptibility of the integratioit schemes to these types of error is examined. It is concluded that the quatemion scheme offers
an advantage because it intrinsically yields zero skew error. The paper is presented in two parts, for convenience.
ABA author.
77/00/00
77A40782
STRAPDOWN INERTIAL NAVIGATION - THE GYROSCOPE CHALLENGE
Harris, D.G.
(Marconi-Elliott Avionic Systems, Ltd., Rochester, England)
In Applications of Modern Gyro Technology; Proceedings of the Symposium, London, England, January 12, 1977.
(A77-40776 19-17) London. Royal Aeronautical Society, 1977, 15 p.
The development of inertial navigation technology is surveyed, with comparison made between the two alternative
systems, gimballed and strapdcwn. Aside from the three sensors, the three gyro stable platform used in gimballed systems
includes electronic equipment, the failure of which is frequently an error source in the system.. In contrast, strapdown
devices require only the triad of sensors, thus reducing failures and maintenance problems. To implement the strapdown
gyro concept, a high-performance angular sensor is needed, providing drift stability of .01 degree per hour, high dynamic
range, and ability to rapidly stabilize in a wide range of temperatures, Four candidates for strapdown design are described
single degree of freedom rate integrating gyros; two degree of freedom 'dry' gyros: electrostatically suspended gyros; and
ring laser gyros. Advantages of the ring laser system are emphasized, including economy, simpler manufacture, easier

handling, and much improved reliability; design programs for the system are summarized, among them development of
interface circuits between sensors and computers, and development of computer programs. ABA J.M.B.
73/00/00
73A40036
STRAPDOWN INERTIAL NAVIGATION PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

1-clamandaris, H.
(Teledyne Systems, Co., Northridge. Calif.)

In National Aerospace Meeting, Washington, D.C., March 13, 14, 1973. Proceedings, (A73-40035 21-21) Washington,
D.C., Institute of Navigation, 1973, p.1-12.

This paper delineates a concept of strapdown navigation using dry Inertial instruments and a high speed, general purpose
digital computer. Distinct life cycle cost advantages are shown for both support-to-actusition cost and cost-per-flying
hour for the strapdown system. Further, the strapdown system is compared to gititbled systems using dry instruments

characteristic of the present technology and floated in.ttrumneats employ'ed in current sytmms. Several redundant
instrument coafigurations are presented with their attendant realive merits. The strapdown system Imposes additional
computer constraints since the attitude matrix must Ne prop•agted in real time. Primary constraints are duty cycle and

storng requirinnents. Two basic attitude propagation algorithmis are premnted. Then two me
cosines and quatetnions. Implementation onsiderations refleýctiW service rates and drift erro
tion algorthin aft preented. ABA author.

niatons ar direction
as a function of integra-

73100/00
73A35211
STRAPDOWN INERTIAL NAVIGATION PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

tlalaniandarls, It.

(Teledyne Systents Co.. Northridge. Calif.)
In NAIiCON 73; Proueedinp of the National Aerowpace Eletronics Confermace, Dayton, Ohio. May 14-16, 1973.
(AI3.35201 17.09) Now York, Institute of Electricai and i0ctronit Enginees", Inc., 1973. p.82-91.
This pawer delineates a concelt of wtrapdown navigation u4ng dry inertial instraments and high speed, general purpose
digital computer. Distinct life cycle cost advantages ate shown for both support-io-acquisition cost and Cost-per-lying
hour for the strapdown s-stem. Further. the strapdown system Is compared to gintbaled systems using drty instruments
chlaracteristic of the present technology and floated instrumnnts emaployed to curant sysrtos. Several redundant istru-

-matconfigurations are ~resented with their attendant relative merits. The strapdown system ijmpws addItional

computer constraints sinoe the attitude matrix mt.t be propagated in ttal time. Piary constraints ate duty cycle and
storVe equir•enents. Two basic attitude propagation algorithms are peseated. These two tacslzatlions are direction
cosines and qtaatemions. ABA author.

"73104100

73A26377

STRAPI)OWN INERTIAL SYSTEM ALIGNMENT USING STATISTICAL FILTERS - A SIMPLIIED)
k

FORMULATION
Ikeyst. iJ., Jr; Sutherland. A.A., Jr
(MIT, C(ambridge, Mass.); (Analytic Sciences. Corp., Readin• Mass.)
AIAA Jounml. Vol.11. April 1973. p452.456.

B-37
76/01/00
76A20779
STRAPDOWN MATRIX ORTHOGONALIZATION - THE DUAL ITERATIVE ALGORITHM
Bar-Itzhack, I.Y.; Meyer, J.; Fuhrmann, P.A.
(Technion - Israel Institute of Technology, Haifa, Israel); (Negev, University, Beersheba, Israel)
IEEE Transactions on Aerospace and Electronic Systems, Vol. AES-I 2, January 1976, p.32-38.
There exist several algorithms for the optimal orthogonalization of the direction cosine matrix used in navigation, control
and simulation. One of these recursive algorithms is shown to be derived form a dual solution to the optimal orthogonalization problem. The duality of the algorithm is demonstrated and its convergence properties are investigated. Quadratic
convergence is proven and the condition for convergence is determined and illustrated with numerical examples.
ABA author.
AIAA Paper 77-1105
77/08100
77A51619
STRAPDOWN NAVIGATION TECHNOLOGY - A LITERATURE SURVEY
Garg, S.C.; Morrow, LD.; Mamen, R.
(Toronto, University, Toronto, Canada); (SPAR Aerospace Products, Ltd., Toronto, Canada); (Department of
Communications, Ottawa, Canada)
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Guidance and Control Conference, Hollywood, Fla., August 8- 10,
1977, 18 p.
This paper presents the results of a comprehehsive literature survey of approximately 300 technical papers and reports on
strapdown navigation technology. It provides a general survey for those seeking a source of references and an overview
of the entire field. The papea does not dwell on comparisons between strapdown and gimballed systems. Rather, it aims
at an organized and coherent summary of existing work on strapdown technology by reviewing the following topics basic
terms and concepts, strapdown components, analytical aspects, error generation and propagation, system data processing,
reliability enhancement and current trends. An extensive bibliography is included. ABA author.
NASA-CR133055 TR-147-1
70/01/31
73N72958
STRAPDOWN SENSOR TESTS AND TEST DATA ANALYSIS
Crawford, B.S. AV026•075
73107/00
73A37876
STRAPPED DOWN INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEMS
Colliso•n. R.P.G.
(Marconi-Eliott Avionics Systems, Ltd., Rodmster, England)
Journal of Navigation, Vol.26, July 1973, p,341-3S 1,
The basic ingredients of these navigtion systems are discussed, covering vehicle orientation meavuretment techniqut*, the
Euler angle computer, gyro systems and latitude and longitude computation procedures, The advantages of these
itystesln are summarized as reliability, simnpler temperature control, lower power consumption, simplified build and
commi"ioll phase, mdumd investment, lower grade servic•og skills, largely sotd state electronics, lower development
cost, size and weight reduction through the elimination of gimbalfin$ system. flight control with Wdy.referenced data,
and economical redundancy for failure absorption. Strapped down systemst are cdaracterlid as a major step ill inertial
navigation technology, eimin"att0ng the complexity of gimballing qy.items and providing the major advantages of greater
reliability, lower costs, ltowr power consumption. and excellent (Mfzt, absorption dwadaceristlicc ABA VZ
NAL-TR-349
75/I 100
76N6235
STUDY ON A WIDE ANGLE MINIATURE INTEGRATING GYRO WOR STRAPDOWN SYSTEM
*Oltuk-, M.; Shingu. t.; Suzuki, T.; Enkyo, S.; Tlbata. J.
National Aerospace Lab.. Tokyo (j1pan)
77100(00
7SA15641
SYSTEM DESMRIPTION AND PERFORMANCE CIIARATrERISTICS OF A QUAD REDUNDANT STRAPDOWN
INERTIAL NAVIGATION AND FLIGIn"CONTROL SYSTEM

Donoghue, P.J.
(Teledync Systenu Co., Northridge, Calit.)
In NAEMON '77; Proovedingp of the National Aerospace and Electronics Conference, Dayton. Ohio. May 17 . 19, 1977.
(A78-1 551 04-33) New Yotk, Institute of Electrical and Elec•tonics Elngineers, Inc.. 1977, p.767-774.
This paper de.cribes the system dein and development of a quadruply redundant strapdown inertial infotmation ard
computation system. This system was developed for application to a digtal fly-by wire controlled configuration vehicle.
Design rationale and implementation of the sytem are described in four major areas. (I) sensoms (2) digital convessioa

kdu*wsk

(3) digital computer and (4)system impleumetation. AB author.

....

73/00/00

73A38058
SYSTEM ERROR ANALYSIS AND ALGORITHMS FOR A STRAPDOWN NAVIGATION SYSTEM

(X
) Nelson, J.B.; Lochrie, W.D.

Douglas Astronautics Co., St Louis,
oow)O(McDonnel
Mo.)

In Joint Automatic Control Conference, 14th, Columbus, Ohio, June 20-22, 1973, Preprints of Technical Papers.
(A73-38028 19-10) New York, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc., 1973, p.645, 646.
77/00/00
78A15604
TACTICAL GUIDANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR STRAPDOWN INERTIAL
Mueller, C.E.; Phelps, R.K.; Scheidenhelm, R.
(Honeywell Systems and Research Center, Minneapolis, Minn.); (Honeywell, Inc., Defense Systems Div., Minneapolis,
Minn.); (Honeywell, Inc., Avionics Div., St Petersburg, Fla.)
In NAECON '77; Proceedings of the National Aerospace and Electronics Conference, Dayton, Ohio, May 17 .19, 1977.
(A78.i 5551 04-33) New York, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc., 1977, p.433-440. USAF-supported
research.
An analysis of tactical inertial performance requirements for three strapdown inertial guidance system mechanizations pure inertial, RAC aided inertial, and GPS aided inertial - is described. Cost-optimal performance requirements are determined for a family of powered and unpowered guided conventional weapons. Stochastic sensor error modeling. Velocitymatching transfer alignment, and optimal and suboptimal Kalman filtering are also discussed. ABA author.
75/00/00
76A 11842
TECHNIQUES FOR ACHIEVING LOW COST STRAPDOWN NAVIGATION
Gilmore, J.P.; McKern, R.A.; Musoff, H.
(Charles Stark Draper Laboratory, Inc., Cambridge Mass.)
In Intercon 75; International Convention and Exposition, New York, N.Y., April 8-10, 1975, Conference Record,
(A76-11826 02-33) New York, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc., 1975, p. 1 35/3-4 35/3.
Accurate, reliable and less vulnerable radio navigation systems (GPS, Omega, DME and Loran) have been forecast for the'
early 1980's. This radio navigation capability permits a reformation of the INS implementation requirements from those
of stand-alone navigation to that of high-bandwidth aiding of the radio navigator. Use of low cost strapdown technology
in this application area becomes very attractive. Modularity concepts in both hardware and software are prewented as a
basi for achieving such a low cost goal. This paper prsentls a detailed system concepg showing how to implement a strap.
down system in the high-bandwidth alding problem and how to integrate all of the conventional inertial-avionws subsystems into a unified strapdown system. ABA author.

75/00/00

76A10607

TEST EVALUATION OF A HIGH0PERFORMANCE PULSF REBALANCED GYRO FOR STRAPDOWN IMU
APPUCATIONS
lendett, R.M.; Kleine, ll.D.; Weinstein, S.P.: Zoinick, D.A.
(Bendix Corp., Guidance Systems DOv, Teterboro, N.J.)
In National Aerosace Meeting, Alamogordo, N. Mex., May 12, 13, 1975. f
dtongs. (A76-10601 01.04) Washington.
D.C,, Institute of Navigation, 1975, p.3242.
The paper des•cribes the results of trsts and analytical evaluation of the 64 perinancnt ruNgnet rate integrating Syrewopo
(64 PM RIG) -. an inertial grade slnglewdelree-of'frecdos sensor containing an advanced cermtic hydrodynaimic gas
beafing wheel assembly driven by a synchronous motor. The sensor is operated with bihiary pulls rebalamlce servo
electronics using quantited pulse width modulation of the gyto torquing signal. Drift rtate stability tests of the 64 PM
RIG showed a bias variability over a 1$-hour period of les than 0.001 degihtr. Results are aW given for rate sensor scale
factor iUnearity and stability aW on output "ai slw comp•nustion. ABA P.T.11.
A•

76100100
77A26942
T•STING OF THE LUNAR EXCURSION MODULE ABORT SENSOR AS!EMBLY ATTHE CMNtRAL INERTIAL
GUID)ANCE TEST PACILITY!ICITF/
.,ite.ke M.G.; Ingold, N.L.
(USAF. Central Inertial Guidance Test Facility, tloltloman A1i4. N. Mex)
In Tha Eagle has Returned; Proceedings of the Dedication Conference of the International Space Ihll of Fame,
Alamogonro, N. Mex., October 5-9. 1976. (A77-26926 I1 -12) Sm Dico, Calif.. Americka Astronautical Society;
Univell, Inc.. 1976, p.317-3 3 0.
A strapped-down system, the abott sensor assembly to he uwd in the Apollo program's lunar excutlsn module, was
tested in terms of its suitability for two areas of application: mitl space guidance in general, and guiance of a launch
vehicle during the boost phas. The following charmaetistics were to he determined: tile system's error coefficients, the
operational sutability of the system, and system reliahillity, Two types of tests were performed: laboratory tests under
strictly controlled conditions, and operational tests simulating eswatial featues of mil •lunch, u as aceleratiowas
Wans
jetks cmbincd with realstic vibtaloa leovk ABA 8J.

74/00/00
76A16724
THE APPLICATION OF MICROPROCESSORS TO STRAPDOWN INERTIAL NAVIGATION

Napjus, G.A.
(Teledyne Systems Co., Northridge, Calif.)
Teledyne Systems Co., Northridge, Calif. In Microprocessors; Workshop on Electronics, Ecole Polytechniqua. Federate de
Lausanne, Lausanne, Switzerland, October 14-17, 1974, Proceedings (Microprocesseurs; Journees d'Electronique, Ecole
Polytechnique Federale de Lausanne, Switzerland, October 14-17, 1974, Comptes Rendus). Workshop sponsored by the
Association Suisse des Electriciens, Ecole Polytechnique Federale de Lausanne, and IEEE. Lausanne, Ecole Polytechnique
Federale de Lausanne, 1974, p.381-391.
The paper describes the nature of strapdown navigators and the computational requirements associated with them. A
current system design is then described in which three limited-capability microcomputers perform the tasks previously
assigned to a powerful minicomputer. In addition, a technique employing dedicated microprocessors in place of conventional analog electronics in the gyroscope control loops is discussed. ABT P.T.H.
74/10/00
75A26665
THE APPLICATION OF MICROPROCESSORS TO STRAPDOWN INERTIAL NAVIGATION
Napius, G.A.
(Teledyne Systems Co., Northridge, Calif.)
International Conference on Microprocessors. Lausanne, Switzerland, October 14 17, 1974, Paper. 12 p.
The fundamental concepts of inertial navigation are briefly examined. In a strapdown inertial navigator the accelerometers and gyros are mounted directly on the vehicle frame. The development of strapdown systems, which have important advantages over gimbal systems, has been mainly retarded by the comiputational requirements involved, However.
the current availability of suitable minicomputers combined with other technological advances has now opened the way
for a more widespread use of strapdown ineitial navigators. ABA G.R.
73/00!00
74A28129
THE DEVELOPMENT OF A STAR POINTNG SYSTEM FOR THE SKYLARK ROCKET
StInchcombe, P.F.
(Marconi Space and Dcfcn.s Systens. Ltd., Frimley. England)
In Conference on Space Optics, 4th, Marseillt, France, November 6 S. 1973. Proeedings. (A74-28101 12-14) Ntis,
Centre National d'ttudes Spatlales. 1973. p. 2 3 3.2 39 .
A three.axis star-pointing attitude control systeni has bten developed for the Skylark sownding rocket. The system
carries out precision inertial maneuverS WIhg 6trapdown gYros from an initial attitude determine0 by thie '0On and
inagnetic vectors. The area of sky which contalis the target Star Is sannecd by a mtar WAsot which kfcAles the brightt
star and sutlqumfly pfovtdeý error signals for lhwking the vehicle onto the tarut which may Ie + .magnitudo. Where
extreme accuraqy, is rquired, within plus ofr #Wos I W eond, the sensor frort" part of the si~tltfitc esrvmant.
ABIA author.
77/00100
77A407,0
THE DYNAMICALLY TUNED GYROSkWE A SENSOR FOR LOW COST AttHTUIE REFERENCE AND
NAVIGATION SYSTEM
Bonfleld. DO.G.
(Writish Aircrift Corp., Ltd., Stesena,
fiests.. Foglaod)
In Applitatiomn of Modem Gyto Technolony: Pro."cdlngs of the Symposium, Lxmulon. Englad. January 12, 1977.
(A7740776 19-17) London. Royal Act•rtutical Society. 1977. 4 0p.
The dynamically tuted gyroscope (DTO), a true two axis rotation s•enur comparable in aciaracy to fil•ial.-d
rSoyr
o
but analler and cheaper, is de
kbwd. Tie history of the Htookes joint gytos.w'n is itimnalteid. and the advantget of
the preset tFIratio-n of deviceOaWe li•td, In cluding tow cost of acquisitio and mateaanica
simlified
iW
ontbly.
and high shodI• resistance. Sources and control of errors in the DTG arm con•derced, among them augulai vibration
('twict spin spved sensitivity'). linear vibration, elastic restraint, and wensitivitl) to the comnptiance of the mounting and
the support structure. Slabilily tests for a prototype
%)'g' ready attainment of .02 detree drift per hour In
suggest
laboratory conditions. Ptoblems in developing strapdnwn DTG systems are alto discussed, inmluding haadling of powet
diaspation without adverse effects on gyro performance, It Conclusion, DTGS are feai
lemaltives in c4al and
military aircraft. missiles and other appations rquiriq low cost oquipmett aW low drift
teritic.k& ABA J.M.8.
77/00100
77A40?77
THl EV(-rT OF MODERN T(141NOLOGY ON GYROS
Smith S.96.
(Royal Aircraft Establishment, Farba.wourgh, Hants.. England)
Ir, Applicatiors of Modern Gym Tchnology. Proccding of the Syminsium. Loadon, En•land. January 12, 1977.
(A?7-40776 19-17) London. Royal Aeronautic Socictl. 1977. 14 p.
Innovations in gyrocope tch~nokgy from 1964 to the present are summatind. In particular, the introduction of digital
ecmiputing to suppant analo44 systess a
,oWdfor autoatic igyro testitU. and. within the systicn Usetmlves. permitted

#0

less stringent gyro parameters, since mass unbalance, rotation effects, and temperature coefficients to the scale factor
could be corrected by airborne digital computers. The development of strapdown gyros (i.e., those mounted directly on
the airframe) entailed achievement of accuracy in high dynamic ranges. In the sub-inertial field alternatives to the
rotating wheel rate sensor have been produced, including the dual axis rate transducer (DART), the gas jet sptior, the

vibrating wire sensor, and the magnetohydrodynamic se;tsor. For inertial navigation, the US has relied increasingly on
dynamically tuned gyros, while in the UK improvements (e.g., substitution of gas spin bearings for ball bearings) and cost
reductions have kept the single degree of freedom, floatel gyro; dominant. Also mentioned are dynamically tuned free-

rotor gyros, electrostatically-supported gyros. 6ig lazr gyros, ind nuclear magnvtic resonanc gyros. ABA J.M.B.
NASA-CR-140327 E-2392
69/06/00
75N74041
THE GYROSCOPE IN TORQUE-TO-BALANCE STRAPDOWN APPLICATION
Gilmore, J.P.; Feldman, J.
Massachusetts htzst. of Tech., Cambridge. (Instrumentation Lab.)
Presented at AIAA Guidance, Control and Flight Mech Conf., Princeton, N.J., August 1969.
73/06/00
73A40025
THE IMPACT OF SPACE NAVIGATION ON THE SPHERICAL GAS BEARING GYRO
Drew, T.A.

(Rockwell International Cop.. Autonetics Div., Anaheim, Calif.)
Institute of Navigation, Ainutl Meeting, 29th, St Louis, Mo., June 19--21, 1973, Paper. l Ip.
Results of a detailed program to evaluate the spherical gas bearing gyro with respect to the demanding requirements of

satellite navigation. The. goal of the rsearch acthity was to take the current platform type spherical gas bearing gyro and.
by modifying the rotor and torquer only slightly to minimize the possible loss of demonstrated reliability, achieve the
higher torquing rate required for strapdown implem•ntation. The resulting strapdown gyro was evaluated for its prt-or-

m

Cane
capability relative to spae apptlcation. The investigation was directed In two areos

one was the gym's compati-

bility with space applicable environments and the second was the evaluation of the gyro's perfornmce in a strapdown
mode. Highly satisfactry results were achieved for three spaice applicable environments i.e., lotlx-tnr. v-cuum

exposure (362 dAB'.•

sterilization expure (13$ C for 96 hi), and son-C power darac,-•k~s, AM author.

AIAA Paper 74-926
74/0400
74A3790!
TIlE DELTA LAUNCH VEH I.LE GUIDANCE AND NAVIGATION $SYM-b
Dhuyvottet-, It.
(McDo•wnl Dougls Astronautics Co., HtAtsingtno tv,., Caif.)

American lnstitute of Aeronautic* wi Astroautics, Mechanic

nd Contic! ouf iqLohb; Conference. Anaheim. Calif.,

August 5-9, 1974, l1 ip,

The delta inertill gu0ldarce 's.n (D)0IGS). wh.ch is ian aoprati•a•idy ptom versatile syriym, i4dc¢-ttibd. The diff•ernt
vehicle monflsvratlonf. and wmsson definitinm flown with [$0S ovef: W.pd'r *49pr zImately two yees ar Idicated.
From a "ImPlicity statdpoint, the 0164 provides far al fntmuav *i l i.•etn$.xt
glilancc, control, and itithide

scquctnins functions ut1g a minimal .e( of hard war. Thli hao•sd-•cT,:onts 4 a traplow•n Itneitial mslering unt~t
(NO ) and ; 4096-word digital cornpoter Loeatt in tMe I.A"Oinl s5a.two rlc-~isdcl 44pckgs for providif% an analog0
selo loop for both flnws-avgilad Wecoditage glm~ballcit ettiw
"twotsqenigd~stribution boxes in cad, staw for
houin variout relays used to squeince vhcl'he flm u-mis, The 4•We-tnw
of a simple but etlf•civ, et of gitdare
an9d 4t'OeIn

equations is -ra•,,•4

•td•d deo•t•t

th

75100f1k0
75A17702
THE HONEYWELL LASE1, INERTIAL NAV'iAIIOXN
Sa'gPG.
ittisnywtll. Inc.. Minneapolis. Minn.)
li NACON" IS: Poceeding oat the Nr"tinr
(A?$'I37621 1'0I) New Yawk, tr
eo~

Plight data, AIA F.R.L.

STEMTl/ULINS/

Averspc ad ElVctrnuios Conference, Dayton, Ohio, iuac 10-- 12. 1975.
-r.cvtwdand IilctroA lsi.Ungrin
, Inc., 1973. p.609,616.

The lton11 well stapdowor LINSOi
r in4erTia natviation *ymtem) is described including hardware teltintcs. ••nwaft
e.Tements, arnd ensor peefonts.,c. The kyvattm utilizes Hwwgywell 061300 lis •hs
yuw~us the basic scng &lri;wnts
,hich have a demonstraWtd vapability for achieving I - 3 mile Wer
hour system lcetl pcrfomnance. The I.I11 hardware
,s umodulat In cmstruclioA to meet lndfivlduas user interface oquhlitents and syttem redundancy levelv when needed
.uing4 sAiwed .tn•t geo treria. Advantages of [.INS o
Wlpared
to conventional inertial navgtion equipment am rstet
r4gPmi,%A timew a&d a factor of ltwo tower procurement cost and maintcnanace costs. A LINS enginecting system it ixrrently
wing road tMted at lfon•e ell In preparatWion r flight tet evaluation at Ikllosnan A~r Poree base durig April -June
1975. AIM author.
..
7600/0
77A206%
TI'EllSLIC. 1• LASER GYRO IMtU FOR MlIIKOURSE MISSILE GUIDANCIE
Mortison, R.,; Levinson, 1.; McAdory, R.W.
(Spixy Rand Corp., SPerr Gyosolpe Div., Gteat Neck, N.Y.); (UWAF. A&4mic laborstory, Weslgbt-,Pattcnon APO,
Ohio)
It New Frontieni
in Aeospac Navipwioa;
t
PrXeing of the Bicentennial National Acrospae Smporluhm, Wulam

.

Pa.. April 27. 28, 1976. (A77-20655 07-04) Washington, D.C., Institute of Navigation, 1976, p. 59 -6 8 .
The paper outlines the design and capabilities of the SLIC-I5 strapdown laser gyro inertial measurement unit (IMU) of
fLA
compact sensor configuration. The IMU consists of a laser gyro triad machined into a single ceramic-vitreous stru'ture
with three orthogonal linear accelerometers. It is shown that the unique design features of this unit offer advantagies in
low cost, small size, high reliability and long storage life. An error analysis for a typial glide bomb mission revealed that
the SLIC-I 5 strapdown laser gyro IMU is suitable for midcourse guidance of tactical missiles. The capabilities of the IMU
promote its use in a broad spectrum of applications in addition to tactical missile guidance. ABA S.D.
77/00/00
78A15681
THE SLIC-7 LASER GYRO INERTIAL GUIDANCE SYSTEM
Morrison, R.F.; Levinson, E.; Bryant, B.L, Jr
(Sperry Rand Corp., Sperry Gyroscope, Great Neck, N.Y.)
In NAECON '7?; Proceedings of the National Aerospace and Electronics Conference, Dayton, Ohio, May 17 19, 1977.
(AT 8-15551 04-33) New York, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc., 1977, p. 1045-1061. Armysponsored research.
Slerry is developing a unique low-cost miniature ring-laser gyro strapdown inertial guidance system that is suitable for a
broad spectrum of aerospacst applications. The key features of this system are described and the latest laboratory performance te"t data are presented. Mission application capabilities, including tactical missile guidance, torpedo guidance and
mixed navigation system arc defined. Life cycle cast advantages arc delineated. ABA author.
75!0210M
75A21528
THIRMOELECTRIC TEMPERATURE CONTROL OF INSTRUMENTATION A SAMPLE. DESIGN
Marlorana, R.T.
-(('harkustTark Draper LUboratory, Inc.- Cambridge, Mass.)
IEEE ra.sctions .n Industrial Electronics ami Control hntrumentation. Vr. IECI-22, February 1975, p,6•-75.
Cur;ont technology has produced !migh.rformana.
ic•onductor thermoelectric modules thot V-a4t
Ie a design option
fur teitrAtur• control of elemro;ias and iastrumendttion. It Weenm re'sotable that their ;dvantages wouW be helpful
to electronics ald proce'S, ctrolt- destwrts *ho may "t N, -warv of the tremendout advances lit the state-ofthe-art
of tWhrltoltt. W
de crfeitt ix OT|4a4i1ae, themodutrrics cn be. u•d for actiev bimodal control. This pape,r
tiea
dasribes their fundamental
er•lation, deria.s i0ae rrponnaance retllnsip•, and pre.wnwt cmputation techniques for
their integratioa i1110 a syl~cm. An evaanple ,5givn where1
1bertNoktrlca were used to tomperature Conto h ISI
strlpdowo inertial nmaigator. Test rteult-s ,hofwed that tewmpervtwom control of the
to u-ithi 0. 1 degtrs 1' In ahiffnist between 20 and 120 F. AUA authw,.

-yrto and 4"aCefroetoer Was 4d,•w
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7510O/00
73A3,1741
TRANS1%R ALIGNMENT FOR MOTION STABItZAT1ION OF CONMERINT RADARS
Ryles..t.C'.. Rtv•vi, RXM
(USAF. Avionict Lahboratory. Wright-Patteru,*

APO. Ohio)

In NAWiON '15. P'c-eeing%of the National Avowa

and flectronici Confemence. Dayton, Ohio, June. 10 12. 1975.

(A75,3762' I "8.1)New Yost, ln•titute of EWlcltical intill

omoio Er tlneers. Inc.. 1975. p.171,1 77..

Sone of thme design tradeoffs inv-lved in a tec2ial.puttW Aftfenl~n"

otmtcd m'otion com0np
atiorS syt-e for use uith a
fulwardlooklng multimliode facat capable of ptoducing hitghrmrution, meal-timte. sWyrthetic-apeste radar (SAR) map%.
"Theapplicati"o csouxidored is for a strapdown inertial mneasumesnert unit (IMV) nounemitd on a phaed-dazruy antenna antd
sriaved to the aircraft intertial n"vitationtysten 'NS) usnr. t4arsfer aligunmu ten
t hi que", The limit on conotant ac2mekra
(ion ertiu* is de.fined asi a futticioo of radat wavel•t•rgl. range to thme %taiet of the map. Map resolutiun. aicrant velo'ity,
andvcwiqn aqle. ABA SJM.

76100W0

7?Ail800

UP)ATE STRATEGY FOR A STRAPDOWN STULLARINEIRn'%.L NAVIGATION SYST13M
iau, S.P.. Steadn, S.S.
(llmeywell. hlt.. Acraspac Div., St Pe•erftsug. iFn.)
toIn
Cori'enee on lDeciton and C.onrol sd Sym,
on Adaptivv Pess,.
I15th. Clcavw•wt fha., Deecmbet 1 3. 4
1976. Ptoceedit•n.
(A77.281.1
!-n. Ne- "
;",-utc of
andk-%
t'., E
E-k.ciwts
sto s tomgiiuets, In9.-,.
p.S8.6 .

EIradeoff

Tite pwer de.e
:.vt- strategy' fat a s.,.. "-.' ,tellr i2etOal ys14m fa r oibltal navi(Alptisfn. ,,h spac5lt
Itle
related aIT. tK4,e:s. A, sti Mate Ia:s-n !'I
-' slected for update proest*ing o4 star sensor data basd upon algorithm

t',;Wts i-tfoin•d a-".
-.. e - .*c t.imulation. A covarialtce analysiAt imulation tool developed for altitude
.Ž.•tt.•..o.,
tolm4eus is used :u t-crm•ea tIm systeciimanaiysis data for the tellar initial update tilrclny. ABA Iii.
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76/01/00
76A26566
USE OF CALIBRATION MANEUVERS FOR IMPROVED PERFORMANCE OF STRAPDOWN ATTITUDE
REFERENCE SYSTEMS
Lorell, K.R.
(NASA, Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.)
National Aeronautics and Space Admi-nistration. Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif. Journal of Spacecraft and
Rockets, Vol. 13, January 1976, p. 3 1-36. Research supported by the National Research Council.
Conventional strapdown configurations require precise knowledge of the orientation of the gyro input axes as well as a
moderately large, fast c,'mputer to provide inertial attitude. This paper presents the mechanization and discusses the
operation and performance of an omnidirectional, strapdown pointing control system called all sky pointer which does
not require precise gyro alignment or a sophisticated computer. Errors caused by gyro-optical sensor misalignment, gyrointegrator bias, and scale factor error are compensated for by the use of calibration maneuvers. Control and computation
are provided by an electronics package utilizing technology similar to that found in hand-held calculators. Simulation
results indicate that sub arc-minute pointing performance is possible and pointing errors are reduced by as much as an
order of magnitude compared with uncompensated systems. ABA author.
SAE Paper 751103
75/11/00
76A22317
VERTICAL ATTITUDE TAKEOFF AND LANDING REMOTELY PILOTED DEMONSTRATION VEHICLE
Eilertson, W.H.
(US Naval Material Command, David W.Taylor Naval Ship Research and Development Center, Carderock, Md.)
Society of Automotive Engineers, National Aerospace Engineering and Manufacturing Meeting, Culver City, Calif.,
November 17-20, 1975, 19 p.
The VATOL remotely piloted vehicle for demonstration purposes incorporates a delta wing, has its power plant located
at the rear of the aircraft, and uses a close coupled canard to extend maximum lift. A single vertical tail is used for
horizontal flight directional stability, and elevons on the wing and a rudder on the vertical tail are used for horizontal
flight control. The Harpoon midcourse guidance unit serves as both an autopilot and an inertial navigator by means of
an attitude reference assembly in a strapdown inertial sensor configuration, a digital computer autopilot and a selfcontained power supply. Experimental data on aerodynamic performance (trim lift vs trim drag, longitudinal stability,
lateral stability), jet vane performance, velocity distribution, and exhaust flow conditions at lift-off are discussed. The
results of engine installation tests are presented, together with the planning of future flight tests, tethered hover tests,
horizontal flight tests, and ship interface tests. ABA B.J.
SAE Paper 750601
74/05/00
75A40510
WHITHER ALL WEATHER -- AN AIRPLANE MANUFACTURER'S POINT OF VIEW
Tobie, H.N.
(Boeing Commercial Airplane Co., Renton, Wash.)
Society of Automotive Engineers, Air Transportation Meeting, Hartford, Conn., May 6 8, 1975, 6 p.
Automatic landing has )oen developed to the point where all the wide-bodies jets have it as basic equipment. The
techniques presently employed are generally founded upon the technology of the last two decades - especially with
respect to analog computation and gyroscope references. Several new techniques are now available which can substantially improve the autoland systems for the next generation of transport aircraft. hliese Include airborne digital
computers, the use of Integrated air-data and strapdown airplane motion reference systems, expanded use of automatic
system test, and the development and employment of the microwave landing system (MLS). These new technology
developments promise to provide expanded operational benefits, reduced maintenance, and increased availability over
that of contemporary autoland systems. ABA author.
75/00/00
75A3 701
4-D NAVIGATION USIIG INTEGRATED STRAPDOWN INERTIAL/i)IFFERENTIAL LORAN
Wierenga, R.D.
(Lear Siegler, Inc., Instrument Div., Grand Rapids, Mich.)
In NAECON '75; Proceedings of the National Aerospace and Electronics Conference, Dayton, Ohio, June 10 12, 1975.
(A75-37623 18-01) New York, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc., 1975, p).602-608.
This paper des,,ibes a four-dimensional terminal area navigation, control, and display system that uses strapdown inertial
sensors combined with differential Loran to accurately determine aircraft position, velocity, attitude and heading. The
functional and hardware requirements of the system are given. A unique integration fillet is defined whicn combines

the strapdown Inertial and differential Loran data. The four-dimensional path generation technique that is used is briefly
described as Is the hybrid computer and cockpit simulator being used to evaluate the system. ABA author.
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